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Abstract
This dissertation investigates the syntax and semantics of equative structures (i.e.
DP-DP structures and clefts) in the little studied and highly endangered Upper
Nicola dialect of Okanagan Salish (a.k.a. Nsyílxc@n), and represents the first detailed investigation of equatives in a Salish language. From the theoretical perspective, Okanagan is noteworthy since there is no evidence for a predicational
copula (contra Baker (2003), Adger and Ramchand (2003)) while there is evidence
for a null equative copula (Heycock and Kroch, 1999), thereby supporting theories
which argue for a structural distinction between predication and equation.
Okanagan does not have an overt copula (A. Mattina 2001), yet does have
sentences consisting only of two determiner phrases (DPs) (“DP-DP structures”).
These exhibit a word order restriction which is absent from predications involving
other syntactic categories, such that in answer to a WH-question, a directly referential demonstrative or proper name must precede a DP headed by the determiner
iP (an “iP DP”). The implication is that specificational sentences (Higgins, 1973)
are not possible in Okanagan. Given that iP DPs permit intensional readings, and
that iP DPs never denote sets (Longobardi, 1994; Matthewson, 1998), I claim that
the Okanagan equative head maps the intension of an individual to its extension,
and is of type <<s,e>,<e,t>> (Romero, 2005; Comorovski, 2007). Since there are
no specificational sentences in Okanagan, and the equivalent of Higgins’ identificational sentence class (e.g. That is John in English) pattern with copula-less,
direct predications in Okanagan, the data support reducing Higgins’ taxonomy to
only two types for Okanagan: predicational and equative (Heller, 2005).
I claim that Okanagan clefts are also equative structures, based on evidence
that clefts consist of two DPs and carry an implicature of exhaustivity (Davis et al.,
ii

2004). This implicature stems from the maximality implicature carried by the determiner iP which introduces the second DP (i.e. the residue). My analysis runs
parallel to theories of English clefts which align cleft semantics to the semantics of
determiners (Percus, 1997; Hedberg, 2000).
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This dissertation consists of original and independent work by the author, John
Lyon, and is based on fieldwork with fluent speakers of the Upper Nicola dialect
of Okanagan Salish. This fieldwork is covered by UBC Ethics Certificate number H08-01182 under the title “The Representation of Focus in Languages of the
Pacific Northwest”, a grant from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research
Council of Canada.
A version of Chapter 5 of this dissertation, Semantics of Okanagan Determiner
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Chapter 1

Introduction
In this introductory chapter, I first give a brief overview of the central problems
which this dissertation seeks to address (1.1). I then describe the geographic distribution of the Okanagan language and its sister languages of the Southern Interior
(1.2). Next, I discuss ethical considerations (1.3). I then discuss my methodology
for data collection (1.4.1), and describe how I present my data in terms of interlinear glossing as well as the orthographic conventions I assume (1.4.2). Next I
discuss relevant previous linguistic work on Okanagan and Interior Salish (1.5).
This chapter ends with an outline of the dissertation (1.6).

1.1

Purpose of this Study

Southern Interior Salish languages such as Okanagan are well-known for their
morpho-syntactically rich aspectual systems (N. Mattina 1996b), but little descriptive or theoretical work has focused on the nominal domain. In comparing the
syntax and semantics of NPs (noun phrases) and DPs (determiner phrases), this
dissertation makes a substantial empirical contribution to the field, and lays the
groundwork for further theoretical work in this area.
The major goal of this dissertation is to characterize and analyze the distribution and function of NPs and DPs in sentence types without a main-clause eventive
predicate. These sentence types are what I shall refer to as non-verbal predications,
and are also commonly referred to as copular clauses or copular predications for
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English. I now discuss two types of non-verbal predication for Okanagan: direct
predications and DP-DP structures.
First, consider that in English, main clause non-verbal predications must be accompanied by some inflected form of the verb be, since adjectives (e.g. productive
in 1a) and nominals (e.g. boss in 1b) in English cannot be licensed as syntactic
predicates in main clause environments without a copula.
(1) a. John is productive.
b. Mary is boss.
Although Okanagan has no overt copula (A. Mattina (2001, fns 5,10) and
N. Mattina (1996b, 30)), Okanagan non-verbal predications are interpretively similar to copular clauses in English (Higgins, 1973). The examples in (2) exemplify
direct predications, and show how APs, NPs, and PPs appear to pattern with simple
VPs in being able to select directly for their arguments, which are in these cases
DPs headed by the determiner iP. A comparison between (2) and (3) shows that the
relative ordering of predicate and argument is not strict for direct predications.
(2) a. [Payx̌w t AP ] iP
tired

DET

tkìmilxw .
woman

The woman is tired.
b. [s-yxw áp-m@x NP ]

p@ptwínaxw .

iP

NOM -shuswap-person DET

old woman

The old woman is Shuswap.
’
c. [kl

s@n-lasy´@t-[t]@n PP ] iP

LOC LOC -plate- INSTR

DET

lpot.
cup

The cup is in the cupboard.
d. [c-xw uy V P ] iP
CISL -go

’
sxw -lk-ám.

DET OCC -bound- MID

A policeman came.
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(3) a. iP
DET

tkìmilxw [Payx̌w t AP ].
woman

tired

The woman is tired.
b. iP
DET

p@ptwínaxw [s-yxw áp-m@x NP ].
old woman NOM-shuswap-person

The old woman is Shuswap.
c. iP
DET

’
lpot [kl

s@n-lasy´@t-[t]@n PP ].

cup LOC LOC-plate-INSTR

The cup is in the cupboard.
d. iP

’
sxw -lk-ám

[c-xw uy V P ].

DET OCC-bound- MID CISL -go

A policeman came.
These data show that adjectives and nouns have similar distributions to verbs in
Okanagan, as in other Salish languages (cf. Kinkade (1983), Jelinek (1998), Davis
(1999a), Kroeber (1999) and many others). As such, adjectives and nominals in
Okanagan appear to be able to directly predicate themselves of their arguments.
The implications of this are quite interesting with regards to theories of copular
predication. First of all, assuming that NPs, for example, may function as predicates in Salish (Kroeber, 1999; Davis et al., 2004), there may be no need for any
copula in non-verbal predications involving a main clause NP (contra Baker (2003)
who assumes a predicational copula in these cases).
Regarding the predicate-argument distinction in Okanagan, the argument status
of the iP DPs above is established by data like (4-5):
(4) a. iP
DET

tkìmilxw
woman

a/the woman
*She is a woman.
b. tkìmilxw
woman

.
he/she/it

She is a woman.
3

(5) a. Payx̌w t
tired

.
he/she/it

He/she/it is tired.
b. Payx̌w t iP
tired

DET

tkìmilxw .
woman

The woman is tired.
The DP iP tkìmilxw ‘the woman’ in (4a) is not a complete sentence since there is
no main clause predicate in this form, only a saturated argument expression, and
null predicates are not possible. Okanagan, like other Salish languages, is a prodrop language. This means that (4b) and (5a), unlike (4a), are interpretable as
complete sentences given an appropriate context. In (5b), the subject is overtly
realized as a DP consisting of the determiner iP and its NP complement. The generalization is that Okanagan predicates do not require overt arguments in order to
be interpretable as complete sentences; however, Okanagan argument expressions
do require an overt predicate. Furthermore, given that NPs like tkìmilxw ‘woman’
can be predicates, the distinction in (4-5) is evidence that a determiner makes a
constituent non-predicative (Longobardi, 1994; Chierchia, 1998).
Assuming that lexical categories are inherently predicative, and that iP DPs
are individual-denoting argument expressions, a simplified semantic analysis of a
sentence like (2b) is given as Figure 1.1:
Figure 1.1: Function Application in an Okanagan Direct Predication
S
t
[[Shuswap]]([[the old woman]])

NPPred
<e,t>
λ x[Shuswap(x)]

DPSub j
e
[[the old woman]]

syxw ápm@x

iP p@ptwínaxw

In brief, there appears to be a semantic distinction between syntactic categories,
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where NPs, APs, VPs, and PPs can be predicative, while DPs cannot.1 This fits
with theories that D rather than N is crucial for referentiality (Longobardi, 1994)
and that the determiner is crucial for converting a nominal predicate into an argument (Chierchia, 1998).
There is a class of structures in Okanagan that raise some potentially serious
complications for this account, however. These are what I refer to as DP-DP structures, examples of which are shown in (6-8). Though there is little mention of
DP-DP structures in the literature, N. Mattina (1996b, 30) notes that examples
like (6-8) “consist of two adjacent [DPs] standing in an equivalence relationship
interpreted as [DP = DP]. Equational sentences have neither a lexical verb nor a
copula.”2
(6)

[ixíPDP ] [iP

p@ptwínaxw DP ].

DEM

old.lady

DET

She is the old lady.
(7)

[Spike DP ] [iP

ylmíxw @m DP ].

Spike

chief

DET

Spike is the chief.
(8)

[iP

sq@ltmíxw DP ] [iP

DET

man

s@xw -píx̌-@m DP ].

DET OCC -hunt- MID

The man is/was a hunter.
Assuming that all of the DP expressions in (6-8) are expressions of type e, a semantic derivation along the lines of Figure 1.1, without any functional intermediary, is
not possible; but there is further evidence against analyzing either of the two DPs
in (6-8) as predicates. Unlike sentences involving lexical predicates, as in (2-3),
constituent ordering is either not free (in the case of demonstratives and proper
names, given in (9-10)) or leads to interpretive differences (in the case of iP DPs,
given as 11):
1 PPs

are only sometimes acceptable as predicates in Upper Nicola Okanagan, and are judged
grammatical or ungrammatical seemingly at random. The reasons for this are unclear.
2 N. Mattina (1996b) uses ‘NP’ where I use ‘DP’, hence the square brackets.
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*[iP p@ptwínaxw DP ] [ixíPDP ].

(9)

DET

old.lady

DEM

The old lady is her.
(10)

*[iP ylmíxw @m DP ] [Spike DP ].
DET

chief

Spike

The chief is Spike.
(11)

[iP

s@xw -píx̌-@m DP ] [iP

DET OCC -hunt- MID

DET

sq@ltmíxw DP ].
man

#The man is/was a hunter.
The hunter is a man.
What explains the word order restriction of DP-DP structures? This question is
particularly interesting in light of theoretical work on copular predication, and Higgins’ (1973, 1979) taxonomy of these structures, which I discuss in some detail in
chapter 2. I claim that the word order restriction shows that structures directly analogous to specificational sentences (a.k.a ‘inverse predications’) in English (Higgins, 1973; Moro, 1997) are ungrammatical in Okanagan.
As a reasonable null hypothesis, we could guess that specific discourse conditions make the Okanagan examples in (9) ungrammatical, since in English at
least, specificational sentences are only felicitous in a subset of the contexts which
support predicational sentences (Higgins, 1973; Mikkelsen, 2005). For example,
(12-13) show that the specificational sentence ‘The winner is Sam’ is only felicitous if ‘the winner’ is a topical expression, not if it is in focus (Mikkelsen, 2005).3
In Okanagan, however, the relative discourse status of the initial DP is irrelevant in
such question/answer contexts, and the inverse, specificational configuration will
always be ungrammatical.
(12) a. Q: Who is the winner?
b. A: Sam is the winner. (predicational)
c. A: The winner is Sam. (specificational)
3 By ‘topic’, I informally refer to old information, or information that is already established in the
discourse, while by ‘focus’, I mean new information being introduced to the discourse (Rochemont,
1986).
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(13) a. Q: Who is Sam?
b. A: Sam is the winner. (predicational)
c. A: #The winner is Sam. (specificational)
Elucidating the source of this word order restriction and of other differences between direct and DP-DP structures, will be the focus of the dissertation.
In addition, I will explore the structure and interpretation of Okanagan clefts,
and will show that they exhibit the same word order restriction as DP-DP structures,
and that they share other important information structural and morpho-syntactic
parallels as well. As such, I claim that both simple DP-DP structures and clefts
derive from one underlying equative configuration.

1.2

The Okanagan Language

The Southern Interior sub-branch of the Salish language family consists of ColvilleOkanagan (Nsyílxc@n), Moses-Columbian (NxaPamxcín), Coeur d’Alene (Snchitsu’umshtsn), and the dialect continuum known as Spokane-Kalispel-Flathead (Seliš).
The geographic relation between the Southern Interior languages and other Salish
languages is represented in Figure 1.2 below.
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Figure 1.2: Geographic Distribution of Salish Languages
Map reproduced from The Salish Language Family: Reconstructing Syntax by
Paul D. Kroeber (p. xxxi) by permission of the University of Nebraska Press.
Copyright 1999 by the University of Nebraska Press.

Okanagan is spoken in South-central British Columbia and North-central Washington. It is critically endangered, being spoken by only about 250 speakers in
Canada (FPHLCC, 2010), and by fewer in the United States. Four major dialect
areas are recognized for the Okanagan language. These are represented in Figure
1.3 as the northern dialects of ‘Okanagan’ proper and ‘Lakes’, and the southern
dialects of ‘Sanpoil’ and ‘Colville’.
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Figure 1.3: Okanagan Dialect Areas (from Doak (1983, 17))

There are finer-grained dialect distinctions to be made as well, however. A
sub-dialect of Okanagan proper is spoken in the Upper Nicola River valley and
around Nicola Lake, in the extreme northwest periphery of the Okanagan language
area. I refer to this dialect as the ‘Upper Nicola’ dialect, though it is sometimes
also referred to as the ‘Douglas Lake’ dialect. The majority of the data in this
dissertation come from the Upper Nicola dialect. Differences between Okanagan
dialects are primarily lexical in nature, though I have also found several grammatical differences between the Upper Nicola dialect and published data from the main
Okanagan dialect and from Colville.4
4 The

grammatical differences which I have found are primarily related to the distribution of the
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The Upper Nicola Okanagan Band is centered around the Douglas Lake (Spáx̌’
m@n) and Quilchena (Nìqíìm@lx)
reserves, close to the town of Merritt, B.C. The
Nicola Valley was originally inhabited by the Nicola Athapaskan people (cf. Figure 1.2), who lived in the area until they were absorbed by Salish-speaking peoples
in the 19th century (Boas and Teit, 1930). The Upper Nicola dialect of Okanagan
is spoken by perhaps as few as 12 speakers (Sharon Lindley, p.c.), all in their seventies and eighties. This dialect is interesting, in part, because of its divergence
from the more commonly heard Okanagan Valley dialect. These divergences stem
from several factors, including geographic isolation, a high degree of bilingualism (Thompson-Okanagan), but also influence from neighboring Thompson and
Shuswap groups, who contemporaneously with the Okanagans, used the Nicola
Valley as a summer hunting ground (Boas and Teit, 1930).

1.3

Ethics

The scope of my work falls under Dr. Henry Davis’ SSHRC grant #410-20082535, and proceeds under the ethical consent guidelines as outlined in the UBC
Behavioural Research Ethics Board.
The opportunity to conduct linguistic work with Upper Nicola speakers arose
from a request by Sharon Lindley, to Henry Davis, that linguists should come
into the community in order to document the language and to assist in producing
curriculum resources. Sharon Lindley is the former principal of Nk’wala school
in Douglas Lake, the language representative of the Upper Nicola Band at the
En’owkin Centre in Penticton, and by community consensus, an authority figure
and champion of the language. As part of the process of documenting the language, it was understood that I could collect materials which would enable me to
produce a dissertation.
Prior to commencing work with speakers of the Upper Nicola dialect in December 2008, Dr. Davis and I attended an Elders’ meeting, at the behest of Sharon
Lindley, and at which the majority of the remaining speakers in Douglas Lake and
Quilchena were present. At this meeting, the Elders identified the ‘most fluent’
determiner and oblique marker before nouns, given a specific grammatical context. I discuss these
differences when relevant.
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of these speakers as being Lottie Lindley, and recommended that she be our primary language resource in the community. After personally contacting Lottie and
other speakers who I thought might be interested in occasional or regular language
work, we set up an initial appointment. The speakers were then asked to sign an
ethical consent form, in accordance with the requirements of the UBC Behavioural
Research Ethics Board.
With permission of the speakers and community, my textual and sound data
are either currently, or will be, archived at the University of Washington Special
Collections, Melville Jacobs archive, in Seattle WA; and at the American Philosophical Society’s archives in Philadelphia, PA. Additionally, I have given copies
of all my data to the community; both directly to the speakers with whom I work,
as well as to Sharon Lindley. In building my relationship with the Upper Nicola
community, I have endeavored to create and share language resources which might
be deemed useful in language preservation and education, such as several subtitled
and dubbed Okanagan films, as well as two collections of Upper Nicola narratives
by Lottie Lindley (Lindley and Lyon, 2012, 2013).

1.4

The Data

The data in this dissertation come primarily from two speakers of the Upper Nicola
dialect, Lottie Lindley and Sarah McLeod. I have worked with these two Elders far
more than with any other speakers in the community. I have also conducted several
elicitation sessions with Hank Charters, Nancy Saddleman, Rita Stewart, Wilford
Tom, and Teresa Tom during the course of my work in the Upper Nicola valley.

1.4.1

Methodology

The bulk of the data I cite consists of elicited material. Canonically, I give the
speaker a sentence in English which may be paired with a context, and the speaker
translates the English sentence into the Okanagan equivalent. In other cases, I
construct a context, and give the speaker a question in Okanagan, and they provide
the contextually appropriate Okanagan answer.
Ideally, I choose data that is volunteered by speakers in response to a given English sentence. In some cases, in order to show a contrast in terms of grammatical11

ity, I cite data which I have constructed that has been judged either grammatical or
ungrammatical by a speaker. Constructed data is based on a volunteered form, but
minimally altered. In most cases, grammatical forms have been volunteered which
are directly parallel to constructed data which I cite. Unless otherwise noted, the
data patterns which I investigate have been found to be consistent across speakers.
I also utilize data that does not come from an elicitation session. Other data
sources include sentences which are gleaned from volunteered texts, either from
Lottie Lindley (Lindley and Lyon, 2012) or Sarah McLeod, from Colville sources
such as The Golden Woman (A. Mattina 1985) or Dora DeSautel’s ìaP kìcaptíkw ì
(A. Mattina and DeSautel 2002), or from Yvonne Hébert’s unpublished Upper
Nicola corpus. I note data which has been extracted from sources other than my
own. I make every effort to cite Upper Nicola data where possible, since it is possible that there is significant dialect variation related to one or more crucial points
of grammar in this dissertation.

1.4.2

Interlinear Glossing and Orthographic Conventions

I use a three-level representation when presenting interlinear data: A ‘near-phonemic’
representation, a morpheme gloss, and a translation. Grammatical data is unmarked, ungrammatical data are introduced by an asterisk (*), marginally acceptable data or data whose grammaticality status is unclear are introduced by a superscript question mark (? ), and contextually infelicitous data are introduced by a hash
mark (#). An example is given below:
(14)

iP

sq@ltmíxw iP

uc

wik-s

DUB

see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET man

DET

xíxwt@m?
little.girl

Did the man see the little girl?
I discuss each of these three levels separately in the following sub-sections.
Near-Phonemic Transcription
The first level consists of an Okanagan transcription using a standard Americanist (a.k.a. Northwest) orthography. This orthography has traditionally been used
in Salish linguistics since the 1960’s. It is the dominant orthography for Okana12

gan, and has been used in such references as the Colville-Okanagan Dictionary
(A. Mattina 1987).5 I refer the reader to Hébert (1982b) and Hébert (1982a) for a
detailed discussion of Americanist orthographic conventions.
Because the phonetics of Okanagan by-and-large correspond transparently to
the underlying phonemic representation, I have decided not to give an additional
phonetic line when presenting data, unlike in A. Mattina and DeSautel (2002), for
example. The symbols I use, and their approximate phonetic values, are given in
the consonant and vowel charts in section 3.1. My transcriptions are ‘near phonemic’ rather than simply ‘phonemic’ because I use schwa [@], which is not a full
vowel (A. Mattina 1973, 10). I use schwa phonetically, as I hear it. Most often, a
schwa functions to break up consonant clusters, and in my own opinion makes the
Okanagan easier to read.
There are exceptions to the generalization that Okanagan morpho-phonology
is transparent, including for example (i) null transitivizers in 1st and 3rd person
ergative constructions with inherently stressed (a.k.a. ‘strong’) roots (see 14), (ii)
absorption of the final nasal in 1st and 2nd person possessive in- and an- preceding
a nominal beginning with s- and (iii) the reduction of the iP determiner before 1st
and 2nd person possessive prefixes. For cases like (i), I indicate a null transitivizer
within square brackets in the morpheme gloss line (e.g. [ DIR ] in 14). For cases
like (ii), I indicate the nasal in square brackets. For cases like (iii), I will give an
iP determiner in square brackets. My use of parentheses is distinct from my use of
square brackets: parentheses indicate optional material.
I mark primary stress at the word level by an acute accent. For mono-syllabic
words, or words with only one full vowel and no perceptible schwa, I do not mark
stress. I divide each Okanagan word into morphemes, using a hyphen (-). Each
5 At

least two other orthographies exist for Okanagan. The first was originally developed by
Randy Bouchard in the 1960’s and represents Okanagan phonemically using Latin characters. It is
essentially equivalent to the practical orthography used to write St’át’imcets (the Lillooet language)
(cf van Eijk (1997)), yet is no longer used for Okanagan as far as I am aware. The second was
’
developed by Christopher Parkin and SQamtícaP
(Sarah Peterson) at the Paul Creek language school,
and is currently used at the Salish School in Spokane, WA. It is gaining currency at centers for
Nsyílxc@n language such as the En’owkin Centre in Penticton, B.C., perhaps due to the relatively
large volume of curriculum materials available in this orthography, or perhaps because it is easier to
learn than the standard Americanist orthography. The major difference between the Americanist and
Paul Creek orthographies is that schwa (@) is not used in the latter; instead, the schwa is signalled by
placing an apostrophe on the immediately following consonant.
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hyphenated morpheme corresponds to a gloss in the morpheme gloss line.6 I do
not generally indicate null 3 SG . ABS pronouns in either intransitive or transitive
contexts.
For cited data from other Salish languages, I use a standard Americanist orthography in the transcription line. I change morpheme glosses in some cases to
reflect my labelling of the equivalent Okanagan morphemes. If there is no equivalent morpheme in Okanagan, or I do not cite an equivalent Okanagan morpheme
in this dissertation, I retain the author’s original morpheme gloss.
Morpheme Gloss
The second line of data consists of a morpheme gloss. A given morpheme may
either consist of grammatical information, in which case it is glossed in small caps
using one of the abbreviations given in the Abbreviations table (pp. xvi-xvii), or
of lexical information, in which case it occurs in normal, Roman type. Covert
morphology is indicated either in the morpheme gloss by square brackets, or in the
Okanagan transcription within square brackets.
Glossing conventions, and my choice of abbreviations, are primarily those used
in (Matthewson, 2005) I Wan Kwikws and Lindley and Lyon (2012), with supplemental glosses borrowed when needed from works such as A. Mattina and DeSautel (2002) and other sources. I have endeavoured to use standard abbreviations
(e.g. DET for ‘determiner’) whenever possible.
Translation
Translations of Okanagan volunteered forms consist of the English sentence which
was given as a prompt for the Okanagan form. For cases where an Okanagan
form was volunteered in response to a contextual prompt, either the speaker’s own
English translation is given, or a translation which reflects the Okanagan form as
literally as possible. For constructed data involving negative judgements, I provide
the closest equivalent English translation.
6 Cf.

A. Mattina (2008) for a useful discussion on how to parse some of the more problematic

forms.
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1.5

Salish Literature Review

There is a substantial body of literature in Salish linguistics, without which this
dissertation would not have been possible. I summarize the most relevant works
for this dissertation in this section, dividing my discussion of the literature into
three parts: Okanagan, Southern Interior Salish, and Northern Interior Salish.

1.5.1

Okanagan

Linguistic work on Okanagan may be said to have originated with James Teit (cf.
Boas and Teit (1930)), but not until the late 1960’s did intensive work on the language begin. Early work includes Watkins (1970), a dissertation on phonology, and
Anthony Mattina’s dissertation Colville Grammatical Structure (A. Mattina 1973)
which focuses mainly on the phonology and morphology of the language. Among
Mattina’s other works are The Golden Woman (A. Mattina 1985), an interlinear
analysis of a Colville narrative, and the invaluable Colville-Okanagan Dictionary
(A. Mattina 1987). I found the IJAL paper The Colville-Okanagan Transitive System (A. Mattina 1982) to be a useful reference for understanding the Okanagan
pronominal system. Nancy Mattina’s Aspect and Category in Okanagan Word Formation (N. Mattina 1996b) provides an extremely useful analysis of the Okanagan
aspectual and tense systems.
The Upper Nicola dialect itself has received comparatively little documentation, with the exception of a phonological overview (Pattison, 1978), and a series of
papers by Yvonne Hébert, including her dissertation Transitivity in (Nicola Lake)
Okanagan (1982b), and a report to the Canadian Ethnological Service Clausal
structure in (Nicola Lake) Okanagan (Hébert, 1982a).
A highly useful resource for Okanagan linguistics is The Kinkade Collection:
the On-Line Archive of Papers for the International Conference on Salish (and
Neighbo(u)ring) Languages. This on-line archive is the result of several years of
digitizing and organizing ICSNL conference papers, some of which were otherwise
very difficult to find. Included in this collection are many important papers by Anthony Mattina on the morpho-phonology and morpho-syntax of Okanagan. ICSNL
papers which I have personally found very useful are Okanagan Aspect: A Working
Paper (A. Mattina 1993a), a precursor to Nancy Mattina’s dissertation (N. Mattina
15

1996b), and Okanagan sentence types: A preliminary working paper (A. Mattina
2001), which makes brief mention of DP-DP structures and the absence of any
copula in the language.

1.5.2

Southern Interior Salish

Linguistic material and analyses from other Southern Interior Salish languages,
particularly Moses-Columbian, have proved useful to me in terms of understanding
how Okanagan fits into the areal picture, and for establishing base-line hypotheses
concerning previously unresearched corners of Okanagan grammar.
Most noteworthy is Nancy Mattina’s IJAL paper Determiner Phrases In MosesColumbia Salish (N. Mattina 2006), in which I found an areal basis for many of
the ideas which I develop concerning the semantics of the Okanagan iP determiner
and how these DPs contrast with oblique-marked nominals. Another document on
Moses-Columbian which I found useful was Marie Willett’s dissertation A Grammatical Sketch of Nxa’amxcin (Moses-Columbia Salish) (Willett, 2003). Additionally, Ewa Czaykowska-Higgins has kindly made available some of her field notes.

1.5.3

Northern Interior Salish (and other Salish languages)

There has been much high-quality descriptive and theoretical work on the Northern
Interior Salish languages of Lillooet (St’át’imcets), Thompson (NìePkepmxcín),
and Shuswap (Secwepemctsin). I mention some of the most relevant work here.
Henry Davis’s and Lisa Matthewson’s work on Lillooet has proved indispensible to me in establishing the basic syntactic and semantic premises upon which I
build my main arguments, specifically in three areas: relative clauses, determiner
semantics, and clefts. Other scholars in the field, notably Dwight Gardiner, Carrie
Gillon, Karsten Koch, Paul Kroeber, and Jan van Eijk have also made important
contributions in one (or more) of these three areas, which I discuss below.
First, Davis (2002, 2004, 2010a), building on previous observations in Kroeber
(1999) establishes the basic argument for Lillooet that relative clauses are formed
by means of clause-internal movement of a DP. Koch (2006) shows that the same
facts hold for Thompson. These analyses provide a framework, and a point of
comparison, for my analysis of Okanagan relative clauses, which I claim are also
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formed by clause-internal movement.
Matthewson (1998, 1999, 2001) provides a comprehensive analysis of the semantics of the determiner system in Lillooet, as well as a detailed explanation of
how Salish determiners differ semantically from those in English. Carrie Gillon
(Gillon, 2006, 2009a,b) provides a similarly detailed analysis of the Squamish determiner system. My own analysis of the semantics of Okanagan DPs rests heavily
on Matthewson’s and Gillon’s original work.
Davis et al. (2004) investigates cleft structures in Lillooet and Northern Straits
Salish, and establishes that they imply without presupposing or entailing exhaustivity, and do not carry a presupposition of existence, unlike English clefts. These
information structural properties also hold for Okanagan. Koch (2008a) presents a
detailed analysis of focus and information structure in Thompson, and Koch (2009)
provides an analysis of Thompson clefts. His argument that focus in Thompson
Salish is not realized by pitch-accent, but by linear alignment, is an important finding. I claim that linear alignment constraints also play a role in the information
structure of Okanagan.
Other works which have been helpful to me include Gardiner (1993), which
examines the syntax of topicalization in Shuswap, and van Eijk (1997), which consists of a detailed grammar of Lillooet morpho-phonology.

1.6

Outline of the Dissertation

This dissertation is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 presents theoretical background on issues involving copular predication and clefts, and a discussion of the analytical tools which I use for my analysis
of Okanagan predications and equatives.
Chapter 3 presents some basic aspects of Okanagan grammar, including phonology, pronominal inflection, and brief notes on the transitivity and the tense and
aspectual systems, followed by a more in-depth discussion of word order.
Chapter 4 investigates the general distribution of DPs in non-predicative contexts in Okanagan, and the internal structure of DPs, particularly those headed by
the determiner iP. The internal structure of DPs is particularly important with regards to the distribution of DP-internal ‘prepositions’, or locative markers, which
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are a general characteristic of the Southern Interior. These data are important for
understanding the syntax of relativization, as presented in chapter 6.
Chapter 5 consists of a detailed investigation of the semantics of the determiner
iP, and DPs headed by this determiner. I argue that iP is non-presuppositional and
context-sensitive, similar to Squamish deictic determiners (Gillon, 2006, 2009a),
but non-deictic. The semantics of iP DPs is crucial for understanding DP-DP structures, as well as the non-presuppositional and non-exhaustive characteristics of
Okanagan DP-DP structures and clefts.
Chapter 6 presents data on attributive modification and relative clause modification. Diagnostics are developed for distinguishing these two types of nominal
modification, and a movement analysis based on locative and oblique-centered relative clauses along the lines of Davis (2004, 2010a) and Koch (2006) is motivated.
The data and analysis of relative clauses in this section are important for clarifying
the stucture of cleft residues, which I claim to be categorially DPs in Okanagan.
Chapter 7 introduces Okanagan DP-DP structures, and discusses how these
differ from direct predications. Based on a word order restriction which I take to
be evidence that neither constituent in a DP-DP structure is predicative, I claim
that DP-DP structures involve a null equative copula (Heycock and Kroch, 1999;
Romero, 2005). I then discuss information structural properties of DP-DP structures. These include an exhaustivity implicature (Davis et al., 2004), an absence of
any presupposition, and a requirement that a referential, focused DP occur initially.
This means that Okanagan does not have specificational sentences (a.k.a. ‘inverse
copular clauses’) (Higgins, 1973). Explaining the absence of specificational sentences presents a challenge: the observation is that in DP-DP structures involving
either a proper name or a demonstrative and an iP DP, the iP DP must follow the
proper name or demonstrative. This poses a problem for a simple equational analysis since both DPs denote individuals, and neither the equative functional head
nor focus can distinguish among different types of DPs. Intuitively, the distinction between demonstratives and proper names on the one hand, and iP DPs on the
other, is that the former are directly referential, whereas the latter are not. I suggest that the Okanagan equational head is of type <<s,e>,<e,t>> (Romero, 2005;
Comorovski, 2007), and links an intensional individual (an iP DP) to its extension.
The equative head assigns a feature ‘F’ to its second argument, and this feature is
18

interpretable as ‘focus’. Focus-sensitive alignment constraints (Koch, 2008a) then
ensure that the focused DP occurs left-most.
Chapter 8 introduces Okanagan clefts, and discusses how they are similar to,
and different than clefts in other Salish languages. I show that Okanagan clefts
consist of two DPs, and have an information structure identical to that found in
DP-DP structures, as discussed in chapter 7: they imply exhaustivity (Davis et al.,
2004), do not carry any presupposition of existence, and require that the focused
DP precede the residue DP. I then discuss morphosyntactic evidence that clefts
are structurally equivalent to DP-DP structures, which implies that clefts, too, are
equatives.
Chapter 9 discusses typological and theoretical implications of my analysis,
addresses some further questions, and concludes.
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Chapter 2

Predication and Equation:
Theoretical Background
This chapter presents theoretical background and tools relevant to my analysis of
Okanagan predications and equatives, and consists of four main sections: (i) predication versus equation, and Higgins’ (1973,1979) taxonomy; (ii) syntactic and
semantic theories of specificational copular sentences; (iii) focus and information
structure; and (iv) clefts.1 A more detailed outline of this chapter follows.
First (section 2.1), I present semantic background on predication and equation,
and discuss the question of whether the English copula be is best analyzed as being
ambiguous between a predicational and an equative copula, or is unambiguously
predicational (Partee, 1986). I next discuss Higgins’ (1973,1979) taxonomy of
copular sentences, and summarize more recent efforts in the literature to simplify
this taxonomy (Mikkelsen, 2011).
Second (section 2.2), I contrast two analyses of specificational copular clauses.
One school of thought claims that all non-verbal predication is mediated via the
same functional head (Adger and Ramchand, 2003; den Dikken, 2006) and that
specificational clauses are derived from predicational clauses by syntactic inversion (‘predicate raising’). The other school claims that predicational and equative
1 Particularly

useful to me in drafting this section were summary articles (or articles with good
summaries) on copular predication (Mikkelsen, 2011), clefts (Reeve, 2007), and focus and information structure (Krifka, 2008).
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copular clauses are structurally distinct, and that specificational sentences are a
type of equative (Heycock and Kroch, 1999; Heycock, 2012). I discuss in some
detail the problem of how best to treat specificational sentences, as pragmatically
asymmetrical, within an equational semantics. Of immediate relevance to Okanagan are Romero (2005) and Comorovski (2007), who claim that the equative copula
is sensitive to intensionality. I present a similar analysis of the Okanagan equative
copula in chapter 7.
Third (section 2.3), I discuss the alternatives-based approach to focus representation (Rooth, 1985, 1992). Focus theory is an important component of my
analysis of Okanagan equatives, since I claim that the subject of an equative is always a focused element. To close this section, I summarize the findings of Koch
(2008a) and Koch and Zimmermann (2009) with regards to focus alignment in
neighbouring Thompson River Salish, and the non-universality of the stress-focus
correspondence.
Fourth (section 2.4), I discuss theories of English clefts which analyze the clefting pronoun as a discontinous definite description with the residue clause, and
which link the semantic and pragmatic effects of English clefts to the semantics of
the definite determiner (Percus, 1997; Hedberg, 2000). In chapter 8, I show how
Okanagan clefts support these theories.

2.1
2.1.1

Predication and Equation
Defining Predication: Semantic Issues

This section introduces some of the basic semantic concepts underlying theories of
predication, including a brief discussion of some complications which arise from
interpretive ambiguities in English predication, and the importance of correctly
identifying the ‘locus’ of predication. These foundational issues are important for
understanding how Okanagan predication is both similar to and different from that
found in English.
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Predication Versus Equation
The English copula be mediates relations of predication and equation (a.k.a. identity) between two words or phrases. Whether the relation happens to be one of
predication or equation is partially dependent on the semantic type of the words or
phrases in the relation.2 Consider the following two sentences:
(1) a. Predication: Tully is a bank robber.
b. Equation: Cicero is Tully.
Properly speaking, a predication relation is one that holds between an individual and a property. In other words, an individual x is understood as having a
property P, or x is a member of the set denoted by P. Thus in English, in order for
(1a) to be true, Tully must belong to the set denoted by a bank robber.
An equative relation is one that holds between two individuals. In English,
if we say Cicero is Tully, the most straightforward interpretation is that we are
asserting that the individual denoted by Cicero is identical to the individual denoted
by Tully (1b). Note however that (1b) also has a predicational reading in the context
where, for example, Cicero is playing the part of Tully in a play. This serves to
illustrate that the distinction between predication and equation cannot necessarily
be understood strictly in terms of inherent differences between noun classes, but
involves referentiality more generally.
The Locus of Predication and Equation: The Copula or a Pred-head?
Under some theories, the copula be itself instantiates the predication and identity
relations (Partee, 1986); however, not all theories of English predication automatically assign the copula a predicative semantics. Moro (2000) and den Dikken
(2006), for example, attribute the semantics of copular predication to an abstract
and usually covert functional projection called the Pred-head (Bowers, 1993; Baker,
2003)3 , which links the subject to the predicate in a small clause configuration. For
2 Higher order predications and equational relations are also logically and linguistically possible
(Partee, 1986; Heycock and Kroch, 1999).
3 den Dikken (2006) refers to the Pred-head as a Relator. The copula can, but does not have to
be, a Pred-head, but is in the sentence The earth might be round according to den Dikken (2006, 15),
since T is filled by a modal.
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these theories, the copula is often relegated to the role of tense-carrier, and so minimally conveys the information that, for example, Tully is a bank robber, or that
Cicero is Tully, at the present time. Under a Pred-head analysis, sentence (1a) may
be represented as follows:
Figure 2.1: The Copula ‘be’ and a Null Pred-head
TP
T’

DPi (Sub j)
Tully

T
is

PredP
ti

Pred’
Pred

DP(Pred)
a bank robber

For the structure underlying Figure 2.1, the copula selects for a PredP small
clause, headed by a null functional projection, the Pred-head. The Pred-head links
the predicate complement DP a bank robber to the referential subject Tully, and
the subject raises over the copula. I discuss the motivation for this structure in later
sections, but suffice it here to note that it is the Pred-head which functions as the
predicational intermediary in Figure 2.1, not the copula ‘be’.
Copular Complements and Interpretive Ambiguities
Complements of copulas in English come from a range of syntactic categories, as
shown in (2) below. They are only rarely NPs, as with boss in (2a). A location
may be predicated of an individual John by means of a PP predicate (2b), and an
attributive property by means of an AP predicate (2c). A property may also be
predicated of John by means of a definite DP (2d).4
4 This is not necessarily always the case for (2d) since multiple readings are available. Higgins
(1973) holds that the definite description is either predicated of the subject John, or else identifies
who John is. These two interpretations correspond to Higgins’ predicational and identificational
classes, respectively. There is a third, equative interpretation of (2d) as well. See section 2.1.2 for a
discussion of Higgins’ taxonomy.
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(2) a. John is [bossNP ].
b. John is [from HuntsvillePP ].
c. John is [tallAP ].
d. John is [the President of the United StatesDP ].
I assume that the semantic relation between an individual John and the predicates in (2a-c) may be captured assuming a formalism like (3) for the English
copula, where x = John and P = boss, from Huntsville, tall (Williams, 1983):
(3)

λ Pλ x.P(x)
Insofar as the President of the United States in (2d) denotes an occupation, it

also denotes a property of John, and the predication relation in (2d) may likewise
be represented by (3). But if we instead assume one fairly standard analysis of
the definite determiner the (4) (Heim, 2011), the DP in (2d) will denote a maximal
individual, and we are faced with the problem of having two individual-denoting
expressions, but no predicate.5
(4)

[[the]]= λ P : ∃x∀y[P(y) ↔ x = y].ιx.P(x)

There are two basic solutions to this problem, discussed at length by Partee (1986).
One analysis, which may be referred to as ambiguous be, proposes that be is ambiguous between a denotation like (5a, cf 3) and one which equates two individuals,
as in (5b):6
5 The formula in (4) takes a nominal predicate P as its argument, and presupposes that there is an
individual x which has the property P, and that for all other individuals y, if y has the property P, it
must be identical to x. This is a presupposition of uniqueness. It then asserts (by means of the iota
operator Ì) that x is the only individual with the property P.
6 Under the ‘ambiguous be’ approach, two individuals may also be equated by means of the ‘up’
operator ∪ of Chierchia (1984), as in (i), which maps an individual onto the singleton set of all
individuals that are identical to it:

(i)

λ yλ x[∪ y(x)]

A copula like (i) will yield a proposition essentially equivalent to the result of (3), the only difference
being the semantic type of the first argument. Partee (1986) refers to the ‘up’ operation as Pred, and
notes that (i) is in some ways conceptually preferable to (5b), since ambiguous be can then at least be
understood as always linking a predicate expression, whether inherent or derived, with its argument.
Locating a type shift in the English copula itself (i) does not remove the need for a predicational
copula (5a) in cases where the complement expression is a property-denoting NP, PP or AP (cf. 2).
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(5) a. λ Pλ x.P(x)
b. λ yλ x.[x = y]
The other analysis, which Partee (1986) instead argues for, may be referred
to as unambiguous be, and assumes a single copula (5a) by allowing definite DPs
and other individual-denoting expressions to type shift into predicates before the
copula selects them as complements. This means that English DPs must be able to
freely type-raise into properties.
There is much debate in the literature on whether a type-shifting approach or
one involving a separate equative copula is preferable. Choosing one approach over
the other for any given language depends in part on whether there is independent
evidence that expressions in that language may type-shift. After discussing Higgins’ taxonomy in more detail in the next section, I will touch on some of the finer
grained points of this debate. For now, it is sufficient to note that copular clauses
like (2d) John is the president of the United States exhibit both predicational and
equative interpretations, depending on whether or not the definite DP is construed
as referential in context, and that these different interpretations receive explanation
under both the ‘ambiguous be’ and ‘unambiguous be’ approaches.
An important set of questions arises as to whether the semantics of predication
can vary cross-linguistically. More specifically, do all languages display evidence
for an ambiguity either in the locus of predication (i.e. copula or Pred-head) or in
the semantics of DPs, as English does, or are we sometimes able to dispense with
ambiguities altogether?

2.1.2

Copular Clauses and Higgins’ (1973) Taxonomy

The previous section introduced some of the basic semantic concepts and issues
which are important to any theory of predication. I now move on to a discussion of
Higgins’ (1973) taxonomy of English copular clauses. This taxonomy has been an
important standard in the literature for motivating taxonomies of non-verbal predications in other languages (e.g. Danish (Mikkelsen, 2005) and Hebrew (Heller,
2005)), and will also be useful for comparing Okanagan with other languages.
To begin with, as discussed in the previous section, English normally requires
a tensed form of the copula be in main clause predications. The post-copular pred25

icate complement may consist of any one of a range of syntactic categories, as
shown in (6).
(6) a. AP Predicate:

John is busy.

b. NP Predicate:

Lucy is boss.

c. PP Predicate:

Nancy is from Douglas Lake.

d. DP Predicate (indefinite): Sarah is a teacher.
e. DP Predicate (definite):

Obama is the president.

In main clause contexts, a predicate complement cannot generally precede a referential subject (7a-d), unless the predicate complement is a definite DP (7e).7
(7) a. AP Predicate:

*Busy is John.

b. NP Predicate:

*Boss is Lucy.

c. PP Predicate:

*From Douglas Lake is Nancy.

d. DP Predicate (indefinite): *A teacher is Sarah.
e. DP Predicate (definite):

The president is Obama.

There thus appears to be something special about copular clauses containing two
DPs.
The syntactic and semantic relationship between sentences like (6e) and (7e)
has been the focus of much debate in the literature. Narrowing our focus for a
moment onto copular clauses involving two DPs, Higgins (1973) establishes a fourway taxonomy for English copular clauses. Examples of each class are given as
follows:
(8) a. Predicational: Tully is a/the bank robber.
b. Specificational: The bank robber is Tully.
c. Equative: The morning star is the evening star.
d. Identificational: That place is Vancouver.
The taxonomy is based on whether a DP is interpreted referentially or not,
given a discourse context and a specific syntactic position within the predication.
7 This

is an oversimplification, since PP inversions like (7c) are sometimes possible as highly
sylistic variants, and indefinite DPs can precede referential subjects if the DP contains a modifier
(Mikkelsen, 2005), e.g. A good president if ever there was one is Obama.
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Table 2.1 shows how each of the DPs in (8) pattern with regards to referentiality.8
I now discuss each of Higgins’ categories in more detail.
Table 2.1: Referentiality and Higgins’ Taxonomy (adapted from Mikkelsen
(2011, 1810))
Copular sentence type

1st DP

2nd DP

predicational

referential

non-referential

specificational

non-referential

referential

equative

referential

referential

identificational

referential

‘identificational’

Predicational Sentences
Under Higgins’ (1973) theory, the initial DP in a predicational clause is referential,
and the post-copular complement denotes a property which is predicated of the
subject. Predicational sentences like (8a) consist of a subject (e.g. Tully) and a
predicate (e.g. a bank robber), linked by a tensed copula. Examples (6a-6d) are
also predicational, since AP, NP, and PP predicates all denote properties. (6e) too
has a predicational reading since the president, as an occupation, is interpretable as
a property of an individual under the assumption that the DP can raise to a property
type in this environment (Partee, 1986).
In terms of their distribution in discourse, predicational sentences are unrestricted. This stems from the information structural properties of predicational
sentences: Initial referential DPs and non-referential predicative DPs in final position can both represent either new or old information, though intonation patterns
will differ. Thus, (10) can answer either (9a) or (9b).
(9) a. Who is Tully?
b. Who is a/the bank robber?
8 It

is unclear what ‘identificational’ means in Higgins’ use of term in describing the referential
properties of the 2nd DP in an identificational sentence (cf. Table 2.1, bottom right). Intuitively
at least, both expressions in an identificational sentence are referential, and as such, these might be
grouped with the equatives. The difference between the two classes is one of pragmatic function:
identificationals are used for identifying names of things, generally speaking.
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(10)

Tully is a/the bank robber.

Subjects of predicational sentences may also contain a modifying clause (11a) or
be referential WH-clauses, as in the predicational pseudocleft (11b):
(11) a. The card/present/thing I bought for Sue is expensive.
b. What I bought for Sue is expensive.
The predicative status of the complement in a predicational clause is confirmed
by English small clauses, which normally occur in embedded contexts as complements of Exceptional Case Marking (ECM) verbs like ‘consider’ (12a). Small
clauses are truth conditionally equivalent to full CPs (12b), but optionally lack any
copula (12a). The generalization here is that referential expressions, like John in
(12c), are not permitted as complements within a small clause unless an overt copula is present.
(12) a. I consider [John (to be) a dangerous driver SC ].
b. I consider [that John is a dangerous driver CP ].
c. I consider [a dangerous driver *(to be) John SC ].
Predicational sentences thus exhibit the canonical English subject-predicate ordering (Moro, 1997) as required in bare small clauses. Inverse predicate-subject ordering is marked in English, as indicated by (12c). This leads naturally into a
discussion of specificational sentences.
Specificational Sentences
Intuitively speaking, specificational sentences specify who or what something or
someone is, rather than saying something about someone or something, as is the
case with predicational sentences (Mikkelsen, 2011, 1809). In English, specificationals restrict the domain of a predicative, discourse-old initial DP by identifying
a specific individual from within that domain via the second DP (Higgins, 1973;
Mikkelsen, 2011), or according to Akmajian (1979), the second, referential DP
provides a value for a variable introduced in the first, non-referential DP.
Consider that specificational sentences (13c,14c) are only felicitous in a subset
of contexts for which their predicational variants are felicitous (13b,14b).
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(13) a. Q: Who is the winner?
b. A: Sam is the winner.
c. A: The winner is Sam.
(14) a. Q: Who is Sam?
b. A: Sam is the winner.
c. A: #The winner is Sam.
The DP the winner represents old information (i.e. the ‘topic’) in (13b,c), but new
information (i.e. the ‘focus’) in (14b,c). The pragmatic markedness of specificational sentences may be traced to the requirement that the initial DP represent or
contain old information (Birner, 1996; Mikkelsen, 2005).9 There is thus an information structural condition on the use of specificational sentences which does not
apply to predicational sentences.10
Specificational sentences most commonly have a definite DP in initial position (Higgins, 1973; Birner, 1996; Moro, 1997). Simple indefinite DPs in initial
position are usually ungrammatical (15a), but are much improved when that DP
contains a modifier, as with (15b) (Mikkelsen, 2005).11
(15) a. *A president is Obama.
b. A president I hope to meet someday is Obama.
A sub-type of specificational sentence is known in the literature as a specificational pseudocleft. Two examples are shown as (16). Like in specificational
copular sentences, the post-copular constituent is ‘more referential’ than the precopular pseudocleft clause. Specificational pseudoclefts have been important in the
literature on copular clauses since they show connectivity effects, which I briefly
discuss in section 2.2.3.
9 Or

under a theory like Akmajian (1979), the open variable expression denoted by the first DP in
a specificational sentence must already be, in some sense, under discussion in order for the sentence
as a whole to be pragmatically felicitous.
10 The exact formulation of this information structural condition is unclear, since as noted in
Mikkelsen (2005, 160), an initial DP being discourse-old does not guarantee that a specificational
clause is possible.
11 Similar data lead some researchers to propose that there are pragmatic requirements on specificational sentences, involving notions such as ‘contextual anchoring’ (Comorovski, 2007) or ‘rising
discriminability’ (Heller, 2005).
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(16) a. What John is is a doctor.
b. What John is is honest.
There are two main schools of thought concerning specificational copular sentences which I briefly contrast here, and discuss in more detail in later sections. The
first explains specificational sentences in terms of a semantic asymmetry, whereby
the initial DP (or WH-clause) is a non-referential type <e,t> predicate while the
final DP is a referential expression, of type e. This makes possible an analysis
of specificational sentences as syntactic inversions of predicational sentences, derived by raising the predicate over the subject (Moro, 1997; Adger and Ramchand,
2003; den Dikken, 2006).12,13 The second school of thought analyzes specificational sentences as a type of equative, where both expressions are semantically
referential (Heycock and Kroch, 1999). The argument here is that the locus of
the asymmetry is information structural rather than semantic: the initial DP (or
WH-clause) consists of relatively ‘old’ information (i.e. ‘ground’ in Heycock &
Kroch’s terminology), and the final DP is in focus. For these theories, then, there
is no derivational relation between a predicational sentence and its corresponding
specificational variant.
The answer as to whether the asymmetry in specificational sentences is semantic or pragmatic in nature is not simple, especially in light of data like (17) which
may be analyzed as specificational or predicational, depending on which DP is the
focus, and which DP contains old information.
(17)

The winner is the loser.

Data like (17) underscore the fact that placing any given copular sentence into
one versus another of Higgins’ classes often depends on the context in which the
sentence is spoken, and so even if the asymmetry between the first and second DPs
in specificational sentences is semantic in nature, there must be an information
structural asymmetry which corresponds to the semantic asymmetry, and which
serves to limit the range of contexts in which specificationals are felicitous.
Finally, although there seems to be general concensus that specificational sen12 This means that what Higgins terms the ‘specificational predicate’, e.g.

Tully in The bank robber
is Tully, is rather an underlying subject.
13 den Dikken (2006) reduces both specificationals and equatives to a specificational class.
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tences have a fixed information structure, unlike predicational sentences, this does
not always mean that the old information must precede the new information: note
that specificational pseudoclefts like (18a) can be inverted, while retaining their
specificational interpretation (18b) (den Dikken et al., 2000). This shows that a
specificational interpretation is not inherently dependent on the ‘ground’ preceding the ‘focus’.
(18) a. Otto Preminger was who I met.
b. Who I met was Otto Preminger.
This suggests that the notion of specification is best understood in terms of a
fixed information-structural asymmetry between two constituents, and not in terms
of any linear requirement that a less-referential or discourse-old expression (i.e.
‘ground’ or ‘topic’) precede a more-referential or discourse-new expression.14
Equative Sentences
Equative (a.k.a. identity) sentences are most famously represented in the philosophical tradition by examples like Cicero is Tully or The morning star is the
evening star. They assert that an identity relation holds between two referential
expressions.15 Unlike specificational sentences, truly equative sentences cannot be
analyzed as syntactically inverted predications, because neither expression is functioning as a predicate. For example, in certain contexts when we say The morning
star is the evening star, we are really stating that there are two unique definite
descriptions which both point to the same referent.
Insofar as DPs may type-raise to properties (Partee, 1987), the prediction is that
a sentence like The morning star is the evening star will also have specificational
and predicational interpretations, depending on the context (cf. also discussion
around 17). Although both definite DPs make singular reference in this case and
an equative interpretation is most forthcoming, consider that in answer to the question Which star is the morning star? the response may be analyzed as a specifica14 Percus (1997) discusses the ‘specificational character’ of clefts, and derives clefts from specificational sentences.
15 Or more correctly, two expressions of the same type, since higher type equatives like Honest is
honest do exist (Heycock and Kroch, 1999).
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tional sentence. This shows that singular reference does not obviate the possibility
of type-raising, and singleton sets, by extension, are not information-structurally
equivalent to singular referents, assuming a correspondence between type-shifting
and information structure.16 Allowing DPs to freely type-raise to properties simplifies the semantics of the copula, but it also means that the surface form of a copular
sentence, by itself, does not necessarily determine which of Higgins’ classes it falls
into.
Adger and Ramchand (2003) and Geist (2007) argue that Scottish Gaelic and
Russian, respectively, do not have true equative sentences, and that sentences which
appear to be equative are actually predicational. Note that even English examples
like Cicero is Tully have predicational interpretations, as in a context where Tully
is a character in a play, or where Tully refers to the property of being-named-Tully
rather than referring to the actual referent.
Identificational Sentences
Higgins distinguishes a fourth class of copular sentence, identificational sentences,
which are typically used to identify names of people or things. These are usually
characterized by having a deictic demonstrative or demonstrative phrase in subject
position. English examples include That place is Vancouver (8d), This basket is a
cedar-bark basket, or That is John. The first DP is referential, and the second DP
is ‘identificational’, according to Higgins (1973) (cf. Table 2.1 above).
In English, many identificational sentences are surface-similar to specificational sentences (e.g. 8b), except that the initial DP is introduced by a demonstrative determiner. The primary discourse function of identificational sentences
is to relate the names of people, places or things to their referents, rather than to
restrict a contextually salient domain, as is the case with specificational sentences.
There is an interpretive overlap between identificational sentences, and both
specificational and predicational sentences. First, Higgins (1973) notes that specificational sentences, as a rule, also have identificational readings. Consider that
in a context where we are identifying who the contextually salient president is,
the president in the sentence The president is Obama is not first and foremost a
16 For example, the first DP in a specificational sentence may type shift to a property (Partee, 1987),
and this correlates with its status as a discourse old, non-referential expression.
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discourse-old property that is being predicated of Obama, but is instead a salient
individual who Obama is being equated with. This means that a demonstrative
or demonstrative phrase subject is not mandatory for an identificational reading.
Specificational and identificational sentences may therefore be distinguished by
the fact that while subjects of specificational sentences are generally discourse-old
(and non-referential according to Higgins), subjects of identificational sentences
are not necessarily discourse-old, but must be contextually salient, i.e. something
that a speaker can point to. As a second interpretive overlap, identificational sentences like This basket is a cedar-bark basket have predicational readings: In a
sorting context where we are ascribing the property of being a cedar-bark basket
to a particular basket as opposed to say, the property of being a cedar-root basket,
then we have a predicational reading. Other identificational sentences, like That
place is Vancouver, appear only to have an identificational reading.
Much of the recent literature on identificational sentences has attempted to reduce them to one or another of Higgins’ classes. For example, Mikkelsen (2005)
assimilates identificational sentences with simple demonstrative subjects to the
specificational class, while those with demonstrative phrase subjects are ‘demonstrative equatives’. Heller (2005) claims that identificational sentences are a type
of predicational sentence, while Birner et al. (2007) analyze identificationals as
equatives.
Summary
This section has reviewed some basic points concerning Higgins’ taxonomy of
copular clauses, a classification which is largely based on discourse-dependent, interpretative possibilities of DPs in subject versus complement position of a copular
clause.
It is by no means clear that Higgins’ taxonomy of English copular clauses
cannot be further simplified. For instance, it has been claimed that specificationals may be reduced to inverted predicationals (Moro, 1997), or alternatively, to
equatives (Heycock and Kroch, 1999); or that identificationals may be reduced to
specificationals and equatives (Mikkelsen, 2005), or alternatively to predicationals
(Heller, 2005). Revising Higgins’ taxonomy depends not only on one’s semantic
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analysis of DPs, but also on how one characterizes information structure, and on
the relationship between information structure and the semantics/syntax interface,
and by whether one argues that the asymmetry in specificational copular clauses,
for example, is semantic or pragmatic in nature. These are all important factors to
consider when investigating these types of sentences in different languages.
I now move on to a more detailed discussion of the syntax (and compositional
semantics) of copular predication, focusing on (i) the relationship between small
clauses, predicational sentences and specificational sentences within frameworks
which argue for syntactic inversion (Moro, 1997; den Dikken, 2006); and contrasting this with (ii) frameworks which argue against syntactic inversion and for an
equative analysis of specificationals (Heycock and Kroch, 1999).

2.2

Specificational Copular Syntax/Semantics:
Predicate Raising or an Equative Head?

The preceding discussion has focused on some basic issues concerning the semantics of predication and equation and the various types of copular clauses through
which predication and equation are realized, as well as some informal discussion
on information structural constraints on the distribution of copular clauses. I also
included a brief overview of the debate between those who argue that the asymmetry in specificational clauses is semantic in nature, and those that argue for a
pragmatic asymmetry. This section investigates this debate in more detail.
First (2.2.1), I begin by discussing similarities between non-verbal small clause
predications and main clause predications in English, which have given rise to theories whereby main clause predications are derived from small clauses by raising
either the subject or the predicate of the small clause over the copula (Moro, 1997).
These small clauses are usually taken to be projections of a Pred-head (Bowers,
1993; den Dikken, 2006) or other functional projection, and are syntactically asymmetrical (Kayne, 1994).
Second (2.2.2), I link these theories of small clauses with theories of copular
syntax which assume that there is semantic asymmetry between the two DPs in
a specificational copular clause, and that there is a derivational relation between
predicational and specificational sentence types such that specificational sentences
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are derived by raising the predicative DP over the subject and copula (a.k.a. ‘predicate raising’ or ‘syntactic inversion’ (Moro, 1997)). These theories are attractive
since they offer an intuitive explanation for the semantic similarities between these
two types of sentences, and are economical since, for variants of these theories
which reduce equatives to predicationals (den Dikken, 2006), all predication can
be reduced to a single type of small clause, and a single Pred-head.
Third (2.2.3), I discuss the theories which assume a pragmatic asymmetry between the two DPs in a specificational sentence, but which do not assume predicate
raising. Heycock and Kroch (1999) argue that specificationals are semantically
equative, but pragmatically asymmetrical: the first DP must be a ‘ground’, or given
in the discourse, roughly speaking, while the second DP must be a ‘focus’.
Fourth (2.2.4), I discuss more recent work by Romero (2005) and Comorovski
(2007) who have argued that specificationals are equative in the sense that they
equate two individuals, but are nevertheless semantically asymmetrical in the sense
that the specificational subject must be intensional.
This discussion is relevant to Okanagan for the following reasons: I will show
that Okanagan does not have predicate raising (7.2.2, 7.3.2), which renders the
inversion analysis inapplicable (Moro, 1997; den Dikken, 2006), and favors an
equative analysis (Heycock and Kroch, 1999). Okanagan does not show connectivity effects for independent reasons (7.3.3), but does have DP-DP sentences with
a fixed information structure and a fixed word order. I argue that the fixed information structure relies on a distinction between intensional and non-intensional
DPs (Romero, 2005; Comorovski, 2007), along with linear alignment constraints
on focus (7.5).

2.2.1

Small Clauses

This section briefly discusses small clauses in English, as a necessary background
for syntactic theories of predication and equation.
English small clauses often occur in embedded contexts as complements of
Exceptional Case Marking (ECM) verbs like ‘consider’ (19a). Many claim that the
small clause subject John and the predicate a dangerous driver form a constituent
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(Jespersen, 1940; Stowell, 1981; Moro, 1997).17
(19) a. I consider [John a dangerous driverSC ].
b. I consider [that John is a dangerous driverCP ].
Rothstein (1995, 32) notes that (19a), with an embedded small clause complement,
is truth-conditionally equivalent to (19b), with an embedded CP. This illustrates the
semantic connection between small clauses and copular sentences.
Embedded small clauses in English do not allow an inverse word order, as can
be seen by comparing (20) and (21). Moro (1995, 112) takes this as evidence that
there is a basic direction to predication in English: the subject precedes the predicate. Recall from the preceding discussion that this same, basic subject-predicate
directionality is also evident in predicational copular clauses.
(20) a. DP Predicate: I consider [John a dangerous driverSC ].
b. AP Predicate: I consider [John boringSC ].
c. DP Predicate: I consider [John the cause of the riotSC ].
d. DP Predicate: I consider [these the best pictures of MarySC ].
(21) a. DP Predicate: *I consider [a dangerous driver John SC ].
b. AP Predicate: *I consider [boring John SC ].
c. DP Predicate: *I consider [the cause of the riot John SC ].
d. DP Predicate: *I consider [the best pictures of Mary theseSC ].
Note that a non-copular particle as may optionally occur between the small clause
subject and predicate in (20), with no change in meaning.18 Moro (1995) and Den
Dikken (2006) claim that as is an optional spell-out of a Pred-head, whose function
is to ‘link’ the subject and predicate.
A non-finite copula may also occur between the subject and predicate (22).19
17 There

are alternative analyses of examples like (19a). It has been argued, for example, that John
and a dangerous driver do not form a constituent, but are rather separate arguments of the main clause
verb consider (e.g. Williams (1983)), or that John is the argument of a complex predicate consisting
of consider and a dangerous driver (Chomsky, 1975). I do not further discuss these theories of small
clauses, since they are dependent on small clauses being embedded structures. Okanagan small
clauses do not need to be embedded (cf. section 7.2).
18 Though some English speakers find (20b) ungrammatical with ‘as’.
19 In this case, we no longer have a ‘small clause’ but instead a ‘projection of Infl’ (Rothstein,
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For cases involving the copula, unlike those with as or no linking element, predicate inversion is licensed if a definite DP is in predicate position (23c-d). This is
similar to the pattern seen with non-embedded finite specificational copular clauses
(cf. 7).
(22) a. DP Predicate: I consider [John to be a dangerous driver IP ].
b. AP Predicate: I consider [John to be boring IP ].
c. DP Predicate: I consider [John to be the cause of the riot IP ].
d. DP Predicate: I consider [these to be the best pictures of MaryIP ].
(23) a. DP Predicate: *I consider [a dangerous driver to be John].
b. AP Predicate: *I consider [boring to be John].
c. DP Predicate: I consider [the cause of the riot to be John].
d. DP Predicate: I consider [the best pictures of Mary to be these].

2.2.2

Predicate Raising

Stowell (1981), Pereltsvaig (2001) and others assume that the copula provides the
necessary structure (i.e. T(ense) head) for the subject to raise out of its basegenerated initial position within the small clause (24a). Moro (1997) extends the
analysis to include DP-predicate raising as well (24b).
(24) a. I consider [[Johni ] to be [ti [the cause of the riot DP ] SC ] IP ].
(canonical ordering)
b. I consider [[the cause of the rioti ] to be [[John DP ] ti SC ] IP ].
(inverse ordering)
Under this analysis, DPs are unique in their ability to raise to specifier of T (23),
and (21c,d) are ungrammatical because there is no copula, and thus no landing site
for a raised DP predicate.
1995). Chomsky (1981) also states that small clauses differ from other clause types in that the
predicate is not linked to INFL. Thus, while a small clause consists of DP XP, for example, a copular
clause XP will be linked to INFL, i.e. DP INFL XP. Functional heads which are claimed to play
a major role in copular predication in other languages do not do so in Okanagan, and there is no
evidence that the subject is linked to the predicate via an AGR(eement) node, at least for the nonverbal predications investigated in this dissertation.
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Both symmetrical (Stowell, 1981; Pereltsvaig, 2001) and asymmetrical (Moro,
1995; den Dikken, 2006) analyses of the base-generated structural relation between
the small clause subject and predicate exist. Under the asymmetrical account, the
small clause is projected by a functional Pred-head (Figures 2.2-2.3). Under the
symmetrical account, there is no functional head intervening between subject and
predicate (Figures 2.4-2.5).20 Under either account, a tensed copula selects for a
small clause complement. This general picture derives both predicational and specificational copular clauses from an underlying subject-initial small clause through
syntactic raising of either the subject (yielding a predicational configuration) or the
predicate (yielding a specificational configuration).
Figure 2.3: DP Predicate Raising
and the Asymmetrical (Pred)
Account

Figure 2.2: DP Subject Raising and
the Asymmetrical (Pred) Account
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20 See

den Dikken (2006, ch.3) for arguments against a bare, symmetric analysis of small clauses.
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ti

Figure 2.5: DP Predicate Raising
and the Symmetrical (bare)
Account

Figure 2.4: DP Subject Raising and
the Symmetrical (bare) Account
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English small clauses without a copula may not normally occur in non-embedded
contexts (25), presumably due to a tense-anchoring requirement.21
(25) a. *John a dangerous driver.
b. John is a dangerous driver.
Okanagan does not allow predicate-raising (see chapter 7) in either direct predications or DP-DP structures, as evidenced by the fact that no functional head may
intervene between an initial predicate and a final subject in a direct predication, and
a non-subject DP can normally never precede a subject DP in a DP-DP structure.

2.2.3

Specificationals as Equatives

In this section, I summarize portions of Heycock and Kroch (1999), who argue
for the existence of an equative head, and for a fundamental distinction between
equative and predicative small clauses. They claim that the English copula is not
21 Although English does not normally allow non-embedded small clauses (ia,b), they can sometimes occur in ‘informal contexts’ (Moro, 1995, 113) (ic).

(i) a.
b.
c.
d.

*[John a dangerous driver SC ].
*[Lucy the boss SC ].
[John the cause of the riot SC ]? I can’t believe it!
*[The cause of the riot JohnSC ]? I can’t believe it!

Inversions of non-embedded small clauses are always ungrammatical (id), presumably because the
predicate must raise out of its base-generated position, but there is no landing site.
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ambiguous (Partee, 1987), but is always semantically vacuous, and may select for
either type of small clause. They also claim that specificational sentences are not
inverse predicational sentences, but are equatives with an additional pragmatic requirement that the initial DP represent old information. Their claims are directly
relevant to my analysis of Okanagan: I claim that Okanagan equatives are projections of a null head, and that equative and predicative small clauses are distinct.
Their argument is based on the existence of several kinds of data which pose problems for the inversion account, primarily involving specificational pseudoclefts. I
present some key aspects of their analysis below.
First of all, there is a set of phenomena known in the literature on specificational pseudocleft clauses as connectivity effects (Higgins, 1973; Heycock and
Kroch, 1999; Mikkelsen, 2005), so-called because a constituent in a higher structural position behaves as if it were in a lower position with regards to standard
structural diagnostics such as binding.22 I briefly illustrate connectivity effects
with an example involving Condition A of binding theory, An anaphor must be
bound within its governing category (cf. Chomsky (1981), data from Mikkelsen
(2011)).
Example (26a) shows a specificational pseudocleft, in which the antecedent Rexpression Harvey does not c-command, yet appears to bind, the anaphor himself.
Example (26b) is a non-copular sentences in which the antecedent R-expression
Harvey does c-command the anaphor himself and binds it, as expected under
Binding Condition A. Example (26c) shows a topicalized phrase, in which the
R-expression Harvey does not c-command and cannot bind the anaphor himself.
(26)

Principle A
a. What Harveyi did next was wash himselfi thoroughly.
b. Harveyi washed himselfi thoroughly.

22 There are four types of connectivity effects. These are: (i) binding connectivity (ii) bound variable connectivity, (iii) negative polarity item (NPI) connectivity, and (iv) opacity connectivity. There
are three broad approaches to explaining connectivity effects: The ellipsis approach (den Dikken
et al., 2000; Schlenker, 2003) is compatible with predicate raising analyses, while the logical form
(Heycock and Kroch, 1999) and semantic approaches (Jacobson, 1994; Sharvit, 1999; Heller, 2002)
do not require syntactic movement. Since Okanagan does not straightforwardly show connectivity
effects, a detailed explanation of these approaches goes beyond the scope of this thesis, though I refer
the reader to Mikkelsen (2011) for a concise summary of the argumentation behind these approaches.
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c. *Before Harveyi left, Miriam washed himselfi thoroughly.
The issue here is that if the antecedent in specificational pseudocleft does not ccommand an expression which it binds (26a), we expect these examples to pattern
like non-pseudocleft data involving non-c-commanding antecedents (26c); however the initial element behaves as if it did stand in a c-command relation (26b).
Specificational sentences with non-pseudocleft subjects (27a) pattern with parallel
sentences involving pseudocleft subjects (27b) in terms of connectivity effects, as
shown for example with the following binding condition C data from Heycock and
Kroch (1999).
(27) a. *Hisi claim was that Johni was innocent.
b. *What hei claimed was that Johni was innocent.
Heycock and Kroch (1999) take the existence of connectivity effects to be problematic for an analysis of specificational pseudoclefts as inverted predications: if
syntactic inversion were involved in cases like (26a), then the prediction is that
they would not behave exactly like their simple sentence paraphrases (26b), but
similarly to other cases in which movement has clearly occurred (26c).23
Next, Heycock & Kroch view data such as (28) to be prima facie evidence for
a separate class of equatives. In (28a) for example, there is no sense in which one
instance of honest is ‘more-predicative’ than the other, and neither expression is
referential. In (28b) it seems clear that two referential attitudes are being equated
with one another. Heycock and Kroch (1999) use these data in support of equation
as a more general semantic phenomenon by which two expressions of the same
23 Despite having structures which might be argued to be equivalent to English inverse pseudoclefts, connectivity cannot be tested in Okanagan because of several language-specific properties.
These are as follows (cf. section 7.3.3):

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Specificational sentences are not permitted.
There is no overt copula.
3rd person pronouns are normally null, and reflexivization is an operation on the predicate,
not on an argument.
Okanagan like other Salish languages (Davis, 2006, 2009) regularly violates condition C.
Okanagan (and the rest of Salish) lacks WH-relative clauses, and so Okanagan has nothing
comparable to WH-pseudoclefts in English.
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type are linked together.
(28) a. Honest is honest.
b. Your attitude towards Jones is my attitude towards Davies.
A further argument that they cite in favor of a separate class of equatives comes
from data pairs like (29a,b). For (29a), the final constituent honest is specifying
the variable in the initial pseudocleft clause what John is. Assuming honest is
type <e,t>, this means that the pseudocleft clause must be type <<e,t>,t> under
an inversion analysis, where the predicate constituent is of a higher type than the
subject. But it is not necessarily the case that a pseudocleft clause must be of
this type, since in (29b), what John is must be of type <e,t>. If however (29a) is
analyzed as an equative sentence where both constituents are of type <e,t>, and
(29b) as a predicational sentence with a subject of type e, then the pseudo-cleft
clause can always be of type <e,t>.
(29) a. What John is is honest.
b. I am what John is.
Next, consider that (30-32) are grammatical as equations between two expressions of type <e,t>, according to Heycock and Kroch (1999). Examples (33a, 34a)
are grammatical as predications, while (33b, 34b) are not since ‘it is not possible to
treat any constituent appearing in [subject] position as predicated of a postcopular
argument.’ (Heycock and Kroch, 1999, 380). Basically, an inversion analysis must
explain why inversion is possible for (30b-32b), but not (33b, 34b).
(30) a. Proud of his daughters is what he is
b. What he is is proud of his daughters.
(31) a. Honest is the one thing that I have always wanted a man to be.
b. The one thing that I have always wanted a man to be is honest.
(32) a. Honest is what I want a man to be.
b. What I want a man to be is honest.
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(33) a. John is the one thing that I have always wanted a man to be. (that is, he’s
honest)
b. *The one thing that I have always wanted a man to be is John.
(34) a. John is what I want a man to be.
b. *What I want a man to be is John.
According to Heycock and Kroch (1999), the fact that (33b, 34b) are ungrammatical fits in with a more general picture that predicates cannot normally precede
their subjects (35a-c). (35d) is grammatical precisely because the initial definite
DP is not a predicate, but is referential.
(35) a. *A doctor is John.
b. *Boss is Mary.
c. *Proud of his daughters is John.
d. The best candidate for the job is John.
Given these empirical facts, Heycock and Kroch (1999, 382) argue for two separate
types of small clauses, both involving the same semantically vacuous copula. There
is no null predicational head for predicational small clauses, while there is a null
equative head for the equative cases. I advance a similar analysis for Okanagan in
chapter 7.
To conclude this section, Heycock and Kroch (1999) explain that there is a
pragmatic condition on specificational sentences (i.e. they have a fixed information
structure (Prince, 1978)), such that the initial DP or pseudocleft clause must form
a ‘[back]ground’ and the final DP must form a ‘focus’ (Vallduví, 1992), essentially
a version of the structured meaning approach to focus (von Stechow, 1990; Krifka,
1991). Okanagan DP-DP structures also show a fixed information structure, similar
to inverse specificational pseudoclefts in English (e.g. 18a), where the focused
constituent always precedes the non-focused constituent.

2.2.4

Directly Referential versus Non-Rigid DPs:
An Intensional Asymmetry

There have been alternative, semantic approaches towards explaining the information structural asymmetry in specificational sentences which trace the asymmetry
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to intensionality rather than predicativity, most notably Romero (2005) and Comorovski (2007). The general idea rests on the following distinction.
Demonstratives (Kaplan, 1977) and proper names (Kripke, 1982) are directly
referential; they denote entities, and their intensions are rigid individual concepts
(i.e. they are constant functions, and denote the same individual in every world).
As such, and assuming that type-shifting applies only as a last resort (Partee, 1987),
demonstratives and proper names are best treated as expressions of type e. In contrast, definite DPs denote non-rigid individual concepts (i.e. they may denote different individuals in different worlds). In order to capture this non-rigidity, definite
DPs may be understood as optionally type-shifting to type <s,e>. Romero (2005)
and Comorovski (2007) argue for an intensional type <s,e> analysis of the first
DP in a specificational copular clause (linearly speaking), and for a type e analysis
of the second DP, with Romero’s claim resting on an analysis of the first DP as a
concealed question. Strictly speaking, specificationals are semantically asymmetrical equatives under this analysis, with the equative head mapping an individual’s
intension to its extension. Romero (2005) gives the following semantics for the
specificational (equative) copula:24
(36)

[[be]] = λ xe λ y<s,e> λ ws .y(w) = x

The copula in (36) takes an extensional individual x (the second DP in a specificational sentence) and an intensional individual y (the first DP) as arguments, and
yields a proposition that is true in a world w if and only if y applied to w is identical
to x. This approach has the benefit of not positing multiple levels of LF, which is
necessary under Heycock and Kroch’s analysis of connectivity effects, but on the
other hand, does not appear to reflect the fixed information structure of specificationals.25
I claim that a semantics similar to (36) comprises a part of the Okanagan equative copula, with the exception that the arguments are reversed: the intensional DP
forms the first argument of the copula (i.e. the second DP, linearly speaking), and
24 The

underlining on the y argument indicates intensionality.
does it account for connectivity effects, but since Okanagan does not show connectivity
effects, I do not concern myself further with this issue.
25 Neither
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the extensional DP the second argument (i.e. the first DP) (cf. section 7.5).26,27

2.2.5

Summary

This section has focused on theories of specificational copular sentences. There
is a debate in the field over whether there is a derivational, syntactic relationship between semantically-asymmetrical predicational and specificational clauses
(Moro, 1997; den Dikken, 2006), or whether specificationals are pragmaticallyasymmetrical equative structures (Heycock and Kroch, 1999; Romero, 2005). Much
of the debate centers around specificational pseudocleft data, though there are also
questions as to how best to account for the fixed information structure of specificational copular sentences.
I now give a general discussion of my assumptions concerning focus and information structure, followed by a brief discussion of theories of clefts, which I argue
to be equative in Okanagan.

2.3

Focus and Information Structure

This section lays out aspects of theories of focus and information structure which
are crucial for my analysis of Okanagan equatives. The discussion is not intended
to be a comprehensive introduction to information theory or its application to
Okanagan: this is an area for future work.
In section 2.3.1, I briefly explain the alternatives approach to focus (Rooth,
1985, 1992), and the syntactic realization of focus as F-marking (Jackendoff, 1972;
Selkirk, 1995). In section 2.3.2, I discuss how a focused constituent aligns with the
edge of a prosodic phrase in Thompson River Salish (Koch, 2008a), a Northern
Interior Salish language spoken immediately adjacent to the Okanagan language
area. The relevance of this discussion becomes clear in chapter 7, where I claim
26 Similar

to ‘inverse’ specificational pseudoclefts in English (den Dikken et al., 2000). See discussion in section 2.1.2.
27 The base semantic type of Okanagan DPs which are headed by the determiner iP is of type
<s,e>, yet they are of type e when the world variable is existentially bound (cf. section 5.3). The
base semantic type of Okanagan proper names is a type <e,t>, and these lower to type e in argument
positions and in equative contexts (either as a result of a null referential determiner or N-to-D raising
(Longobardi, 1994)) (cf. section 4.6.2). Simple demonstratives are uniformly of type e, yet allow
intensional readings when they are adjoined to an iP DP.
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that focus is integral to the meaning of the equative copula in Okanagan, and that
an F-marked DP in an equative aligns to the left edge.

2.3.1

Focus Alternatives and F-marking

I now briefly introduce the alternatives-based approach (Rooth, 1985, 1992) which
I adopt for this dissertation. This approach assumes that expressions have two
different denotations: an ordinary semantic interpretation and a focus semantic
interpretation. In answer to a question such as (37), the constituent John in (38a) is
syntactically marked as a focus by a feature ‘F’ (Jackendoff, 1972; Selkirk, 1995).
(38b) shows the ordinary semantic meaning of the sentence, and (38c) shows the
focus semantic meaning under an alternatives representation. By focusing John
in (38a), one invokes all of the contextually relevant alternatives to John (i.e. the
‘contrast set’), as represented in (38c). The focused constituent John in (38a) is
phonologically realized with a prominent pitch accent in English.
(37)

Which one of these people passed the exam?

(38) a. [John]F passed the exam.
b. Meaning: PASSED THE EXAM ( JOHN )
c. Alternatives: {PASSED THE EXAM(x)|x ∈ De }
= {PASSED THE EXAM ( JOHN ),
PASSED THE EXAM ( PETE ),
PASSED THE EXAM ( SAM ), ...}

The set of alternatives forms a partially ordered scale of propositions, where
stronger propositions (i.e. those more likely to be true) are ranked higher. Alternative propositions that are not asserted are generally ruled out by scalar implicature
(Rooth, 1992). In the case of (38a), when the speaker asserts that John passed the
exam (38b) with a pitch accent on John, all of the non-asserted alternatives to John
passed the exam (e.g. Pete passed the exam, Sam passed the exam, etc.) are then
normally ruled out by scalar implicature.28
28 The implicature can be cancelled.

In answer to Which of these people passed the exam?, one can
answer [John]F passed the exam, and [Pete]F passed the exam too.
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In English, the uniqueness/exhaustivity implicature associated with focus can
be strengthened in several ways, such as by the addition of a focus-sensitive exclusive particle like only (39a), or by means of a cleft (39b). In (39a), the addition of
only entails that the non-asserted alternative propositions in (38c) are false. In cleft
structures like (39b), the exhaustivity may arguably be derived from the semantics
of a covert definite determiner (cf. Percus (1997), section 2.4 below).
(39) a. Only John passed the exam (# and Pete did too).
b. It is John who passed the exam (# and Pete did too).
As I show in chapter 7, Okanagan equatives have a fixed information structure, similar in some ways to English clefts. I claim that the null equative head in
Okanagan lexically assigns the syntactic feature ‘F’ to its second (leftmost) argument, which is interpretable as ‘focus’ at the interfaces (Jackendoff, 1972; Selkirk,
1995). This is illustrated in (40a).
(40) a. [ixíPDP ]F = [iP

p@ptwínaxw DP ].

= DET old.lady

DEM

SHE is the old lady.
b. *[iP p@ptwínaxw DP ] = [ixíPDP ]F .
DET

old.lady

= DEM

The old lady is HER.
At present, there is no general algorithm for assigning F in contexts without an
equative head, either by movement to a prosodic edge or by assignment of pitch
accent. However, when F is assigned by the equative head to its second argument,
a prosodic-alignment constraint (which I discuss in the next section) assures focus
occurs leftmost. Together with selectional restrictions on the equative head, these
derive the absence of specificational sentences in Okanagan (40b). The initial Fmarked constituent in an Okanagan equative may, but does not necessarily, receive
an exhaustive interpretation (cf. section 7.4.1) due to a maximality implicature
associated with the determiner iP in the second DP of an equative DP-DP structure (cf. section 5.3.3). This essentially follows the analysis of Percus (1997) for
English clefts.
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Note that while much of the literature on information structure makes a distinction between two types of focus, contrastive and (new-)information focus (cf. for
example Szabolcsi (1981), Rochemont (1986), Kiss (1998), Selkirk (2007)), I set
this distinction aside, since it plays no part in the analysis of equatives given here.29
Such a distinction will likely be relevant for a more comprehensive account of information structure in Okanagan, but this work remains to be done. Here, I utilize
only those aspects of the theory which are necessary to account for the information
structure of equative sentences in Okanagan.

2.3.2

Prosodic Alignment and Focused Constituents

In this section, I outline a prosodic-alignment theory of focus realization (Koch,
2008a; Féry, 2013) which generalizes the prosodic realization of focus to languages
which lack a stress-focus correspondence (e.g. Thompson Salish). Previous work
on English and other largely European languages had assumed the universality of
a stress-focus correspondence, given here in the form assumed by Reinhart (1995):
(41)

Stress-Focus Correspondence Principle:
The focus of a clause is a(ny) constituent containing the main stress of the
intonational phrase, as determined by the stress rule (Reinhart, 1995, 62).

However, more recent cross-linguistic work, including work on Thompson River
Salish (Koch, 2008a), has undermined the universality of the stress-focus correspondence principle. I briefly demonstrate how stress and focus correspond in
English, and summarize Koch’s claim that in Thompson, focus aligns to the edge
of a prosodic phrase (cf. Féry (2013)).
In English and other stress languages, focus aligns with stress, as a prosodic
head. In a case involving default CP focus (e.g. 42, where the entire sentence
is a new-information), the subject is parsed into one prosodic phrase, and the VP
into a separate prosodic phrase (Chomsky, 1971; Jackendoff, 1972; Selkirk, 1995;
Selkirk and Kratzer, 2007). Each prosodic phrase has a pitch accent (marked by
‘X’), and in English, the right-most prosodic head in a prosodic phrase bears a pitch
accent (hence the verb ‘saw’ does not bear a pitch accent). The intonational phrase
29 Koch (2008) similarly ignores the distinction between new information and contrastive focus in
his analysis of information structure in Thompson Salish.
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carries the nuclear pitch accent, which by default in English, is right-headed. The
generalization is that by default, the rightmost lexical stress is prominent.
(42)

(
(X

)(

X

) intonation-phrase (nuclear pitch-accent)

X

) prosodic-phrase (pitch accent)

[Jóhn sáw Moníque FOC ]

Koch (2008a, 120, ex.4)

In English clefts, however, the leftmost lexical stress is most prominent. Given
material (indicated by G) is not parsed in a prosodic phrase (Selkirk and Kratzer,
2007) during an initial step 1, but is parsed recursively into a prosodic phrase during step 2, under the assumption that all material must be parsed before prosodic
phrases are parsed into an intonation phrase. Since the leftmost lexical stress is the
only pitch accent in the intonation phrase, it is also the most prominent. The observation here is that through a process of destressing given material, nuclear pitch
accent can associate with a prosodic head which is not rightmost, and that in sentences which involve narrow focus (e.g. clefts), nuclear-pitch accent will associate
with the narrowly focused constituent.
(43)

(
(

) intonation-phrase

X
(

X

)

) prosodic-phrase, step 2

(

X

)

prosodic-phrase, step 1

It was [Moníque FOC ] [that Jóhn sáw G ].

Koch (2008a, 120, ex.5)

Koch (2008a) claims that for languages like Thompson River Salish, focus
aligns with prosodic edges, rather than prosodic heads. Since cleft foci are not intonationally prominent in Thompson, listeners must rely on other means to recover
focus, and as a general rule, the focused element occurs left-most in Thompson
(more specifically, focus associates with the leftmost lexical item, excluding any
functional heads). This is shown to be the case for both nominal predicate constructions (NPCs) and clefts. In Thompson, nuclear stress falls on the right-most
pitch accent, but focus is aligned to the left (44). Koch captures this generalization
with (45).
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(44)

(X)

(

(X)

( X

TéPe.

[qw úP

NEG

water

) (
’
FOC ] ňuP e

X

)

intonation-phrase

X

)

prosodic-phrase

s-Púqw eP-kt.

just DET NOM-drink-1 PL . POSS

No, we’ll just drink [water FOC ]. (Thompson, Koch (2008a, 251, ex.15))
(45)

F OCUS L EFT: Align the left edge of the focus-marked p(rosodic)-phrase
with the left edge of an intonational phrase.

In contrast to Thompson, which exhibits left-edge alignment in both NPCs (44) and
other predicative contexts, as well as in clefts, Okanagan only shows such effects
for clefts and other simple equatives (section 7.5.2). This implies that in Thompson, the feature F is assigned freely, whereas in Okanagan it is restricted to equative
contexts. The reasons for this difference are unclear, and await more detailed investigation of information structure, and its prosodic reflexes, in Okanagan.30

2.4

Clefts

This section discusses several relevant syntactic and semantic aspects of theories
of English clefts which directly inform my analysis of Okanagan clefts as equative
structures (chapter 8).31 An example of an English cleft, from Reeve (2007), is
given in (46):
(46)

It was the snake that the mongoose caught.

This sentence may be informally characterized as consisting of three parts (excepting the copula): an initial clefting pronoun it; a DP in focus; and a residue CP
(a.k.a. remnant), as represented in (47):
30 There

has been little intonational work done on Okanagan, excepting Barthmaier (2004) who
conducts an acoustic study of several Okanagan narratives (A. Mattina and DeSautel 2002). His
main finding is that intonation phrases do exist in Okanagan, and that they correspond to syntactic
phrasing.
31 The relationship between ‘clefts’-proper (e.g. 46) and ‘pseudoclefts’, examples of which were
discussed in section 2.2.3, is still a matter of some contention. The two types of structures are not
necessarily derivationally related, although Percus (1997) does effectively derive a cleft from a thpseudocleft (e.g. ‘The one that the mongoose caught was the snake’).
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[It cle f t−pronoun ] was [the snake DP− f ocus ] [that the mongoose caught residue ].

(47)

First, I give a brief outline of the ‘extraposition-from-subject’ theory of clefts
which I adopt in this dissertation, focusing on the versions proposed by Percus
(1997) and Hedberg (2000), who treat the introductory clefting pronoun (i.e. it in
English) as forming an underlying constituent with the residue clause.32 Second, I
discuss the semantics and pragmatics of English clefts, focusing on two properties:
the presupposition of existence carried by the residue clause, and the presupposition that the DP in focus position be interpreted exhaustively.

2.4.1

‘Extraposition from Subject’ Analyses of Clefts

There are two main versions of the extraposition from subject analysis of English
clefts (Akmajian, 1970; Schachter, 1973; Emonds, 1976; Gundel, 1977; Wirth,
1978; Percus, 1997), both of which are traceable to Jespersen (1927). For the first
version (48), the cleft clause originates in the subject position of a WH-pseudocleft,
then the CP is extraposed and it is inserted. For the second version (49), the cleft
clause originates as part of a definite description in the subject position of a specificational copular clause (a.k.a. ‘th-pseudocleft’) (Percus, 1997). The CP is then
extraposed and the definite description remnant the one is spelled-out as it.
(48) a. [What the mongoose caught CP ] was [the snake DP f ocus ]. (Base structure)
b. was [the snake DP f ocus ] [that the mongoose caught CP ].
c. It was [the snake DP f ocus ] [that the mongoose caught CP ].
(49)

(Extraposition)
(‘It’ insertion)

Percus (1997)
a. [The

[that you saw CPi ]][is the deer].

(Base structure)

b. [The

ti ][is the deer][that you saw i ].

(Extraposition)

32 There

are many other analyses of English clefts available, for example the so-called ‘expletive’
analysis, which has its roots in Jespersen (1937). Here, the initial it is neither a semantically interpreted pronoun nor the head of a definite description. The focused DP is base generated in its surface
position, and the cleft clause is a complement of the focused DP (Chomsky, 1977; Halvorsen, 1978;
Delahunty, 1982; Rochemont, 1986; Heggie, 1993; Kiss, 1998, 1999). Because I do not adopt any of
these theories for Okanagan, I do not discuss them further. See Reeve (2007) for a concise summary
of several of the more major theoretical camps.
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c. It is the deer that you saw.

(Spellout of the as it)

A treatment similar to Percus (1997) (50) is advanced by Hedberg (2000), differing primarily in the sense that the definite determiner selects directly for a CP,
rather than a null NP (49), and the CP is ‘lowered’ to adjoin to the focus DP.
(50)

Hedberg (2000)
a. [The [that you saw i ]][is the [deer NP ]].

(Base structure)

b. [The ti ][is the [deer [that you saw i ]NP ].

(CP Lowering)

c. It is the deer that you saw.

(Spellout of the as it)

Crucially, for both Percus (1997) and Hedberg (2000) cleft residues are discontinuous definite descriptions. Under these analyses, the semantics of clefts follows
directly from the semantics of the definite determiner.

2.4.2

Cleft Semantics: Exhaustivity Entailments and Existence
Presuppositions

English clefts presuppose exhaustivity of the DP in focus position (Percus, 1997),
and the cleft residue carries a presupposition of existence (Percus, 1997; Kiss,
1998; Hedberg, 2000). Take again our cleft example (46), shown below as (51a),
with paraphrases of the exhaustivity presupposition (51b) and existence presupposition (51c).
(51) a. It was the snake that the mongoose caught.
b. Exhaustivity Presupposition:

The mongoose caught only one thing.

c. Existence Presupposition:

The mongoose caught something.

The fact that exhaustivity is presupposed comes from general agreement among
English speakers that sentences like (52a,b) are unacceptable. If it were not a
presupposition of the cleft in (51a) that the mongoose caught only one thing, then
it should be possible to assert that the mongoose also caught other individuals,
but this is not the case. Exhaustivity appears to be a presupposition, rather than
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entailment, since (51b) survives under negation, as illustrated by (52c).33
(52) a. #It was the snake that the mongoose caught, and it was the rabbit that the
mongoose caught too.
b. ? It was the snake that the mongoose caught, and the mongoose caught a
rabbit too.
c. It wasn’t the snake that the mongoose caught.
The presupposition of existence carried by the residue clause is clearly observable
by the fact that in an out-of-the-blue context (53a), clefts are unacceptable in English (53b), as well as by the fact that under negation (54), the presupposition that
the mongoose caught something survives.
(53) a. Context: The speaker walks into the room and tells the addressee what he
saw at the zoo today.
b. #It was the snake that the mongoose caught.
(54)

It wasn’t the snake that the mongoose caught.

Percus (1997, 339-340) formalizes the exhaustivity and existence presuppositions similarly to (55):
(55) a. Exhaustivity Presupposition
It is [α]FOC that has the property Π
entails ∀x[Π(x) → x = α] (only α has the property Π)
33 Other

data seem to indicate that exhaustivity is an entailment rather than a presupposition in
English clefts (Lisa Matthewson, p.c.). In (i) below (especially (ib)), any presupposition that the
mongoose caught only one thing does not survive negation:
(i) a.
b.

It wasn’t the snake that the mongoose caught, it was the rabbits.
It wasn’t the snake that the mongoose caught, it was a rabbit and a mouse.

The presupposition account could nevertheless be salvaged for (51) by instead assuming that the
presupposition is that the mongoose caught only one maximal singular or plural individual: for (ia),
the rabbits denotes the plural sum of all the contexually salient rabbits, and for (ib) a rabbit and
a mouse denotes the sum of some pair consisting of a rabbit and a mouse. In any case, it is not
crucial for my analysis of Okanagan whether exhaustivity in English clefts is a presupposition or an
entailment, so I retain Percus’ original presupposition analysis.
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b. Existence Presupposition
In a cleft of the form It is [α]FOC that has the property Π,
there is a presupposition that ∃xΠ(x)
(there exists some individual that has the property Π).
By treating the residue clause as a discontinuous definite description (49-50),
Percus and Hedberg are able to align the semantics of the definite determiner with
the semantics of clefts. In other words, the English determiner the is commonly
assumed to presuppose the existence of a referent, and presuppose the uniqueness
and/or maximality of that referent (Heim, 2011). The maximality presupposition
of a definite DP in an specificational/equative environment, such as in Percus’ base
structure (56, cf. 49a) will lead to an exhaustivity presupposition for the focused
DP.34
(56)

[The

[that you saw CPi ]][is the deer].

2.4.3

Summary

(Base Structure)

For English, the evidence in favor of any particular analysis of clefts is subtle. For
the purposes of this thesis, I will argue that clefts in Okanagan (and DP-DP structures), broadly support theories that (i) analyze the cleft residue as a discontinuous
constituent with the cleft pronoun, and (ii) align the semantics of clefts with the
semantics of determiners (Percus, 1997; Hedberg, 2000).
Point (i) is supported by evidence that the Okanagan clefting demonstrative ixíP
forms an underlying constituent with the residue clause (8.5.2), and point (ii) by
the fact that Okanagan clefts lack any presupposition of existence or exhaustivity,
though they do carry an exhaustivity implicature (8.6.2) which I claim is linked to
the maximality implicature of the determiner iP (5.3).
The possibility of extending a Percus/Hedberg type analysis of clefts to Salish
languages is not without precedent: Shank (2003) discusses the option in some
detail with regards to clefts in Northern Straits Salish, and Koch (2008a, 2009)
34 Whether

the initial DP in (56) is a semantic predicate, or semantically referential (Heycock and
Kroch, 1999) (cf. section 2.2.3) does not affect the basic point that the focused DP will receive an
exhaustive interpetation since as a predicate, a definite DP will denote a singleton set.
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for Thompson River Salish. Both end up rejecting this analysis, due to the fact
that residues appear to be bare CPs in these languages, rather than DPs, and as
such it is not straightforwardly possible to link the semantics of clefts with determiners.35 For Okanagan, residues may be analyzed as DPs (cf. section 8.4),
and so a Percus-style analysis is applicable. More specifically, since Okanagan
residues may contain overt NP heads, Okanagan supports Percus (1997) over Hedberg (2000) (compare 49a and 50a), who in principle allows for this possibility.

2.5

Chapter Summary

This chapter has focused on four major theoretical areas: the semantic distinction between predication and equation and Higgins’ (1973) taxonomy of copular
clauses (2.1); the syntactic and semantic relationship between predicational and
specificational sentences and evidence for a separate class of equatives (2.2); focus
and information structure (2.3); and syntactic and semantic theories of clefts (2.4).
Each of these areas provide useful tools for understanding the Okanagan data, to
be discussed in the following chapters.

35 Though

see discussion in chapter 9 where I suggest that for Salish languages with CP cleft
residues, the copula is the spell-out of a determiner which selects only for a CP (Hedberg, 2000).
Under this analysis, all Salish clefts may potentially be analyzable as equative.
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Chapter 3

Background in Okanagan
Grammar
This chapter presents some basic aspects of Okanagan grammar, including phonology, pronominal inflection, and brief notes on transitivity and the tense and aspectual systems. Since this chapter is primarily meant as a terminological and
paradigmatic reference tool for the reader, I limit the amount of data I give during
my brief discussion on pronominal inflection, transitivity and aspect. I do however
dedicate relatively more space in this chapter to discussing word order, since this
is particularly important for an understanding of subsequent chapters, and appears
to exhibit some dialectal differences.

3.1

Phonology

The following tables represent the consonant (Table 3.1) and vowel (Table 3.2)
inventories of Okanagan. The phonemic symbols are written in a standard Americanist orthography.
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n
n’

c’

ì

x

xw

x̌

x̌w

r
r’

G

w
w’

l
l’

y
y’

Q
Q’

Qw
Q’ w

Table 3.2: Okanagan Vowel Phonemes

front
high

central

i

back
u

mid

(@)

low

a

Concerning vowels, schwa is not a full vowel (i.e. it cannot carry stress except
for in a few scattered loan words), and so I include it in parentheses. Also, surface
[e] and [o] are possible in the context of a post-velar consonant, as documented
in A. Mattina (1973, 10-11). These are underlyingly /i/ and /u/, respectively. It is
also worth mentioning that the Okanagan orthography deviates from the standard
’
Americanist writing system in the following way: since there is no glottalized /č/
phoneme in Okanagan, and neither is there an alveo-palatal unglottalized /c/, the
Okanagan orthography uses ‘c’ for /č/.
For an in-depth discussion of general phonology and (morpho-)phonological
processes in Okanagan, I direct the reader to Watkins (1970) (Northern Okanagan) and A. Mattina (1973) (for Colville). Additionally, there are studies focus57

glottal

qw
q’ w

palatal

q
q’

lateral

kw
k’w

labio-pharyngeal

glottalized

m
’
m

ň’

k
k’

č

pharyngeal

resonant

labio-uvular

s

uvular

fricative

labio-velar

t
t’

velar

stop/affricate p
ejective
p’

alveo-palatal

alveolar

labial

Table 3.1: Okanagan Consonant Phonemes

h
P

ing on pharyngeal movement (A. Mattina 1979), and sandhi effects and morphophonemics (Hébert (1978) and A. Mattina (2000)). For discussion of Upper Nicola
phonology, see Pattison (1978). In this dissertation, I add footnotes concerning
specific morpho-phonological processes when relevant to the discussion, but otherwise have little to say about the phonology.

3.2

Inflection: Pronominal, Valency, and Tense-Aspect

Here I present some important aspects of Okanagan inflectional morphology, including pronominal paradigms, morphemes related to (in)transitivity, and a few
brief notes on tense and aspect. The purpose here is to provide the reader with
some basic background in these areas, which will aid in comprehending the overall
structure of the examples I cite in this dissertation. Since all three of these areas
have received attention in the literature, I will for the most part direct the interested
reader to other sources for more information.
First, I will give a brief overview of the pronominal system (cf. A. Mattina
(1982) and N. Mattina (1996b, 36) for more detailed descriptions). I give the
paradigms in the following tables, followed by some discussion and data, with
relevant morphemes highlighted in bold type.
Table 3.3: Intransitive Paradigms

Paradigm 1

Paradigm 2

A BSOLUTIVE

P OSSESSIVE

1 SG

kn

i(n)-

2 SG

kw

a(n)-

3 SG

-s

1 PL

kw u

-tt

2 PL

p

-mp

3 PL

-lx

-slx
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Table 3.4: Transitive Paradigms

Paradigm 1

Paradigm 2

A BSOLUTIVE

P OSSESSOR

ACCUSATIVE

E RGATIVE

O BJECT

S UBJECT

O BJECT

S UBJECT

1 SG

kw u

i(n)-

kw u

-(i)n

2 SG

kw

a(n)-

-s,-m

-(i)xw
-(i)s

3 SG

-s

-

1 PL

kw u

-tt

kw u

2 PL

p

-mp

-ì(ul)m

-slx

... -lx

3 PL

... -m

-(i)m,-t
-(i)p
-(i)slx

Table 3.5: Independent Pronouns

I NDEPENDENT
1 SG

incá

2 SG

anwí

3 SG

cniìc

1 PL

mnímìt@t

2 PL

mnímìt@mp

3 PL

mnímìts@lx

Okanagan may be characterized, roughly, as a ‘split-ergative’ language in terms
of its pronominal system: there is a partial paradigmatic overlap between absolutive subjects in the intransitive paradigms (Paradigm 1, Table 3.3) and absolutive objects in nominalized possessor structures, which are syntactically transitive
(Paradigm 1, Table 3.4). Thus the second person singular proclitic kw functions as a
subject marker in intransitive contexts (1a), and as an object marker in syntactically
transitive structures with possessor subjects (1b).
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(1) a. kw

QaP-ncút.

2 SG . ABS laugh-REFLEX
You laughed.
b. kw

’
w -@m.
i[n]-s-kìqíx

2 SG . ABS 1 SG . POSS-NOM-protect-MID
I am protecting you.
Primarily accusative object suffixes are used in the ergative paradigm (2a)
(Paradigm 2, Table 3.4), with 1st person objects being a notable exception (2b).
’ púl-st-@m-s.
(2) a. Norman c@m
Norman EPIS beat-CAUS -2 SG . ACC -3 SG . ERG
Norman will punish you.
b. kw u

cún-[n]t-xw

ìaP

nis

Ivan.

1 SG . ABS tell-DIR -2 SG . ERG COMP leave Ivan
You told me when Ivan left.
The distribution of pronominal morphology rests on a distinction between ‘formal’ (i.e. morphological) transitivity, semantic transitivity, and syntactic transitivity. Constructions which use the possessor subject pronominal paradigm (e.g. 1b,
cf. Paradigm 1, Table 3.4) are formally intransitive but semantically and syntactically transitive, while those with ergative morphology (e.g. 2, cf. Paradigm 2,
Table 3.4) are formally, semantically, and syntactically transitive. Constructions
which involve predicates that are lexical, underived intransitives (e.g. adjectival
predicates as in 3a) are formally, semantically, and syntactically intransitive. Predicates which are formally intransitivized by reflexive morphology (e.g. 1a) or by
the middle suffix -@m (e.g. 3b) (and do not involve possessor subjects), or intransitivizer -(aP)x (e.g. 3c) are both formally and syntactically intransitive, but
semantically transitive.1
1 For

formal intransitives like (3b,c), the predicates may select for oblique-marked quasi-objects,
hence they are semantically transitive. I discuss these at length below for example 6 and in chapter
4.
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Pilxw t.

(3) a. kn

1 SG . ABS hungry
I am hungry.
b. kn

Paws-píx̌-@m.

1 SG . ABS go-hunt-MID
I went hunting.
’
s-c-k’ w ul-x.

c. kn

1 SG . ABS NOM - CUST-work-INTR
I am working.
Formal transitives take ergative subjects, and contain one of several transitivizers, including -nt- ‘directive’ (4a), -st- ‘causative’ (4b), -ìt- ‘possessional applicative’ (4c), and -x(i)t- ‘benefactive applicative’ (4d) (A. Mattina (1982) and N. Mattina (1996b)).2 The transitivizer morphemes in (4) are highlighted in bold type.
(4) a. iP
DET

’
k’ w ul-ncút-[t]n

’
c-n-qw n-mi[n]-nt-s.

make-REFLEX - INSTR CUST-n-pity-MIN - DIR -3 SG . ERG

God bless you. (said after one sneezes)
Literally: The creator take pity on you.
b. ì-xw uy-st-s

iP

’
tum-s.

return-go-CAUS -3 SG . ERG DET mother-3 SG . POSS
She took her mother home
c. kw u

c-xw ic’ -ìt-xw

iP

lpot.

1 SG . ABS CUST-give-APPL -2 SG . ERG DET cup
Pass me the cup.
’
d. k’ w ul-xt-n

t

yámx̌w aP.

make-BEN -1 SG . ERG OBL cedar.root.basket
I made someone a cedar root basket.
Syntactically transitive predicates (more specifically, those with possessor sub2 Okanagan also has transitivizers -túìt-, -núnt-, -núìt- and -núst- (A. Mattina (1982) and N. Mattina (1996b)).
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jects) do not contain transitivizers (5), yet may select for subject and object arguments.3
i[n]-s-c’ áq’ w -@m

(5)

iP

pus.

1 SG . POSS - NOM-point-MID DET cat
I am pointing at the cat.
Formally intransitive predicates take absolutive subjects and are marked by -@m
‘middle’ or active intransitivizer -x/-aPx morphology, and do not select for objects, but may occur with an oblique-marked ‘quasi-object’ (N. Mattina (1993b)
and Davis and Matthewson (2003)).
(6) a. kn

kaPkíc-@m t

1 SG . ABS find-MID

sp@plínaP.

OBL

rabbit

I found a rabbit.
b. kn

ks-n-Píys-aPx

t

i-kì-k@wáp.

1 SG . ABS FUT-n-buy-INTR OBL 1 SG . POSS - U . POSS-horse
I am going to buy a horse.
Passive predicates, characterized as having a transitivizer plus the ‘passive’ suffix
-@m, may also occur with an oblique-marked agent (7) though in these cases, an iP
determiner often co-occurs with the oblique-marked nominal.
(7)

kíl-@nt-@m

iP

t

skmxíst.

chase-DIR - PASS DET OBL bear
He was chased by the bear.
Independent pronouns are primarily used for emphatic purposes (Table 3.5), and
normally co-occur with and co-refer with a pronoun from one of the other sets.4
3 N.

Mattina (1996b, 39) notes that nominalized irrealis predicates (i.e. those prefixed by ks-)
take possessor subjects in the singular, but ergative subjects in the plural. This reflects a historical
process whereby nominalized intransitive predicates are gradually being reanalyzed as transitives
(Henry Davis, p.c.).
4 I have data showing that in contexts where an independent pronoun and a demonstrative are
being equated, e.g. ixíP incá ‘That’s me’, co-referring absolutive morphology is not necessary.
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(8) a. incá

kn

’
m@q-ínk.

1 SG . INDEP 1 SG . ABS full-stomach
Me, I’m full.
b. mnímìt@mp t
2 PL . INDEP

OBL

sqilxw ,

taPlíP p

native.people very

x̌ast.

2 PL . ABS good

You people, you are good people.
The Okanagan aspectual system is based on a set of morphemes which are
primarily prefixes and which attach to verbal stems. These include most notably
prospective/future ks- (9a), and customary/habitual c- (9a,b).5
(9) a. way’ c-my-st-in

iP

sq@ltmíxw iP

yes CUST-know-CAUS -1 SG . ERG DET man
’
ks-Paws-ì@ìt-míxaPx.

DET

FUT -go-line.fish- INTR

Yes, I know the man who is going to go fishing.
b. pintk

’
c-k’ w úl-@m

t

yámx̌w aP.

always CUST-make-MID OBL cedar.bark.basket
She’s always basket-making.
The transitivity and aspect systems interact in numerous ways to yield sentences with specific aspectual and temporal interpretations. I refer the reader to
A. Mattina (1993a) and N. Mattina (1996b, section 2.1.1), who provide detailed
descriptions and analyses of the Okanagan aspect and transitivity systems, as does
Hébert (1982b), albeit within a different theoretical framework.
For the purposes of this dissertation, it is important to note that there is a syntactic and semantic distinction in the nominal domain between full arguments and
quasi-arguments (cf. chapter 4), and that this distinction correlates not only with
differences in nominal morphosyntax, but also with differences in transitivity and
aspect. Because I correlate full argumenthood with nominal morphosyntax, rather
than directly with transitivity and aspect, I do not further address the transitivity
5 Additionally,

ks- and c- may combine to form a perfect aspect, and c- may combine with the
nominalizer s- to form sc-, yielding an imperfective aspect with formal intransitives, and a perfective
aspect with nominalized possessor forms (A. Mattina 1993a).
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and aspectual system except to establish its correlation with syntactic argumenthood in chapter 4.6

3.3

Clausal Word Order

This section presents data on clausal word order for Okanagan, with some notes on
dialectal differences between Upper Nicola and other dialects. The following table
gives a summary of permissible and non-permissible word orders in Okanagan. I
discuss each of these word orders in turn.
Table 3.6: Summary of Word Orders in Upper Nicola Okanagan

word order

X/*

notes

SV

X

unmarked

SVO

X

unmarked

SOV

*

ungrammatical

VS

X

unmarked

VO

X

unmarked

VSO

X

unmarked

VOS

X

unmarked (in non-ambiguous contexts)

OV

X

marked, object topic/focus structure

OSV

(X)

marked, object topic/focus structure

OVS

(X)

marked, object topic/focus structure

Okanagan, like other Salish languages, has been argued to be a fundamentally
predicate-initial language, although it has also been noted that word order is flexible (N. Mattina 1996b).
For simple intransitives with DP subject arguments, a VS ordering (10) or
6I

argue in that full argumenthood correlates with nominal morphosyntax, rather than transitivity
and aspect, because some quantifiers are restricted to co-occuring with the determiner iP (e.g. yaQyáQ
‘all’). Since quantifiers are not part of the transitivity or aspectual systems, I claim that quantifiers
like yaQyáQ ‘all’ can only select for a full DP argument. Thus, argumenthood is independent of the
transitivity and aspectual systems.
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an SV-ordering (11) is equally acceptable (N. Mattina (1994), Baptiste (2001)).7
Within running discourse, pre-verbal subjects are normally ‘topical’, by which I
mean an element that is discourse-old, informally speaking. In elicitation contexts
however, the two word orders are interchangeable.
(10) a. xw aP-xw íst iP

tkìmilxw .

many-walk DET woman
The woman started walking.
’ w t iP
b. ňax
dead

DET

qáqxw @lx
fish

The fish are dead.
(11) a. iP
DET

tkìmilxw xw aP-xw íst.
woman

many-walk

The woman started walking.
b. iP
DET

’ w t.
qáqxw @lx ňax
fish

dead

The fish are dead.
For transitive sentences with an object DP as the single overt argument, both
VO (12) and OV (13) are acceptable orders. OV order may be used to signal a
topical object,8,9 however an initial object is not necessarily topical: sentences
like (13a) are judged felicitous in out-of-the-blue circumstances as well, hence the
indefinite DP in the English translation.10
(12) a. wík-@n

iP

sámaP.

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET white.person
I saw a white person.
7 Not

all Salish languages permit pre-verbal subjects, for example Northern Straits (Montler,
1993) and Upper Lillooet (Davis, 1999b) do not.
8 See Gardiner (1993) for discussion of pre-verbal topical objects in Shuswap.
9 The iP determiner in (12b) and (13b) is underlyingly present but regularly reduces before 1st
person possessive prefix in- and 2nd person possessive prefix an- (A. Mattina 2000, 157)
10 Darnell (1995, 99) found in his textual study of Colville-Okanagan (A. Mattina 1985) that noncontrastive topics could not be pre-posed. Non-contrastive non-topics may, however, be pre-posed, a
finding which seems to support out-of-the-blue uses of data like (13a).
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b. n-Píys-@n

[iP]

’ y-mín.
’
an-q@

n-buy-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG [ DET ] 2 SG . POSS-write-INSTR
I bought your book.
(13) a. iP
DET

sámaP

wík-@n.

white.person see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG

I saw a white person.
b. [iP]

’ y-mín
’
an-q@

n-Píys-@n.

[ DET ] 2 SG . POSS-write-INSTR n-buy-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG
I bought your book.
For transitive sentences with two overt nominal DP arguments, SVO is the
preferred and most common word order in elicitation contexts (14).11 In texts and
conversations, however, transitive sentences involving two overt DPs are extremely
rare (A. Mattina 2001), since anaphoric DPs are normally null.
(14) a. iP
DET

sámaP

wik-s

iP

xíxwt@m.

white.person see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET little.girl

The white person saw the little girl.
b. iP
DET

ylmíxw @m x̌mink-s
chief

iP

automobile.

want-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET automobile

The chief wants the car.
c. iP
DET

xíxwt@m wik-s

ixíP.

little.girl see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DEM

The little girl saw that.
d. John wik-s

Mary.

John see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG Mary
John saw Mary.
11 Hébert (1982b, 47) analyzes SVO sentences as topicalization of a subject.

N. Mattina (1994, 95)
states that “nominals in preverbal positions appear to have a focus semantics”, but it is unclear from
these accounts what exactly is meant by a subject being ‘topical’ or in ‘focus’.
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e. ha

iP

YNQ DET

s@nkìc’ aPsqáx̌aP wik-s
horse

iP

xíxwt@m?

see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET little.girl

Did the horse see the girl?
Verb-initial transitive sentences are also commonplace. In the Upper Nicola
dialect, the first DP following the verb is nearly always interpreted as the subject,
yielding a surface VSO ordering (15a-c) (Baptiste, 2001; Hébert, 1982a,b).12,13
(15) a. wik-s

iP

xíxwt@m iP

samáP.

see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET little.girl DET white.person
The little girl saw the white person.
b. x̌mink-s

iP

sk@mxíst iP

like-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET bear

DET

síyaP.
saskatoon.berry

Bears like saskatoon berries.
c. wik-s

iP

xíxwt@m ixíP.

see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET little.girl DEM
The little girl saw it.
*It saw the little girl.
d. náq’ w -@m-s

Ben iP

s@nkìc’ aPsqáx̌aP.

steal-MID -[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG Ben DET horse
Ben stole the horse.
VOS interpretations are possible in cases where the subject is animate and the
object inanimate (A. Mattina 2004), as in (16a,b), though these are not consistently
12 VSO is not consistently judged grammatical if the two post-predicative DPs are proper names
(i). N. Mattina (1994, 96) finds these cases to be ungrammatical.

(i)

? wik-s

John Mary
see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG John Mary
John saw Mary
LL: John wiks Mary would be better. Doesn’t sound right.

13 The interpretive restriction in (15c) patterns opposite to what is found in Northern Interior and
Central Salish, where the One Nominal Interpretation constraint would force the determiner-headed
DP to be interpreted as an object, and a single demonstrative as a subject (cf. Gerdts and Hukari
(2004).
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judged grammatical in the Upper Nicola dialect (16c), and are usually corrected to
an SVO order.14
(16) a. x̌mink-s

iP

síyaP

iP

sk@mxíst.

like-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET saskatoon.berry DET bear
Bears like saskatoon berries.
#Saskatoon berries like bears.
’
b. cmay tQap-nt-ís
EPIS

’
sňaPcín@m
John.

iP

shoot-DIR -3 SG . ERG DET deer

John

Maybe John shot the deer.
#Maybe the deer shot John.
c. *x̌mink-s

iP

automobile iP

ylmíxw @m.

want-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET automobile DET chief
The chief wants the car.
#The car wants the chief.
For the Colville dialect, N. Mattina (1994) states that VSO and VOS are both acceptable, so long as there is no ambiguity,15 though it seems clear for the Upper
Nicola dialect that VSO is strongly preferred.
Word order in subordinate clauses follows the same pattern as that found in
main clauses, allowing for either subject-initial (17a) or verb-initial (17b-c) ordering. The difference in translations between (17b) and (17c) exemplifies the preference for a VSO interpretation over VOS in contexts for which the animacy of the
two arguments is equivalent.
14 This

suggests that VOS interpretations of the examples in (15) should also be possible given a
suitable context (for 15a at least).
15 See Davis (2005) for similar findings in Lillooet, though VOS is unmarked in the Upper dialect,
while VSO is unmarked in the Lower dialect.
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(17) a. kn

n-stils

iP

q’ w Qay-lqs caP-nt-ís

ylmíxw @m.

iP

1 SG . ABS n-think DET black-robe hit-DIR -3 SG . ERG DET chief
I think that the priest hit the chief.
b. kn

n-stils

caP-nt-ís

iP

q’ w Qay-lqs iP

ylmíxw @m.

1 SG . ABS n-think hit-DIR -3 SG . ERG DET black-robe DET chief
I think that the priest hit the chief.
c. kn

n-stils

caP-nt-ís

iP

q’ w Qay-lqs.

ylmíxw @m iP

1 SG . ABS n-think hit-DIR -3 SG . ERG DET chief

DET

black-robe

I think that the chief hit the priest.
For V-initial sentences involving phonologically heavy DP arguments, a strong
preference for an object-reading of the heavy DP surfaces (cf. Davis (2005) for
equivalent data in Lillooet):16
’ ňaP-nt-ís
’
(18) a. ňaP

iP

sílxw aP iP

look.for-DIR -3 SG . ERG DET big

DET

piq

iP

k@kwáp Gertie.

white DET dog

Gertie

VOS: Gertie was looking for the big white dog.
*VSO: The big white dog was looking for Gertie.
’ ňaP-nt-ís
’
b. ňaP

Gertie iP

sílxw aP iP

look.for-DIR -3 SG . ERG Gertie DET big
? VOS:

DET

piq

iP

k@kwáp.

white DET dog

The big white dog was looking for Gertie

VSO: Gertie was looking for the big white dog.
For the Colville and Upper Nicola dialects, both VSO and VOS are possible;
however VSO is strongly preferred in the Upper Nicola (and Lakes) dialect, while
VOS is preferred in Colville. This most likely represents a dialectal difference
(Baptiste, 2001, 21), with more southerly dialects allowing freer post-predicative
ordering of subject and object than the more northerly dialects.
SOV is not a possible order (19). Baptiste (2001, 19) describes this as a restriction against more than one DP occurring pre-predicatively.
16 Though ideally,

animacy should be controlled for in (18) by either making both referents human

or both non-human.
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(19) a. *iP
DET

ylmíxw @m iP

’ w ay-lqs caP-nt-ís.
qQ

chief

black-robe hit-DIR -3 SG . ERG

DET

*The chief hit the priest.
b. *John Mary wik-s.
John

Mary see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG

*John saw Mary.
Mary saw John.
c. *kn

n-stils

John Mary wik-s.

1 SG . ABS n-think John Mary see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG
I think that John saw Mary.
Nevertheless, in contexts involving an object with a special discourse status (e.g.
focused or topicalized), a surface OSV ordering is possible, as shown in the subordinate clause of (20, cf. 17 above), and also illustrated in (21), where the fronted
object is modified by a relative clause.17
(20)

kn

n-stils

iP

q’ w Qay-lqs iP

ylmíxw @m caP-nt-ís.

1 SG . ABS n-think DET black-robe DET chief

hit-DIR -3 SG . ERG

I think that it was the priest that the chief hit.
(21)

iP

sk@mxíst iP

’
tQap-nt-ís

DET

bear

shoot-DIR -3 SG . ERG John find-MID -3 SG . POSS

DET

John kaPkíc-iP-s.

The bear hei shot, Johni found.
OVS interpretations are not possible in unmarked contexts.18 Thus, the initial
clause in (22) is normally only interpretable as John saw Mary, and not Mary
17 For (21), the middle suffix -m becomes -iP before a 3rd person possessive morpheme (A. Mattina
1993a, 251).
18 N. Mattina (1994, 96) indicates that OVS is made possible by pairing an inanimate object with
an animate subject (i), similarly to the VOS data given as (16), at least for 2 out of 4 of her speakers.

(i)

’
sqlaw’ wikw -s
in-túm.
DET money hide-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG 1 SG . POSS -mother
My mother hid the money.
iP

(N. Mattina 1994)

It is unclear whether (i) was elicited with focus on iP sqlaw’ ‘the money’, however. Baptiste (2001)
found data like (i) to be ungrammatical with the speakers she worked with, and I have found OVS
sentences to be grammatical only in contexts involving object focus (24).
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saw John.19 Comparing (23a) with (23b), we see that the latter is pragmatically
infelicitous since the pre-predicative DP is interpreted as a subject.
(22)

John wik-s

Mary, lut

Alice.

John see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG Mary NEG Alice
John saw Mary, not Alice.
s-k’ w -k’ w íy-m-@lt

(23) a. iP

DET NOM - IRED -small-m-child

’
s-tx-aìq

iP

Piì-s

eat-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET

spiPsc’ íìt.

t

NOM -sweet-fruit OBL

yesterday

The child ate the fruit yesterday.
’
s-tx-aìq

b. #iP

DET NOM -sweet-fruit

t

spiPsc’ íìt.

OBL

yesterday

iP

Piì-s

s-k’ w -k’ w íy-m-@lt

eat-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET NOM - IRED-small-m-child

#The fruit ate the child yesterday(!!)
Nevertheless, OVS is possible in contexts involving corrective focus, indicated by
bold type (24b).20 Clefting of the object is also a possibility in these contexts
(24c).21
19 Similar

facts obtain for Lower Lillooet, as documented in (Davis, 2007).
examples illustrate stripping of SV in the second conjunct, which suggests that an object
can move out of VP.
21 Clefting of a DP constituent is indicated by the pre-predicative determiner iP, and is discussed
in some detail in chapters 7 and 8. It is an interesting fact that unmarked object fronting, as in (24b),
can be used to signal corrective focus. Unmarked fronting can also signal a contrastive topic in some
cases in Okanagan (cf. Gardiner (1993) for unmarked fronting and contrastive topics in Shuswap).
For reasons of space, I do not discuss unmarked fronting in detail in this dissertation; however it is
important to note that corrective focus is not limited only to clefting or equative environments, which
are discussed in chapters 7 and 8.
20 These
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(24) a. Q: uc

John wik-s

Alice?

Q: DUB John see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG Alice
Q: Did John see Alice?
b. A: Mary wik-s

John, lut

Alice.

A: Mary see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG John NEG Alice
A: John saw Mary, not Alice.
c. A: Mary iP

wik-s

John, lut

Alice.

A: Mary DET see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG John NEG Alice
A: John saw Mary, not Alice.
Literally: It was Mary that John saw, not Alice.
The answer in (24b) is also felicitous as a response to the question Did Alice see
John?, with corrective focus on Mary as the subject in this case. This is as expected,
given that SVO word order is unmarked.
In sum, it seems plausible that O-initial structures involving focus or topicalization are derived by a leftward movement of a DP out of a base V-initial structure
in Okanagan. While pre-predicative focus in Northern Interior Salish and Central Salish is overtly marked by A’-extraction morphology, such morphology has
been lost in Southern Interior Salish (Kroeber, 1999). It is therefore not possible
to tell from surface morphology whether O-initial structures are derived by A or
A’ movement. Regarding S-initial structures, it is less clear that these are derived,
since initial subjects do not necessarily receive a focused interpretation, and the
*SOV/OSV asymmetry suggests a different derivation for preverbal subjects versus preverbal objects. Clearly, more work needs to be done on word order and
configurationality in Okanagan.
The next chapter consists of a closer inspection of the syntactic distribution
of argument expressions in the language, specifically the distribution of the determiner iP and oblique marker t in their role of introducing core and oblique arguments.
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Chapter 4

The Structure and Distribution of
NP and DP
The overall goal of this chapter is to give the reader a broad overview of Okanagan
syntax, with specific focus on the distribution and form of NPs and DPs within the
sentence, and the internal structure of DPs.

4.1

Introduction

In this chapter, I first delimit the concept of ‘noun’ for Okanagan, and the syntactic
categories for which noun-hood is integral, specifically NP and DP. Both of these
categories can be defined and distinguished in terms of their distributions. Section
4.2 presents evidence that nouns form a non-derived, inherently predicative lexical
class in Okanagan. DPs are a derived class, and may be formed by prefacing a
(sometimes covert) NP with the determiner iP.1 DPs, unlike NPs, do not normally
function as syntactic predicates (section 4.3).2
Section 4.4 focuses on the distribution of the determiner iP and the oblique
marker t, as the two primary markers of arguments in the language. Although the
two particles themselves can co-occur, the data show that the grammatical environment will reliably predict whether a specific argument type will be introduced
1 Proper
2 Except

nouns are lexical NPs which may also be converted into DPs. See section 4.6.2.
in predications consisting of two DPs. This is the major focus of chapter 7.
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by iP, t or both.3 iP usually marks a direct grammatical relation (i.e. subject or
object), whereas t marks an indirect, or oblique, grammatical relation (e.g. passive
agent, instrument, temporal adjunct, oblique argument) (N. Mattina 1996b, 45-50).
In section 4.5, I present my syntactic analysis of Okanagan iP DPs, and then
discuss the distribution of demonstrative DPs and proper name DPs in 4.6. I summarize and conclude this chapter in section 4.7.

4.2

Distinguishing Nouns as a Syntactic Category

Okanagan nouns generally denote ‘persons, places, or things’. Some examples are
illustrated in (1):
(1) a. ti’ k’w t ‘lake’
b. qáqxw @lx ‘fish’
c. xíxwt@m ‘little girl’
d. st@mtímaP ‘grandmother’
e. spáx̌m@n ‘scraper, tool (Douglas Lake)’
’
f. st@x̌áìq
‘blueberries, sweet berries’
’
g. s@nlkmín ‘jail’
Morphologically, all nouns consist minimally of a root, and may be simplex (e.g.
1a), or may have an analyzable nominalizer prefix s- (e.g. 1d-f), contain a locational circumfix s@n...min (e.g. 1g) or one of several instrumental suffixes like
-m@n (e.g. 1e). In addition, nouns may be formed by synchronic or diachronic
processes of reduplication (1b,c,d), and may also contain lexical suffixes like -aìq
‘round object’ (e.g. 1f). All these morphological operations are derivational, and
affect neither the ability of the resulting word to function as a predicate, nor as
the complement to a determiner, given a larger syntactic context. For this reason,
I largely ignore morphological differences between nouns.4 I refer the reader to
3 Broadly

speaking, the determiner iP is used in both referential and non-referential contexts,
as might be expected for a language which utilizes just one determiner. There is nevertheless a
tendency for Okanagan speakers to use formally intransitive verbs, and thus introduce nominals with
the oblique marker t, in non-referential contexts. I defer discussion of the semantics of iP and t until
chapter 5.
4 N. Mattina (1996b, 25) also notes that the internal structure of bases (e.g. the nouns in 1) are not
relevant to syntax.
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N. Mattina (1996b) for a discussion of noun-related morphological derivations.5
It has often been remarked that lexical items corresponding to nouns (2a), adjectives (2b), and verbs (2c) in English may all function as main clause predicates in Salish languages (Kinkade, 1983; Jelinek, 1998; Davis, 1999b), including
Okanagan (N. Mattina 1996b). Such data has been used to motivate claims that
Salish languages in fact lack lexical categorial distinctions, and so we must look
elsewhere for evidence.
(2) a. [p@ptwínaxw NP ] iP
old.woman

’ máyaP-m.
’
s@xw -maP

DET OCC -teach- MID

The teacher is an old woman.
b. [p@x̌páx̌t AP ] iP
smart

’ máyaP-m.
’
s@xw -maP

DET OCC -teach- MID

The teacher is smart.
c. [n-yak’ w -mí(n)-nt-xw V P ]

iP

t@mxw úlaPxw .

n-cross.over-MIN - DIR -2 SG . ERG DET land
You crossed over the land.
Syntactic evidence for distinguishing N, A, and V as lexical classes comes from
data involving complex nominal predicates (CNPs) (Demirdache and Matthewson,
1995; Davis et al., 1997; Koch, 2004). CNPs consist of a NP projection of a nominal head which is attributively modified by either another NP, or an AP (cf. section
6.2 for structural analysis). In (3a) below, the noun tkìmilxw ‘woman’ is being
modified by the adjective x̌ast ‘good’, and the entire modified complex is the main
clause predicate, taking the DP iP ylmíxw @mt@t ‘our chief’ as an argument. Crucially, the modifying constituent must precede the head noun (3b,4b), and be linked
to the head noun by the oblique marker t (3c,4c).6
5 There

are other morphological tests for noun-hood discussed in Hébert (1982a, 49): e.g. the
resulting category of an element prefixed by s@xw - ‘habitual agent’, or suffixed by -tn or -mn/-mín
‘instrumental’, is a noun.
6 See chapter 6 for tests which help to distinguish attributive from relative clause modification,
and discussion of an additional requirement that a modifying adjectival constituent be either an
individual-level predicate, or if not, be prefixed by stative/customary ac-.
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tkìmilxw CNP ] iP

(3) a. [x̌ast t

good ATTR woman

ylmíxw @m-t@t.

DET

chief-1 PL . POSS

Our chief is a good woman.
b. *[tkìmilxw t
woman

ATTR

x̌ast CNP ] iP

ylmíxw @m-t@t.

good

chief-1 PL . POSS

DET

Our chief is a good woman.
c. *[x̌ast tkìmilxw CNP ] iP
good

woman

ylmíxw @m-t@t.
chief-1 PL . POSS

DET

Our chief is a good woman.
(4) a. kn

[sílxw aP t

1 SG . ABS big

sq@ltmíxw CNP ].

ATTR

man

I am a big man.
b. *kn

[sq@ltmíxw t

1 SG . ABS man

sílxw aPCNP ].

ATTR

big

I am a big man.
c. *kn

[sílxw aP sq@ltmíxw CNP ].

1 SG . ABS big

man

I am a big man.
An NP can also modify another NP. The linear order between attributive NP combinations appears to be free in certain cases (5), while there are restrictions in other
cases (6-7):
’ máyaP-t@n
’
(5) a. [s@n-maP
t
LOC -teach- INSTR

ATTR

’ y-mín
’
q@
CNP ].
write-INSTR

That’s a school book.
’ y-mín
’
b. [q@

t

’ máyaP-t@n
’
s@n-maP
CNP ].

write-INSTR ATTR LOC-teach-INSTR
That’s a school book.
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’ ňx̌áp
’
(6) a. ixíP [ň@x̌-

q’ w Qay-lqs CNP ].

t

DEM RED -grown ATTR

black-robe

That’s an old-man priest.
’ ňx̌áp
’
ň@x̌CNP ].

b. *ixíP [q’ w Qay-lqs t
DEM

black-robe ATTR RED-grown

? That’s

a priest old-man.

(7) a. ixíP [sqilxw
DEM

t

t@twít CNP ].

native.person ATTR boy

That’s a native boy.
sqilxw CNP ].

b. *ixíP [t@twít t
DEM

boy

? That’s

ATTR

native.person

a boy native.

The ungrammaticality of (6b) and (7b) could be argued to stem from the fact that
’ ňx̌áp
’
ň@x̌
‘old man’ and sqilxw ‘native person’ are in fact adjectives, and can therefore not occur in final position of a CNP, however unlike the adjectival modifiers in
(3-4), lexical items such as sqilxw may occur in final position of a CNP when the
modifier is clearly adjectival (8).
(8)

ixíP [x̌ast t
DEM

sqilxw CNP ].

good ATTR native.person

Those people are good Native people.
The generalization therefore seems to be that some nouns (e.g. sqilxw ‘native person’) may function as NP heads (8) or as NP modifiers (7a), while other nouns (e.g.
t@twít ‘boy’) may only function as NP heads (7). Adjectives (e.g. x̌ast ‘good’), by
contrast, can only ever function as modifiers within a CNP (3a,8), never as heads
(3b).
To summarize the data and generalizations so far: first, an attributive modifier
must precede the constituent it is modifying; second, an NP can function as either
a modifier, or a modifiee; third, an AP may not function as a modifiee (cf. 3b-4b).
We thus have syntactic evidence for a categorial distinction between AP and NP,
and by assumption, also A and N.
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Verbs and adjectives may be distinguished by means of complex DPs, which
are argument expressions consisting of a CNP complement to an iP determiner.
Examples are shown below in (9).7 While an AP may function as an attributive
modifier (9a-b), a VP cannot (9c-d):8
(9) a. wík-@n

iP

’
[ňlal
t

k@kwáp CNP ].

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET dead ATTR dog
I saw a dead dog.
b. wík-@n

iP

’
’ r’ ákx@n
swa
CNP ].

[qw Qay t

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET blue

frog

ATTR

I saw a blue frog.
c. *wík-@n

iP

’ w tílx
[tx

t

sk@kQákaPCNP ].

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET flying.around ATTR birds
I saw the flying birds.
d. *wík-@n

aP

’
[c-ì@tp-m@-ncút

t

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET CUST-jump-MIN - REFLEX ATTR
xíxwt@m CNP ].
little.girl
I saw the jumping girl.
The generalization may be that adjectives like in (9a,b) do not project aspectual
clausal structure, but that unergative verbs do (9c,d), and that aspectual structure
cannot occur in syntactic positions reserved for attributive modifiers (Koch, 2006;
Davis, 2011), but instead must assume the form of a relative clause.9
In sum, the syntactic category NP in Okanagan can be defined distributionally
as that class of items which can be both attributively and clausally modified. An
in-depth discussion of attributive and relative clause modification may be found
7 Modifiers within a complex DP structure are subject to slightly less stringent conditions than
those in predicative CNPs: stage-level, but non-eventive, modifiers are permitted (Lyon, 2010a;
Davis, 2011). See also chapter 6.
8 The iP determiner becomes aP in certain contexts, including before c- ‘customary/habitual’ as
in (9d, cf. 74c), ì- ‘back, again’ and kì- ‘have’ (A. Mattina 2000, 151).
9 Transitive predicates are also ungrammatical as attributive modifiers. See chapter 6.
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in chapter 6, the purpose here being only to convince the reader that there is a
syntactically distinguishable noun category in the language.

4.3

NP versus DP

There is an important distinction to be made in this dissertation between NPs and
DPs: NPs are predicates; noun complements of the determiner iP (i.e. iP DPs) are
not predicates, since the argument position of the noun is saturated by the determiner. This predicts that NPs and DPs should display different syntactic behaviour,
and this is indeed the case.
Given an appropriate context, a bare noun is interpretable as a predicate taking
a null 3rd person pronoun as an argument (10a); a complete sentence in other
words. The argument may be overtly realized as a demonstrative (10b), a proper
name (10c), or an iP DP (10d). A bare NP cannot function as an argument (10d).
(10) a. s@xw -píx̌-@m
OCC -hunt- MID

.
pro

(He/she) is a hunter.
b. s@xw -píx̌-@m

ixíP.

OCC -hunt- MID DEM

He/she is a hunter.
c. s@xw -píx̌-@m
OCC -hunt- MID

Spike.
Spike

Spike is a hunter.
d. s@xw -píx̌-@m
OCC -hunt- MID

’ ňx̌áp.
’
ň@x̌-

*(iP)

*(DET) RED-grown

The old man is a hunter.
An isolated iP DP (11), by contrast, is only interpretable as a fragment. Speakers
never translate isolated iP DPs as complete sentences, unlike isolated NPs (10a).
(11)

iP

s@xw -píx̌-@m

DET OCC -hunt- MID

(* ).
(*pro)

a/the hunter
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Thus, the categorial distinction between NP and DP corresponds to a predicate/argument distinction, and the determiner iP functions to convert a predicate into an
argument expression (Longobardi, 1994; Chierchia, 1998). In other words, bare
NPs are always predicates, but NP complements to an iP determiner constitute
argument expressions.10
It is important to note that D selects only for NP in Okanagan, and not for
any other category. This is not immediately apparent, since nominal predicates
like p@ptwínaxw ‘old woman’ (12a), adjectival predicates such as px̌páx̌t ‘smart’
(12b), and verbal predicates like nyak’ w míntxw ‘you crossed over it’ (12c) may all
be preceded by a determiner.
(12) a. iP
DET

[p@ptwínaxw NP ]
old.woman

the old woman
b. iP
DET

[p@x̌páx̌t AP ]
smart

the (one who is) smart
c. iP
DET

[n-yak’ w -mín-[n]t-xw V P ]
n-cross.over-MIN - DIR -2 SG . ERG

the (thing that) you crossed over
For cases involving AP (12b) and VP (12c), there is evidence for a null NP
head (Davis, 2011), and that these cases involve ‘headless’ relative clauses (Kroeber, 1997). In other words, the AP and VP are modifying a null NP head, as
schematized in (13) for (12c). The particular analysis given as (13) is justified in
some detail during my discussion of relative clauses in section 6.3.3.
(13)

[iP [

j

[[iP [

NP j ] DPi ]

[nyak’ w míntxw ti V P ] CP ] NP ] DP ]

In (13), an initial determiner iP selects for a null NP (subscript j) which is modified
by a relative clause CP containing a DP which has moved from a post-verbal posi10 Hébert (1982a, 35) states that “it is only nominal arguments, and not predicates, which are
marked with a ‘determiner”’. While true that the data in (12) are all arguments, their status as arguments is the result of the determiner iP, and not the lexical category of the determiner’s complement.
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tion within the clause to the left-edge of the relative clause CP (cf. (Davis, 2004,
2010a) for Lillooet, and Kroeber (1997, 1999) and Koch (2006) for Thompson).
The second, clause-introducing determiner deletes due to a filter on sequences of
identical determiners, as discussed in chapter 6 (cf. Davis (2010a) for Lillooet).
The head NP may also be overt (14, ‘the land you crossed over’), in which case an
iP determiner surfaces before the head as well as the clause.
(14)

[iP [t@mxw úlaPxw j [[iP [

NP j ] DPi ]

[nyak’ w míntxw ti V P ] CP ] NP ] DP ]

Clear evidence for the existence of relative clauses in Okanagan comes from
data involving long range extraction. In (15), there is a gap following the final
intransitive predicate xw uy ‘go’. The determiner iP which precedes the transitive
predicate wiks ‘she saw her’ forms a DP constituent with a null NP, and this DP
has raised from the gap site, in a manner analogous to the structure represented in
(14).11
(15)

kn-xít-@n

iP

’ klax
’ w
tkìmilxw kl-

help-BEN -1 SG . ERG DET woman
wik-s

Sarah ìaP

iP

RED -evening DET

xw uy.

see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG Sarah COMP go
I helped the woman who Sarah saw leave last night.
Only NPs may head relative clauses (16a). (16b) shows that an adjective cannot function as a relative clause head, and is only marginally acceptable under an
interpretation where the adjective is modifying a null NP head (Demirdache and
Matthewson, 1995; Davis et al., 1997; Davis, 2011).12,13 A verb also cannot function as the head of a relative clause (16c).
11 I have been unable to elicit headless examples of long range extraction, although these are possible in Lillooet (Davis, 2010a, 12, ex.22).
12 These facts are different than those documented for Straits Salish in Montler (1993), where it is
shown that adjectives may occur in these positions.
13 The determiner iP lowers to aP before the customary prefix c-, as illustrated in (16a,b) (A. Mattina 2000).
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(16) a. c-my-st-in

ixíP iP

CUST -know- CAUS -1 SG . ERG DEM DET

[tkìmilxw NP ] aP
woman

DET

’
c-c’ um-qs-[s]t-s.
CUST -suck-nose- CAUS -3 SG . ERG

I know the lady that he kissed.
b. #c-my-st-in

ixíP iP

CUST -know- CAUS -1 SG . ERG DEM DET

[x@x̌ásaPt AP ] aP
beautiful

DET

’
c-c’ um-qs-[s]t-s.
CUST -suck-nose- CAUS -3 SG . ERG

#I know the beautiful he kissed.
SM: You didn’t say what, a pretty something was kissed?
c. *c-my-st-in

iP

[s-c-Pitx V P ]

iP

CUST -know- CAUS -1 SG . ERG DET NOM - CUST -sleep DET

’
c’ um-qs-[s]t-s.
suck-nose-CAUS -3 SG . ERG
*I know the sleeping he kissed.
Given that headless relatives exist in Okanagan, and that non-NP categories
may not head a relative clause (16), the most economical theory is one where D
only selects for NPs, and that apparent cases of direct selection (cf. 12b,c) actually
involve modification of a null NP.
To conclude, this section has argued for the following points:
a.

There is a syntactic distinction between NPs and DPs: NPs are predicative
expressions, while DPs are not.

b.

4.4

Determiners do not select for categories other than NP.

The Distribution of the Determiner and Oblique
Marker

In this section, I focus on the syntactic distribution of the determiner, oblique
marker, and other morphemes which associate with nouns in Okanagan. Syntactic
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arguments which are not proper names or demonstratives are obligatorily marked
by either the determiner iP, the oblique marker t, or both. Locative adjuncts are
introduced by one of several locative particles which are in complementary distribution with t.

4.4.1

Subject Arguments

The determiner iP must introduce a non-proper noun or non-demonstrative subject
argument. Oblique marked nominals are categorically banned in subject positions
for both transitive (17a,b) as well as morphologically intransitive (18a,b) and lexically intransitive (18c) predicates.14
(17) a. iP/*t
DET /* OBL

sq@ltmíxw wik-s
man

iP

tkìmilxw .

see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET woman

The man saw the woman.
b. iP/*t
DET /* OBL

x̌mink-s

k@kwáp talíP
dog

iP

s-c’ im.

really like-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET NOM-bone

The dog really likes the bone.
(18) a. iP/*t

’
sxw -lk-am

cmay c-kic-x.

DET /* OBL OCC -bound- MID EPIS

CISL -arrive- INTR

A policeman might come.
b. iP/*t
DET /* OBL

sqilxw

ac-tr’ q-ám.

native.people CUST-kick-MID

The native people are dancing.
c. iP/*t
DET /* OBL

tkìmilxw Payx̌w t.
woman

tired

The woman is tired.
14 Although N. Mattina (1996b, 41) has noticed that ergative subjects allow optional obliquemarking in the Okanagan Valley dialect, and Kroeber (1999) makes the same observation for other
languages of the Southern Interior, speakers of the Upper Nicola dialect do not use oblique marking on ergative subjects, instead relying on word order to disambiguate a DP’s grammatical status.
Ergative subjects in Hébert’s Upper Nicola corpus are not marked as oblique.
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4.4.2

Core Objects vs. Quasi-Objects

The distribution of iP versus t in their roles of introducing objects is syntactically predictable (N. Mattina 1996b, 45),15 as illustrated by (19) and (20) below.
The determiner iP introduces objects of formally transitive predicates, as in (19a).
Oblique arguments (a.k.a quasi-objects) of morphologically intransitive predicates
(20a) will always be introduced by the oblique marker.16
’
(19) a. k’ w úl-@n

iP

yámx̌w aP.

make-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET cedar.bark.basket
I made the basket.
’
b. *k’ w úl-@n

yámx̌w aP.

make-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG cedar.bark.basket
I made the basket.
’
c. *k’ w úl-@n

t

yámx̌w aP.

make-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG OBL cedar.bark.basket
I made the basket.
’
d. *k’ w úl-@n

iP

yámx̌w aP.

t

make-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET OBL cedar.bark.basket
I made the basket.
(20) a. kn

’
s-c-k’ w úl-@m

t

latáp.

1 SG . ABS NOM - CUST-make-MID OBL table
I’m making a table.
b. *kn

’
s-c-k’ w úl-@m

latáp.

1 SG . ABS NOM - CUST-make-MID table
I’m making a table.
15 N.

Mattina (1996b, 46) notes for the Okanagan Valley dialect that ‘case marking is not a completely reliable means of identifying the grammatical relation of an NP’. It does however seem to be a
more reliable means in the Upper Nicola dialect since (i) oblique quasi-objects cannot be introduced
by iP, and (ii) ergative subjects cannot be marked oblique by t, unless they are passives (cf. 31b, for
example).
16 N. Mattina (1996b, 46) gives data showing that iP and t may co-occur in introducing a quasiobject. This may represent a dialect variation, since the Upper Nicola speakers I have worked with
do not allow this.
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c. *kn

’
s-c-k’ w úl-@m

iP

latáp.

1 SG . ABS NOM - CUST-make-MID DET table
I’m making a table.
d. *kn

’
s-c-k’ w úl-@m

iP

t

latáp.

1 SG . ABS NOM - CUST-make-MID DET OBL table
I’m making a table.
Bare nominals (excluding proper names) are ungrammatical in non-predicative
positions (19b,20b).17 The oblique marker t may not introduce the object of a
formally transitive predicate (19c), and the determiner iP may not introduce the
oblique argument of a morphologically intransitive predicate (20c). Finally, iP and
t together cannot mark an absolutive argument (19d) or oblique argument (20d).
Oblique arguments of intransitive predicates are quasi-objects18 , meaning that
they are semantically entailed by the predicate, but not registered by agreement
morphology (N. Mattina 1996b, 45). In section 5.3.2, I analyze quasi-objects as semantically incorporated nouns (Van Geenhoven, 1998). When there is no oblique
argument, then absolutive-subject intransitive predicates inflected with middle suffix -m (21) or intransitivizers -(míx)aPx/-x (22) may indicate an activity in progress;
however in actuality, many of these predicates are infelicitous without objects (e.g.
23):
(21) a. kn

’
p’ yq-am.

1 SG . ABS cook-MID
I’m baking.
b. kn

x̌mínk-@m.

1 SG . ABS want-MID
I want some.
17 A. Mattina (1973, 112) discusses an indefinite/definite contrast between bare nominal complements (e.g. wík@n sqilxw “I saw some people”) and DP complements (e.g. wík@n iP sqilxw “I saw
the/those people”). Indeed, this is possible in other languages of the Southern Interior (cf. chapter
9), but my own research with the Upper Nicola dialect suggests that bare nominal complements are
always ungrammatical in this dialect, perhaps under influence from Thompson.
18 This term comes from Davis and Matthewson (2003). N. Mattina (1996b, 42) refers to these as
generic objects.
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(22) a. kn

’
s-c-k’ w ul-x.

1 SG . ABS NOM - CUST-make-INTR
I’m working.
b. kn

’
s-c-p’ yq-mix.

1 SG . ABS NOM - CUST-cook-INTR
I’m cooking.
(23) a. #kn

wík-@m.

1 SG . ABS see-MID
I’m seeing. (Consultant: You have to say what you see.)
b. kn

wík-@m t

sp@plínaP.

1 SG . ABS see-MID OBL rabbit
I saw a rabbit.
Morphologically intransitive constructions (21-23) do not permit anaphoric reference to a previously introduced discourse referent (cf. chapter 5), but for transitive
constructions, even in cases where a DP is not overt, a null pronoun is present (24)
which takes a discourse-salient overt DP, or else a contextually salient referent, as
an antecedent (cf. Davis and Matthewson (2003) for Lillooet, Gerdts and Hukari
(2003) for Halkomelem).
(24) a. n-ìípt-@m-@n

[

DP ].

n-forget-MIN [?]-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG
I forgot it.
’
w
b. ník-@nt-x

[

DP ].

cut-DIR -2 SG . ERG
You cut it.
Now consider the following pair (25a,b) which on the surface seem quite sim’ w úpaPx ‘x will win’, but which
ilar, both involving an unergative predicate ksňx
’
actually denote two different propositions. If the nominal s@nkìcaPsqáx̌aP
‘horse’
is introduced by the determiner iP, it is interpretable only as the subject (25a). If it
is introduced by the oblique marker t, it is interpretable only as an oblique, quasi-
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object (25b).
’ w úp-aPx
(25) a. ks-ňx

iP

FUT -win- INCEPT DET

s@nkìc’ aPsqáx̌aP.
horse

The/(That) horse is going to win.
*He’s going to win the horse.
’ w úp-aPx
b. ks-ňx

t

FUT -win- INCEPT OBL

s@nkìc’ aPsqáx̌aP.
horse

He’s going to win a horse.
*The/(that) horse is going to win.
It is also worth noting that morphologically similar predicates may show different
selectional properties. Consider ksk’ w úl’@l’aPx “will be born” (26) and ksk’ w úl’aPx
“will make” (27). The former is unaccusative, and the latter is unergative, as evidenced by the distribution of iP and t.19 Thus, “will be born” may only take an
experiencer subject DP as an argument (26), since it is not semantically transitive,
whereas “will make” may take an iP DP as a subject argument (27c), but not as an
object (27b).
’ l-aPx
’
(26) a. ks-k’ w úl-@

iP

s-k’ w -k’ w íy-m-@lt.

FUT -make- FRED - INCEPT DET NOM - IRED -small-m-child

The baby’s gonna be born.
’ l-aPx
’
b. *ks-k’ w úl-@

t

s-k’ w -k’ w íy-m-@lt.

FUT -make- FRED - INCEPT OBL NOM - IRED -small-m-child

The baby’s gonna be born.
c. *iP
DET

’ l-aPx
’
tkìmilxw ks-k’ w úl-@
woman

iP

s-k’ w -k’ w íy-m-@lt.

FUT -make- FRED - INCEPT DET NOM - IRED -small-m-child

*The woman will borned the child.
19 See Davis (1997) for arguments that Salish roots are uniformly associated with a single internal
argument, hence unaccusative. Though his arguments presumably apply to Okanagan as well, I use
the terms ‘unaccusative’ and ‘unergative’ descriptively to distinguish intransitive predicates which
take experiencer DP arguments from those which take agentive DP arguments, without making any
deeper syntactic claims concerning unaccusativity in Okanagan.
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’
(27) a. ks-k’ w úl-aPx

t

pwmin.

FUT -make- INCEPT OBL

drum

He’s gonna make a drum.
’
b. *ks-k’ w úl-aPx

iP

pwmin.

FUT -make- INCEPT DET

drum

He’s gonna make a drum.
c. iP
DET

’
sq@ltmíxw ks-k’ w úl-aPx
man

t

FUT -make- INCEPT OBL

pwmin.
drum

The man will make a drum.

4.4.3

The Syntactic Status of iP and t

The absence of bare nominal arguments in Okanagan suggests that iP is necessary
for converting a predicate nominal into an argument (28-30). This is claimed to be
a core property of the D position (Longobardi, 1994). In other words, bare NPs can
never be arguments in Okanagan, even in generic contexts (30).20
’ máyaP-m
’
(28) a. *[p@ptwínaxw NP ] [s@xw -maP
NP ].
old.woman

OCC -teach- MID

The teacher is an old woman.
b. [p@ptwínaxw NP ] [iP
old.woman

’ máyaP-m
’
s@xw -maP
DP ].

DET OCC -teach- MID

The teacher is an old woman.
(29) a. *[wík-@n V P ]

[sqilxw NP ].

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG native.people
I saw native people.
b. [wík-@n V P ]

[iP

sqilxw DP ].

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET native.people
I saw native people.
20 See

section 5.2.8 for a semantic analysis of generic interpretations of Okanagan iP DPs.
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(30) a. *[sk@mxíst NP ] [x̌mink-s V P ]
bear

[iP

síyaPDP ].

like-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET saskatoon.berry

Bears like saskatoon berries.
b. [iP

sk@mxíst DP ] [x̌mink-s V P ]

DET

bear

[iP

síyaPDP ].

like-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET saskatoon.berry

Bears like saskatoon berries.
’ may coThe oblique marker t and the preposition-like locative particles l, tl, kl
occur with the determiner iP in certain contexts, as shown for example in (31)
and (32) below. The oblique marker t co-occurs with the determiner iP in specific
grammatical environments: i.e. when marking the agent of a passive (31a,b)21 or
an instrument (31c). The locative particles in (32) are in complementary distribution with the oblique marker t, suggesting that they occur in the same syntactic
position.22,23
ylmíxw @m iP

(31) a. iP

chief
sqw siP-s].

DET

DET

xw úy-ìt-@m

k@wáp-s

[iP

t

horse-3 SG . POSS go-APPL - PASS DET OBL

son-3 SG . POSS
The chief’s horse was taken by his son.
b. kíl-nt-@m

[iP

t

sk@mxíst].

chase-DIR - PASS DET OBL bear
He was chased by the bear.
’
c. tQap-nt-ís

[iP

t

s-wlwlm-ink].

shoot-DIR -3 SG . ERG DET OBL NOM-iron-weapon
He shot it with a gun.
21 I

use the term ‘passive’ as a purely descriptive term. See N. Mattina (1996b, 40-41) for arguments that these constructions may not be syntactically intransitive.
22 In Northern Interior Salish languages, equivalents of the Okanagan locative particles l, tl, kl
’ and
the oblique marker t always precede the determiners. This makes them straightforwardly analyzable
as prepositions (P) which select for DP complements. In Southern Interior Salish, however, these
particles always follow determiners (Kroeber, 1999).
23 A. Mattina (1973) refers to these locative markers as follows: l ‘locational’ meaning “point of
’ ‘allative’
time or place at which...” (p. 116); tl ‘ablative’ indicating “motion from” (p. 119); and kl
meaning “motion to/into” (p.120).
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’ w @lqw [iP
(32) a. miy@s-tiq
more-tall

tl

ìc@cúp-s].

DET LOC

little.sister-3 SG . POSS

She is taller than her little sister.
b. Pak[ì]-s-x̌w ús@m

’
kl

[iP

HAVE - NOM -soap.berries DET LOC

’ k’ w t].
ti
lake

There are some soap-berries next to the lake.
smik’ w t [iP

c. x̌w ayqn iP
pile

DET

snow

’
w ].
n-km-qn-iìx
’
DET LOC n-km-head-house
l

The snow piled on the roof.
Data like (31) are strong evidence that the oblique marker t is not a determiner. In
chapter 5, I discuss a semantic restriction on specific readings of oblique arguments
of formally intransitive predicates, and conclude that t is semantically vacuous, and
that quasi-objects are semantically incorporated.24

4.4.4

Arguments of Lexical Intransitives

Adjectival and nominal predicates, although lexically intransitive, are not marked
as such by overt morphology.25 Like other predicates, these predicates also select
for iP DP subject arguments (33a), and may not take a bare nominal as a subject
(33b). iP and t may not co-occur in this context (33c).
’ w @lqw iP
(33) a. tíq

xíxwt@m

tall

little.girl

DET

The little girl is tall.
’ w @lqw xíxwt@m
b. *tíq
tall

little.girl

The little girl is tall.
24 I

claim that intransitivizers (e.g. -@m) encode semantic incorporation in Okanagan (Van Geenhoven, 1998). See section 5.3.2.
25 N. Mattina (1996b) refers to these as simple intransitives.
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’ w @lqw iP
c. *tíq
tall

t

xíxwt@m

DET OBL

little.girl

The little girl is tall.
At first glance, (34a) below seems to show that adjectives may also take subject
arguments introduced by the oblique marker t, but this is not the case. (34a) is
an attributively-modified CNP (see section 4.2), with a null pronominal argument
(Davis et al., 1997). The fact that a demonstrative can occur as an argument of
the CNP (34b) is evidence for a null pronoun in (34a) (as well as the fact that
these are often used in contexts in which a referent can be pointed out). (34c) is
ungrammatical because the iP DP and demonstrative are construed as two separate
arguments, yet the predicate is intransitive.26
’ w @lqw t
(34) a. [tíq
tall

ATTR

xíxwt@m CNP ] [

DP ]

girl

That’s a tall girl.
’ w @lqw t
b. [tíq
tall

ATTR

xíxwt@m CNP ] ixíP.
girl

DEM

That’s a tall girl.
’ w @lqw iP
c. *tíq
tall

DET

xíxwt@m ixíP.
girl

DEM

That’s a tall girl.
Similar data is shown below in (35). The CNP in (35a) can select a nominal
iP DP as an argument. (35b) is ungrammatical because the adjectival predicate
x̌ast ‘good’ is saturated by the first DP iP sq@ltmíxw ‘the man’, and the second DP
iP ylmíxw @m ‘the chief’ cannot function as an adjunct.27 If we made the parallel
26 The demonstrative in (34c) cannot form a constitutent with the iP DP to its left, and so (34c)
is also ungrammatical under an interpretation equivalent to ‘That girl is tall’. See section 4.6.1 for
discussion of demonstrative-associated DP arguments.
27 (35b) should theoretically be interpretable as a relative clause, i.e. “The man who is a chief is
good”, and data in chapter 6, involving main clause transitive predicates, support this as a possibility.
In other words, there is evidence that NPs project covert clausal structure in certain cases. (35b) may
be ungrammatical because there is a dispreference for interpreting modifying NPs as clausal in the
context of a main-clause intransitive.
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assumption that the oblique-marked nominal t sq@ltmíxw in (35a) was an argument
of x̌ast ‘good’, we would incorrectly predict that this sentence too should be ungrammatical.
(35) a. [x̌ast t

sq@ltmíxw CNP ] iP

good ATTR man

DET

ylmíxw @m.
chief

The chief is a good man.
b. *x̌ast iP

sq@ltmíxw iP

good DET man

DET

ylmíxw @m.
chief

The chief is a good man.
Simple nominal predicates (36) also fall under the classification of ‘lexical intransitive’, and their selectional restrictions are the same as the adjectives in (33).
(36) a. q’ w Qay-lqs iP

’ ňx̌áp.
’
ň@x̌-

black-robe DET RED-grown
The old man is a priest.
’ ňx̌áp.
’
b. *q’ w Qaylqs ň@-x̌
black-robe RED-grown
The old man is a priest.
c. *q’ w Qay-lqs iP

t

’ ňx̌áp.
’
ň@x̌-

black-robe DET OBL RED-grown
The old man is a priest.

4.4.5

Ditransitives

Themes of benefactive (a.k.a. ‘dative’ or ‘transitive’) applicative sentences, which
are characterized by the -xt- morpheme (Gerdts and Kiyosawa, 2010), are introduced by the oblique marker (37a,b) (N. Mattina (1996b), A. Mattina (2001),
Barthmaier (2002)). The determiner is not grammatical in this position.28 Agent
28 Although

cf. N. Mattina (1993b) for data showing that iP may sometimes co-occur with t when
introducing an applicative theme. This would make them similar to locative adjuncts, which often
but not always have co-occurring overt determiners. Upper Nicola speakers do not allow iP in this
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and goal arguments are both introduced by iP (37c).
’
(37) a. k’ w ul-xt-n

iP

ylmíxw @m *iP/t

make-BEN -1 SG . ERG DET chief

yámx̌w aP

* DET/OBL cedar.bark.basket

I made the chief a basket.
b. c-Púkw -xt-m-n

*iP/t

CISL -bring- BEN -2 SG . ABS -1 SG . ERG

PaPúsaP.

* DET/OBL egg

I brought you an egg.
tkìmilxw xw ic’ -xt-s

c. iP
DET

woman

sq@ltmíxw t

iP

give-BEN -3 SG . ERG DET man

OBL

yámx̌w aP.
cedar.bark.basket
The woman gave the man a basket.
For possessional (a.k.a. ditransitive) applicatives, characterized by the -ìt- morpheme, the theme must be introduced by an iP determiner, and not an oblique
marker (N. Mattina 1996b, 47).
’
(38) a. n-c’ íw-ìt-@n-l@x

iP/*t

lasy´@t-s@lx.

n-wash-APPL -1 SG . ERG -3 PL . ABS DET /* OBL dish-3 PL . POSS
I washed their dishes.
b. kw u

c-xw ic’ -ìt-xw

iP/*t

lpot.

1 SG . ABS CUST-give-APPL -2 SG . ERG DET /* OBL cup
Pass me the cup.
Barthmaier (2002, 4-5) states that “consistently in texts we find -xt- predicates
selected when a speaker chooses to focus on the recipient... predicates with -ìtallow speakers to include the patient [i.e. theme] in the core, in addition to the
recipient, to signify its worthiness of attention.”
syntactic context.
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4.4.6

Possessor Intransitives

Main clause predicates can sometimes be inflected with possessor subject morphology, rather than absolutive or ergative morphology (cf. section 3.2).29 They
are formally intransitive, lacking any transitivizer, but are semantically and syntactically transitive, and introduce their patient arguments with an iP determiner.30
Examples of main clause possessor intransitives are given below in (39).
(39) a. i-ks-Paws-p@qw íl@x-@m

sq@ltmíxw iP

iP

1 SG . POSS - FUT-go-visit-MID DET man

DET

’
mut kl

’ k’ w t.
ti

live LOC lake

I’m going to visit the man that lives by the lake.
b. i-ks-x̌lít-@m

’ láx̌t
’
s-l@x̌-

iP

nixw

uì

1 SG . POSS - FUT-invite-MID DET NOM - IRED-friend CONJ also
i(n)-ìqáqcaP.
1 SG . POSS-older brother
I am going to invite my friends, and my older brother will too.
c. in-x̌mínk

iP

’
ník-m@n.

1 SG . POSS-want DET cut-INSTR
I want the knife.
In certain contexts, oblique arguments and iP DP patients are semantically indistinguishable, though note that subject agreement morphology on the main predicate must vary appropriately (40a,b).
(40) a. kn

x̌mínk-@m t

sp@plínaP iP

1 SG . ABS want-MID OBL rabbit

’ kíp
’
k@-

iP

DET IRED -soft DET

sípiP-s.
skin-3 SG . POSS
I want a rabbit’s soft fur.
29 N.

Mattina (1996b, 56, section 2.2.1.1) distinguishes between possessor morphology, which
attaches only to nouns, and genitive morphology which attaches only to verbs. The two paradigms
are identical in form, as shown in Tables 3.3 and 3.4, and so I label them all as POSS.
30 N. Mattina (1996b, 39) shows that for a subset of possessor intransitive predicates, namely those
inflected for future/irrealis by the prefix ks-, a transitivizer -nt- is present for cases with plural subjects
but absent with singular subjects.
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b. in-x̌mínk

iP

sp@plínaP iP

1 SG . POSS-want DET rabbit

’ kíp
’
k@-

iP

sípiP-s.

DET IRED -soft DET

skin-3 SG . POSS

I want a rabbit’s soft fur.

4.4.7

The Oblique Marker in Other Environments

Non-locative adverbs are often introduced by the oblique marker t. These are ungrammatical both with co-occuring determiners, as well as a determiner in lieu of
the oblique marker (41):
(41) a. (*iP)

spiPsc’ íìt

t

’
nik-s

kiP

iP

’ c’ @n.
spí

(* DET ) OBL yesterday COMP cut-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET rope
It was yesterday that he cut the rope.
b. kn

Paws-píx̌-@m (*iP)

spiPsc’ íìt.

t

1 SG . ABS go-hunt-MID (* DET ) OBL yesterday
I went hunting yesterday.
c. cmay x̌ast i-ks-c-Pítx

QapnáP (*iP)

good 1 SG . POSS - FUT- CUST-sleep now
’klaxw .

EPIS

t

(* DET ) OBL

evening
Maybe I will sleep well tonight.
d. (*iP)

t

s-Pistk,

taPlíP kn

(* DET ) OBL NOM-winter very

’
k’ w úl-@m.

1 SG . ABS work-MID

Last winter, I worked a lot.
Unlike oblique arguments of intransitive predicates, the ungrammaticality of the iP
determiner here cannot be attributed to selectional restrictions on the main predicate, since the adjuncts illustrated in (41) are more on par syntactically with the
locative adjuncts which do allow iP determiners to co-occur with a locative marker
(cf. 32).
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4.4.8

This ‘Predictability’ does not hold across Salish

The syntactic predictability of oblique marking in Okanagan contrasts sharply with
the facts in related languages like Lillooet (Northern Interior Salish), where determiner choice does not automatically co-vary with the transitivity of the main predicate. (42) shows that in Lillooet, unlike Okanagan (43), different determiners may
be used in the same syntactic context.31
’ n-as
’
(42) a. x̌át-mi

ti

’
xw ík-t@n-a.

want-MIN . TR -3 SG . ERG DET cut-INSTR - EXIS
He wants the/a knife.
’ n-as
’
b. x̌át-mi

(Lillooet, Henry Davis, p.c.)
ku

’
xw ík-t@n.

want-MIN . TR -3 SG . ERG DET cut-INSTR
He wants a knife.
(43) a. *ixíP x̌mínk-@m iP
DEM

(Lillooet, Henry Davis, p.c.)
’
ník-m@n.

want-MID DET cut-INSTR

He wants the knife.
b. ixíP x̌mínk-@m t
DEM

’
ník-m@n.

want-MID OBL cut-INSTR

He wants a knife.
c. (ixíP) x̌mink-s
DEM

iP

’
ník-m@n.

want-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET cut-INSTR

He likes the knife.
d. *(ixíP) x̌mink-s
DEM

t

’
ník-m@n.

want-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG OBL cut-INSTR

He likes that knife.
31 Both assertion-of-existence ti...a and non-assertion-of-existence ku may be used in the same
syntactic context, but only if the context is intensional (Matthewson, 1998). Squamish (a.k.a.
Skwxwú7mesh) patterns with Lillooet in allowing both deictic and non-deictic determiners in the
same syntactic context (Gillon, 2006).
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e. x̌mink-s

’
ník-m@n.

ixíP t

want-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DEM OBL cut-INSTR
He likes that knife.
The apparent availability of both iP and t for Okanagan (43c,d) is not an exception
to this rule, since these two examples involve different syntactic structures. For
(43c), the demonstrative denotes the 3rd person subject and the iP DP is the object
argument of the transitive predicate. For (43d), the obligatory demonstrative must
denote the knife, and forms a discontinuous DP constituent with the final oblique’
marked nominal t níkm@n.
The demonstrative and oblique-marked nominal transparently form a constituent in (43e).32 Evidence for this analysis comes from the
fact that without the initial demonstrative in (43d), the sentence is ungrammatical,
while the demonstrative in (43c) is optional, given an anaphoric subject. (43c-43e)
therefore have DP object arguments.

4.4.9

Summary

The main factors determining whether a nominal is introduced by the determiner
iP, the oblique marker t, or both, are the selectional properties of the main predicate.33 The somewhat simplified picture is that iP introduces subjects of both transitives and intransitives, and transitive objects, while t introduces passive agents,
intransitive quasi-objects, and other temporal adjuncts (N. Mattina 1996b). The
co-occurrence of iP and t is only possible in a restricted set of grammatical contexts (cf. 32). The basic distribution of the determiner iP and the oblique marker
t across the major grammatical and thematic relations is shown below in Table 1,
with cross-referencing to relevant examples.34
It is important to keep in mind that the oblique marker t appears to have (at
32 The exact difference between a demonstrative-associated oblique NP and a demonstrativeassociated iP DP is elusive, but becomes important in the chapter 8. I assume that the demonstrative
in (43d) is undergoing proclisis, similar to the enclisis process documented for Lillooet demonstratives (Davis, 2010c).
33 N. Mattina (2002, 20) makes the same point for Moses-Columbian, stating that “determiner
choice is dictated by the clause head”.
34 The determiner iP is represented in parentheses in table 4.1 since it is not present for proper
name passive agents, or locative adjuncts. It seems to be optional in some cases for instrumental
adjuncts for reasons I cannot yet determine.
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Table 4.1: Distribution of iP and t across Grammatical Categories
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Subjects
Core objects
Quasi-objects
Benefactive Applicative Theme
Possessional Applicative Theme
Possessor Patients
Passive Agents
Instrumental adjuncts
Temporal adjuncts
Locative adjuncts

iP
iP
iP
iP
(iP)
(iP)
(iP)

t
t
t
t
t
’ l, tl}
{kl,

ex. 17-18
ex. 19-20
ex. 19-20
ex. 37
ex. 38
ex. 39
ex. 31a,b
ex. 31c
ex. 41
ex. 32

least) two functions: (i) it case-marks a nominal as an oblique argument (e.g. 20a);
(ii) it links a nominal head to an attributive modifier (e.g. 3a).
I now discuss the internal syntactic structure of Okanagan DPs.

4.5

Internal Structure of DP
(and other Nominal Projections)

In this section I weigh evidence for three possible structural analyses of Okanagan
DPs, and associated super-structure. The major challenge here is to account for
the determiner-oblique/locative ordering characteristic of Southern Interior Salish.
The three hypotheses are as follows:
a.

The KP hypothesis holds that oblique and locative markers are case-marking
(K) heads which are base generated internal to DP, i.e. in their surface position.

b.

The PP hypothesis holds that oblique and locative markers are prepositional heads, and undergo a surface-level prosodic inversion (Halpern,
1995) with D.

c.

The headless relative hypothesis holds that the determiner forms a con98

stituent with a null NP, and that this constituent is an underlying argument
of a PP or KP predicate.
Deciding which of these possibilities accurately refects the syntactic structure
of Okanagan DPs is a complicated issue. I discuss some of the problems below,
before settling on an analysis which posits (a) for certain Okanagan nominal projections, and (b) for others.

4.5.1

iP Occurs in D Position

All three hypotheses depend on an important point: I claim that iP belongs to the
functional category D. This claim is supported by the following points.
First of all, iP is probably historically cognate with the referential determiner
Ge in Shuswap (Northern Interior Salish) (Henry Davis, p.c. 2012), which has been
analyzed as a determiner that occurs in D position (Gardiner, 1996).
Secondly, the semantic behavior of iP resembles more closely the so-called
‘strong’ determiners of better-studied languages like English and Italian (cf. for
example Zamparelli (1995)) than any other element in Okanagan, and also includes
as a subset of its interpretive possibilities the wide-scope readings characteristic of
assertion-of-existence DPs in Lillooet (Matthewson, 1998, 2001) (see chapter 5),
both of which support the conclusion that if Okanagan has a D determiner at all, it
must be iP.
Thirdly, as data in this chapter have shown, iP is necessary for converting a
predicate nominal into an argument (Longobardi, 1994).

4.5.2

Three Hypotheses

Under the simplest analysis, iP is a D-head which selects for an NP complement
(Figure 4.1). But recall that oblique and locative markers occur between the determiner and its NP complement, which may be evidence for a DP-internal functional
projection for Okanagan (and other languages of the Southern Interior), a ‘Case
phrase’ of sorts (Kroeber, 1986).35 I refer to this hypothesis as the case phrase KP
35 Bittner

and Hale (1996) posit a case phrase (KP) as the nominal equivalent of CP in the verbal
domain. They assume that K selects a DP for an argument, similar to a preposition, rather than the
other way around, which must be the case for Okanagan under this analysis.
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hypothesis (Figure 4.2).
Figure 4.2: The KP hypothesis

Figure 4.1: Okanagan iP DP

DP

DP
D

NP

D

iP

N

iP

ylmíxw @m
‘the chief’

KP
K

NP

t

N
ylmíxw @m

‘by the chief’
The oblique marked DP structure in Figure 4.2 represents a passive agent or
instrumental adjunct under the KP analysis. If we remove the D shell in Figure
4.2, what remains is a KP, which is the category of an oblique marked quasi-object
of a formally intransitive predicate. Analyzing quasi-objects as structurally less
complex than DP is consistent with their non-referential semantics (Gillon, 2009b).
A theory-internal problem concerning case-assignment arises from this analysis,
however: Normally, a case-marker will assign case to the head of its complement
phrase, but in Figure 4.2, case-assignment must occur in an ‘upwards’ fashion.
For cases where a locative marker occurs to the right of a determiner (cf. Figure
4.2), an alternative analysis may be motivated: a late-stage, prosodic inversion of
the two particles (Halpern, 1995).36 This second hypothesis assumes a PP structure
(PP hypothesis), as in Figure 4.3, and has the benefit of resolving the problem of
case-assignment which the KP hypothesis faces.
36 It is important to note that the proto-Salish ordering was almost certainly preposition-initial
(Kroeber, 1999), which implies that the Southern Interior innovated the modern surface order. Superficially similar observations may be made for the ordering of absolutive pronominal pro-clitics
with respect to specific complementizers. E.g. the 1st singular absolutive pro-clitic kn occurs before the temporal complementizer ì(aP), but after other complementizers like kw aP ‘because’ or mi
‘future.’ Whether or not this case can also be explained by a late-stage inversion is unclear.
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Figure 4.3: The PP Hypothesis and Prosodic Inversion: ‘towards the chief’
’ [iP ylmíxw @m ] ]
[kl
DP PP
LOC DET

=⇒

chief

’
w @m
[iP kl-[ylmíx
DP ]PP ]
DET LOC

chief

The prosodic inversion represented in Figure 4.3 assumes that the oblique and
locative particles in Okanagan are syntactically Ps, but that Okanagan Ps are proclitics which require a prosodic word as a host, and that nouns, but not iP deter’ will therefore move to the right
miners, are prosodic words. A preposition like kl
of iP in order to attach to an NP host.37
Support for the PP hypothesis comes from the fact that these locative structures may function syntactically as predicates (44) (Kroeber, 1999, 61), and that
’
semantically they denote properties of individuals.38 In (44a) for example, iP kl
’
s@nkQáwm@n
‘at the church’ may be analyzed as denoting the set of individuals
w
’
that stand in a particular spatial relation to the church, and in (44b), iP l nkmqniìx
may be analyzed as denoting the set of individuals ‘on the roof’, which serves to
restrict the main clause predicate x̌w ayqn ‘to pile’.
(44) a. John (iP)

’
kl

’
s@n-kQáw-m@n.

John ( DET ) LOC LOC-pray-INSTR
John is at the church.
b. x̌w ayqn iP
pile

DET

smik’ w t iP
snow

’
w.
n-km-qn-iìx
’
DET LOC n-km-head-house
l

The snow piled on the roof.
37 This

would then technically be a case of “host-splitting”, where iP is separating the preposition
from its host, and assumes that /iP NP/ does not form a prosodic word.
38 Kroeber (1999, 62) notes that PPs can be predicates in only some Salish languages, and that
their distribution is different than that of nominal and verbal predicates. In Okanagan, too, PPs are
not always acceptable as main clause predicates: examples like (44a) below are not consistently
judged grammatical, regardless of the presence or absence of a determiner. It remains unclear why
this should be the case, or why there should be speaker variation with regards to the acceptability
of locative phrase predicates. Under Baker’s (2003) analysis, Ps are fundamentally functional rather
than lexical categories, but ‘intrude’ into the lexical category domain in some languages. The Salish
pattern would certainly be consistent with his view. In any case, locative phrases are marginally
acceptable as predicates in Okanagan.
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Note that the determiner in locative phrases is not always present (cf. 44a). As
such, it is worthwhile considering whether or not the apparent optionality of the
determiner is syntactically significant: i.e. the possibility that with the determiner,
a locative phrase is a DP, while without, it is a PP where P selects directly for an NP.
This brings us to the third hypothesis, which saves the interpretation of the locative
phrase under a KP analysis, and potentially, the KP analysis itself. The analysis
involves treating locative phrases with overt determiners as headless relative clause
DPs (cf. section 4.3 above, and chapter 6). This possibility is represented below as
Figure (4.4).
Figure 4.4: The Headless Relative Hypothesis
DP
D

NP

iP
NP

CP

N

Spec
DPi

C’
PredP

C

D

NP

iP

pro j

DP
ti

Pred’
KP

Pred
K

NP

’
kl

N
’
s@nkQáwm@n.

‘the (one who is) at the church’

In Figure 4.4, the initial iP determiner is introducing a null NP, which is itself
modified by a non-verbal predicational relative clause. A double-determiner filter
(Davis, 2010a) ensures that only one of the determiners is actually pronounced.
The headless relative analysis potentially explains (44a) under an equative inter-
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pretation (i.e. John is the one who is at the church),39 but does not explain (44b),
since the locative phrase in this case cannot stand in an equative relation with any
other constituent. Thus, the headless relative hypothesis cannot account for all occurrences of locative phrases with overt determiners, and it is simpler to assume the
PP hypothesis for locative phrases, regardless of whether the determiner is present.
One potential drawback of the PP hypothesis is as follows: if we assume that
the case-marker t always occurs in P position, and that P always selects for a
DP complement, then there must be a null determiner introducing quasi-objects.
However, there is little evidence for a null determiner, and in fact, there is crosslinguistic evidence from Lillooet Salish against positing a null determiner in the
context of a quasi-object. The semantic interpretations of Okanagan quasi-objects
indicate that if there were a null determiner present, it would be semantically vacuous, similar to the Lillooet non-assertion-of-existence determiner kw u (Matthewson, 1998) (cf. section 5.3.2). But Lillooet kw u DPs can occur in core argument
positions under the scope of a transitive intensional verb (45a), while Okanagan
quasi-objects cannot (45b).40
’
[kw u xw íkt@n
DP ].

’
’
(45) a. x̌áň-mi
n-as

want-MIN . TR -3 SG . ERG DET knife
He wants a knife.
b. *x̌mink-s

(Lillooet, Henry Davis, p.c.)
t

’
níkm@n.

want-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG OBL knife
He wants a knife.

(Okanagan)

If there is a requirement in Salish that only DPs may occur in core argument positions, then the discrepancy between (45a) and (45b) is at once explained by assuming that there is no null determiner in (45b).
39 If

this is the case, the prediction is that with the determiner, (44) should carry an implicature of
exhaustivity, such that John is the only one who is at the church. See chapter 7.
40 Okanagan iP DPs subsume all the interpretations of determinerless quasi-objects, given an appropriate context, whereas the interpretations allowed by Lillooet non-assertion of existence determiner kw u and the assertion of existence determiner ti...a are mutually exclusive.
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4.5.3

Analysis

I will assume the PP hypothesis for passive agents and locative obliques, with
prosodic inversion of the preposition and determiner. This approach best explains
the predicative semantics of locative-marked DPs, the selectional restrictions on
passivized predicates, and fits nicely with the description of a semantically meaningful locative particle t meaning ‘source’ (A. Mattina 1973): t is a preposition in
these cases. For core iP DP arguments, I do not assume that there is a null-case
marking preposition selecting for the DP. For locative obliques without overt determiners, I do not assume that there is a null determiner, but rather that P can select
directly for NP.
For quasi-objects of intransitive predicates, I assume the KP analysis. This
means that quasi-objects are structurally less complex than full DPs. The oblique
marker is a K-head for these cases.41 This analysis is consistent with a nounincorporation analysis of quasi-objects, which I present in chapter 5.
The structures I assume are as follows:
Figure 4.5: Core argument

Figure 4.6: Locative
adjunct with D

DP

Figure 4.7: Locative
adjunct w/o D
PP

PP

D

NP

iP

N
ylmíxw @m

‘the chief’

P
i

DP
D

NP

iP

N
’ -ylmíxw @m
kl
i

P

NP

’
kl

N
ylmíxw @m

‘towards the chief’

‘towards the chief’
41 In Moses-Columbian, though not in Okanagan, absolutive DPs are optionally introduced by a
particle wa (Willett, 2003). As in Okanagan however, locative markers occur to the right of determiners. If locative markers in Moses-Columbian undergo prosodic inversion with determiners (the PP
hypothesis), but the particle wa does not (the KP hypothesis), Moses-Columbian may be argued to
have two separate case-marking positions, which lends indirect support to the argument I am making
for Okanagan, namely, separating P from K.
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Figure 4.9: Quasi-object

Figure 4.8: Passive agent or instrumental adjunct

KP
PP
P
i

K

NP

t

N

DP
D

NP
qáqxw @lx

iP

N

‘some fish’

ti -ylmíxw @m
‘by the chief’
In sum, the implication is that while locative markers are always prepositions,
the oblique marker t is only a preposition when it marks a passive agent or instrument (i.e. contexts in which an iP determiner co-occurs). When it introduces
a quasi-object, it is a K-head (i.e. contexts in which an iP determiner may not
co-occur).
Proper names support this view of DP structure, since they occur in all environments in which an iP DP may occur and, like iP DPs, are marked oblique when
they are passive agents (46a), yet proper names occur in none of the environments
in which an oblique quasi-object may occur (46b). This makes sense if proper
names can be prepositional objects, like other DPs, but cannot be non-referential
quasi-objects.42
(46) a. Tina wík-@nt-@m

t

Ivan.

Tina see-DIR - PASS OBL Ivan
Tina was seen by Ivan.
b. *kn

wík-@m t

John.

1 SG . ABS see-MID OBL John
*I saw a John.
42 Okanagan prepositions can select for either NP (44a, without the determiner) or DP (46a).
Proper names can be predicates in certain contexts (section 4.6.2), which raises the question as to
why (46b) is ungrammatical. I suggest that while semantic incorporation requires that the incorporated constituent be of type <e,t> (cf. section 5.3.2), proper names are normally understood as
being directly referential, or if they are predicates, as denoting singleton sets, which conflicts with a
requirement that the incorporated noun be non-specific.
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I now move on to a more detailed discussion of two other types of Okanagan
DPs which are important to this dissertation: demonstratives and proper names.

4.6

Other DPs: Demonstratives and Proper Names

The distribution of iP DPs outlined in previous sections is similar to two other types
of DPs in Okanagan, demonstratives and proper names. The following subsections
discuss each of these in turn.

4.6.1

Demonstrative DPs

The Okanagan demonstrative system encodes spatial deictic distinctions as well as
movement of a referent relative to the speaker (Table 4.2). Demonstratives can be
divided into ‘simple’ individual-denoting demonstratives, and predicative demonstrative adverbials.43 I will limit my discussion largely to the simple demonstratives, since these will be analyzed as DPs.
Table 4.2: Demonstratives in Okanagan, A. Mattina (1973)
Simple
Demonstratives

Proximal
Distal

axáP
ixíP

Demonstrative Adverbs
Location

Source

aláP
ilíP

atáP
itíP

Direction
From
atláP
itlíP

Direction
To
’
akláP
’
iklíP

The demonstrative adverbs are transparently related to the prepositions l ‘at’, t
’ ‘to/towards’ (A. Mattina 1973).44
‘source’, tl ‘from’, and kl
The Okanagan simple demonstratives axáP ‘this’ and ixíP ‘that’ are not limited to referring to inanimate, or non-human objects. They can easily refer to a
sentient, contextually relevant human subject.45 Simple demonstratives function
’ is classified here as an adverbial demonstrative, it is
is worthwhile to note that while iklíP
sometimes used as a simple demonstrative by speakers of the Upper Nicola dialect.
44 There is no particle x corresponding to the simple demonstratives.
45 Unlike the case for Thompson xeP ‘that’ (Koch, 2008a, 273).
43 It
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as arguments for a wide range of predicates, including adjectival (47a,b), locative
(47c), verbal intransitive (47d), transitive (47e,f), and nominal (47g) predicates.
Argument demonstratives may either follow (47) or precede (48) their predicates.46
The distribution of these demonstratives is the same as that of iP DPs, as already
discussed.
(47) a. p@x̌páx̌t ixíP.
smart

DEM

That one is smart.
’
b. t@xt

ixíP.

sweet DEM
It is sweet.
’
c. kl

’
s@n-kQáw-m@n

ixíP.

LOC LOC -pray- INSTR DEM

He is at church.
d. c-qíc@lx

ixíP.

CUST -run DEM

He is running.
e. Píì-@n

ixíP.

eat-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DEM
I ate that.
f. paP-nt-ís

ixíP.

fold-DIR -3 SG . ERG DEM
He/she folded it.
’ y-mín
’
g. q@

axáP

write-INSTR DEM
This is a book.
46 In

Kalispel, the demonstrative iše (cognate with Okanagan ixíP) cannot follow a lexical predicate, as in Okanagan (47) below. Sally Thomason (p.c.) indicates that iše seems to function as a
discourse particle, and so this might explain its restriction to pre-predicative positions.
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(48) a. ixíP p@x̌páx̌t.
DEM

smart

That one is smart.
’
b. ixíP t@xt.
DEM

sweet

It is sweet.
’
c. ixíP kl

’
s@n-kQáw-m@n.

DEM LOC LOC -pray- INSTR

He is at church.
d. ixíP c-qíc@lx.
DEM CUST -run

He runs.
e. ixíP Píì@n.
DEM

eat(INTR)

He’s eating.
f. ixíP paP-nt-ís.
DEM

fold-DIR -3 SG . ERG

He/she folded it.
’ y-mín.
’
g. axáP q@
DEM

write-INSTR

This is a book.
Examples (49-52) below serve to emphasize the similar distribution of simple
demonstratives and nominal iP DPs, in both object (49-51) and subject (52) positions.
(49) a. iP
DET

’
xíxwt@m c’ úm-qs-@s

ixíP.

little.girl suck.nose-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DEM

The girl kissed him.
b. iP
DET

’
xíxwt@m c’ úm-qs-@s

iP

t@twít.

little.girl suck-nose-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET boy

The girl kissed the boy.
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(50) a. paP-nt-ís

ixíP.

fold-DIR -3 SG . ERG DEM
He folded it.
b. paP-nt-ís

’ y-mín.
’
q@

iP

fold-DIR -3 SG . ERG DET write-INSTR
He folded the paper.
’
(51) a. síq-@n

ixíP.

split-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DEM
I split this.
’
b. síq-@n

iP

’
slip.

split-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET firewood
I split the firewood.
(52) a. ixíP síws(t)-@s
DEM

iP

siwìkw .

drink-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET water

He is drinking water.
b. iP
DET

sq@ltmíxw síws(t)-@s
man

iP

siwìkw .

drink-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET water

The man is drinking the water.
Simple demonstratives, like iP DPs, function as direct arguments of adverbial
’ ‘over there’ (53,54):
demonstratives like ikliP
’
(53) a. iklíP
ixíP.
DEM DEM

It (e.g. the cup) is over there.
’
b. ixíP iklíP.
DEM DEM

It (e.g. the cup) is over there.
’
(54) a. iklíP
iP
DEM DET

sqw siP-s.
son-3 SG . POSS

His son is over there.
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b. iP
DET

’
iklíP.

sqw siP-s

son-3 SG . POSS DEM

His son is over there.
Since demonstratives pattern with iP DPs, I assume that they are a type of DP,
but it is important to note that demonstratives may also associate with an iP DP,
as in other Interior Salish languages (Matthewson and Davis (1995), Matthewson
(1998), Kroeber (1999), N. Mattina (2006)), and form DP constituents with their
associated iP DPs (55).47,48
(55) a. kaPkíc-@n

sqlaw’ DP ].

[axáP iP

find-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DEM DET money
I found this money.
b. wík-@n

ylmíxw @m DP ].

[ixíP iP

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DEM DET chief
I saw that chief.
The demonstratives in (55) are analogous to English uses of demonstratives as
deictic determiners, except that in Okanagan, the demonstrative cannot be analyzed
as a determiner because it co-occurs with the determiner iP, and demonstratives
cannot replace determiners (56a-57a).49
’ w laP.
(56) a. *kw ín-(n)t axáP púk
take-DIR

DEM

ball

Take this ball.
47 Demonstrative

adverbs may also associate with an iP DP.
Mattina (2006, 105) claims that Moses-Columbian DP-adjacent demonstratives are best analyzed as intransitive predicate demonstratives. She states that because they do not occur within a DP
(i.e. inside of a determiner), they are not attached to a DP, but does not discuss the possibility that
they might occur in a specifier position, or possibly adjoined to DP (see discussion below).
49 Although in fast speech, the iP determiner is sometimes difficult to hear after a demonstrative
because of the segmental identity between the second syllable of a demonstrative and the determiner
itself, but the fact that they can co-occur is any case sufficient evidence for a non-D analysis of simple demonstratives in Okanagan. Determiners are much more regularly dropped in other languages
of the Southern Interior, and in Moses-Columbian, for example, N. Mattina (2006) rules out morphophonological reasons for missing determiners, and so it is less clear what the syntactic status of
demonstratives is for Moses-Columbian in cases where a determiner is not apparent.
48 N.
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b. kw ín-(n)t axáP iP

’ w laP.
púk

take-DIR DEM DET ball
Take this ball.
’ k’ w t x̌ast t
(57) a. *axáP ti
DEM

s@n-caQ-cQá-lx-t@n.

lake good ATTR LOC-bathe-RED-body-INSTR

This lake is a good place to swim.
b. axáP iP
DEM DET

’ k’ w t x̌ast t
ti

s@n-caQ-cQá-lx-t@n.

lake good ATTR LOC-bathe-RED-body-INSTR

This lake is a good place to swim.
The distributional evidence thus suggests that demonstratives cannot be analyzed
as occurring in D position, unlike iP.
It is also important to note that a demonstrative cannot associate with a quasiobject of a morphologically intransitive predicate (58).50
(58) a. *kn

’
ník-m@n.

x̌mínk-@m (*ixíP) t

1 SG . ABS want-MID DEM

OBL

cut-INSTR

I want that knife.
b. *kn

sq@ltmíxw .

wík-@m (*ixíP) t

1 SG . ABS see-MID DEM

OBL

man

I saw that man.
The reason for this restriction is that middle intransitive predicates such as those in
(58) may only select for a quasi-object, not a full DP. The data in (59) show that
demonstratives can associate with oblique-marked NPs, creating constituents that
behave syntactically like core argument DPs.
50 The

same restriction applies to themes of transitive -x(i)t- applicatives, however interestingly a
’ axáP ‘He gave me this’.
bare demonstrative can function as an applicative theme, e.g. kw u xw icxts
Davis and Matthewson (2003) note that bare demonstratives can function as applicative themes in
Lillooet, but not as intransitive quasi-objects. I currently am lacking data showing whether or not a
bare demonstrative can function as a quasi-object in Okanagan; however I predict that this should not
be possible. The acceptability of bare demonstratives, but not demonstrative-associated oblique NPs,
as ditransitive themes is interesting and may support positing distinct semantic analyses for these two
cases. In chapter 8, I claim on independent grounds that demonstrative-associated oblique NPs are
of type <s,e>, while bare demonstratives are uniformly of type e.
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(59) a. c-n-kw ní-st-@n

ixíP t

CUST -n-sing- CAUS -1 SG . ERG DEM OBL

qw íl@m.
song

I sang that song.
b. wík-@n

sq@ltmíxw .

ixíP t

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DEM OBL man
I’ve seen that man (before).
In contexts similar to (59), the oblique marker alternates more or less freely with
iP, with no apparent semantic effect (60).51
(60) a. kw in-[n]t axáP t

púk’ w laP.

take-DIR DEM OBL ball
Take this ball.
b. kw in-[n]t axáP iP

púk’ w laP.

take-DIR DEM DET ball
Take this ball.
This is directly parallel to an alternation in Lillooet (Matthewson and Davis, 1995;
Matthewson, 1998) between DPs containing a demonstrative and an assertion of
existence determiner ti...a (61a) and DPs containing a demonstrative and a nonassertion of existence determiner kw u (61b), with the exception that in Okanagan, t
is not a determiner.
(61) a. t@xw p-mín-ìkan

tiP

káh-a.
˙
buy-APPL -1 SG . ERG DEM DET car-EXIS
I bought that car.

b. t@xw p-mín-ìkan

ti

(Lillooet, Matthewson (1998, 217, ex.81a))

kw u kah.
˙
buy-APPL -1 SG . ERG DEM DET car
I bought that car.

tiP

(Lillooet, Matthewson (1998, 216, ex.80a))

51 In

Okanagan, the alternation between iP and t also occurs in the context of demonstrative associated DPs in equative contexts, and establishes an important morphosyntactic basis for analyzing
Okanagan clefts as equatives (cf. section 8.5.2). There is also an information structural difference
which surfaces between DPs with demonstratives adjoined to iP DPs, and those with demonstratives
adjoined to t NPs, such that in the former case, the entire constituent may be in focus, whereas in the
latter case, only the demonstrative may be in focus. See section 8.5.
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A demonstrative-associated oblique marker in Okanagan (62, cf. section 8.5.2),
and a demonstrative-associated kw u DP in Lillooet (63) may only select for an NP.
(62)

ixíP iP/*t

paP-nt-ís.

DEM DET /* OBL

fold-DIR -3 SG . ERG

That’s what he folded.
(63) a. t@xw p-mín-ìkan

tiP

’
ňák-a

ti

knátiP.

buy-APPL -1 SG . ERG DEM DET go-EXIS DEIC
I bought that one that’s going by there.
(Lillooet, Matthewson (1998, 217, ex.81c))
b. *t@xw p-mín-ìkan

tiP

’
kw u ňák
knátiP.

buy-APPL -1 SG . ERG DEM DET go

DEIC

I bought that one that’s going by there.
(Lillooet, Matthewson (1998, 216, ex.80a))
Baker (2003, 182) understands this pattern as resulting from the fact that only
a subset of determiners in a language license null nouns (cf. English I admire
the/*a/?*that rich.). Thus, while Okanagan iP and Lillooet ti...a may both license
null NPs (cf. discussion in 4.3 on null NPs), the oblique marker t and non-assertion
of existence determiner kw u must select for a lexical NP. The reason behind this is
unclear.
In summary, demonstratives can function as stand-alone arguments (64a,65a),
exactly like iP DPs (64b,65b), or may associate with an iP DP or oblique marked
NP (64c,65c).
’
(64) a. síq-@n

ixíP.

split-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DEM
I split that.
’
b. síq-@n

iP

’
slip.

split-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET firewood
I split the firewood.
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’
c. síq-@n

ixíP t/iP

’
slip.

split-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DEM OBL / DET firewood
I split that firewood.
(65) a. ixíP síws(t)-@s
DEM

iP

siwìkw .

drink-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET water

He is drinking water.
b. iP
DET

sq@ltmíxw síws(t)-@s
man

iP

siwìkw .

drink-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET water

The man is drinking (the) water.
c. ixíP t/iP sq@ltmíxw síws(t)-@s
DEM DET

man

iP

siwìkw .

drink-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG OBL / DET water

That man is drinking the water.
Okanagan demonstratives present several major analytical difficulties. These are
as follows:
(66) a. The Projection Problem: If simple demonstratives are not determiners
(56-57), but their external syntax is identical to iP DPs, are simple demonstratives categorially DPs, and if so, where is the projecting head?
b. Internal Constituency: A demonstrative licenses an oblique-marked NP
to function as a DP argument (59), but where is the determiner?
c. Compositionality: If demonstratives are type e expressions, like iP DPs,
how can a demonstrative compose with an iP DP of the same type?
There is no easy solution to these problems. Matthewson and Davis (1995) and
Matthewson (1998) discuss similar issues concerning Lillooet demonstratives and
demonstrative-associated DPs (e.g. 61 and 63). Davis (2006, 2009) shows that
demonstrative-associated DPs in Lillooet permit condition C violations, whereas
simple demonstratives do not, a finding which may indicate that there is a structural
and semantic difference between demonstratives, depending on whether they occur
in isolation or adjoined to a DP. Clearly this problem requires further research, both
in Okanagan and in other Salish languages.
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For the purposes of this dissertation, I assume based on their external distribution that simple demonstratives, demonstrative-associated iP DPs, and demonstrativeassociated t NPs are all categorially DPs (67), and thus abstract away from the
problems in (66).
’
(67) a. síq-@n

[ixíPDP ].

split-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DEM
I split that.
’
b. síq-@n

[ixíP t/iP

slip’ DP ].

split-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DEM OBL / DET firewood
I split that firewood.

4.6.2

Proper Name DPs

Proper names pattern with simple demonstratives and nominal iP DPs in being
arguments of adjectival, locative, intransitive, transitive, and nominal predicates.
As with nominal iP DPs and demonstratives, the linear order of a predicate and a
proper name argument is free. (68) shows the proper name argument preceding the
predicate52 , and (69) shows the proper name argument following the predicate:
’
(68) a. Ivan ìQat.
Ivan wet
Ivan is wet.
’
b. Mike kl

’ máyaP-t@n.
’
s@n-maP

Mike LOC LOC-teach-INSTR
Mike is at school.
52 For (69c), but not (68e), the proper name is interpretable as an object. The availability of the
subject reading in either case, and the fact that it is required in (68e), is illustrative of how the
One Nominal Interpretation Effect (ONI) (Gerdts, 1988) is sometimes inoperative in Okanagan. All
other things being equal, a pre-predicative transitive argument is preferably interpreted as a subject,
whereas a post-predicative transitive argument is preferably interpreted as an object. The equivalent
of (68e) is ungrammatical in (Lower) Lillooet since a pre-predicative DP must be interpreted as a
subject, but this can only result in an ONI violation (Davis, 1999b).
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c. John nis.
John leave
John left.
d. Tina c’ qw -aqw -míst.
Tina cry-FRED - INTR . REFLEX
Tina cried (to herself).
e. Pete wik-s.
Pete see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG
Pete saw him./*He saw Pete.
f. Norman kw u

n-Qay-Qay-ínk-s.

Norman 1 SG . ABS n-tickle-RED-stomach-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG
Norman tickled me.
g. John s@xw -mrím-@m.
John OCC-medicine-MID
John is a doctor.
’
(69) a. kl

’
s@n-kQáw-m@n

John.

LOC LOC -pray- INSTR

John

John is at the church.
b. qas-ncút

Ivan.

scratch-REFLEX Ivan
Ivan scratched himself.
c. wik-s

Pete.

see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG Pete
Pete saw him./He saw Pete.
d. kw u

taq-s

Ivan.

1 SG . ABS wave-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG Ivan
Ivan waved at me.
e. s@xw -mrím-@m
OCC -medicine- MID

John.
John

John is a doctor.
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Assuming proper names are a type of argument DP, we predict that proper names
may substitute for both argument demonstratives and nominal DPs, which is indeed
the case (70-71):53
’ máyaP-m.
’
(70) a. Nancy s@xw -maP
Nancy OCC-teach-MID
Nancy is a teacher.
’ máyaP-m.
’
b. ixíP s@xw -maP
DEM OCC -teach- MID

She/That is a teacher.
c. [iP]

isk’ w úy

’ máyaP-m.
’
s@xw -maP

[ DET ] 1 SG . POSS-mother OCC-teach-MID
My mother is a teacher.
(71) a. Spike Payx̌w t.
Spike tired
Spike is tired.
b. ixíP Payx̌w t.
DEM

tired

He’s tired.
c. iP
DET

tkìmiìxw Payx̌w t.
woman

tired

The woman is tired.
Proper names also function as arguments for adverbial demonstratives (72), similarly to nominal iP DPs and simple demonstratives, which were discussed in the
previous section.
’
(72) a. iklíP
John.
DEM

John

John is over there. (answer to “Where is John?”)
53 As indicated for (70c), an iP determiner predictably reduces before first i(n)- and second a(n)person possessive morphology (A. Mattina 2000). It is always present in similar contexts involving
third person possessive agreement.
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’
b. John iklíP.
John DEM
John is over there. (answer to “Where is John?”)
Despite the preceding data showing that proper names can clearly pattern with
other DP arguments, I assume that Okanagan proper names are best analyzed as
lexical NPs, which either undergo N-to-D raising in argument contexts (Longobardi, 1994), or else are complements to a null referential determiner. The choice
between these two analyses is not important for the purposes of this dissertation.54
To begin with, proper names do not normally occur with an iP determiner in
argument DP contexts in Okanagan, as illustrated by (73):
(73) a. John wik-s

Mary

John see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG Mary
John saw Mary.
b. #John wik-s
John

iP

Mary

see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET Mary

John saw Mary.
The reason for this is not because the determiner is ungrammatical before proper
names, however, but rather that the determiner implies that a proper name, such
as Mary, is a common noun of sorts whose predicate domain is a non-singleton
set. Comparing (73) above with (74) below, we see that the determiner can occur
before a proper name argument in marked contexts.
54 Proper names occur with non-deictic determiner kwi in Squamish (Gillon, 2006), and with the
proper name determiner kw in Lillooet (van Eijk, 1997; Matthewson, 1998), and so a hypothesis
whereby Okanagan has a null, referential determiner that only occurs with proper names receives
some cross-linguistic support.
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’
Mary twíst-l@x.

(74) a. yaQyáQt iP
all

DET

Mary stand-3 PL . ABS

All the Marys stood up.
’ ňx̌áp
’
ň@x̌-

b. iP

iP

DET RED -grown DET

John iP

c-n-Puìxw .

John DET CISL-n-enter

The old John came in (i.e. not the young John).
c. iP

Dány@l aP

DET

x̌ast iP

c-my-st-in,

’
kl

Daniel DET CUST-know-CAUS -1 SG . ERG good DET LOC

sqilxw .
native.people
The Daniel that I know is good to the people.
In (74a), Mary is a common noun of sorts, since it denotes a class of individuals
with the property of being Mary, or having the name Mary. The iP determiner is
mandatory here, required by yaQyáQt ‘all’ as a quantifier in argument position. For
(74b), the ‘old John’ is contrasted to a contextually salient ‘young John’, where
John denotes a set of individuals with that name. In (74c), iP Daniel denotes an
individual which is contrasted with other individuals named Daniel which are not
good to the people.
A second piece of evidence that proper names are lexical NPs comes from
data showing that they may be affixed by possessive pronouns (75a), similarly to
common nouns (75b).
(75) a. incá

in-Máry

mys-x̌ast

tl

anwí

tl

1 SG . INDEP 1 SG . POSS-Mary more-good LOC 2 SG . INDEP LOC
an-Máry.
2 SG . POSS-Mary
My Mary is nicer than your Mary.
Context: You and a friend both have daughters named Mary, and are
arguing over which one is nicer.
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’
i(n)-st@mkPílt

b. incá

mys-x̌ast

tl

anwí

tl

1 SG . INDEP 1 SG . POSS-daughter more-good LOC 2 SG . INDEP LOC
’
a(n)-st@mkPílt.
2 SG . POSS-daughter
My daughter is nicer than your daughter.
Proper nouns may also take absolutive pronominal morphology (76a) similarly to
common nouns (76b), but unlike demonstratives (76c).
(76) a. kn

John.

1 SG . ABS John
I’m John.
’ y-ám.
’
s@xw -q@

b. kn

1 SG . ABS OCC-write-MID
I’m a writer.
c. *kw u

axáP.

1 PL . ABS DEM
This is us.
What the data in (73-76) seem to show is that Okanagan proper names can
either themselves be DP arguments (73), NPs which combine with iP determiners
to form DPs (74, 75), or bare NP predicates (76a). For Longobardi (1994), proper
names are inserted into the syntax as NPs, but raise to an empty D position at
logical form, through which they receive their directly-referential interpretations.
A similar analysis of Okanagan proper names seems possible: if as NPs, they do
not undergo raising to D to achieve DP-status (74), then they can still become DPs
when they are complements of an iP determiner.55 Syntactic evidence for N-to-D
raising is non-existent, however, and so as an alternative, it may be preferable to
assume a null referential determiner that selects only for proper names, similar to
Lillooet kw (van Eijk, 1997; Matthewson, 1998).
An alternative analysis which is consistent with the data in this section is to
assume that proper names are lexically DPs, but that they may be coerced into NPs
55 Though

their interpretations will be different because of implicatures associated with iP. See

chapter 5.
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in specific syntactic and pragmatic contexts. At present, there is little evidence
for or against such an analysis, but it is worth mentioning that (i) a coercion-toNP analysis of proper names might predict that demonstratives could be coerced
into NPs as well, but this is clearly not the case, and (ii) there is cross-Salishan
evidence that proper names may co-occur with referential determiners in unmarked
contexts.56

4.7

Summary

This chapter first introduced the basic concept of noun-hood in Okanagan Salish
(section 4.2), and then presented syntactic tests for distinguishing nouns from other
categories (section 4.3). Next, the general distribution of predicates and arguments
was discussed, and the distribution of the determiner iP and oblique marker t was
shown to be grammatically predictable (section 4.4). Then, I presented my syntactic analysis of iP DPs and oblique-marked quasi-objects (section 4.5), before
discussing demonstratives and proper names as two other types of DPs (4.6).
Chapter 5 discusses the semantics of core iP DP arguments, and how they differ
semantically from oblique-marked quasi-objects.

56 In chapter 7, I argue that proper names must be analyzed as DPs in equative contexts, but may be

predicative NPs in identificational contexts. Unfortunately, these data do not seem to clarify whether
coercion-to-NP analysis or a null referential determiner (or N-to-D raising) analysis is correct for
Okanagan proper names since in both cases, the distribution of NP and DP proper names is limited to
only specific grammatical environments, and in both cases, null derivations/morphemes are involved.
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Chapter 5

Semantics of Okanagan
Determiner Phrases
The semantics of determiners and determiner phrases (DPs) in Okanagan Salish
has not previously been investigated in any depth, and apart from N. Mattina’s
(2006) study of Moses-Columbian determiners, there are no other systematic investigations into the semantics of determiners for Southern Interior Salish languages.
This chapter analyzes the Okanagan determiner iP as involving a choice function
over a contextually restricted domain of individuals (Reinhart, 1997; Kratzer, 1998;
Matthewson, 1999). The referential strength of iP is determined by the number of
individuals within a restricted context set and by whether the choice function selects a singular, a plural, or a maximal individual from that context set. The Okanagan oblique marker t is not a determiner, but a semantically vacuous morphological reflex of semantic incorporation (Van Geenhoven, 1998; Chung and Ladusaw,
2004; Farkas and de Swart, 2004; Carlson, 2006), which is a property of certain
intransitivizing morphemes in Okanagan, such as middle -m.
The semantics of iP is important for an understanding of the semantics of DPDP structures, as discussed in chapter 7.
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5.1

Introduction

The determiner systems of Okanagan and the other languages of the Southern
Interior differ in many ways from those of Northern Interior and Central Salish
languages. In particular, the Upper Nicola dialect of Okanagan makes use of
only one determiner, iP.1 This contrasts starkly with Northern Interior languages
such as Lillooet, for example, which has an elaborate determiner system (van
Eijk, 1997; Matthewson, 1998), and somewhat less starkly with Thompson and
Shuswap, which each have two referential determiners, and one non-referential
determiner (Kroeber, 1999, 70).
Based on a range of tests, I claim that the referential strength of an iP DP is
contextually determined, and sensitive to domain restriction. Technically speaking,
a choice function f (Reinhart, 1997) selects one singular or plural individual from
the intersection of the nominal and contextual (C) domains (Gillon, 2006). Because
iP DPs allow individual-concept readings, unlike Lillooet assertion-of-existence
DPs (Demirdache, 1996), I claim that iP DPs may denote intensional individuals. I
assume the following semantics for iP (1a), and claim that it carries the maximality
implicature given in (1b):
(1) a. [[iP]] = λ Pλ w[ f (λ x[P(x)(w) ∧C(x)(w)])]
b. Maximality implicature:
f = MAX
The formula says that the determiner iP takes as its first argument a (nominal) predicate P, and as its second argument a world w, and asserts that a free variable over
choice functions f selects an individual x from the intersection of P and the context
set C (also a free variable) in that world.2 The maximality implicature states that
the choice function is equivalent to the maximal individual in the intersection of P
1 Colville-Okanagan utilizes a second determiner ì@P (A. Mattina 1973). Upper Nicola speakers
do not allow ì@P to take nominal complements except in identificational copular sentences, in which
something is being given a name. Given this very limited distribution before nominals, and the fact
that ì@P/ìaP is used as a clausal subordinator in other contexts, I analyze it as a complementizer for
the Upper Nicola dialect.
2 Concerning the semantic type of the variables, P and C are of type <<e,<s,t>>, and f is of type
<<e,t>,e>.
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and the context set C.3 (1b) represents the default setting for iP, however in cases
where f is existentially bound, or selects one individual from a set of contextually
salient individuals, this default is overridden.
Oblique quasi-objects introduced by t differ both syntactically and semantically
from iP DP objects. I claim that the case-marker t is semantically vacuous, and simply serves to indicate that the following nominal is semantically incorporated (Van
Geenhoven, 1998; Chung and Ladusaw, 2004; Farkas and de Swart, 2004; Carlson,
2006). Quasi-objects in Okanagan exhibit many of the cross-linguistic hallmarks
of semantically incorporated nouns (Carlson, 2006). I suggest that the intransitivizing morphology (e.g. ‘middle’ suffix -@m) which licenses oblique quasi-objects encodes semantic incorporation (see section 5.3.2). Most importantly for this thesis,
t does not employ domain restriction, since it does not access the context.
As discussed in chapter 4, the distribution of iP and t is syntactically predictable, and the possible semantic interpretations of a formally transitive predicate
with an iP DP object overlap with the interpretations of a formally intransitive predicate with a quasi-object introduced by t, specifically for cases where the default
for iP, f = MAX, is overridden. A speaker’s manipulation of the morpho-syntax of
transitivity (and the accompanying use of iP versus t in argument contexts) leads
to a strong conversational implicature, given as (2):
(2)

Conversational implicature:
Because the default for iP is f = MAX, a speaker’s use of an intransitive
construction with a quasi-object introduced by t carries a conversational
implicature of non-maximality.
The chapter is outlined as follows: Section 5.2 investigates the semantics of iP

and t. First I show that iP and t are not deictic (5.2.1), not definite (5.2.2), not like
English indefinites (5.2.3), and not like Lillooet assertion-of-existence wide-scope
indefinites (Matthewson, 1998, 1999) (5.2.4). Next, I show that t is felicitous in
some environments where iP is not, and vice-versa, and conclude that iP carries an
implicature of uniqueness and maximality of a referent, while t does not (5.2.5).
3 Rullmann (1995, 143) defines the maximal individual as “the unique element of the set of which
all other elements of the set are parts.” Applied to a set A, the formal definition is MAX(A) = ιx[x ∈
A ∧ ∀x’ ∈ A[x’ ≤ x]].
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In 5.2.6, I give additional data which suggest that iP restricts the domain of individuals, rather than creating a generalized quantifier (Barwise and Cooper, 1981).
Sections 5.2.7 and 5.2.8 present additional data showing existential and generic
uses of iP, which are important in showing that domain restriction may be vacuous
in certain cases. Section 5.2.9 discusses in more detail intensional readings of iP
DPs, and section 5.2.10 summarizes section 5.2. Section 5.3 presents my analysis,
and section 5.4 concludes.

5.2

The Semantics of the Determiner iP and Oblique
Marker t

This section introduces data relevant to determining the semantics of iP and t. I test
for deixis, definiteness and specificity, English-like existential indefiniteness, and
widest-scope indefiniteness. Many of these tests were first utilized by Matthewson
(1998) and Gillon (2006) in their studies of Lillooet and Squamish determiners,
respectively. Table 4.1 below lists relevant semantic properties:
Table 5.1: Semantic Properties of iP and t

Section

Property

iP

t

5.2.1

Deictic

x

x

5.2.2

Definite

x

x

-presuppose existence

x

x

-assert uniqueness/maximality

x

x

-specificity

x

x

5.2.3

English-like existential indefinite

x

x

5.2.4

Wide-scope indefinite (cf. Lillooet and Squamish)

x

x

-can take wide-scope w.r.t. modals and negation

X

x

-must take wide-scope w.r.t. modals and negation

x

x

X

x

5.2.5

Carries an implicature of uniqueness/maximality

Following these tests, I present some additional data suggesting that iP DPs do
not create generalized quantifiers (5.2.6), and allow for both existential (5.2.7) and
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generic readings (5.2.8), as well as intensional readings (5.2.9). I then summarize
my findings.

5.2.1

iP and t are not Deictic

Firstly, the determiner iP does not encode spatial deixis or a visible/invisible distinction. It may introduce a nominal like sq@ltmíxw ‘man’ whose referent is either
proximal and visible to the speaker (3a) or distal and invisible (3b) to the speaker.
(3a) is likewise felicitous if the speaker cannot see the man, and (3b) if the speaker
were watching a moonwalk on television.
’
(3) a. akláP
c-xw ist
DEM

iP

CUST -walk DET

sq@ltmíxw .
man

A man is walking over here.
b. iP
DET

sq@ltmíxw c-xw ist
man

iP

x̌yáìn@x̌w .

l

CUST -walk DET LOC

moon

A man is walking on the moon.
Speaker knowledge of the location of a referent is irrelevant in determining
whether or not an iP DP may be used. In (4), for example, the speaker is asserting
that John is looking for a book, but may then overtly cancel any implicature that he
or she knows where that book is. In other words, if iP entailed knowledge of the
location of a referent, then it should not be possible to utter the second conjunct of
(4).
(4)

’ ňaP-nt-ís
’
John c-ňaP

iP

’ y-ús-t@n,
’
n-q@

uì

John CUST-look.for-DIR -3 SG . ERG DET n-write-eye-INSTR CONJ
’
’
lut ta
c-my-st-ín
kaPkín.
NEG EMPH CUST -know- DIR -1 SG . ERG

where

John is looking for a book, but I don’t know where it is.
It is important to consider whether iP might be specified as having a “neutral”
deictic feature, similar to Squamish ta (Gillon, 2006), rather than being unspecified
for deixis. The Squamish neutral determiner can be used “for referents which can
be located or were locatable at some point by the speaker” (Gillon, 2006, 46). A
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felicitous use of iP, however, seems unrelated to whether or not a referent is even
in principle locatable:
(5)

lut

’
t@

c-wík-st-n

iP

NEG EMPH CUST -see- CAUS -1 SG . ERG DET

sq@ltmíxw
man

’
k-c-nc’ íw-@m-s.
k-CUST-wash.dishes-MID -3 SG . POSS
I’ve never seen a man washing dishes.
Although a “neutral” deictic feature implies that there are no deictic restrictions
on the use of an item, it also implies that there are other available “non-neutral”
deictic values which might associate with other determiners. As there are no other
determiners in Okanagan, and deixis is largely determined by demonstratives in
the language, I take this as evidence that iP has no deictic specification.4
As further evidence that Okanagan iP is non-deictic, consider Matthewson
(2008), who notes that Lillooet assertion-of-existence DPs do not allow bound variable, E-type (Cooper, 1979; Evans, 1980; Elbourne, 2001), or other anaphoric readings. Instead, null pronominals must be used to achieve these readings. She claims
that “deictic features of the overt DPs force reference to the discourse situation,
and this prevents binding or variation across situations” (p. 543). Although bound
variable readings for Okanagan DPs are restricted,5 E-type readings are easily obtainable. This essentially means that the denotation of an iP DP can vary across
situations, and does not entail the existence of a particular individual at a single
’
location. In (6), the final DP iP sňaPcín@m
denotes some non-specific individual
which Norman says he will shoot.
4 In

this respect then, Okanagan iP is similar to the Moses-Columbian “non-demonstrative, general” neutral determiner Pani (N. Mattina 2002).
5 Bound variable readings of iP DPs in distributive contexts are not possible without overt possessor morphology on the nominal, implying that while iP DPs may be bound across worlds and times,
they may not be distributed over. I discuss some data involving distributive readings in section 5.2.6,
but largely sidestep these issues for reasons of space.
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(6)

Norman ks-píx̌-aPx

’
tQap-ám

ì

t

’
sňaPcín@m,

Norman FUT-hunt-INCEPT COMP shoot-MID OBL deer
x̌mink-s
swit ks-c’ íqw -iP-s
iP
want-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG who FUT-skin-MID -3 SG . POSS DET
’
sňaPcín@m.
deer
Norman said he’s going to kill a deer and he wants someone to skin the
deer.

(adapted from Matthewson (2008, ex.45))

Okanagan iP DPs also allow co-varying interpretations in cases similar to those
which involve bridging in English. The DP iP ylmíxw @m “the chief” in (7) denotes
a different individual for every reserve that the speaker visits.
(7)

kn

c-xw uy

ìaP

’
kl

sqlxw -úlaPxw ,

pintk

iP

1 SG . ABS COMP CUST-go LOC native.person-land always DET
ylmíxw @m iP

cxPit ac-qw @lqw íl-st-n.

chief

first

DET

CUST -talk- CAUS -1 SG . ERG

Every time I visit a reserve, I talk to the chief. (adapted from Matthewson
(2008, ex.51))
The availability of E-type readings for Okanagan iP DPs sets them apart from Lillooet assertion-of-existence DPs. This is consistent with a claim that Okanagan
iP has no deictic features to force reference to the discourse situation, or prevent
binding across situations. The case-marker t also cannot be analyzed as having deictic features: it allows only narrow-scope, non-specific interpretations, and is best
analyzed as semantically vacuous, as I will show in following sub-sections.

5.2.2

iP and t are Not Definite

iP and t do Not Encode Familiarity or Presuppose Existence
There is no familiarity requirement associated with iP. That is, iP does not presuppose the existence of a unique or non-unique referent which satisfies the NP
restrictor, and places no constraints on the common ground of discourse. Evidence
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for this claim comes from the beginning of narratives, where a new discourse referent may be introduced by iP (cf. similar data for Lillooet (Matthewson, 1999),
for Squamish (Gillon, 2006), and for Moses-Columbian (N. Mattina 2006)):
(8)

’
qsápi

t@twít. x̌w íl-st-s@lx.

kw ukw iP

long.ago REP

DET

boy

abandon-CAUS -3 PL . ERG

A long time ago, there was a/*the boy. They abandoned him.
(Lindley and Lyon, 2012, stz. 139)
The above use of iP patterns with the English indefinite determiner a. Unlike an
English indefinite, however, once a discourse referent is established, an iP DP easily allows a co-referential reading. In other words, iP is felicitous in both definite
’ ‘a rock’
and indefinite contexts. To illustrate, (9a) shows a new referent iP xňut
being introduced at the beginning of a narrative. At a later point in the story, the
referent is once again invoked using an iP DP (9b).
q’ w umqn-átkw k-sílxw aP iP

(9) a. l

head-water
’
c-kQáw-@m.

LOC

HAVE -big DET

’
xňut
ilíP

’ uì
swit xiPwílx

rock DEM who pass.by CONJ

CUST -pray- MID

At Chapperon Lake there is a big rock where people who pass by pray at.
(Lindley and Lyon, 2012, stz. 116)
b. uì

ks-knxít-m-s

iP

CONJ FUT -help-2 SG . ACC -3 SG . ERG DET

’
xňut.
rock

It will help you, the rock.
(Lindley and Lyon, 2012, adapted from stz. 122)

iP and t do not Assert or Presuppose Uniqueness or Maximality
Uniqueness assertions, and maximality assertions for plural DPs (Link, 1983), are
sometimes considered properties of the English definite determiner (Heim, 2011).
It quickly becomes apparent that iP and t do not assert or presuppose the uniqueness
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of a referent.6 First of all, iP is felicitous in situations where it is an implicit fact that
there is more than one contextually-salient element satisfying the nominal property.
Consider (10) below:
(10)

Context: There are two cups on a table, equidistant from the speaker.
kw u

c-kw i[n]-ìt

iP

lpot.

1 SG . ABS CISL-take.something.for.someone-APPL DET cup
Bring me a cup.

(adapted from Gillon (2006, 88)])

Consultant’s comment: Then I’d pass you one of the cups.
Given that neither one of the two cups in (10) is specifically under discussion, the
context set must include both cups. Any assertion or presupposition of uniqueness
is therefore incompatible with this context. Similarly for mass nouns, iP does not
assert maximality:
(11)

w,
’
s-tx-itk

iP

Píì-@n

náx̌@mì ilíP

eat-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET NOM-sweet-water CONJ
mi

ìwin-xt-m-n

nixw

DEM

anwí

kw

leave-BEN -2 SG . ACC -1 SG . ERG FUT also 2 SG . INDEP 2 SG . ABS
w.
’
ks-Píì@n-aPx t
s-tx-itk
FUT -eat- INTR OBL

soup

I ate some soup, but I saved you some so you can eat too.
Data also show that neither iP nor t encode a presupposition of uniqueness (12).
(12) also exemplifies the pragmatic overlap of quasi-objects and iP DPs.
(12)

Context: I enter a room and tell you what happened to me today.
a. t-kic-n

iP

sq@ltmíxw QapnáP sx̌@lx̌Qált.

t-meet-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET man

now

today

I met a man today.
6 This makes iP similar to deictic determiners in Squamish (Gillon, 2006, 88). Matthewson (2008,
15) argues that Lillooet assertion-of-existence determiners presuppose uniqueness relative to a situation, which allows cancellation of their maximality effects.
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b. kn

t-kíc-@m

t

sq@ltmíxw QapnáP sx̌@lx̌Qált.

1 SG . ABS t-meet-MID OBL man

now

today

I met a man today.
It is not feasible for the speaker to expect the hearer to be familiar with the
particular man to which the speaker refers in this context. If iP or t encoded a
presupposition of uniqueness, we might expect presupposition failure in contexts
for which the hearer does not have in mind the same unique referent as the speaker,
yet there is no presupposition failure for (12).7
In question-and-answer contexts (e.g. 13-14), iP may be used to establish a new
discourse referent (13b), or answer a question related to a previously established
discourse referent (14b). A construction involving a quasi-object cannot be used
to answer a question related to a previously established discourse referent (14c).
It can instead only be construed as establishing a new discourse referent, and is
therefore infelicitous in the context given in (14a).8
(13) a. Context: Questioner has no idea what the addressee might have thrown.
w?
’ iP
’
stim
cqmin-[n]t-x
what DET throw-DIR -2 SG . ERG
What did you throw?
’
b. cqmi[n]-n

iP

’ w laP.
púk

throw-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET ball
I threw a/the ball.
7 It is possible that the reason why there is no presupposition failure in cases like (12) is due to the
fact that Okanagan speakers more easily accomodate presuppositions than do speakers in English. In
light of the fact that parameterizing accomodation is no easy task, I do not follow this general line
of reasoning, but instead argue that iP is non-presuppositional, following Matthewson (2006a) for
Lillooet. See also discussion in section 8.3.3.
8 The syntax of WH-questions in Okanagan requires further work. The constituent introduced by
iP in (13a) is a DP containing a headless relative relative clause (cf. chapter 6), and while WH items
have traditionally been analyzed as predicates in the Salish literature, since they occur in predicate
position, there is some doubt as to whether this is the correct analysis or not. Baptiste (2001, section 3.3) weighs three separate possible analyses of WH-questions in Okanagan: WH in-situ, WH
movement, and clefting. Under the WH in-situ analysis in particular, a WH item may be analyzable
as a DP, however since they do not have the same distribution has other DPs (e.g. they cannot occur
post-verbally, generally), Baptiste rejects this hypothesis.
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c. kn

’
cqmín-@m
t

’ w laP.
púk

1 SG . ABS throw-MID OBL ball
I threw a ball.
(14) a. Context: Questioner is specifically asking what happened to a definite ball.
’ w laP?
xPkín@m iP
púk
where

DET

ball

Where is the ball?
’
b. cqmi[n]-n

iP

’ w laP.
púk

throw-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET ball
I threw a/the ball.
c. #kn

’
cqmín-@m
t

’ w laP.
púk

1 SG . ABS throw-MID OBL ball
I threw a ball.
If iP or t presupposed uniqueness, we might expect (i) iP to be infelicitous in an
indefinite context, which it is not (cf. 13b as an answer to 13a); and (ii) t to be
felicitous in a definite context, which it is not (cf. 14c as an answer to 14a). Since
either may freely be used in indefinite contexts, neither can be analyzed as encoding
a presupposition of uniqueness.9
Finally, data showing that iP DPs may occur in existential sentences provide
further evidence that there is no maximality assertion associated with iP:
(15)

xw Pit iP

’
siwìkw kl

many DET water

LOC

’
kaPìús.
over the hill

There is a lot of water over that hill.
That t also does not assert uniqueness or maximality follows from the fact
that data like (14c) cannot be used in contexts involving a previous established
unique referent (14a), but there is evidence that t cannot be used in any contexts
involving a unique referent. In (16), x̌yáìn@x̌w ‘sun’ denotes a singleton set, a fact
which is implicitly part of the interlocutors’ common ground. Since t cannot make
9 (14c) is not possible as an answer to (14a) because t does not reference the context, and so cannot

co-refer with a previously introduced discourse referent.
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anaphoric reference to the context set, (16b) is only interpretable as introducing
a new discourse referent to the common ground, resulting in an implicature that
there is ‘more than one’ sun.10
(16)

Context: It’s been cloudy for several days now. I come over to your house
and without any prior context ask you:
a. uc
DUB

wík-@nt-xw

iP

x̌yáìn@x̌w QapnáP?

see-DIR -2 SG . ERG DET sun

today

Did you see the sun today?
b. #uc kw
DUB

wík-@m t

x̌yáìn@x̌w QapnáP?

2 SG . ABS see-MID OBL sun

today

Did you see a sun today?
I conclude that neither the determiner iP nor the oblique marker t assert or presuppose uniqueness or maximality of a referent, however while iP can make reference
to the context set and select a maximal individual, t cannot, by implicature.
iP and t do not Encode Specificity
Okanagan iP can be felicitously used for both specific and non-specific referents,
and as such does not encode specificity, or reflect any specific/non-specific distinction. The case-marker t, by contrast, is consistently non-specific (cf. N. Mattina
(2006) on Moses-Columbian).
Diesing (1992) and Enç (1991) define specificity as involving a non-empty and
contextually salient set P, where a DP denotes a sub-part of P. For Ludlow and
Neale (1991), a contextually salient set P need not be discourse-old in order to
use a specific determiner; the only necessary presupposition is that the set P is
non-empty. Under either definition, Okanagan iP does not encode specificity.
The following two English sentences, taken from Matthewson (1998, 95-97),
illustrate how the English indefinite determiner a permits a specific reading:
10 The

same issue arises with proper names in oblique contexts.
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(17) a. Sophie didn’t buy a book I recommended.
b. Every boy in Mary’s class fancies a girl who Mary doesn’t know.
The indefinite DP in (17a) refers to a specific book. Likewise in (17b), on the
reading where “a girl” takes scope over the distributive operator, “a girl” is also
interpreted specifically. In both cases, the DP is discourse-new, and in both cases,
there is a presupposition that the set P is non-empty. English a does not encode any
presupposition that the set P is non-empty, since as the following sentence shows
(also taken from Matthewson, 1998), a is also felicitous in contexts where there is
no presupposition that P is non-empty (e.g. since there are no unicorns).
(18)

Sophie didn’t buy a unicorn.

Similarly in Okanagan, the felicitous use of iP and t does not depend on any presupposition that a set P is non-empty. (19c,d), for example, are fine in both worlds
where sasquatches exist (Context A) and do not (Context B) exist.
(19) a. Context A: There are such things as sasquatches. Some of your friends
have seen one, but you never have.
b. Context B: There are no such things as sasquatches.
c. lut
NEG

’
nyQip

’
t@

c-wík-st-@n

iP

c’ wanáytmx.

always EMPH CUST-see-CAUS -1 SG . ERG DET sasquatch

I’ve never seen a/the sasquatch.
Consultant: I’ve never seen a sasquatch in my whole life.
d. lut

’
t@

NEG EMPH

kn

c-wík-@m

t

c’ wanáytmx.

1 SG . ABS CUST-see-MID OBL sasquatch

I’ve never seen any sasquatch.’
Consultant: I’ve never seen no sasquatch.
’
The DP iP cwanáytmx
‘a sasquatch’ in (19c) may have either a specific or a nonspecific reading in worlds where sasquatches exist (depending on whether it scopes
above or below negation), and a non-specific reading in worlds where sasquatches
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do not exist.11
I assume that specificity is not a property of a DP whose referent varies across
worlds and times. In (20) below, the DP iP sq@ltmixw ‘a man’ permits both a
specific interpretation (i.e. the same man sits at the same table every day, and
John always argues with that particular man), and a non-specific interpretation (i.e.
John argues with whichever man happens to be sitting at a particular table).
(20)

John pintk

kaP

c-qw al-st-wíxw -s

iP

John always COMP CUST-argue-CAUS - RECIPR -3 SG . ERG DET
sq@ltmíxw iP
mut l
latáp.
man

DET

sit

LOC

table

John always argues with the man who sits at the table.
Temporal adverbials also appear to force non-specific, narrow scope readings of
iP DPs.12 In (21) below, the iP DP cannot be interpreted specifically, since the
same letter cannot arrive every day, but instead denotes a different non-specific
individual for every afternoon. Okanagan DPs, unlike those in Lillooet, need not
be bound to the utterance situation, since otherwise we predict only an infelicitous
specific reading for the DPs in (21).
(21)

yaQyáQt iP

s@nyak’ w qín ac-kic-x

all

afternoon

DET

iP

CUST -arrive- INTR DET

’ y-mín.
’
q@
write-INSTR

Every afternoon a letter arrives.
(22) shows that Okanagan iP DPs also permit individual concept readings. An
individual concept is of type <s,e>, a function from worlds/times to individuals.
This is unlike the case for Lillooet assertion-of-existence determiners (Demirdache,
1996):
11 The consultant prefers a specific reading of the DP in (19c), and will often retranslate such
cases using an English definite determiner. I suggest that this is due to a pragmatic implicature (cf.
section 5.3.3) which is based on the fact that while both (19c) and (19d) are available in non-specific
contexts, the quasi-object in (19d) has only a non-specific reading.
12 This may involve binding of implicit world and time arguments associated with the nominal. Cf
also the E-type and bridging cases discussed in section 5.2.1.
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(22)

cmay iP

ylmíxw @m laPkín iP

EPIS

chief

DET

tkìmilxw .

when DET woman

Maybe someday the chief will be a woman.
For (22), the referent of iP ylmíxw @m ‘the chief’ is any non-specific future individual who happens to be the chief at that future time. Data like these support an
intensional analysis of iP DPs (cf. section 5.2.9).
Okanagan t, unlike iP, may only ever be used non-specifically, which is consistent with an analysis whereby quasi-objects are semantically incorporated (Van
Geenhoven, 1998; Chung and Ladusaw, 2004; Carlson, 2006). By way of example, many realis relative clauses with quasi-object nominal heads (e.g. 23a) are
ungrammatical, since the relative clause head must be interpreted specifically. In
other words, t sq@ltmíxw ‘a man’ in (23a) must scope under negation since it can
only be interpreted non-specifically, but t is inconsistent with the selectional restrictions of the relative clause restrictor, which as a formally transitive predicate
requires that the head be introduced by iP, thus implying that a specific man was
seen (Cf. chapter 6 for further discussion of relative clauses). (23a) is corrected
to (23b), where the DP iP sq@ltmixw allows a specific interpretation, similar to the
English indefinite in (17a).
(23) a. *lut kn
NEG

’
t@

kaPkíc-@m t

1 SG . ABS EMPH find-MID

wík-@n

t

OBL

sq@ltmíxw iP
man

DET

spiPsc’ íìt.

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG OBL yesterday
# (?) I didn’t find a/any man that I saw yesterday.
b. lut

’
t@

kaPkíc-n

iP

sq@ltmíxw iP

find-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET man
wík-@n
t
spiPsc’ íìt.

NEG EMPH

DET

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG OBL yesterday
I didn’t find the man that I saw yesterday.
Having established that Okanagan iP and t do not presuppose existence, presuppose or assert uniqueness or maximality, or encode specificity, I now move on
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to further data showing how iP differs from both the English indefinite determiner
a and Lillooet widest-scope assertion-of-existence determiners.

5.2.3

iP and t are not English-like Existential Indefinites

Okanagan iP is clearly not a definite determiner, but it is possible that it could
be similar to a Russellian interpretation of the English indefinite determiner a, as
represented by (24):
(24)

[[a]]= λ P.λ Q.∃x[P(x) ∧ Q(x)]

Assuming (24) for iP entails that iP asserts the existence of some individual that
satisfies the nominal property. Since there is no presupposition or assertion of
uniqueness associated with either a or iP, as we have seen, (24) might be taken as
a plausible candidate for iP. Note that (24) allows the referent to be any individual
which satisfies the nominal property. While DP co-reference is possible with (24),
the availability of English definite the pragmatically blocks indefinite a DPs from
being used co-referentially in most contexts (Heim, 2011). Given that Okanagan
does not have a contrasting definite determiner, assuming (24) for iP predicts that
there should be no pragmatic restrictions on iP DP co-reference.
Okanagan iP allows co-referential readings more easily than English a, which
is as predicted given that iP may be used in definite contexts, and that there is no
dedicated definite determiner to block co-referential interpretations. (25a) shows
that in Okanagan, an iP DP does not force a co-referential reading, similarly to
English indefinite a. (25b) shows that an iP DP may just as easily allow a coreferential reading as a non-co-referential one, however.13
13 Within

the same sentence, and even across sentences, null pronominals are often preferred over
overt DPs as a topic maintenance strategy (cf. for example Davis (1994) for relevant data in Lillooet
and Gerdts and Hukari (2003) for Halkomelem). For example, a co-referential reading of (25a) is
possible if there is a null pronominal in the second conjunct, rather than an overt DP (i):
’
’
(i)
wík-@n
ixíP (iP x̌w ňiP)
l
nìqíìm@lx,
uì
see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG

DEM DET

mountain.goat

LOC

Quilchena

CONJ

wík-@n
l
spáx̌m@n.
see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG LOC (Spáx̌m@n) Douglas.Lake
I saw a mountain goat in Quilchena, and I saw (the same one) in Spáx̌m@n (Douglas
Lake).
(adapted from Matthewson (1999, ex.56)).
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(25) a. wík-@n

iP

’
x̌w ňiP

l

’
nìqíìm@lx,

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET mountain.goat LOC Quilchena
’
x̌w ňiP
l
uì
wík-@n
iP
CONJ

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET mountain.goat LOC

spáx̌m@n.
Spáx̌m@n (Douglas.Lake)
I saw a mountain goat in Quilchena, and I saw a mountain goat in
Spáx̌m@n (Douglas Lake)

(adapted from Matthewson (1999, ex.56)).

Consultant’s Comment: Good, 2 different goats.
’
b. John n-Pulqús-s

iP

l

nx̌lsQáìxw t@n, uì

John n-lift-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET LOC window
n-xnús-s

(iP

l

CONJ

Mary
Mary

nx̌lsQáìxw t@n).

n-close-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET LOC window
John opened a window, and Mary closed the window.
Consultant’s Comment: Same window, just to make it clear, you say “window”.
Consider that in a context like (25a), it is implausible that the same mountain goat
could be at Quilchena and Douglas Lake, since these two reserves are 15 kilometers
apart, while in (25b), it is entirely plausible that Mary closed the same window
which John opened. Note that in English, it is usually infelicitous to say John
opened a window, and Mary closed a window, if in fact the intended referent is the
same window.
More importantly, co-reference between two identical iP DPs is preferred,
whenever possible. In (26), given that the same chief cannot be born in two separate places, the prediction is that if iP was the same as an English indefinite, the iP
DP in the second conjunct could be used without knaqs ‘another’, but this is not the
case. In other words, knaqs prevents co-reference between two occurrences of iP
ylmíxw @m ‘the chief’ in a context which requires two separate referents. Note that
the context in (25a) strongly favors, but does not absolutely require, two separate
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referents, which may also explain why knaqs is not required in (25a).14,15
(26)

’
qsápi

’ l’
ylmíxw @m k’ w úl-@

iP

l

Quilchena uP

*(iP

long.ago DET chief
knaqs) iP

make-FRED LOC Quilchena CONJ DET
’ l’
ylmíxw @m k’ w úl-@
l
Vancouver.

another DET chief

make-FRED LOC Vancouver

Long ago, a chief was born in Quilchena and a/another chief was born in
Vancouver.
Gillon (2006, 108) claims that in Squamish, co-reference between two deictic
DPs with the same noun is expected, but that since maximality is only implicated
and not asserted, pragmatics can overrule a co-referential reading. I claim that
the same facts hold for the Okanagan determiner iP: the co-referential reading is
pragmatically overruled in (25a), and overruled with some additional help from
knaqs ‘another’ in (26).
Quasi-objects in Okanagan are consistently indefinite and non-specific, similarly to those in Moses-Columbian (N. Mattina 2006), and appear to pattern more
closely to English indefinites than to iP DPs. Once a discourse referent has been
introduced, it is infelicitous to refer back to the same referent with a quasi-object,
as illustrated by (27a). The relevant contrasting nominal expressions are bolded.
(27) a. #kn

Paws-píx̌-@m t

spiPsc’ íìt. kn

wík-@m t

1 SG . ABS go-hunt-MID OBL yesterday 1 SG . ABS see-MID OBL
’
sk@mxíst, uì
kn
tQap-ám
t
sk@mxíst.
bear

CONJ

1 SG . ABS shoot-MID OBL bear.

I went hunting yesterday, and I saw a bear, and I shot the bear.
14 There seems to be some speaker variation with regards to whether or not knaqs ‘another’ is
needed to block co-reference for cases like (25-26).
15 Example (26) contains the sequence iP knaqs iP ylmíxw @m ‘another chief’. According to the
criteria developed in chapter 6, this should be a DP constituent containing a pre-posed relative clause,
literally ‘the chief who is another’. The correctness of this hypothesis is unclear, however, since
elements such as knaqs ‘one (HUMAN)’, which are ostensibly quantifiers, might not be able to project
clauses. It is telling, however, (i) that simple nouns also appear as modifiers in this configuration, as
(95) shows in chapter 8, and (ii) weak quantifiers like xw Pit ‘many’ appear in this configuration, and
function as main clause predicates. While more research needs to be done on “determiner doubling”
in examples such as (26, cf. 40 below), I tentatively assume that relative clause modification is
involved in these cases.
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b. kn

Paws-píx̌-@m t

spiPsc’ íìt. kn

wík-@m t

1 SG . ABS go-hunt-MID OBL yesterday 1 SG . ABS see-MID OBL
’
tQap-nt-ín
iP sk@mxist.
sk@mxíst, uì
bear

CONJ

shoot-DIR -1 SG . ERG DET bear.

I went hunting yesterday, and I saw a bear, and I shot the bear.
This pattern is consistent with an analysis whereby iP can reference a contextually
restricted domain, which in the case of (27b) is a singleton set. t cannot reference a
contextually restricted domain, and so the implicature in (27a) is that there are two
different bears under discussion. Oblique t, however, also cannot be analyzed as
an English-like indefinite since it does not license specific or other types of widescope readings which a exhibits.

5.2.4

iP is Different than a Lillooet Widest-scope Indefinite

Matthewson (1999) analyzes the Lillooet assertion-of-existence determiner ti...a as
a widest-scope indefinite determiner, utilizing a choice-function analysis adapted
from Reinhart (1997). She assumes that the choice function is existentially closed
at the highest level.16 This analysis correctly blocks narrow-scope, E-type, and
bound variable readings.
The strongest piece of evidence against analyzing Okanagan iP as a widestscope indefinite comes from data suggesting that iP is possible in contexts which
do not assert the existence of any individual. This is clearly shown to be the case
with data where iP scopes under negation (28, cf. 19a).
(28)

Context: ‘Do you know any chiefs?’
’
lut ta
c-my-st-in

iP

yl-ylmíxw @m

NEG EMPH CUST -know- CAUS -1 SG . ERG DET RED -chief

I don’t know any chiefs.
For Okanagan, an unambiguous narrow scope reading of an object nominal
may be achieved by using a quasi-object and an intransitive form, rather than an
iP DP. Compare transitive (29a-30a) which have iP DP objects (highlighted), with
(29b-30b) with quasi-objects (highlighted).
16 Matthewson

(2001) analyzes the choice function as a free variable (Kratzer, 1998).
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’
t@

(29) a. lut

iP

c-wik-st-n

NEG EMPH CUST -see- CAUS -1 SG . ERG DET

sq@ltmíxw
man

’
k-c-nc’ íw-@m-s.
k-CUST-wash.dishes-MID -3 SG . POSS
I’ve never seen a/the man washing dishes.
’
t@

b. lut

kn

t

c-wík-@m

sq@ltmíxw t

1 SG . ABS CUST-see-MID OBL man
’
’
k-c-ncíw-@m-s.

NEG EMPH

OBL

k-CUST-wash.dishes-MID -3 SG . POSS
I’ve never seen a man wash dishes.
’
(30) a. ti

sqilxw

iP

EMPH DET

iP

wík-@n,

lut

native.people DET see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG NEG
iP

wík-@n

sm-sámaP.

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET RED-white.people
I only see the Indian people, I didn’t see any/the white people.
’
b. ti

sqilxw

iP

EMPH DET

iP

wík-@n,

lut

kn

native.people DET see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG NEG 1 SG . ABS

’
t@

wík-@m t

EMPH

see-MID OBL RED-white.people

sm-sámaP.

I only see the Indian people, I didn’t see any white people.
Under their narrow scope readings, the two forms in each pair essentially convey
the same meaning, however (29a-30a) have an additional wide-scope reading of
the object nominal which (29b-30b) do not.
Okanagan iP DPs may scope under a modal, a fact which sets Okanagan iP
apart from both Lillooet assertion-of-existence and Squamish deictic determiners
(31). Additionally, section 5.2.1 showed that iP DPs permit both E-type and individual concept readings, neither of which are possible for Lillooet assertion-ofexistence DPs.
(31)

Context: Set in a strange land, the speaker has no idea if any horses exist
here.
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iP

sq@ltmíxw cmay kaPkíc-iP-s

DET

man

ì

EPIS

iP

s@nkìc’ aPsqáx̌aP,

find-MID -[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET horse

’
iklíP-@lx.

COMP DEM -3 PL . ABS

The man might find a horse, if there are any out there.
Finally, (31-32) both demonstrate that an iP DP may be used in a context where
’
the existence of a referent, iP s@nkìcaPsqáx̌aP
‘the horse’ or iP sqw siP ‘his son’, is
not entailed.
(32)

cakw

Spike ìaP

k[ì]-sqw siP, cmay ixíP iP

Spike COMP HAVE-son
iP
kì-ylmíxw @m.

BOUL

EPIS

DEM DET

sqw siP-s
son-3 SG . POSS

DET FUT -chief

If Spike had a son, I guess his son would be the chief.
The Lillooet equivalents of the examples in (28-32) all require the non-assertionof-existence determiner kw u. Although neither Okanagan iP nor Lillooet assertionof-existence determiners encode definiteness, we have seen that Okanagan iP permits a wider range of readings than Lillooet assertion-of-existence determiners,
including crucially, narrow-scope readings.

5.2.5

iP Carries an Implicature of Uniqueness and Maximality (t
does not)

Data suggest that iP neither asserts nor presupposes uniqueness in the case of singular referents (e.g. 10), and neither asserts nor presupposes maximality in the
case of plural or mass referents (e.g. 11), but there is nevertheless evidence that iP
implies both of these qualities. In argument contexts, where iP DPs contrast with
oblique quasi-objects, I claim that iP carries an implicature of maximality (33a, cf.
section 5.3.3) and gives rise to a conversational implicature (33b):17
17 The maximality implicature carried by iP gives rise to a separate conversational implicature in
equative contexts. I discuss this in section 7.4.1.
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(33) a. Maximality implicature:
f = MAX
b. Conversational implicature:
Because the default for iP is f = MAX, a speaker’s use of an intransitive
construction with a quasi-object introduced by t carries a conversational
implicature of non-maximality.
An implicature of maximality is evident from comparing (34a) with (34b). For
(34a), the implication is that all the berries were eaten, but this implicature is cancellable (34b).
(34)

Context: There was a bowl of berries on the table, but now it is gone. I ask
“What happened to the berries?” You reply:
a. Piì-@n

iP

’
s-p’ yq-aìq.

eat-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET NOM-ripe-fruit
I ate (all) the berries.
b. Piì-@n

iP

’
s-p’ yq-aìq,

náx̌@mì ilíP

eat-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET NOM-ripe-fruit CONJ DEM
’
’
kim-xt-m-n
iP
s-p’ yq-aìq.
except-BEN -2 SG . OBJ -1 SG . ERG DET NOM-ripe-fruit
I ate some/#the berries, but I saved you some.
An implicature of uniqueness is apparent in many question-and-answer contexts involving iP DPs. Consider (35) uttered in a context where my friend and I
are tossing around a ball, and my friend throws it to me while I am not looking.
’ w laP denotes a definite ball in (35), and it is only felicitous to answer
The DP iP púk
(35) using an iP DP (36a).
(35)

xPkín@m iP

’ w laP?
púk

where

ball

DET

Where is the ball?
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’
(36) a. cqmi[n]-n

iP

’ w laP.
púk

throw-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET ball
I threw the/#a ball.
’
cqmín-@m
t

b. #kn

’ w laP.
púk

1 SG . ABS throw-MID OBL ball
I threw the/#a ball.
Superficially, this contrast resembles the definite/indefinite contrast seen in En’ w laP in (36a) certainly denotes the unique ball in the discourse
glish. The DP iP púk
context, but as I have shown, the fact that only (36a) is felicitous cannot be due to
any presupposition or assertion of uniqueness associated with iP. Instead, this follows simply from the fact that iP is sensitive to the context. Responses involving
quasi-objects (36b) are infelicitous in these contexts because t is not contextually
sensitive, and as such can only be interpreted as infelicitously introducing a new
discourse referent.
The opposite pattern obtains in question-and-answer contexts where the question includes a quasi-object. Consider (37) uttered in a context where two friends
are discussing their ravaged garden, and are wondering who or what could possibly
have been the culprit. A felicitous answer must include an oblique marked nominal
(38a).
(37)

uc

kw

DUB

2 SG . ABS see-MID OBL rabbit

wík-@m t

sp@plínaP?

Did you see a/any/some rabbit(s)?
(38) a. way’ kn

wík-@m t

sp@plínaP.

yes 1 SG . ABS see-MID OBL rabbit
Yes, I saw a/some rabbit(s).
b. #way’ wík-@n
yes

iP

sp@plínaP.

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET rabbit

Yes, I saw a/some rabbit(s).
Since t is always non-maximal, the questioner in (37) is not referencing any
maximal set of rabbits, yet (38b) answers (37) as if the questioner had been imply144

ing reference to a maximal set of rabbits.
The implicature of uniqueness and maximality associated with iP is reinforced
by the scalar opposition which holds between iP and t, as exemplified by (39).
(39) a. kn

Paws-píx̌-@m uì

kn

’
tQap-ám

t

’
sňaPcín@m,

1 SG . ABS go-hunt-MID CONJ 1 SG . ABS shoot-MID OBL deer
’
’
uì
i-ks-p’ yq-ám
iP sňaPcín@m.
CONJ

1 SG . POSS - FUT-cook-MID DET deer

I went hunting and I shot a deer, and I’m gonna cook the (entire) deer.
b. kn

Paws-píx̌-@m uì

kn

’
tQap-ám

t

’
sňaPcín@m,

1 SG . ABS go-hunt-MID CONJ 1 SG . ABS shoot-MID OBL deer
’
’
uì
kn
ks-k’ w lcncút-aPx
t
sňaPcín@m.
CONJ

1 SG . ABS FUT-cook-INTR OBL deer

I went hunting and I shot a deer, and I’m gonna bake some deer for
myself.’
Consultant’s Comment: It’s the same deer. The deer that you shot, you’re
gonna cook some of it, you’re not gonna cook the whole thing.
’
For (39a), a speaker implies that the maximal sub-part of iP sňaPcín@m
‘the deer’
is being cooked (in this case a contextually salient individual), while for the quasiobject in (39b), maximality is not implied. The scalar relation between iP and t
gives rise to a non-maximal, partitive-like reading. I claim that this cannot be an
actual partitive reading, however, but involves only pragmatic inferencing: With
regards to (39b), if you shoot some deer, the deer you cook is likely to involve
whatever deer it was that you shot. It is important to show that true partitive readings are not possible with t, since I am claiming that t is semantically vacuous and
does not reference the context.
(40) below supports the hypothesis that true partitive readings are not possible
with t. In (40a), the iP DP in the second conjunct refers to one of the four blankets
in the first conjunct. In other words, the context set in this case includes four
blankets, and the iP DP in the second conjunct singles out one of these. In (40b)
the quasi-object cannot refer to one of the blankets in the first conjunct, since t
does not reference the context. Pragmatic inferencing is not a complicating factor
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in (40), as it may be in (39), since ‘making a blanket’ does not follow from ‘putting
a blanket down in a trunk’, especially since the blankets in the trunk are already
made. In sum, if true partitive readings were possible with t, then the prediction is
that (40b) should have a partitive reading available, but this is not the case.
(40) a. mus t

síc’ @m

ac-n-qmí[n]-n

iP

l

four ATTR blankets CUST- LOC-lay.down-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET LOC
’
trunk, kw úl-@n
iP
naqs iP
sic’ @m.
trunk make-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET one

DET

blanket

There are four blankets that I put in the trunk, I made one of them.
b. mus t

síc’ @m

ac-n-qmí[n]-n

iP

l

four ATTR blankets CUST- LOC-lay.down-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET LOC
’
trunk, uì
kn
kw úl-@m
t
naqs t
sic’ @m.
trunk CONJ 1 SG . ABS make-MID OBL one

ATTR

blanket

There are four blankets that I put in the trunk, and I’m making one.
Consultant’s Comment: That would be the fifth one.
By using iP then, it is understood that the speaker is referencing a contextuallysalient, and possibly restricted set. For context sets involving single referents, the
referent of an iP DP will be interpreted as unique in its context, so long as there is
no overt cancellation of the uniqueness implicature (33a). For context sets involving multiple referents, the referent of an iP DP will be interpreted as maximal in
its context, unless a singular noun is used to denote one individual from within the
context set, or there is an overt cancellation of the maximality implicature (33a).18
By using oblique t, however, it is understood that the speaker is not referencing a
contextually-salient set (33b).
It is infelicitous to use an iP DP if it is explicit from the context that the set is
empty. Consider the following exchange. In (41), speaker A establishes a referent
for a particular chief, and then speaker B asserts that they do not have a chief,
thereby negating the existence of any referent for the DP iP ylmíxw @m.19
18 Plurality is not obligatorily marked on Okanagan nouns. Some nouns mark plurality suppletively
or by reduplication, while for others, the singular and plural forms are identical.
19 Note that (41) is similar to examples like (6) in section 5.2.1 showing that iP DPs may have
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níx@l’ x̌ast ìaP

(41) A: kn

c-qw @lqw ílt iP

ylmíxw @m.

1 SG . ABS hear good COMP CUST-speak DET chief
I heard that the (your) chief is a good speaker.
’
t@

kw u

B: lut
NEG

kì-ylmíxw @m, uì

1 PL . ABS EMPH HAVE-chief

ìaP

c-qw @lqw ílt

COMP CUST -speak

(#iP

CONJ

sxPkinx mi

x̌ast

how

good

FUT

ylmíxw @m).

( DET chief)

We don’t have a chief, so how can the chief be a good speaker?
By using an iP DP, speaker B is referring to the same chief that speaker A mistakenly assumes to exist. The implicature of uniqueness arising from B’s use of iP
results in infelicity, because B’s initial clause asserts that the contextually-relevant
set of chiefs is empty.
In sum, the data show that iP allows both specific and non-specific readings,
and is felicitous in both definite and indefinite contexts. The case-marker t allows
only non-specific readings and cannot be used as a definite. I claim that iP carries
an implicature of uniqueness/maximality (33), while t does not since it does not
access the context set.

5.2.6

iP does not Create a Generalized Quantifier

The distribution of Okanagan iP DPs provides some evidence that they cannot be
generalized quantifiers of type <<e,t>,t> (Barwise and Cooper, 1981), but instead
always denote individuals of type e (Matthewson, 1998) or <s,e>. While empirical
evidence against generalized quantifiers in Okanagan remains sketchy at this point,
support for this idea nevertheless comes from data showing that the universal quantifier yaQyáQt ‘all’, which itself never occurs in D position, can only associate with
an iP DP (42), and never with a quasi-object (43):
E-type readings. The difference with (6) is that, although the domain may only include individuals
in future or counterfactual worlds, the domain is nevertheless non-empty in these cases. See also
cases involving iP DPs scoping under if-clauses. pro, on the other hand, may reference an empty
set (41), which follows if there is no maximality or uniqueness implicature associated with pro (cf.
Matthewson (2008) for a discussion of related differences between full DPs and pro in Lillooet).
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(42)

qáqxw @lx.

(yaQyáQt) iP

Píì-@n

eat-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG (all)

DET

fish

I ate (all) the fish.
(43)

kn

Piìn

(*yaQyáQt) t

1 SG . ABS eat(INTR) (*all)

OBL

qáqxw @lx.
fish

I ate all the fish.
These data constitute evidence that the determiner iP is not a semantically vacuous
agreement or case marker, but is instead a necessary step for deriving a strongly
quantified DP (Matthewson, 1998, 2001). I suggest that iP provides the necessary domain for the strong quantifier, a domain which neither a quasi-object nor a
bare nominal NP can provide. In other words, DP-adjoined strong quantifiers like
yaQyáQt ‘all’ in Okanagan require arguments of type e (cf. Matthewson (1998) for
Lillooet), but oblique quasi-objects and bare NPs both denote sets of type <e,t>.
Under the assumption that a strong quantifier cannot select for a generalized quantifier argument of type <<e,t>,t> (contra Giannakidou (2004)), these data also provide evidence that iP does not create a generalized quantifier.
Further evidence against a GQ-forming analysis of iP may come from restrictions on distributive readings. Okanagan iP DPs allow less-than-widest-scope
readings, as shown by their ability to scope under negation and modals (section
5.2.4). They nevertheless seem to disallow distributive readings, similar to Lillooet
(Matthewson, 1999; Davis, 2010b), which is unexpected under a GQ analysis.20
(44a) shows that a DP including the noun tkìmilxw ‘woman’ cannot be interpreted
as scoping under the quantified subject, and (44b) shows the same thing for the
DP iP sk’w k’w íym@lt ‘the child’. In other words, (44a) cannot be interpreted as every
man being loved by a different woman, and (44b) cannot mean that each woman
kissed a different child.
20 Davis

(2010b) analyzes the equivalent of strong quantifiers in Lillooet as domain-adjusting operators over the denotations of plural DPs, following Brisson (1998).
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(44) a. #yaQyáQt iP
all

s-q@l-q@ltmíxw x̌mínk-nt-@m

DET NOM - RED -man

iP

t

tkìmilxw .

like-DIR - PASS DET OBL woman

Target: Every man has a woman who love(s) him.

(adapted from

Matthewson (2008, ex.54))
Literally: Every man is loved by a woman.
Consultant’s Comment: All the men were loved by this one woman.
b. #yaQyáQt iP
all

’ c’ úm-qs-@s
’
c’ @m-

s-maP-mPím

DET NOM - RED -women RED -suck-nose-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG

iP

s-k’ w -k’ w iy-m-@lt.

DET NOM -small-m-child

Target: All the women kiss a child (different children.)
Consultant’s Comment: You need to say sc@cmálaP ‘children’.
In contexts where more than one woman or child is under discussion, the suppletive plural forms smaPmPím ‘women’ and sc@cmálaP ‘children’ must be used,
but plural objects in these contexts do not have clear distributive readings, but are
rather consistent with cumulative interpretations (e.g. All the men are loved by the
women) (Davis, 2010b).21
A cornerstone of Matthewson’s (1999) argument that DPs in Lillooet are not
generalized quantifiers comes from data showing that they are scopally inert, and
therefore always take widest-scope. Although Okanagan iP DPs do not necessarily
take widest-scope, as we have seen, they apparently do scope over distributive
operators.22 This receives explanation under the assumption that iP does not create
a generalized quantifier. This problem requires further research, however.

5.2.7

Existential Sentences and iP DPs

For Okanagan, iP DPs are commonly volunteered as subjects of sentences denoting existential propositions (45). Matthewson (1999) cites similar data for Lillooet
21 Alternatively,

(44) may involve an English-like dependent plurality (Hotze Rullmann, p.c.),
where the plurality of the object must match that of the subject. This problem requires further work.
22 The choice function seems to scope over the distributive operator. That is, at most one singular
or plural individual can be denoted by an iP DP, and a narrow scope interpretation does not entail
that a distributive interpretation also be available. This issue requires further investigation.
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assertion-of-existence determiners, and Gillon (2006, 87) for Squamish deictic determiners. In many existential contexts, forms like (45a) are interchangeable with
forms like (45b), which do not have iP DP subjects, but rather prefix a nominal
predicate with (Pa)kì- “have”.23
’
(45) a. iklíP
iP
DEM DET

’
kl

’
sňaPcín@m
iP
deer

wist.

DET LOC

high

There’s deer up in the hills.
’
’
b. iklíP
kì-sňaPcín@m
iP
DEM HAVE -deer

’
kl

wist.

DET LOC

up.high

There’s deer up in the hills.
Below, (46a) shows that iP is compatible with the non-proportional weak quantifier
xw Pit “many” in these contexts,24 but not the strong quantifier yaQyáQt “all” (46b).
Under the assumption that English and Okanagan existential sentences should pattern similarly, this contrast provides supporting evidence that these are indeed existential sentences (Milsark, 1977).
’
kaPìús.

’
siwìkw kl

(46) a. xw Pit iP

many DET water

LOC

over.the.hill

There is a lot of water over that hill.
b. *yaQyáQt iP
all

DET

’
siwìkw kl

’
kaPìús.

water

over.the.hill

LOC

There is all the water over that hill.
23 These are not always interchangeable, however.

There is an implicature of uniqueness/maximality associated with using the iP forms which surfaces in certain contexts, and which renders them
infelicitous as existentials.
24 The quantifier is the syntactic predicate in these sentences. Strong quantifiers cannot function as
predicates in Salish (Matthewson, 1998, 278).
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5.2.8

Generic Readings of iP DPs

Generic interpretations of nouns require the iP determiner in Okanagan (47a,b).25
I claim that generic iP DPs denote intensional maximal pluralities of type <s,e>
(Chierchia, 1998), and that appealing to kinds (Carlson, 1977) as a distinct type
of individual is unnecessary for Okanagan. Intensionality is a necessary component to this analysis for two reasons: (i) certain predicates (e.g. unicorns, griffins,
sasquatches, etc.) do not have instantiations in the actual world, but do in certain
possible worlds; and (ii) exceptions can be made to a generic statement, e.g. Dogs
like to run, but my dog doesn’t, which under a purely extensional analysis would
be contradictory.
An analysis like that of Chierchia (1998) is supported for Okanagan by the
fact that any sentence containing a DP with a generic interpretation also has a
non-generic interpretation available. For example, the sentences in (47a,b) allow
generic interpretations of the subject iP DPs given an appropriate context, yet also
have non-generic interpretations available, equivalent to The bear(s) like(s) the
saskatoons and The dog likes to run.
(47) a. iP
DET

s-(km)-k@mxíst x̌mink-s

iP

síyaP.

like-[ CAUS ]-3 SG . ERG DET saskatoon.berry

bear(s)

(All) bears like saskatoon berries.
b. iP
DET

k@kwáp táPliP x̌mink-s
dog

very

iP

snaxw t.

like-[ CAUS ]-3 SG . ERG DET run( ANIMAL )

Dogs really like to run.
Consider that some predicates in English do not distribute to atomic individuals, but only apply to kinds (Carlson, 1977) (48):
(48)

Bears get bigger as you go north.

The predication “get bigger as you go north” is not true of any atomic individual
bear, but only the kind “bear”. Independent evidence for kind-denoting nominals
is not forthcoming for Okanagan, however. (49) was elicited as a translation of the
25 Similar data exist for Shuswap (Gardiner, 1993), and Lillooet (Matthewson, 1998). Determiners
are apparently optional in generic contexts in Moses-Columbian N. Mattina (2006, 127).
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generic sentence (48), but was later translated back into English as an existential
sentence:
(49)

’
kl

c’ aìt iP

LOC

cold DET ground

kiPláwna

’
t@mxw úlaPxw , taPlíP kw ukw písňat
naPì

very

REP

iP

large.PL DET

sk@mxíst.

grizzly.bear CONJ black.bear
Target: Grizzlies and black bears get bigger as you go north.
Volunteered Gloss: Where there’s a cold country, there’s lots of big
grizzly bears.
Under an existential interpretation of (49), the complex DP iP kiPláwnaP naPì
sk@mxíst denotes non-specific individual grizzlies and black bears, not their corresponding kinds. The generalization seems to be that if an Okanagan sentence has
a generic interpretation, it also has either an episodic (47) or an existential interpretation (49). I take this as evidence that the iP DPs within these sentences denote
individuals rather than kinds.26
By assuming that kinds reduce to contextually unrestricted, intensional maximal pluralities in Okanagan, generic readings fall out independently. In other
words, a generic versus non-generic interpretation of an Okanagan iP DP depends
on whether the DP denotes all individuals in some world which satisfy a property
(i.e. an intensional, contextually unrestricted maximal plural individual), or a subset of individuals which satisfy a property (i.e. a non-maximal singular or plural
individual).
Consider that although plural definites do not have generic readings in English
(only bare plurals and singular definites), other languages such as Spanish may use
26 Demonstratives,

too, can denote maximal pluralities. In (i) below (cf. 21b above, a minimal
pair sentence without the demonstrative), the iP DP is interpreted as a non-specific singular or plural
individual under the scope of the temporal adverbial, while the demonstrative denotes the maximal
plurality which instantiates the non-specific individual.
(i)

Píì-@n
ixíP iP
qáqxw @lx yaQyáQt sx̌@lx̌Qált.
eat-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DEM DET fish
all
day
I eat that fish every day.
SM: Yeah, you’re talking about whatever kind of fish, ling-cod, kokanee, salmon.
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definite plurals in generic contexts (Chierchia, 1998). Okanagan is therefore not
typologically unusual in allowing generic interpretations of plural DPs,27 and so
there is precedent for reducing kind readings to intensional maximal pluralities for
some languages. Under this analysis, the absence of contextual restriction is crucial, since if a nominal with individuals in its extension is contextually restricted, a
generic reading will not be possible.
Intensionality, as a necessary component of a Chierchia-style analysis of generic
readings, is independently motivated for Okanagan iP DPs in non-generic contexts.
I turn now to this data.

5.2.9

Intensionality and iP DPs

Data like (50-51) show that the determiner iP is compatible with non-deictic, nonspecific interpretations. They also show that iP DPs permit individual concept
readings (Enç, 1981; Demirdache, 1996), and are therefore of type <s,e>. In other
words, the DP iP ylmíxw @m ‘the chief’ in (50-51) does not necessarily pick out a
single individual, but whoever happens to be chief at some particular time.
(50)

cmay iP

ylmíxw @m laPkín iP

EPIS

chief

DET

tkìmilxw .

when DET woman

Someday the chief will be a woman.
(51)

iP

’
ylmíxw @m nyQip

DET

chief

’ ňaP-ús-aPx
’
ks-ňaP-

t

px̌páx̌t

always FUT- RED-look.for-eye-INCEPT OBL smart

t

tkìmilxw mi

sic

OBL

woman

before chief

FUT

ylmíxw @m.

A chief always has to look for a smart woman in order to get elected.
For Okanagan, there is an ambiguity in whether an iP DP like iP ylmíxw @m ‘the
chief’ has an extensional, or an intensional reading. Under an extensional reading,
iP ylmíxw @m ‘the chief’ has a specific or non-specific interpretation, depending on
the context. For (50-51), iP ylmíxw @m clearly does not denote a specific chief.
For (50), it denotes an individual in some possible world that has the property of
27 Recall that bare plurals are independently ruled out in Okanagan, since bare nominals are always

ungrammatical in non-predicative positions (cf. Matthewson (2001, 185) for Lillooet).
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being a chief in that world, and for (51), it denotes whoever happens to be the
chief in every possible world. These are intensional readings of iP DPs, where the
referent is determined by the accessible worlds of an epistemic modal like cmay
‘might/maybe’ in (50) (Menzies, 2012), or ‘future’ ks- in (51).
There is further evidence for an intensional analysis of iP DPs, involving a
nominal prefix in Okanagan, kì- ‘to be’ which usually (52a) but not always (52b)
co-occurs with a possessive affix (A. Mattina 1996a):28
(52) a. i-kì-cítxw
1 SG . POSS - TO . BE-house
my house-to-be
b. kw

(A. Mattina 1996a, 239)

kì-ylmíxw @m.

2 SG . ABS TO . BE-chief
You will be a chief.
You are a chief-to-be.

(A. Mattina 1996a, 239)

I suggest that kì- ‘to be’ may be analyzed semantically as follows (cf. Matthewson
(2006b) for a similar analysis of Lillooet kelh).
(53)

[[kì-]] = λ Pλ xλtλ w∃t’∃w’[P(x)(t’)(w’) ∧ R(w, w’) ∧ t < t’]

The formula in (53) takes an NP predicate as an argument, and converts it into
an intensional predicate, of type <e,<i,<s,t>>>.29 The proposition is true if the
predicate is true of the subject argument in some world w’ which stands in an accessibility relation R to the evaluation world w, and at some time t’ which follows
the utterance time t. Sentence (52b) may be represented as in (54), meaning essentially ‘You are the chief at some future time in some close possible world.’ The
idea is that (52b) is false if ‘you’ are ‘a chief’ in the utterence world at the present
time, but true if ‘you’ are ‘a chief’ in some closely accessible world at a future
time.
(54)

λtλ w∃t’∃w’[chie f (you)(t’)(w’) ∧ R(w, w’) ∧ t < t’]

28 A. Mattina (1996a) claims that the nominal prefix kì- is distinct from the verbal future prefix ks-,

since there is complementary distribution of these two prefixes across the two word classes.
29 Type i refers to time intervals.
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The crucial point here is that these intensional predicates can be complements of
an iP determiner, as shown below in (55a,b) iP kìylmíxw @m ‘the chief-to-be’.
(55) a. cakw
BOUL

Spike ìaP

k[ì]-sqw siP, cmay ixíP iP

Spike COMP HAVE-son

EPIS

kì-ylmíxw @m.

DEM DET TO . BE-chief

If Spike had a son, I guess that would be the chief.
b. incá

iP

kì-ylmíxw @m.

1 SG . INDEP DET TO . BE-chief
I’m gonna be the chief.
Similar to the case of iP ylmíxw @m ‘the chief’ in (50), the referent of iP kìylmíxw @m ‘the chief-to-be’ in (55a,b) cannot be found by choosing a member of
the set of actual world chiefs. I suggest that iP kì-ylmíxw @m ‘the chief-to-be’ in
(55a,b) denotes an intensional individual, of type <s,e>.30
This implies that an iP determiner can select for either an extensional predicate
of type <e,t>, or an intensional predicate of type <e,<s,t>>. Given that ‘extensional’ iP DPs also allow intensional readings, I suggest that an implicit world
variable is always present as part of domain restriction, and that an iP DP may
always denote an intensional individual, of type <s,e>. This is an important component in my analysis of DP-DP structures, and has played a role in some analyses
of equative copular clauses in English, where one of the arguments denotes an
intensional individual (Romero, 2005).

5.2.10

Summary

Okanagan iP closely resembles Squamish deictic determiners in being non-definite
and contextually sensitive, but does not have any obvious deictic features, in contrast to both Lillooet and Squamish. The absence of deictic features (and the availability of existential closure of a choice function variable f at any level, cf. section 5.3) plausibly explains the fact that iP permits non-specific and other narrow
scope interpretations. iP nevertheless carries a uniqueness/maximality implicature
30 I

am abstracting away from time intervals (type i) by making this statement. For the purposes of
this thesis, the s type may be understood as representing world/time pairs: With kì- prefixed nouns,
these must be future world/time pairs; for bare nouns (which also allow intensional readings), there
is no temporal restriction.
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which favors co-referential interpretations for DPs, context permitting. This distinguishes iP from the English indefinite determiner. Maximal interpretations of iP
DPs include definite and generic-like interpretations. Non-maximal interpretations
include existential, non-specific, and other indefinite uses.
In the next section (5.3), I analyze iP as being sensitive to contextual domain
restriction, since (i) the choice function can pick out any singular or plural individual within the intersection of the nominal and contextual domains, and (ii) the
nominal domain can be a subset of the contextual domain (i.e. domain restriction
is vacuous). The case-marker t is not a determiner, and always exhibits narrowscope, non-specific readings. As such, I analyze t as indicating semantic incorporation of the noun (Van Geenhoven, 1998; Chung and Ladusaw, 2004; Carlson,
2006). Though iP can also be used in narrow-scope, non-specific contexts, it conversationally implicates uniqueness/maximality from the fact that iP, unlike t, can
access a contextually restricted domain.

5.3

Analysis

5.3.1

Okanagan iP

The semantic analysis I propose for the Okanagan determiner iP is the same as that
argued for by Gillon (2006, 10) for Squamish deictic determiners (56a), but with
intensionality built in, as in (56b).31 I assume that intensionality ultimately derives
from nouns (as represented below in 5.1).
(56) a. [[ta]] = λ P[ f (λ x[P(x) ∧C(x)])]

(Squamish, Gillon (2006, 10))

b. [[iP]] = λ Pλ w[ f (λ x[P(x)(w) ∧C(x)(w)])]

(Okanagan)

In (56b), a variable over choice functions, f, selects one singular or plural individual
from the intersection of the context set C and the nominal property P. The world
variable w allows the referent of the individual selected by the choice function to
vary across worlds, and w is existentially bound by either the utterance world or by
31 The difference between Squamish and Okanagan, as represented in (56) is probably not substantive, but rather Gillon (2006) is abstracting away from intensionality.
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a higher modal operator. Under this analysis, Okanagan iP creates an expression
of type <s,e>.
I assume that the world variable may either be bound by a modal or other
operator, resulting in an intensional reading, or at the level of discourse by being
identified with the actual world, creating an essentially referential expression. A
derivation of a basic iP DP iP ylmíxw @m ‘the chief’ is shown in Figure 5.1.32
Figure 5.1: Semantic Composition of an Okanagan iP DP, Example I
DP
<s,e>
λ w[ f (λ x[chie f (x)(w) ∧C(x)(w)])]

D
<<e,<s,t>>,<s,e>>
λ Pλ w[ f (λ x[P(x)(w) ∧C(x)(w)])]

NP
<e,<s,t>>
λ xλ w.chie f (x)(w)

iP

N
ylmíxw @m

‘the chief’

There are four important factors which give rise to the range of readings seen
with Okanagan iP DPs:
i.

The level at which existential closure of the choice function variable occurs

ii.

Whether a higher intensional operator (e.g. a modal) shifts the interpretation world, or whether the absence of such an operator allows the intension
to be applied to the actual world

iii.

The number of individuals in the intersection between P and C

iv.

Whether a maximal or non-maximal individual is selected by the choice

32 Semantic

composition of an iP DP containing a nominal prefixed by kì- ‘to be’ (cf. 55) is
necessarily more complex: since time variables are involved with such nouns, the denotation of iP
must also be modified to include times. Since this is a more general problem relating to the semantics
of determiners, cross-linguistically speaking, I abstract away from times in my definition of iP.
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function
Concerning factor (i), I assume that existential closure of the choice function
variable may occur at any level (Reinhart, 1997). This correctly derives both wideand narrow-scope readings of iP DPs, and crucially differs from Matthewson’s
(1999) analysis of Lillooet assertion-of-existence DPs, which must be existentially
closed at the highest level, i.e. the speaker’s discourse situation.
Concerning factor (ii), if there is a higher intensional operator such as a modal
which shifts the interpretation world, an intensional, non-referential interpretation
of the iP DP will result. If there is no such higher operator, then the intension of
the sentence is applied to the actual world, and a referential reading of the iP DP
will result. For iP DPs which involve a kì- prefixed NP (cf. 53), the intension of
the individual denoted by the iP DP is applied to some possible world, regardless
of the presence or absence of a higher modal operator.
Concerning factors (iii) and (iv), a set of schematic representations may be
helpful (I abstract away from intensionality, but provide cross-referencing to relevant Okanagan examples next to the figure captions). The following diagrams
represent discourse states: C stands for the set of contextually salient individuals,
and P stands for a nominal property. In definite contexts, where a discourse referent has already been established, the intersection of P and C includes only one
singular or plural individual x. The choice function associated with the determiner
must select that maximal individual, as represented in Figure 5.2. In this case, the
default maximality implicature, f = MAX, is satisfied.
Figure 5.2: Domain Restriction in Definite Contexts (e.g. 36a)

For restricted contexts involving multiple possible referents, if the determiner
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does not select the entire set as a maximal plural individual, as in Figure 5.2, then
it must select one individual from the intersection of C and P, as in Figure 5.3. In
such a context, a speaker may achieve either a specific interpretation, for instance
by pointing or using some other demonstrative gesture, or a non-specific interpretation, in which case the choice function selects any individual, and a narrow scope
interpretation results. In these cases, the default maximality implicature, f = MAX,
is cancelled.
Figure 5.3: Domain Restriction in Non-Unique Contexts (e.g. 10)

In some indefinite contexts, such as at the beginning of a text or in an existential
sentence, there is no contextual restriction of P, and P is a subset of C.33 Since
there is no contextual restriction, the choice function may potentially select any
individual in the domain of P. Once again, in these cases the default maximality
implicature, f = MAX, is cancelled.
33 In

other words, as part of the interlocutors’ shared beliefs about individuals which inhabit the
actual and possible worlds, C is equal to De in out-of-the-blue cases.
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Figure 5.4: Domain Restriction in Indefinite and Existential Contexts (e.g.
15 and 28)

We see that Figures 5.3 and 5.4 are equivalent except that there is no domain
restriction in Figure 5.4. Figure 5.4 is a pre-requisite discourse state for a nonspecific, existential interpretation of an iP DP. In existential sentences, the entire
domain of P is contextually salient (P ⊆ C), a non-maximal singular or plural individual selected by a choice function may have an existential interpretation. Readings of iP DPs in existential sentences are equivalent to other non-specific indefinite readings, except that the absence of domain restriction results in their being
interpreted as referencing non-specific instantiations of a contextually unrestricted
set.
Generic interpretations of iP DPs differ from other indefinite uses of iP DPs
only in the sense that an intensional maximal plural individual is chosen from a
contextually unrestricted domain. Because iP may independently denote contextually unrestricted non-maximal pluralities (cf. section 3.2.7), and does not presuppose or assert maximality (cf. section 3.2), but allows maximal readings in
definite contexts (cf. section 3.2.5), it is logical that iP should also allow maximal
readings in contextually unrestricted contexts. In other words, since existential
quantification over plural individuals is necessary for plural existential readings,
generic readings might arise from universal quantification over pluralities, or under a choice function analysis, selection of the maximal plural individual which
satisfies a contextually unrestricted predicate (Figure 5.5). The default maximality
implicature, f = MAX, is satisfied here.
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Figure 5.5: Generic Interpretations of Okanagan DPs (e.g. 47)

The interaction between domain restriction and whether the choice function
selects a maximal or non-maximal individual (factors iii/iv) yields a four-way split,
shown as Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Set Intersection and Maximality with Okanagan iP

maximal

non-maximal

generic

existential/non-restricted indefinite

(Figure 5.5, ex.47)

(Figure 5.4, ex.45)

definite

restricted indefinite

(Figure 5.2, ex.35-36)

(Figure 5.3, ex.10)

P⊆C
(P ∩ C) ⊂ P

In sum, the domain restriction analysis of iP given as (56b) explains the absence of any deictic features, the absence of any presupposition or assertion of
uniqueness/maximality, the availability of narrow-scope readings, and predicts the
availability of existential and generic readings.

5.3.2

Okanagan t

N. Mattina (2006, 126-128) states that Moses-Columbian obliques are “semantically oblique in the sense that they consistently show the partiality of reference of
English some...” and are “consistently nonspecific in their interpretations.” Mattina’s observation accurately describes quasi-objects in Okanagan as well.
The oblique marker t does not employ domain restriction, which is predicted
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under an analysis like Gillon (2009), since t is not a category D item (cf. chapter
4). Since there is little evidence for a null determiner, I claim that the oblique
marker t, when it introduces a quasi-object of a formally intransitive predicate, is
a semantically vacuous indicator that the NP is undergoing semantic incorporation
(Van Geenhoven, 1998; Chung and Ladusaw, 2004; Farkas and de Swart, 2004;
Carlson, 2006).34
For Van Geenhoven (1998), semantic incorporation involves a nominal predicate of type <e,t> (or <s,<e,t>> in an intensional setting) that functions as an
argument of an incorporating verb. The incorporating verb introduces an existentially bound, entity-denoting variable which is asserted to have the property
denoted by the incorporated noun. For Okanagan, the semantics of incorporation
can be written directly into the denotation of the intransitivizer. For example, the
intransitivizer suffix -@m may be represented as follows (minus world variables):35
(57)

[[-@m]] = λ Pλ Qλ x∃y[P(y)(x) ∧ Q(y)]

For (57), the intransitivizer -@m takes a transitive root P as its first argument,36 and
a set-denoting quasi-object as its second argument Q, and then asserts that there
is some individual y that satisfies the property Q, and that this individual y corresponds to the thematic object of the predicate P. The property Q is thus a restrictive
modifier of the predicate P. The identity of the individual y is crucially not dependent on the context.37 A semantic derivation of the quasi-object containing VP
34 Themes of transitive applicatives (i.e. predicates which are ditransitivized by -x(i)t-) are also
introduced by t. N. Mattina (1996b, 49) notes that both quasi-objects of middle intransitives (a.k.a.
generic objects) and benefactive (a.k.a. dative) themes are ‘generic’, or non-referential, and so it may
be possible to analyze these as incorporated objects.
35 The morpheme -@m also occurs with syntactically transitive predicates with possessor subjects.
These predicates select for patient arguments introduced by iP, which means that the semantics given
in (57) cannot be extended to all occurrences of -@m. This issue could potentially be solved by
positing a homophonous suffix -@m for syntactically transitive predicates, though I remain agnostic
on this issue here.
36 The root in Figure 5.6, k’w ul’ must be represented as transitive, given (57). An analysis of some
Salish roots as being transitive follows claims made by Gerdts (2006) and Gerdts and Hukari (2012),
but contravenes Thompson and Thompson (1992) and others who claim that roots are fundamentally
intransitive, and Davis and Matthewson (2009), and references therein, for arguments that all Salish
verb roots are unaccusative (Davis, 1997). There are several possible modifications which could be
made to (57) in order to make it consistent with the intransitive or unaccusative root hypotheses, but
I abstract away from these issues here.
37 Readings resembling distributive readings are available for oblique quasi-objects in cases in-
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k’ w úl’@m t pwmín ‘make a drum’ is shown as figure 5.6:
Figure 5.6: Semantic Incorporation of an Oblique Quasi-Object
VP
λ x∃y[made(y)(x) ∧ drum(y)]

VP
λ Qλ x∃y[made(y)(x) ∧ Q(y)]

√

KP
λ x[drum(x)]
K

λ xλ y[made(x)(y)]

INTR
λ Pλ Qλ x∃y[P(y)(x) ∧ Q(y)]

k’ w úl’

-@m

NP
λ x[drum(x)]

t
pwmín

Associating semantic incorporation with the intransitivizer (Van Geenhoven,
1998) is preferred over analyzing t as having RESTRICT semantics (Chung and
Ladusaw, 2004) for the following reason: If t marked a RESTRICT operation, then
the distribution of quasi-objects would not be expected to be limited to contexts involving formally intransitive predicates. In other words, the distribution of oblique
quasi-objects/themes is dependent on the selectional restrictions of specific morphemes (cf. section 4.4.2). Okanagan t is thus different than the Squamish determiner kwi, which Gillon (2006, 10) analyzes as composing with a predicate via
RESTRICT

(Chung and Ladusaw, 2004).

Analyzing t as semantically vacuous has the added benefit of potentially allowing a unified analysis of other occurrences of t, specifically as a marker of
attributive modification (cf. section 6.2), where it is also plausibly semantically
vacuous. The Lillooet non-assertion of existence determiner kw u has a similar distribution to Okanagan t. Werle (2000) unifies the attributive and non-referential
DP object uses of kw u by analyzing DPs headed by kw u as of type <<e,t>,<e,t>>,
i.e. they are predicate modifiers (Heim and Kratzer, 1998). Lillooet differs from
Okanagan, however, by the fact that kw u DPs can function as core objects of transivolving a quantified subject DP. These cases can be reduced to distributivity over events associated
with noun-incorporated predicates.
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tive predicates in polarity or intensional contexts (cf. section 4.4.8), which means
that the non-attributive distribution of kw u DPs cannot be captured simply by writing incorporation semantics into the meaning of intransitivizers, as is the case for
Okanagan.
I suggest that there may be a split in Salish languages, whereby those languages
which introduce quasi-objects with a determiner (e.g. Lillooet and Squamish) utilize semantically contentful determiners and predicate modification/RESTRICT semantics in such contexts (Werle, 2000; Gillon, 2006), while languages which introduce quasi-objects with an oblique marker (e.g. Okanagan) utilize instead a
semantically vacuous oblique-marker and semantic incorporation. This view accurately reflects the narrower distribution of Okanagan t in comparison with Lillooet
kw u.38 Finally, by not adopting Werle (2000) for Okanagan t, we are not forced
to analyze NPs as attributive modifiers of demonstratives in DP-DP structures and
clefts (cf. chapters 7 and 8).

5.3.3

Explaining the Implicature Carried by iP

The Okanagan determiner iP carries the maximality implicature given as (58b), and
in argument contexts, where iP contrasts with t, it gives rise to the conversational
implicature given as (58c):39
(58) a. [[iP]] = λ Pλ w[ f (λ x[P(x)(w) ∧C(x)(w)])]
b. Maximality implicature:
f = MAX
c. Conversational implicature:
Because the default for iP is f = MAX, a speaker’s use of an intransitive
construction with a quasi-object introduced by t carries a conversational
implicature of non-maximality.
38 Maintaining an analysis of t as semantically vacuous furthermore explains its use as case marking a passive agent (cf. section 4.4.3), and it is interesting to note that in Lillooet, an oblique marker
P@ also marks a passive agent, rather than kw u, which supports analyzing kw u as encoding RESTRICT
and P@ as semantically vacuous.
39 The determiner iP contributes a different conversational implicature in equative contexts, where
equatives stand in opposition to direct predications. See section 7.4.1.
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The implicature in (58b) arises from an implicit assumption which speakers
have that a context set C is non-trivial, and that there is some choice function
f which picks out some salient individual. In other words, since the pragmatic
function of a context set C is to allow for contextual restriction of a domain of
individuals P, the implicit assumption is that the contextual domain is restricted to
the maximum extent possible. Likewise, since choice functions pick out individuals, the implicit assumption is that there is some individual within the contextually
restricted domain which the choice function picks out. In cases where C is equivalent to the universe and P is a subset of C, C will be trivial, and so the implicit
assumption of non-triviality is overruled.
In addition to the assumption of non-triviality, there is an assumption which
accompanies the use of an iP DP such that the contextual domain is restricted to the
maximum extent possible: i.e. the assumption is that no contextually non-salient
individuals are included in the intersection of P and C. The default f = MAX means
that an iP DP will, by implicature, reference only individuals in the intersection
of P and C, and all individuals in the intersection of P and C. This in turn means
that the size and set membership of the intersection of P and C will preferentially
remain constant across uses of any particular iP DP in a given discourse context.
If f 6= MAX, then the assumption that no contextually non-salient individuals are
included in the intersection of P and C is overruled, as depicted in Figure 5.3.
The size of the intersection is then decreased to include just that singular or plural
individual selected by f, and at the next reference of this individual using an iP DP,
the default f = MAX is restored. The default of f = MAX accounts for the uses of iP
as a definite, however unlike in English, there is no presupposition involved since
in contexts where more than one salient individual is present in the context set (e.g.
Figure 5.3), f = MAX cannot hold.
Crucially, the iP determiner is sensitive to the context, as indicated by its semantic denotation (58a, cf. 56b), whereas the oblique marker t is semantically
vacuous, and so cannot be sensitive to the context. Since the use of an oblique
marked quasi-object carries with it a conversational implicature of non-maximality
(58c), the default expectation is that in cases for which a context set C will be trivial, the speaker will use an oblique marked quasi-object. In Gricean terms, this is
a Quantity implicature, following the sub-maxim make your contribution as infor165

mative as is required. Non-maximal uses of iP in contexts for which C is trivial is
less informative, in other words.
The tight correlation in Okanagan between aspect, predicate transitivity, and
the selectional restrictions of a predicate mean that if it were the case that iP allowed only maximal readings, that formally transitive predicates would be categorically incompatible with non-maximal readings of nominal expressions. Allowing
cancellation of the implicature in (58b) circumvents this problem, and the range of
predicates which permit non-maximal readings of nominal expressions is thereby
increased. From the Salish perspective, languages with single-determiner systems
like Okanagan offer an interesting point of comparison, since allowing cancellation
of the maximality implicature carried by iP essentially takes the place of there being a secondary non-referential determiner, present in most other Salish languages.

5.4

Summary

In this chapter, I have investigated the semantic distribution of the determiner iP
and the oblique marker t in Okanagan, and concluded that iP is best analyzed as
a non-deictic pragmatically conditioned determiner (Gillon, 2006; Déchaine and
Tremblay, 2011), and that t is a semantically vacuous morphological reflex of semantic incorporation (Van Geenhoven, 1998).
Okanagan iP shares some similarities with deictic determiners in Squamish
(Gillon, 2006) and assertion-of-existence determiners in Lillooet, but allows for a
wider range of readings, including narrow-scope readings usually associated with
non-deictic and non-assertion-of-existence determiners (Matthewson, 1998). The
determiner iP does not presuppose or assert uniqueness or maximality or specificity, and does not require a widest-scope interpretation. I have shown that iP is
contextually sensitive and permits co-referential readings, while t is not contextually sensitive, and does not allow co-reference. I have claimed that iP carries an
implicature of uniqueness/maximality via the fact that it can reference a contextually restricted domain, whereas t cannot. iP also permits intensional readings.
The semantics of iP are given as (59a), the maximality implicature carried by iP is
given as (59b), and the conversational implicature associated with oblique-marked
quasi-objects is given as (59c).
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(59) a. [[iP]] = λ Pλ w[ f (λ x[P(x)(w) ∧C(x)(w)])]
b. Maximality implicature:
f = MAX
c. Conversational implicature:
Because the default for iP is f = MAX, a speaker’s use of an intransitive
construction with a quasi-object introduced by t carries a conversational
implicature of non-maximality.
The analysis in (59) is important for my analysis of DP-DP structures and
clefts, both of which I claim are equative. These are discussed in chapters 7 and
8, respectively. Before investigating equatives, I discuss nominal modification, including relative clauses, which are important for an understanding of clefts.
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Chapter 6

The Syntax of Nominal
Modification
This chapter discusses two types of nominal modification for Okanagan: attributive modification, and relative clauses. Nominal modification has been examined
in other Salish languages: Straits Salish (Montler, 1993), Lillooet (Davis et al.,
1997; Davis, 2002, 2004, 2010a, 2011), Shuswap (Davis et al., 1997), and Thompson (Koch, 2004, 2006). Other than Lyon (2010a), there has been no systematic
investigations of nominal modification in Okanagan to date, although N. Mattina
(1994) presents some relevant data on attributive modification, and Hébert (1982b,
45,122) presents several examples of relative clauses.
I show that attributive modifiers must be non-verbal predicates (i.e. adjectival
or nominal predicates) which modify a head noun, while relative clauses may be
formed from both verbal and non-verbal modifiers. In this respect, Okanagan patterns similarly to the Northern Interior Salish languages Lillooet and Thompson.
The distribution of iP and t in nominal modification contexts in Okanagan is indicative of relative clause versus attributive modification, and the presence versus
absence of clausal structure associated with the modifier.
The structures motivated by these data are important for an understanding of
the arguments employed in chapter 8, specifically: (i) the syntax of cleft residue
clauses and the relation between relative clauses and cleft residues; and (ii) the distinct behavior of oblique t in cleft environments, which must be kept separate from
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its use as an attributive marker or case-marker introducing an oblique argument.
After presenting the problem of distinguishing different types of nominal modification in terms of the morphosyntactic distribution of iP and t (section 6.1.1),
I go on to distinguish nominal modification from clausal subordination (section
6.1.2). I then discuss attributive modification in some detail (section 6.2), before
turning to relative clauses (section 6.3).

6.1
6.1.1

Preliminaries
Morphological Patterns of Nominal Modification

Consider the following data:
(1) a. wík-@n

iP

k’ w @ck’ w áct t

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET strong

ATTR

ylmíxw @m.
chief

I saw the strong chief.
b. wík-@n

iP

k’ w @ck’ w áct iP

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET strong

DET

ylmíxw @m.
chief

I saw the strong chief.
The data pair in (1) seem to be semantically equivalent, differing only in whether
the oblique marker t or the iP determiner introduces the head noun.1 The question
I pose is whether or not the morphosyntactic difference illustrated here also indicates a deeper syntactic distinction. I argue that it does, and will present evidence
that (1a) involves attributive modification (i.e. not-necessarily-intersective modification) on analogy with similar constructions in the Northern Interior, while (1b)
involves relative clause modification.2
1 I gloss the oblique marker t as ATTR ‘attributive’ in (1a), rather than simply OBL ‘oblique’
because its function here is to mark attributive modification, and the use of t in this environment
should be kept separate from its use in introducing quasi-objects. The question of whether these two
separate uses of t correspond to two distinct but homophonous morphemes, or whether these two
separate uses may receive a unified analysis, has yet to be determined.
2 There are six logically possible surface patterns involving determiner iP and oblique marker
t in their capacity of introducing heads and modifiers in nominal modification structures, with an
additional dimension of variation being whether the head precedes the modifier or vice versa. A
table showing the surface patterns of iP and t in modification contexts is given in section 6.5.
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There are other modification patterns worth examining as well: an alternation
similar to that shown for (1) is not allowed for quasi-objects of intransitive predicates (2). This is surprising given that in neither transitive (1b) nor intransitive (2b)
is there a direct selectional relation between the transitivity of the main predicate
and the determiner which introduces the head noun of its complement.
(2) a. kn

k’ w @ck’ w áct t

wík-@m t

1 SG . ABS see-MID OBL strong

ylmíxw @m.

ATTR

chief

I saw a strong chief.
b. *kn

k’ w @ck’ w áct iP

wík-@m t

1 SG . ABS see-MID OBL strong

ylmíxw @m.
chief

DET

I saw a strong chief.
Additionally, data similar to (3a, cf. 1a) show that a nominal head may precede
or follow the modifier, showing that pre-nominal and post-nominal modification
are both possibilities. In (3b), an adjectival modifier follows a head noun.
(3) a. wík-@n

iP

k’ w @ck’ w act iP

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET strong

tkìmilxw .

DET

woman

I saw the strong woman.
b. wík-@n

iP

tkìmilxw iP

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET woman

DET

k’ w @ck’ w act.
strong

I saw the woman that is strong.
Before discussing data like these in detail (relative clauses in particular), it is
important to distinguish nominal modification from clausal subordination, since
superficially at least, both consist of predicative material introduced by functional
particles. For Okanagan, I show that clausal subordination utilizes a different set
of particles than nominal modification, and that on this basis alone, the two classes
may be distinguished.
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6.1.2

Distinguishing Clausal Subordination from Nominal
Modification

Subordination in Okanagan takes a variety of forms, only some of which I discuss
here. My goal is simply to show that the determiner iP and oblique marker t never
play the role of complementizer. This fact contrasts with neighboring Thompson,
where the present e and irrealis k determiners, as well as the oblique marker t, may
all occur in complementizer positions (Kroeber, 1999, 207-211).
Complementizers in Okanagan are largely optional, unlike in Northern Interior
Salish languages (Kroeber, 1999). One sometimes finds ì or ìaP, which A. Mattina
(1973, 114) describes as being ‘sequential complement particles’. (4) was volunteered without a complementizer, but was judged good with a complementizer.
(4)

n-ìípt-@m-@n

i-ks-kw an-ím

(ì)

forget-[ MIN - DIR ]-1 SG . ERG ( COMP ) 1 SG . POSS - FUT-take-MID
in-qw ácqn.
1 SG . POSS-hat
I forgot to get my hat.
Factive complements also allow but do not require a ì complementizer, as shown
in (5a) and (5b). An iP determiner is not allowed in this position.3
’
(5) a. x̌ast nyQip

kw u

(ì)/*iP

k[s]-swit-míst

iP

good always 1 PL . ABS ( COMP )/* DET FUT-try-INTR . REFLEX ( DET )
l

n-qw @lqw íl-t@n-t@t.

LOC

n-speak-INSTR -1 PL . POSS

It is good that we’re trying to save our language.
b. x̌ast kw u

(ì)/*iP

c-paP-paPs-ílx

iP

’
kl

good 1 PL . ABS ( COMP )/* DET CUST- RED-think-DEV DET LOC
ks-c-xw úy-t@t.
FUT- CUST -go-1 PL . POSS

It is smart to think about the future.
3 A.

Mattina (1973, 114) states that when the complementizer intervenes between a proclitic and
its host predicate, the proclitic subject apparently has a focused reading. However, I have not detected
any obvious focus-sensitive interpretation.
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I assume a null complementizer for cases similar to (4-5) where a ì or ìaP complementizer is possible, but not overt. This null complementizer cannot automatically
be assumed to be a null version of ì or ìaP, however. This is because complements of propositional attitude predicates disallow the complementizer ì (6), yet
also presumably involve clausal subordination.
(6) a. kn

n-stíls-@m

x̌mínk-@m t

*ì/*t/*iP

1 SG . ABS n-think-MID * COMP /* OBL /* DET want-MID OBL
kì-citxw -s.
U . POSS-house-3 SG . POSS

I thought he wanted a house
b. kn

n-stils

ks-m@qw -qw -míxaPx.

*ì/*t/*iP

1 SG . ABS n-think * COMP /* OBL /* DET FUT-snow-FRED - INCEPT
I think it’s going to snow.
The data in (6) also illustrate how the oblique particle t does not function as a
complementizer in Upper Nicola Okanagan propositional attitude complements,
unlike in Thompson or other dialects of Okanagan (Kroeber, 1999, 233).
Causal (7) and conditional clauses (8) are optionally introduced by the locative particle tl ‘from’ (Kroeber, 1999, 236). Unlike with prepositional phrases (see
chapter 4), a determiner may not precede the locative marker in subordination contexts (7).4,5
(7)

’ k’ w -ncút
t@

kn

(*iP)

tl

i-s-Páyx̌w t.

1 SG . ABS lay.down-REFLEX (* DET ) LOC 1 SG . POSS - NOM-tired
I laid down because I was tired.
(8)

’
’ ňawt
c@m
EPIS

iP

s-c-war’

(tl)

lut

kw

ìaP

go.out DET NOM - CUST-fire ( LOC ) NEG 2 SG . ABS COMP

wr’ ús@m.
build.the.fire
The fire will go out if you don’t put on more wood.
4 Thompson introduces causal complements with oblique t
5 It

and determiner e (Kroeber 1999, 210).
is unclear whether tl is syntactically a complementizer in these cases, or a preposition.
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Locative tl also functions as a factive complementizer (9).6
(9) a. x̌ast tl

ì-xw uy-st-s

iP

’
tum-s.

good LOC return-go-CAUS -3 SG . ERG DET mother-3 SG . POSS
It’s good that she took her mother home.
qw @l-c[n]-ncút

b. kn

tl

n-ìípt-@m-@n

1 SG . ABS speak-mouth-REFLEX LOC n-forget-[ MIN - DIR ]-1 SG . ERG
in-laklí.
1 SG . POSS-key
I was angry at myself because I forgot my keys.
In addition to tl (7-8), Upper Nicola speakers also use a form kw aP as a causal
complementizer (cf Kroeber (1999, 354) and A. Mattina (1985, sz.421)).7
(10) a. kn

’ k’ w -ncút
t@

kw aP

kn

s-Payx̌w t.

1 SG . ABS lay.down-REFLEX COMP 1 SG . ABS NOM-tired
I laid down because I was tired.
’ k’ w -ncút
b. t@

kw aP

Piì-s

yaQyáQt iP

lay.down-REFLEX COMP eat-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG all

DET

lasúp.
soup

She laid down because she ate all the soup.
The ì complementizer is required in Upper Nicola Okanagan for interrogative complements (11).
(11) a. kw u

síw-@nt ì

i-ks-xw uy.

1 SG . ABS ask-DIR COMP 1 SG . POSS - FUT-go
He asked me if I was going to go.
6 In

Lillooet, factive complements are marked by the determiner ti...a. (Henry Davis, p.c.)
and tl seem interchangeable in some sentences, but not in others. It is unclear to me how
the two differ semantically.
7 kw aP
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i[n]-s-n-ylmíxw @m

b. síw-en

ì

ask-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG 1 SG . POSS - NOM-n-chief COMP
’ mayáP-m.
’
i-k[s]-s@xw -maP
1 SG . POSS - U . POSS - OCC-teach-MID
I asked my boss if I could be the teacher.
The future marker mi also appears to function as a complementizer (12), often
in conjunction with the adverbial sic ‘new’ (12b), yielding a meaning equivalent to
‘before’ in English:8
(12) a. kn

ks-límt-aPx

mi

’
Sarah m@q-ínk.

1 SG . ABS FUT-glad-INCEPT FUT Sarah full-stomach
I will be glad when Sarah is full.
’
’
nyQip!
ňlap
ìaP

b. lut
NEG

’
c-tQap-ám

mi

sic

always stop COMP CUST-shoot-MID FUT new

xw uy-st-xw !
go-CAUS -2 SG . ERG
Never! The shooting has got to stop before you can take her!
Another complementizer that should be mentioned is kiP, which is used only in
adjunct-focused clefts and WH-questions (Baptiste, 2001, 16-17). Neither iP nor t
may substitute for kiP in these environments.9
(13) a. tl
LOC

’
w
kìPalq

kiP/*iP/*t

s-c-xw uy-x.

kn

across.the.line COMP /* DET /* OBL 1 SG . ABS NOM - CISL-go-INTR

It’s from the U.S.A. that I came.
’
b. kaPkin
kiP/*iP/*t

wík-@nt-xw

iP

sk@kQákaP?

where COMP /* DET /* OBL see-DIR -2 SG . ERG DET birds
Where are the birds you saw?
8 In chapter 7, I present the hypothesis that future mi may be a tense head in some instances, but
may raise to C. mi also introduces residue clauses in clefts.
9 Clefts involving kiP are discussed in detail in chapter 8, section 8.9. For the moment, it is
important to note that kiP, unlike iP or t, cannot introduce simple NPs, which disqualifies it from
being a determiner.
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In sum, the determiner iP and oblique marker t are notably absent from the inventory of particles introducing subordinate clauses in Okanagan, though both are
used in nominal modification contexts.10 Because the complementizers discussed
in this section cannot introduce NPs in argument position, we can use the complementary distribution of clausal subordinators and NP-introducing articles as a
diagnostic to distinguish relative clauses and attributive modification from other
structures involving clausal subordination in the Upper Nicola dialect (Table 6.1).
Table 6.1: NP-introducing Articles versus Clausal Subordinators

iP
t
ì(aP)
tl
kw aP
mi
kiP

Introduces
NP in argument position
X
X
*
*
*
*
*

Clausal
Subordinator
*
*
X
X
X
X
X

I now move onto a discussion of attributive modification.

6.2

Attributive Modification

Attributive modification in Okanagan is used in two related syntactic constructions. In predicate position, attributively modified nouns form complex nominal
predicates (CNPs) (Davis et al., 1997) (see relevant discussion in section 4.2), and
in argument position, a CNP may form a constituent with an introductory determiner iP or oblique marker t, thereby forming what I refer to as complex DPs and
complex obliques, respectively.
10 Montler

(1993, 253) also notes that clausal attributives (a.k.a. relative clauses) in Saanich are
clearly distinguishable from other forms of clausal subordination, however there is a different problem in Saanich: Since a determiner does not introduce the modifying clause, it becomes impossible
to tell whether the modifying clause is in fact a non-subordinated, separate sentence.
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Attributive modifiers cannot project tense/aspectual structure, and there are semantic restrictions such that individual-level predicates (i.e. permanent properties
of individuals (Carlson, 1977)), and predicates which are derived by the customary/stative prefix ac- can be modifiers, whereas stage-level predicates (i.e. properties true of an individual for a temporal stage (Carlson, 1977)), eventive unaccusatives, unergatives, and transitive predicates may not.11,12 This is one distinguishing factor between attributive and relative clause modification.
Before beginning, it is important to make clear that the marker t which occurs in contexts involving attributive modification is an element distinct from the
marker t which introduces oblique arguments of formal intransitives, as discussed
in chapter 4. The attributive marker t does not reflect the syntactic or semantic restrictions of any selecting predicate, and never co-occurs adjacent to iP. To reflect
this distinction, I gloss attributive t as ‘ATTR’ rather than ‘OBL’. Like oblique t,
however, it seems clear that attributive t is semantically vacuous.13

6.2.1

Review: Complex Nominal Predicates and Complex DPs

As mentioned in section 4.2, attributive t links an adjectival (or nominal) modifier to a head nominal in complex nominal predicate (CNP) structures (14) and
attributively-modified, complex DPs (15) (Davis et al., 1997; Lyon, 2010a). Structures analogous to (14-17) are also found in Shuswap and Lillooet (Davis et al.,
1997), as well as in Thompson (Koch, 2006).14 The oblique marker is obligatory
11 As mentioned in a footnote in chapter 4, I use the terms ‘unaccusative’ and ‘unergative’ descriptively to distinguish intransitive predicates which take experiencer DP arguments from those which
take agentive DP arguments, without making any deeper syntactic claims concerning unaccusativity.
12 It may be the case that customary/stative ac- is an event-variable saturator, which correlates
syntactically with the absence of tense/aspectual structure for ac- prefixed states; however I do not
include the details of such an analysis here (cf Koch (2006)).
13 See section 5.3.2 for analysis of quasi-object introducing t as semantically vacuous, and discussion of how all uses of t may be analyzed as semantically vacuous. It is tempting to analyze t as
always indicative of predicate modification, however t also intervenes between demonstratives and
nominals in equative contexts (cf. chapter 8), and I argue that demonstratives are not predicative.
14 In Thompson, the attributive marker t may co-occur with an irrealis determiner k in attributive
modification contexts (Koch, 2006). Lillooet contrasts with Shuswap, Thompson, and Okanagan by
having no oblique marker in this environment, but only an optional, irrealis determiner ku. Assuming
that the Thompson pattern reflects an earlier stage of Interior Salish, this implies both that oblique t
has been lost in this environment in Lillooet (Henry Davis, p.c.), and that the k-determiner has been
lost from this particular environment in Shuswap. Okanagan, perhaps taking a similar, localized
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in both CNPs and complex DPs:15
(14) a. [sílxw aP t
big

ATTR

sq@ltmíxw CNP ] [iP

ylmíxw @m.

man

chief

DET

DP ]

The chief is a big man.
b. *[sílxw aP sq@ltmíxw CNP ] [iP
big

man

ylmíxw @m.DP ]

DET

chief

The chief is a big man.
(15) a. [wík-@n V P ]

[iP

sílxw aP t

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET big

ylmíxw @m.

ATTR

DP ]

chief

I saw the big chief.
b. *[wík-@n V P ]

[iP

sílxw aP ylmíxw @m.

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET big

DP ]

chief

I saw the big chief.
The attributive modifier must precede the nominal head (16-17):
tkìmilxw CNP ] iP

(16) a. [x̌ast t

good ATTR woman

ylmixw @m-t@t.

DET

chief-1 PL . POSS

Our chief is a good woman.
b. *[tkìmilxw t
woman

ATTR

x̌ast CNP ] iP

ylmíxw @m-t@t.

good

chief-1 PL . POSS

DET

Our chief is a good woman.
’
(17) a. [c@cámaPt
t

sk@kQákaPCNP ] i-s-c-wík.

small(PL) ATTR birds

1 SG . POSS - NOM - CUST-see

The ones I saw were small birds.
b. *[sk@kQákaP t
birds

ATTR

’
c@cámaPt
CNP ] i-s-c-wík.
small(PL)

1 SG . POSS - NOM - CUST-see

The ones I saw were small birds.
reduction to its logical conclusion, now has no k-type determiner anywhere in its grammar.
15 According to (N. Mattina 1994, 5), some dialects of Okanagan allow attributive t (or the determiner) to be absent in these contexts. The Upper Nicola dialect does not allow this.
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Modifiers within CNPs and complex DPs may also be nominal, rather than
adjectival:
’ máyaP-m
’
(18) a. [[s@xw -maP
NP ] t
OCC -teach- MID

p@ptwínaxw CNP ].

ATTR

old.woman

The teacher is an old lady.
Literally: She is a teacher old lady.
b. wík-@n

iP

[[tkìmilxw NP ] t

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET woman

ATTR

q’ w Qay-lqs CNP ].
black-robe

I saw a woman minister.
Also recall from chapter 4 that the determiner iP predictably introduces a core
argument of a transitive main predicate. As such, complex iP DPs cannot serve as
quasi-objects of formally intransitive predicates (19a), or as theme arguments of
ditransitives (20a). Speakers will instead either correct these to complex oblique
forms (19b,20b), or change the transitivity of the main predicate to agree with the
iP determiner (19c,20c).
(19) a. *kn

wík-@m iP

’
’ r’ ákxn.
swa

qw Qay t

1 SG . ABS see-MID DET blue

ATTR

frog.

I saw a blue frog.
b. kn

’
’ r’ ákxn.
swa

qw Qay t

wík-@m t

1 SG . ABS see-MID OBL blue

ATTR

frog.

I saw a blue frog.
c. wík-@n

iP

qw Qay t

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET blue
I saw a blue frog.
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ATTR

’
’ r’ ákxn.
swa
frog.

(20) a. *xw íc’ -xt-@m-@n

iP

’ c’ awt
’
c’ w-

t

lasmíst.

give-BEN -2 SG . ACC -1 SG . ERG DET RED-clean ATTR shirt
I gave you a clean shirt.
b. xw íc’ -xt-@m-@n

’ c’ awt
’
c’ w-

t

t

lasmíst.

give-BEN -2 SG . ACC -1 SG . ERG OBL RED-clean ATTR shirt
I gave you a clean shirt.
c. xw íc’ -ìt-@m-@n

iP

’ c’ awt
’
c’ w-

t

lasmíst.

give-APPL -2 SG . ACC -1 SG . ERG OBL RED-clean ATTR shirt
I gave you a clean shirt.
In other words, the initial particle of an attributively modified argument expression
reflects the selectional restrictions of a higher predicate.

6.2.2

Aspectual Restrictions on Attributive Modification

Demirdache and Matthewson (1995) and Davis et al. (1997) show that modifiers
in CNPs must be individual-level predicates in Lillooet and Shuswap. Okanagan
CNPs (21-22) pattern similarly to these Northern Interior Salish languages; however, complex DPs are less stringent, since they do allow stage-level, unaccusative
predicates as modifiers (23) (cf Davis (2011) for a similar finding in Lillooet):
(21) a. t@ì-táìt

ylmíxw @m.

t

RED -straight ATTR

chief

He’s a straightforward chief.
b. iP

t@ì-táìt

t

DET RED -straight ATTR

’
ylmíxw @m k-mylt-@m-s
chief

k-visit-MIN -[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET

p@ptwínaxw .
old.woman
The straightforward chief visited the old woman.
’ w @lqw t
(22) a. tíq

xíxwt@m Susy.

tall

little.girl Susy

ATTR

Suzy is a tall girl.
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iP

b. iP
DET

’ w @lqw t
tíq

sq@ltmíxw Qacám.

tall

man

ATTR

tie-MID

The tall man is tying (things).
’ m
’
(23) a. *qw ím-@

sq@ltmíxw .

t

frightened-FRED ATTR man
He is a frightened man.
’ m
’
qw ím-@

b. iP
DET

’
sq@ltmíxw k-mylt-@m-s

t

frightened-FRED ATTR man

iP

p@ptwínaxw .

DET

old.woman

k-visit-MIN -[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG

The frightened man visited the old woman.
Comparing the ungrammatical (a) cases with grammatical (b) cases below, we
see that by prefixing customary/stative ac- to a stage-level modifier, the sentence
becomes grammatical.16,17 (26c) confirms that stage-level modifiers without acare acceptable as modifiers within a complex DP structure (cf 23b).
(24) a. *talíP paP-paPs-ílx
very

sq@ltmíxw .

t

RED -feel.bad- DEV ATTR

man

He’s a worried man.
b. talíP c-paP-paPs-ílx

t

sq@ltmíxw .

very CUST-RED-feel.bad-DEV ATTR man
He’s a worried man.
16 See

A. Mattina (1993a) and N. Mattina (1996b) for discussion of the functions of (a)c- as a
‘customary/habitual’ marker, and as a ‘stative’ marker. The ‘customary/habitual’ intepretation of
(a)c-prefixed predicates is possible with unergatives (cf. 32 below) and other eventive predicates, but
not a stative interpretation, which is dependent on the predicate being a non-eventive unaccusative.
It is unclear whether the stative and customary/habitual uses of (a)c- follow from these uses corresponding to two separate yet homophonous morphemes, or whether these two uses might be unified
semantically.
17 The stage versus individual-level status of the predicate modifiers in this section is confirmed by
their ability/inability to occur with ‘short-time-span’ versus ‘longer-time-span’ adverbials, respectively. For reasons of space, I do not include these data here.
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’
(25) a. *n-kw-p-ils

(ixíP)

sq@ltmíxw .

t

n-gone-MUT-thoughts ( DEM ) ATTR man
That’s a lonely man.
’
b. c-n-kw-p-ils

(ixíP)

CUST -n-gone- MUT -thoughts

sq@ltmíxw .

t

( DEM ) ATTR man

That’s a lonely man.
(26) a. *kn

Qimt

sq@ltmíxw

t

1 SG . ABS angry ATTR man
I’m an angry man.
c-Qimt

b. talíP kn

sq@ltmíxw .

t

very 1 SG . ABS CUST-angry ATTR man
I’m an angry man.
’
c. níxl-m-@n

iP

Qimt

t

sq@ltmixw

hear-MIN -[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET angry ATTR man
I heard the angry man.
Adding ac- to an individual-level predicate is ungrammatical (27-28):
(27) a. cax̌ t

lasmíst iP

red ATTR shirt

DET

xw ic’ -xt-xw .
give-BEN -2 SG . ERG

What you gave him was a red shirt.
’ w @lqw t
b. tíq
tall

tkìmilxw iP

ATTR

woman

s-c-wik-s.

DET NOM - CUST -see-3 SG . POSS

He saw a tall woman.
c. n-x̌@l-x̌l-úì

t

sq@ltmíxw .

n-scared-RED-very ATTR man
That’s a (characteristically) scared man.
(28) a. *ac-cáx̌

t

CUST -red ATTR

lasmíst iP

xw ic’ -xt-xw .

shirt

give-BEN -2 SG . ERG

DET

What you gave him was a red shirt.
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’ w @lqw t
b. *ac-tíq
CUST -tall

ATTR

tkìmilxw iP
woman

s-c-wik-s.

DET NOM - CUST -see-3 SG . POSS

He saw a tall woman.
c. *ac-n-x̌@l-x̌l-úì

sq@ltmíxw .

t

CUST -n-scared- RED -very ATTR

man

That’s a (characteristically) scared man.
In sum, adding customary/stative ac- to a stage-level unaccusative predicate seems
to allow that predicate to function as an individual-level predicate, which in turn
allows it to modify a nominal predicate within a CNP structure. If we analyze acas converting a stage-level predicate to an individual-level predicate, or something
semantically similar (cf. Koch (2006) for Thompson), then Davis et al’s (1997)
analysis of CNP modifiers in Lillooet and Shuswap may for all intents and purposes
be extended to Okanagan.18
Unergatives and eventive unaccusatives are disallowed as attributive modifiers.
Koch (2006, 149) discusses a similar finding for Thompson. In these cases, speakers will usually correct to a pattern where iP introduces both the head and the modifier. Variable head-modifier ordering is allowed here, which I take to be evidence
that these are relative clause modifications. This is justified in section 6.3.
(29) a. *kn-xít-@n

iP

t’k’ w -ak’ w

t

t@twít.

help-BEN -1 SG . ERG DET fell-FRED ATTR boy
I helped the boy who fell down.
b. kn-xít-@n

iP

t’k’ w -ak’ w

iP

t@twít.

help-BEN -1 SG . ERG DET fell-FRED DET boy
I helped the boy who fell down.
c. kn-xít-@n

iP

t@twít iP

help-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET boy

DET

t’k’ w -ak’ w .
fell-FRED

I helped the boy who fell down.
18 The

difference being that the notion of ‘intersective’ vs. ’non-intersective’ modifiers does not
seem to be relevant to an Okanagan speaker’s judgements of attributive modifications.
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(30) a. *kn-xít-@n

iP

x̌nnumt t

help-BEN -1 SG . ERG DET hurt

xíxwt@m.
little.girl

ATTR

I helped the girl who got hurt.
b. kn-xít-@n

iP

x̌nnumt iP

help-BEN -1 SG . ERG DET hurt

xíxwt@m.
little.girl

DET

I helped the girl who got hurt.
c. kn-xít-@n

iP

x̌nnumt.

xíxwt@m iP

help-BEN -1 SG . ERG DET little girl DET hurt
I helped the girl who got hurt.
(31) a. *wík-@n

iP

’ w tilx t
tx

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET fly

sk@kQákaP.
birds

ATTR

I saw the flying birds.
b. wík-@n

iP

’ w tilx iP
tx

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET fly

sk@kQákaP.

DET

birds

I saw the flying birds.
c. wík-@n

iP

’ w tilx.
tx

sk@kQákaP iP

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET birds

DET

fly

I saw the flying birds.
(32) a. *wík-@n

aP

’
c-ì@tp-m@-ncút

t

xíxwt@m.

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET CUST-jump-MIN - REFLEX ATTR little.girl
I saw the little girl who jumped.
b. wík-@n

aP

’
c-ì@tp-m@-ncút

iP

xíxwt@m.

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET CUST-jump-MIN - REFLEX DET little.girl
I saw the little girl who jumped.
c. wík-@n

iP

xíxwt@m aP

’
c-ì@tp-m@-ncút.

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET little.girl DET CUST-jump-MIN - REFLEX
I saw a little girl who jumped.
Semantically transitive possessor predicates (33) and formally transitive pred-
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icates (34) are also uniformly ungrammatical as attributive modifiers, as shown by
the (a) examples below. Speakers correct examples of this type to what I claim is a
head-final relative clause configuration (b cases).
(33) a. *Piì-@n

iP

’
s-c-x̌áw-s@lx

qáqxw @lx.

t

eat-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET NOM - CUST-dry-3 PL . POSS ATTR fish
I ate the fish that are drying.
b. Piì-@n

iP

’
s-c-x̌áw-s@lx

iP

qáqxw @lx.

eat-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET NOM - CUST-dry-3 PL . POSS DET fish
I ate the fish that are drying.
(34) a. *wík-@n

iP

’
tQap-@nt-ís@lx

t

sk@kQákaP.

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET shoot-DIR -3 PL . ERG ATTR birds
I saw some birds that they shot.
’ ňaP-ám
’
b. i-s-c-ňaP

iP

’
tQap-@nt-ís@lx

iP

1 SG . POSS - NOM - CUST-look.for-MID DET shoot-DIR -3 PL . ERG DET
sk@kQákaP.
birds
I’m looking for some birds that they shot.
In sum, attributive modification may be defined as a strictly head-final configuration, where the modifier is a non-clausal, non-eventive adjectival or nominal
element, and the nominal head is introduced by ‘attributive’ t.
The distribution of modifiers in CNPs and complex DPs provides a languageinternal diagnostic for distinguishing: (i) individual-level versus stage-level states,
and (ii) states from unergatives and more complex, eventive types of predicates.
The pattern is summarized in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2: Distribution of Predicate Types in Attributive Modifications

Predicate Class

CNP

CNP

complex

semantic effect of

modifer

modifier

DP

adding ac-

w/o ac-

w/ ac-

modifier

I-level states

X

*

X

-

S-level states

*

X

X

I-level state

other predicates

*

*

*

customary/habitual

Although eventive unaccusatives, unergatives, and thematically/formally transitive predicates cannot occur as attributive modifiers, the data in this section have
shown that they may occur as modifiers if the head is introduced by the determiner
iP, rather than attributive t. Additionally, cases where the head is introduced by iP
were shown to exhibit variable head-modifier ordering. I suggest that these two
characteristics, either separately or in tandem, are indicative of a relative clause
structure, and will have more to say on this in following sections, but first, I discuss the syntax of attributive modification.

6.2.3

Syntax of Attributive Modification

Following Koch (2006) for Thompson, I suggest that attributive t may be understood as an overt indicator that predicate modification (Heim and Kratzer, 1998)
is occurring; a morphological reflex of sorts, devoid of semantic content.19 Just as
in English, predicate modification is a covert operation in Okanagan, but unlike in
English, an overt indication of the operation (i.e. t) is required. A compositional
representation of the complex nominal predicate in (14a) is shown below as Figure
6.1:
19 This is similar to my analysis of quasi-object t as a reflex of semantic incorporation in chapter 5.
As mentioned in a previous footnote in this chapter, it is tempting to analyze t as always indicative of
predicate modification, however t also intervenes between demonstratives and nominals in equative
contexts (cf. chapter 8), and I argue that demonstratives are not predicative.
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Figure 6.1: Complex Nominal Predicate
NP
λ x.[big(x) ∧ man(x)]
NP
λ x.man(x)

AP
λ x.big(x)
A

t

N

sílxw aP

sq@ltmíxw

It is relatively easy to show that attributive t associates with the modifying AP,
rather than the head NP.20 Evidence comes from data involving modifier stacking,
such as (35). The structure I propose for (35) is shown as (6.2).
(35)

’
n-ňx̌-cin

k’ w -k’ w yúmaP t

t

n-loud-mouth ATTR IRED-little

automobil.
automobile

ATTR

(That’s a) loud little car.

Figure 6.2: Complex Nominal Predicate: Modifier Stacking
NP

AP
A
’
nňx̌cin

NP
t

AP
A
k’ w yk’ w yúmaP

NP
t

N
automobile

An alternative to Figure 6.2 associates t with the head nominal. For (35), this
alternative implies that a predicate adjective might select for either an AP (e.g.
20 There

is no evidence that t is a constituent of a DP structure in these cases, since an (overt at
least) determiner cannot co-occur with t in this environment, unlike the case for Thompson which
allows oblique t and determiner k sequences to occur between an attributive modifier and head.
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k’w k’w yúmaP ‘little’) or an NP complement (e.g. automobil ‘car’), so long as the
complement is introduced by t, but we then lose the generalization that the final
element of a CNP must always be a noun. In other words, the alternative predicts
’
that nňx̌cin
t k’w k’w yúmaP ‘that’s a loud little’ should be grammatical, but it is not.
In any case, attributive t is semantically vacuous: It neither changes a predicate
NP into an argument, nor licenses an NP to function as a predicate.

6.2.4

Summary of Attributive Modification

This section has shown that there are semantic constraints on the modifying constituent in an attributive modification: Only predicates that either are individuallevel predicates already (e.g. t@ìtáìt ‘straight/true’), or have been coerced into such
predicates by adding customary/stative ac- (e.g. qw ím@m’ ‘frightened’) may occur
in this position. I cautiously suggest that the category of adjectives in Okanagan
comprises just that class of basic and derived lexical items that may occur as modifiers, but not heads, in complex DP structures.21
The ungrammaticality of eventive unaccusatives, unergatives, and transitives as
attributive modifiers supports an analysis whereby constructions for which they can
modify a nominal are structurally distinct from attributive modifications. I suggest
that this distinction corresponds to a structural distinction between attributive and
relative clause modification, to which I now turn.

6.3

Relative Clauses

Nominal modifications involving predicates other than non-eventive unaccusatives
follow morphosyntactic patterns distinct from those outlined in the previous section for attributive modification. I claim that these involve relative clause modification. I begin first with some basic properties and some surface-level characteristics
of relative clauses, before presenting evidence that Okanagan relative clauses are
formed by movement of a DP to the left periphery of the relative clause (cf. Davis
(2004, 2010a) for Lillooet and Koch (2006) for Thompson.)
21 See Davis (2011) and Koch (2006) for discussion of this issue in Lillooet and Thompson, respectively.
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6.3.1

Introducing Relative Clauses

I adopt the syntactic definition of a relative clause given in Kroeber (1999, 252):
“Relative clauses are clauses that contain gaps that are co-referent with an NP in
a higher clause, and the relative clause serves to restrict the type of entity denoted
by the matrix NP.” By way of example, the bracketed, ergative-inflected relative
clause iP wík@n ‘that I saw’ restricts the bird under discussion in (36a), and the
nominalized relative clause [iP] isck’ w úl’ ‘the (one) that I made’ restricts the type of
shirt under discussion in (36b).
’
(36) a. tQáp-nt-ín

iP

sk@kQákaP [iP

shoot-DIR -1 SG . ERG DET bird

DET

wík-@n].
see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG

I shot the bird that I saw.
b. iP

lasmíst [[iP]

’
i-s-c-k’ w úl]

shirt
[ DET ] 1 SG . POSS - NOM - CUST-make
’
s@l-mí-n.

DET

lose-MIN -[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG
The shirt which I made, I lost.
I follow Heim and Kratzer (1998, 65) for English (and Koch (2006) for Thompson) in assuming the following semantic distinction between relative clauses and
attributive modification: A relative clause by definition utilizes a rule of predicate modification in addition to lambda-abstraction of the variable corresponding
to a WH-gap, whereas attributive modification simply involves a rule of predicate
modification. Syntactically, lambda-abstraction is induced by A’ extraction of a
constituent, leaving a gap. Attributive modification is analogous to adjectival modification in English.
Keenan (1985) states that an important feature of a true relative clause is that
it has to be a unique grammatical construction. For Okanagan (and the rest of the
Southern Interior), a relative clause is not identifiable by special inflectional morphology on the clausal modifier (Kroeber, 1999, 272), but instead by the following
criteria:
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a.

In the case of a thematically transitive modifier, a relative clause structure
is identifiable by an iP determiner and/or t oblique marker which precedes
the modifier, and by the availability of (and preference for) head-initial
modification.

b.

In the case of an intransitive modifier, a relative clause structure is identifiable by an iP determiner or t oblique marker which precedes the head, and
by the availability of a head-initial structure.

Under these criteria, the following are all examples of relative clauses. (37a) and
(37d) have semantically transitive modifying clauses, while (37b,c) both have intransitive modifying clauses.
(37) a. way’ c-my-st-in

sq@ltmíxw iP

iP

yes CUST-know-CAUS -1 SG . ERG DET man
’ w -m-s
ks-k’ w ul-ìx
t
citxw .
FUT -make-house- MID -3 SG . POSS OBL

DET

house

I know a man who can build you a house.
b. way’ kaPkíc-@n

s@nkìc’ aPsqáx̌aP aP

iP

yes find-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET horse

c-yalt.

DET CUST -run.away

I found the horse that ran away.
c. kn

wík-@m t

sk@kQákaP t

1 SG . ABS see-MID OBL birds

’
c@-cámaPt.

OBL RED -small( PL )

I saw some birds that were small.
d. kn

’
s-c-k’ w ul-x

t

yámx̌w aP

t

1 SG . ABS NOM - CUST-make-INTR OBL cedar.bark.basket OBL
ks-yaP-yáPx̌aP-s@lx.
FUT- IRED -show-3 PL . POSS

I’m making a basket that they will show.
None of the examples in (37) can be analyzed as attributive modifications, because
they are not head-final modifications.22
22 Head-final

variants of all four of these sentences are possible however. A head-final version
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Unlike attributive modification, relative clause modification is prototypically
head-initial (38a), although head-final relative clauses (38b) are possible and are
freely volunteered. (38c) confirms that the head-final ordering cannot be a case of
attributive modification, since attributive t is not permitted in this context.
’
(38) a. tQáp-nt-ín

iP

sk@kQákaP iP

shoot-DIR -1 SG . ERG DET bird

DET

wík-@n.
see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG

I shot the bird that I saw.
’
b. tQáp-nt-ín

iP

wík-@n

iP

sk@kQákaP.

shoot-DIR -1 SG . ERG DET see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET bird
I shot the bird that I saw.
’
c. *tQáp-nt-ín

iP

wík-@n

t

sk@kQákaP.

shoot-DIR -1 SG . ERG DET see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG OBL bird
I shot the bird that I saw.
For Okanagan, either iP or t must introduce both the head and clausal portion of a
relative.23
(39) a. *way’ Piì-@n
yes

’
p’ yq-nt-is

iP

qáqxw @lx.

eat-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET cook-DIR -3 SG . ERG fish

Yes, I ate the fish that he cooked.
b. way’ Piì-@n

iP

’
p’ yq-nt-is

iP

qáqxw @lx.

yes eat-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET cook-DIR -3 SG . ERG DET fish
Yes, I ate the fish that he cooked.
of (37c) is ambiguously a case of attributive modification. The structure of post-nominal adjectival
modification, especially those introduced by the oblique marker such as (37c), is unclear and needs
further work.
23 This essentially means that pre-nominal (39a) and post-posed (40a) relatives are ungrammatical
in Okanagan. I introduce this terminology, stemming from Davis (2010a), below in section 6.3.3.
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(40) a. *way’ Piì-@n
yes

’
qáqxw @lx p’ yq-nt-is.

iP

eat-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET fish

cook-DIR -3 SG . ERG

Yes, I ate the fish that he cooked.
b. way’ Piì-@n

’
p’ yq-nt-is.

qáqxw @lx iP

iP

yes eat-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET fish

DET

cook-DIR -3 SG . ERG

Yes, I ate the fish that he cooked.
The most straightforward relativization patterns involve a ‘matching effect’ between the particle which introduces the head nominal and the particle which introduces the modifier, as in the head-initial (41) and head-final examples (42) below.
The initial particle follows predictably from the selectional properties of the main
clause predicate. As such, one might guess that the second particle is simply a
copy of the initial particle, but I will show in the next section that things are not so
simple.24
(41) a. way’ caP-nt-ís

sq@ltmíxw iP

iP

yes punch-DIR -3 SG . ERG DET man

DET

wik-s.
see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG

He hit the man he saw.
’
b. i-s-c-k’ w úl-@m

iP

lpot iP

máQ-@n.

1 SG . POSS - NOM - CUST-fix-MID DET cup DET break-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG
I am fixing the cup that I broke.
’
c. John k’ w úl-@m

t

kì-s-n-q’ w íì-t@n-s.

yamx̌w aP t

John make-MID OBL basket

OBL U . POSS - NOM -n-pack- INSTR -3 SG . POSS

John made the basket he was going to carry.
d. kn

’
s-c-k’ w ul-x

t

yámx̌w aP

t

1 SG . ABS NOM - CUST-make-INTR OBL cedar.bark.basket OBL
ks-yaP-yáPx̌aP-s@lx.
FUT- RED -show-3 PL . POSS

I’m making a basket that they will show.
24 The second particle(s) is determined by the selectional properties of the relative clause predicate,

at least for relative clause types where clause-internal movement of a DP can be demonstrated. See
section 6.3.3. See also 6.5 for a more technical discussion of the matching effect.
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(42) a. way’ caP-nt-ís

iP

wik-s

iP

sq@ltmíxw .

yes punch-DIR -3 SG . ERG DET see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET man
He hit the man he saw.
’
b. i-s-c-k’ w úl-@m

iP

máQ-@n

iP

lpot.

1 SG . POSS - NOM - CUST-fix-MID DET break-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET cup
I am fixing the cup that I broke.
’
c. John k’ w úl-@m

kì-s-n-q’ w íì-t@n-s

t

t

John make-MID OBL U . POSS - NOM-n-pack-INSTR -3 SG . POSS OBL
yamx̌w aP.
basket
John made the basket he was going to carry.
’
s-c-k’ w ul-x

d. kn

t

ks-yaP-yáPx̌aP-s@lx

t

1 SG . ABS IMPF-make-IMPF OBL FUT- RED-show-3 PL . POSS OBL
yámx̌w aP.
cedar.bark.basket
I’m making a basket that they will show.
The modifiers in (41-42) are all thematically transitive, with either ergative
or possessive subject morphology. Likewise non-eventive unaccusatives (43-45),
eventive unaccusative modifiers (46) and unergative modifiers (47-48) are also
grammatical within these ‘matching’ patterns, with variable ordering between the
head and modifier:
(43) a. wík-@n

iP

sk@kQákaP iP

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET birds

c@-cáPmaPt.

DET RED -small( PL)

I saw the small birds.
b. wík-@n

iP

’
c@-cámaPt

iP

sk@kQákaP.

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET RED-small(PL) DET birds
I saw the small birds.
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(44) a. kn-xít-@n

tkìmilxw iP

iP

help-BEN -1 SG . ERG DET woman

paP-paPs-ílx.

DET RED -sad- DEV

I helped the sad woman.
b. kn-xít-@n

iP

paP-paPs-ílx

iP

tkìmilxw .

help-BEN -1 SG . ERG DET RED-sad-DEV DET woman
I helped the sad woman.
(45) a. ixíP Pamn-(n)t-ís
DET

iP

Pilxw t.

pus iP

feed-DIR -3 SG . ERG DET cat DET hungry

He fed the cat that was hungry.
b. Pamn-(n)t-ís@lx

iP

Pilxw t

iP

pupQas.

feed-DIR -3 PL . ERG DET hungry DET kitten
They fed the hungry kitten.
(46) a. kn-xít-@n

iP

t@twít iP

help-BEN -1 SG . ERG DET boy

DET

t’k’ w -ak’ w .
fall.down-RED

I helped the boy who fell down.
b. kn-xít-@n

iP

t’k’ w -ak’ w

iP

t@twít.

help-BEN -1 SG . ERG DET fall.down-RED DET boy
I helped the boy who fell down.
(47) a. wík-@n

iP

xíxwt@m aP

’
c-ì@tp-m@-ncút.

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET little.girl DET CUST-jump-MIN - REFLEX
I saw a little girl that jumped.
b. wík-@n

aP

’
c-ì@tp-m@-ncút

iP

xíxwt@m.

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET CUST-jump-MIN - REFLEX DET little.girl
I saw the boy who jumped.
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(48) a. wík-@n

iP

’ w tilx.
tx

sk@kQákaP iP

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET birds

DET

fly

I saw the birds that were flying.
b. wík-@n

iP

’ w tilx iP
tx

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET fly

sk@kQákaP.

DET

birds

I saw the flying birds.
Unaccusative (49-51) and unergative predicates (52-53) alike may also modify an
oblique argument within a matching t pattern:25
(49) a. kn

wík-@m t

’
’ r’ ákxn
swa
t

1 SG . ABS see-MID OBL frog

qw Qay.

OBL

blue

I see a frog that is blue.
b. kn

wík-@m t

’
’ r’ ákxn.
swa

qw Qay t

1 SG . ABS see-MID OBL blue

frog

OBL

I see a frog that is blue.
(50) a. kn

Piys-@m t

’ c’ awt.
’
c’ w-

lasmíst t

1 SG . ABS buy-MID OBL shirt

OBL RED -clean

I bought a clean shirt.
b. kn

Piys-@m t

’ c’ awt
’
c’ w-

t

lasmíst.

1 SG . ABS buy-MID OBL RED-clean OBL shirt
I bought a clean shirt.
25 Though

it should be said that the head-initial versions of (52-53) are more marginal than the
head-final versions. This could be taken as evidence that the ‘double t’ pattern is more closely related
to attributive than to relative clause modification, although it cannot be understood as attributive
clause modification, since the modifiers in the examples cannot occur in CNPs. See related discussion
in section 6.5.
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(51) a. kn

wík-@m t

sk@kQákaP t

1 SG . ABS see-MID OBL birds

c@-cáPmaPt.

DET RED -small( PL)

I saw some small birds
b. kn

wík-@m t

’
c@-cámaPt

t

sk@kQákaP.

1 SG . ABS see-MID DET RED-small(PL) OBL birds
I saw some small birds.
(52) a. kn

wík-@m t

sp@plínaP t

1 SG . ABS see-MID OBL rabbit

’
c-ì@tp-m@-ncút.

OBL CUST -jump- MIN - REFLEX

I saw the rabbit who jumped.
b. kn

wík-@m t

’
c-ì@tp-m@-ncút

t

sp@plínaP.

1 SG . ABS see-MID OBL CUST-jump-MIN - REFLEX OBL rabbit
I saw the rabbit who jumped.
(53) a. kn

wík-@m t

tuP-t@twít t

c-caP-cQálx.

1 SG . ABS see-MID OBL RED-boy OBL CUST- RED-bathe
I saw some swimming boys.
b. kn

wík-@m t

c-caP-cQálx

t

tuP-t@twít.

1 SG . ABS see-MID OBL CUST- RED-bathe OBL RED-boy
I saw some swimming boys.
The head-final versions of (49-51) may be analyzed, ambiguously, as attributively
modified complex obliques; however, the head-initial versions of these examples
cannot be. Furthermore, given the distinctive morpho-syntactic pattern of attributive modification, neither the head-initial nor head-final versions of (43-48) are
analyzable as attributive modifications, at least not on par with the CNPs and complex obliques discussed in the previous section. This is because iP is a determiner,
but attributive t is not, which crucially implies a structural distinction.
Nouns can also occur as modifiers within a relative clause modification pattern.
Note that (54) below is translated as a head-initial modification, and not as a headfinal (e.g. ‘lady boss’) attributive.
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(54)

wík-@n

iP

tkìmilxw iP

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET woman

ylmíxw @m.

DET

chief

I met the lady who is chief/boss.
If (54) does in fact involve a relative clause, the significant implication is that nouns
can project clausal structure.26,27

6.3.2

Other Characteristics of Okanagan Relatives

There are other noteworthy characteristics of Okanagan relative clauses which I
will briefly touch upon in this section. These are as follows:
a.

No dedicated relative clause inflectional pattern (Kroeber, 1999)

b.

No WH-relative pronouns (Davis, 2010a)

c.

Headless relatives are possible, and quite common (cf. section 4.3)

d.

A wide range of grammatical roles can be relativized, oblique arguments
being an exception

e.

Long-distance relativization is possible
(a) Unlike many other Salish languages, Okanagan relative clauses do not

exhibit any special inflectional pattern. In other words, pronominal morphology
found on relative clauses may also generally be found on main clause predicates
(Kroeber, 1999, 272,304). Thus, the ergative relative clause predicate in (55a) and
the nominalized relative in (55b) can both function as main clause predicates in
appropriate contexts.28
26 This

possibility becomes important to consider especially with regards to DP-DP predication
and cleft data. I discuss this in more detail in section 8.8.
27 Nouns prefixed by Pakì- ‘to have’ are also able to function as relative clause predicates:
(i) a.

b.

’
’ k’ w t.
wík-@n
iP
sq@ltmíxw [iP]
Pakì-cítxw (iP)
kl
ti
see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET man
[ DET ] HAVE-house ( DET ) LOC lake
I’ve seen a man that had a house by the lake.
wík-@n
[iP]
Pakì-cítxw iP
sq@ltmíxw .
see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG [ DET ] HAVE-house DET man
I’ve seen a man that has a house.

28 The exact semantic difference between (55a) and (55b),
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if there actually is one, remains unclear.

’
(55) a. tQap-nt-ín

iP

wík-@n

iP

sk@kQákaP.

shoot-DIR -1 SG . ERG DET see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET bird
I shot the bird that I’ve seen.
’
b. tQap-nt-ín

[iP]

i-s-c-wík

iP

shoot-DIR -1 SG . ERG [ DET ] 1 SG . POSS - NOM - CUST-see DET
sk@kQákaP.
bird
I shot the bird that I’ve seen.
(b) As in the rest of Salish (Davis, 2010a), there are no relative pronouns, WH
or otherwise, in Okanagan (56):
(56) a. way’ caP-nt-ís

sq@ltmíxw (*swit) iP

iP

yes punch-DIR -3 SG . ERG DET man

who

DET

wik-s.
see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG
He hit the man who he saw.
’
b. John k’ w ul-@m

’ t
yámx̌w aP (*stim)

t

John make-MID OBL basket

what

OBL

kì-s-n-q’ w íì-t@n-s.
U . POSS - NOM -n-pack- INSTR -3 SG . POSS

John made the basket which he was going to carry.
(c) Both subject and object-centered ‘headless’ relatives are common in Okanagan (57). I assume that these are a special type of head-initial relative, where the
head noun, and its selecting determiner, are both null (see previous discussion in
section 4.3).
w
’ y-nt-íx
’
(57) a. q@

iP

qw @l-qw íl-st-m-@n.

write-DIR -2 SG . ERG DET RED-speak-CAUS -2 SG . ACC -1 SG . ERG
Write down what I’m telling you.
Speakers indicate that nominalized forms like (55b) are past-tense completive, while ergative forms
like (55a) are present-tense completive, but my research suggests that there is no clear demarcation
between the two, and that both can be uttered felicitously within an identical discourse situation.
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b. kaPkíc-@n

aP

’
c-sl-mí-st-@n.

find-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET CUST-lose-MIN - CAUS -1 SG . ERG
I found the one I was looking for.
c. Tina wik-s

xw ic’ -xt-s

iP

t

qáqxw @lx.

Tina see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET give-BEN -3 SG . ERG OBL fish
Tina saw the one she handed the fish to.
Demonstratives appear to function as relative clause heads (58), but since demonstratives often associate with a constituent DP (cf. section 4.6), (58) may also
be analyzed as a headless relative under the assumption that the demonstrative is
associated with a null DP.
(58)

wík-@n

ixíP iP

ks-kn-xit-m-s.

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DEM DET FUT-help-BEN -2 SG . ABS -3 SG . ERG
I saw the one who will help you.
(d) Many grammatical roles may be relativized in Okanagan. In addition to the
relativized transitive objects and subjects, themes of benefactive applicatives may
also be relativized (59):
(59) a. kw in-[n]t iP

xw ic’ -xt-m-@n.

qáqxw @lx iP

take-DIR DET fish

DET

give-BEN -2 SG . ACC -1 SG . ERG

Take the fish that I’m giving you.
b. talíP in-x̌ást

iP

yámx̌w aP iP

very 1 SG . POSS-good DET basket
’
w.
k’ w ul-xt-x

DET

kw u
1 SG . ABS

make-BEN -2 SG . ERG
I like the basket that you made me.
Rather than directly extract a subject of a transitive predicate, speakers often prefer
to passivize the relative clause predicate as part of a topic maintenance operation,
and extract the agent. In (60), the clausal remnant is inflected as passive by the
suffix -m, and is introduced by the sequence iP t, which together indicate that the
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passive agent has been extracted.29
(60)

’ ňaP-ám-s
’
s-c-ňaP-

iP

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m-s

NOM - CUST- RED -look.for- MID -3 SG . POSS DET OCC - RED -teach- MID -3 SG . POSS

iP

t

DET OBL

kn-xít-@m

iP

l

’ y-mín-t@n.
’
s@n-q@

help-DIR - PASS DET LOC LOC-write-INSTR - INSTR

He’s looking for the teacher that helped him at school.
Oblique arguments of formally intransitive predicates cannot generally be relativized (61a). In these cases, speakers will normally correct the relativized predicate to a transitive form (61b,c) (Montler, 1993), though (61b) shows that it is insufficient to change the relativized predicate to a transitive form in the context of a
morphologically intransitive main clause predicate. There are apparent exceptions
to the generalization that oblique arguments of formally intransitive predicates cannot be relativized (62).
(61) a. *kn

ks-kaPkíc-aPx t

automobile kn

(t)

1 SG . ABS FUT-find-INTR OBL automobile 1 SG . ABS ( OBL )
’ ňP-ús-x.
’
s-c-ňaPNOM - CUST- RED -look.for-eye- INTR

I’m gonna find the car I’m looking for.
b. *kn

ks-kaPkíc-aPx t

automobile t

’ ňaP-st-ín.
’
c-ňaP-

1 SG . ABS FUT-find-INTR OBL automobile OBL CUST- RED-look.for-CAUS -1 SG . ERG
I’m gonna find the car I’m looking for.
c. i-ks-kaPkíc-@m

iP

automobile aP

’ ňaP-st-ín.
’
c-ňaP-

1 SG . POSS - FUT-find-MID DET automobile DET CUST- RED-look.for-CAUS -1 SG . ERG
I’m going to find the car that I’m looking for.
29 Passive-agent relatives show evidence for formation through A’ movement, as I discuss in the
next section. See specifically the discussion around example 67.
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(62)

siwìkw t

x̌mínk-@m t

kn

1 SG . ABS want-MID OBL water
’
i[n]-sláx̌t.

ks-síwst-x

OBL FUT -drink- INTR

1 SG . POSS-friend
I want some water for my friend to drink.
(e) Long-distance relativization is possible (63). For (63a), the nominal head
’
sňaPcín@m ‘deer’ is an underlying object argument of the transitive imperative
w ‘cook it!’, while for (63b), the nominal head tkìmílxw ‘woman’ is an
’
cpy’qntík
underlying subject argument of the intransitive predicate xw uy ‘go.’
’
(63) a. John tQap-nt-ís

iP

’
sňaPcín@m
iP

John shoot-DIR -3 SG . ERG DET deer

DET

cu-s
say-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG

w !”.
’
Norman Benny “c-p’ yq-nt-ík

Normay Benny CUST-bake-DIR - IMP
John shot the deer that Norman told Ben to cook.
wik-nt-xw

b. uc
YNQ

iP

’ klax
’ w
tkìmilxw kl-

see-DIR -2 SG . ERG DET woman

wik-s

Sarah ìaP

iP

RED -evening DET

xw uy?

see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG Sarah COMP go
Do you know the woman who Sarah saw leave (early last night)?

6.3.3

Relative Clause Formation by Movement

As first noted by Kroeber (1997, 396) for Thompson, locative relatives seem to
involve clause internal movement of a PP to the left periphery of a relative clause.
Kroeber notes that in examples like (64), “...the preposition codes the relation of
gap to relative clause predicate, not the relation of the whole relative clause to the
matrix predicate.”
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(64)

(w)Péx kn
PROG

xw íP-m

te

npúytn2 [[n-e

1 SG look.for-MID OBL . DET bed
’ t1CP ]
wn
Qw óyt

[

NP2 ]PP1 ]

in-DET

xw úy’
FUT

1 SG . CJCT sleep

I’m looking for a bed where I’m gonna sleep. (Koch, 2006, 132)
In other words, because the preposition n “in” in (64) helps to specify the location of the sleeping event, and not the looking event (i.e. it fixes the location of ‘the
bed’ in this case), the preposition may plausibly be analyzed as having moved from
’ ‘sleep’. Davis (2004)
a position inside the relative clause, following the verb Qw óyt
and Koch (2006) have shown for Lillooet and Thompson respectively that the determiner also moves, or rather, the clause internal DP “pied-pipes” the preposition
to a clause-initial position. This is illustrated by the bracketing in (64).
Since Lillooet and Thompson determiners vary with regards to their spatiotemporal properties, Davis (2004, 2010a) and Koch (2006) are able to show that
the determiner introducing the relative clause reflects the spatio-temporal properties of the relative clause predicate, rather than the main clause predicate, confirming that movement also occurs in relatives which do not involve locative marking.
For Okanagan, it is not possible to use different determiners as a diagnostic for
movement, since there is only one determiner involved in relativization, iP. Nevertheless, the oblique marker t as well as the other locative markers, help to confirm
that movement has occurred. I now discuss why.
’ l and tl
Recall that for Okanagan, the oblique marker t and locative markers kl,
may co-occur with iP. These particle sequences help provide evidence for clauseinternal movement. In main clauses, the combination of iP and t introduces instruments and passive agents, as in (65), and the combination of iP and a locative
particle designates a DP as a locative adjunct, as in (66) iP tl sq@ltmíxw “from the
man”.
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’
(65) a. tQap-nt-ís

[iP

t

s-wlwlm-inkPP ].

shoot-DIR -3 SG . ERG DET OBL NOM-iron-weapon
He shot it with a gun.
’
b. Mike c’ úm-qs-nt-@m

[iP

t

tkìmilxw PP ].

Mike suck-nose-DIR - PASS DET OBL woman
Mike was kissed by the woman.
(66)

c-ylt-mí-st-s@lx

[iP

sq@ltmíxw PP ].

tl

CUST -run.away- MIN - CAUS -3 PL . ERG DET LOC

man

They’re running away from the man.
In support of a movement analysis for Okanagan relatives, consider that when
instruments and passive agents like those in (65) are relativized, the relative clause
is introduced by both iP and t (67):30,31
ìíPq’ w -@m-ìt

(67) a. kw u

iP

’
ník-m@n
2

[[iP t

[

NP2 ]PP1 ]

1 SG . GEN show-MID - APPL DET cut-INSTR DET OBL
’
w
nik-nt-x
t ].
1CP

cut-DIR -2 SG . ERG
Show me the knife that you cut it with.
30 I

leave off bracketing for the DP in (67) for the reader’s sake. Recall from chapter 4 that I
have analyzed the bracketed PPs in (67) as being introduced by a determiner because of a prosodic
inversion of D and P.
31 Hébert (1982b, 46, ex.46) argues that oblique extractions are ungrammatical, and shows an
ungrammatical case of an instrument extraction (as a type of oblique), but her particular example is
likely ungrammatical since when overt, the sequence iP t is stranded at the end of the sentence, and
when not overt, there is nothing to code the relation of ‘the knife’ to ‘the man’:
(i)

*iP
DET

’
’ wik-s
ttwit
iP
níkm@n
iP
sq@ltmíxw pul-st-s
boy see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET cut-INSTR DET man
kill-CAUS -3 SG . ERG
iP

x̌áQx̌aQ (iP
t).
crow
( DET OBL )
The boy saw the knife that the man killed the crow with.
DET
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b. Mike wik-s

iP

tkìmilxw 2 [[iP t

Mike see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET woman
’
c’ úm-qs-nt-@m
t1CP ].

[

NP2 ]PP1 ]

DET OBL

suck-nose-DIR - PASS
Mike saw the woman he was kissed by.
Note that iP and t normally only co-occur when introducing a passive agent
or instrument, or before clauses from which these grammatical roles have been
extracted. In extraction contexts involving passive patients, for example, iP t may
not introduce the relative clause, only iP. (68) shows an example of an extracted
patient iP tkìmilxw ‘the woman’, where the clausal remnant is introduced by the
determiner iP, and an in-situ clause-internal agent is introduced by iP t. Oblique t
cannot introduce the relativized predicate, since it is the patient and not the agent
that has been extracted.
(68)

’ ňaP-ám-s
’
John s-c-ňaP-

iP

tkìmilxw iP

John NOM - CUST- RED-look.for-MID-3 SG . POSS DET woman
(*t)

kn-xít-@m

iP

t

DET

sq@ltmíxw .

(* OBL ) help-[ DIR ]- PASS DET OBL man
John is looking for the woman who was helped by the man.
Given that the distribution of the sequence iP t is limited to the same grammatical subset in both extraction and non-extraction contexts, the sequence iP t in (67)
constitutes evidence for clause-internal movement.
Similarly, when a locative adjunct is extracted in Okanagan, the relative clause
is introduced by a determiner plus locative marker sequence, thus furnishing evidence parallel to Thompson (64) that clause-internal movement has indeed occurred. Compare (66) and (69a), in particular.32
32 Not

all locative relatives in Okanagan follow the same relativization strategy as that exhibited in
(69a-b). In (i) below, the head sq@ltmixw ‘man’ is coded as a direct patient argument of the possessor
predicate ikstwm ‘I’m going to sell’, while the shirt is a theme of the lexical ditransitive tw ‘to
sell’. In (ii), the standard locative extraction strategy is utilized, however the semantics of ‘from’ is
duplicated in a main clause demonstrative adverbial itliP as well as the locative marker tl, in addition
to the clause-internal locative marker. The nature of this ‘copying’ effect is unclear to me, but (ii)
may support the movement account if the first occurrence of tl is a copy of the second occurrence,
which although normally deleted is not in this case for some reason. (Thanks to Henry Davis for
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(69) a. wik-@n

iP

sq@ltmíxw 2 [[iP tl

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET man
c-ylt-mí-st-s@lx

[

NP2 ]PP1 ]

DET LOC

t1CP ].

CUST -run.away- MIN - CAUS -3 PL . ERG

I see the man that they’re running away from.
c-my-st-íxw

b. uc

iP

YNQ CUST -know- CAUS -2 SG . ERG DET
NP2 ]PP1 ]

[

’
sq@ltmíxw 2 [[iP kl
man

tw-mí-st-@m-@n

DET LOC

iP

lasmíst t1CP ].

sell-MIN - CAUS - MIN [?]-1 SG . ERG DET shirt
Do you know the man that I sold the shirt to?
Following Koch (2006) and Davis (2010a), I claim that for Okanagan instrumental and passive agent relatives (67) and locative relatives (69), a DP internal
to the relative clause has raised to the left periphery of the relative clause CP. The
noun in the moved DP then plausibly undergoes deletion through identity with the
clause exterior head NP. The following structure is one possible representation of
the relative clause in (69a):
pointing this out to me.)
(i)

uc

c-my-st-ixw

iP

YNQ CUST -know- CAUS -2 SG . ERG DET

iP

sq@ltmíxw [iP]
i-ks-tw-m
man
[ DET ] 1 SG . POSS - FUT-sell-MID

t

lasmíst?
shirt
Do you know the man I’m going to sell the shirt to?
DET OBL

(ii)

kw @n-íxw
itlíP tl
síyaP
iP
tl
take-[ DIR ]-2 SG . ERG DEM LOC saskatoons DET LOC
’ w-xít-m-@n.
’
c-x̌@wCUST -dry- FRED - BEN -2 SG . ACC -1 SG . ERG
Take from these berries that I am drying for you.
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Figure 6.3: Okanagan Locative Relative Clause
DP

NP

D
iP

CP

NP
N
Spec

C’

sq@ltmíxw j
PPi

TP

C
DP

P

...
tl

D

NP

iP

pro j

VP
cylt@místl@x

PPti

‘the man that they’re running away from’

Assuming that all relative clauses in Okanagan are similarly formed, the structure in (6.3) implies that the sequence of particles introducing the clausal remnant
should always code the relation of the gap to the relative clause predicate. Consider
that subject and object extractions in Okanagan are characterized by having the determiner iP introduce both the head and the clausal remnant.33 Since transitive
predicates always select for iP DP objects in main clause contexts (70a), the prediction is that when an object is extracted, the clausal remnant will be introduced
by only a determiner iP. This prediction is upheld (70b).34
(70) a. wik-s

iP

sq@ltmíxw

see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG man
He saw the man.
33 At

least when the main clause predicate is transitive. When the main clause predicate is intransitive, and the modifier is an irrealis, nominalized form (cf. 41c,d), t may introduce both head and
modifier. A coherent syntactic account of these double-oblique modifications has yet to be worked
out, though see section 6.5 for some discussion.
34 These are consistent with the movement hypothesis, but do not constitute a particularly strong
argument for it, since as Koch (2006) notes for similar cases in Thompson, the two determiners may
simply be copies of one another.
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b. way’ caP-nt-ís

sq@ltmíxw iP

iP

yes punch-DIR -3 SG . ERG DET man

(*t)

DET

(* OBL )

wik-s.
see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG
He hit the man he saw.
As a working hypothesis then, I assume that all Okanagan relatives are formed
by clause-internal movement. I further assume that relative clauses are canonically head-initial, and that head-final relatives are derived from head-initials by an
additional movement of the relative clause CP to a position preceding the DP containing the head, presumably Spec DP.35 Compare the head-initial relative clause
iP sq@ltmíxw iP kw u wiks “the man who saw me” (6.4) with its equivalent head-final
version iP kw u wiks iP sq@ltmíxw (6.5):
Figure 6.4: Head-initial (a.k.a. ‘post-nominal’) Relative Clause
DP

NP

D
iP
NP

CP

N

C’

Spec

sq@ltmíxw j

DPti

TP

C

D

NP

iP

N

...

VP
kw u wiks

DPi

pro j

‘The man who saw me.’
35 Or possibly adjoined to DP. Pre-posed (head-final) relatives in Okanagan (and Thompson) are
generally more marked than post-nominal (head-initial) forms (cf. Koch (2006) for Thompson).
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Figure 6.5: Head-final (a.k.a. ‘pre-posed’) Relative Clause
DP

Spec

D’

CPk
Spec

D

iP

C’

DPti

C

NP

...

CPtk

N

TP

NP

iP

NP

D

sq@ltmíxw j

VP

N
kw u wiks

DPi

pro j

‘The man who saw me.’

Head-initial (6.4, cf. 72b below) and head-final (6.5, cf. 71b) relative clauses
may be referred to respectively as post-nominal, and pre-posed relatives following Davis (2002, 2004, 2010a), who develops a typology of Salish relative clauses
based not only on relative head-modifier ordering, but also on whether or not a particle introduces both the head and modifier. Two other types of relatives in Davis’
typology, pre-nominal (71a) and post-posed (72a) relatives are ungrammatical in
Okanagan (cf. 39-40).36
(71) a. *way’ Piì-@n
yes

’
p’ yq-nt-is

iP

qáqxw @lx.

eat-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET cook-DIR -3 SG . ERG fish

Yes, I ate the fish that he cooked.
b. way’ Piì-@n

iP

’
p’ yq-nt-is

iP

qáqxw @lx.

yes eat-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET cook-DIR -3 SG . ERG DET fish
Yes, I ate the fish that he cooked.
36 Straits

Salish (Montler, 1993) and Lillooet (Davis, 2010a) contrast with Okanagan since both
allow these types of relatives. Davis (2010a) claims that relatives in Lillooet are all derived from a
common pre-nominal structure. Okanagan, like Thompson, has marked pre-posed relatives, and so
Davis’s analysis would require first extraposition, and then pre-posing.
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(72) a. *way’ Piì-@n
yes

’
qáqxw @lx p’ yq-nt-is.

iP

eat-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET fish

cook-DIR -3 SG . ERG

Yes, I ate the fish that he cooked.
b. way’ Piì-@n

qáqxw @lx iP

iP

yes eat-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET fish

DET

’
p’ yq-nt-is.
cook-DIR -3 SG . ERG

Yes, I ate the fish that he cooked.
The following table compares relativization possibilities in Okanagan with
three other Interior Salish languages, in light of Davis’ typology.37 ‘D1’ and ‘D2’
refer to the linear order of determiners.
Table 6.3: Relativization Strategies in Four Interior Salish Languages

Lillooet
Thompson
Moses-Columbian
Okanagan

Prenominal
[D1[clause
NP]]

Postposed
[D1[NP
clause]]

Postnominal
[D1[NP[D2
clause]]]

Preposed
[D1 clause
D2 NP]

X
*
X
*

X
*
X
*

X
X
(X)
X

*
X
*
X

I assume that headless relatives in Okanagan (cf. 57) are a sub-type of postnominal relative clause, where one of the determiners deletes as a result of a
double-determiner filter, formulated by Davis (2010a, 22) as consisting of two parts
(73). I give the structure of the headless relative in (57) as Figure 6.6, where a determiner containing a head NP is phonologically adjacent to a determiner which
heads the moved DP, and so deletes.
(73) a. Double Determiner Filter
*[D1 ...D2 ] where no lexical head intervenes between D1 and D2
37 In Moses-Columbian, post-nominal relatives are possible (N. Mattina 2006, 124), but the oblique

marker is becoming optional there (Willett, 2003, 109).
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b. Determiner Deletion
Delete one of two phonologically adjacent determiners.
Figure 6.6: Headless Relative Clause
DP
NP

D
iP
NP

CP

N
Spec
j

C’

DPti

C

D

NP

iP

N

TP

...

VP
qw @lqw ílstm@n

pro j

DPi

‘the thing I am telling you.’

A few short comments on the markedness of pre-posed relatives are in order
here. Pre-posed relatives involving passive agent extractions are generally marginal
to ungrammatical (74a). There are examples of pre-posed locative relatives volunteered during elicitation sessions, as in (74b) below, however these are commonly
judged ungrammatical when presented to a speaker.
(74) a. *Mike wik-s

iP

t

’
c’ úm-qs-nt-@m

iP

Mike see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET OBL suck-nose-DIR - PASS DET
tkìmilxw .
woman
Mike saw the woman he was kissed by.
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b. iP

tl

kw u

cun-[n]t-xw

iP

s@n-tw-mís[t]-t@n,

1 SG . ABS say-DIR -2 SG . ERG DET LOC-sell-INTR . REFLEX - INSTR
itlíP axáP kn
n-Píys-@m.

DET LOC

DEM DEM

1 SG . ABS n-buy-MID

From the store you told me about, that is where I bought this.
The fact that data like (74a,b) are marginal to ungrammatical can be explained by
the resulting linear clash between the selectional restrictions of the main clause
predicate, and the particle(s) that immediately follows the predicate. For example,
although the transitive predicate in (74a) selects for an object introduced by iP, it
does not select for an object introduced by iP t. Interestingly, left-dislocating the
entire DP argument containing a pre-posed relative may circumvent this constraint
(74b), but more work needs to be done here.

6.3.4

Problems with Extending the Movement Account

Extending the movement account as discussed in this chapter to all Okanagan relatives encounters several problems, two of which are as follows.
First, the distribution of t before a clause does not always code the relation
of the gap to the relative clause predicate: Upper Nicola relative clauses inflected
with ks- future may be preceded by iP and t, but a main clause argument of such
a predicate may not be (Lyon, 2011). To illustrate, a possessor intransitive like
ksyaPyáPx̌aPs@lx ‘they will look at it’ selects for a core, iP DP object, as in (75a),
and the oblique marker is not possible here. Nevertheless, an oblique marker optionally surfaces for a relativized argument of a predicate inflected with future ks-,
as in (75b). Because the sequence iP t does not reflect the selectional properties of
the relative clause predicate, it is unclear how the movement account argued for in
this chapter applies to data like (75b).38
(75) a. ks-yaP-yáPx̌aP-s@lx

iP

FUT -show-[ DIR ]-3 PL . POSS DET

(*t)

pwmín

(* OBL ) drum

They will show a drum.
38 Lyon

(2011) analyzes this occurrence of t as a remnant of an earlier relativization strategy.
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’
b. k’ w úl-@n

yámx̌w aP

iP

iP

(t)

make-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET cedar.bark.basket DET OBL
ks-yaP-yáPx̌aP-s@lx.
FUT- IRED -show-3 PL . POSS

I made a basket that they will show.
Second, extractions of benefactive themes (76b) involve a relative clause predicate
introduced by iP, rather than t, which is unexpected given that benefactive themes
are introduced by t in main clause contexts (76a) (cf. Davis and Matthewson (2003)
and Gerdts and Kiyosawa (2010, 47-50) who note that ‘oblique’ objects are able to
extract directly in -xit marked applicative predicates in Lillooet.)
(76) a. xw ic’ -xt-m-n

qáqxw @lx.

t

give-BEN -2 SG . ACC -1 SG . ERG OBL fish
I gave you a fish.
b. kw in-t

iP

xw ic’ -xt-m-n.

qáqxw @lx iP

take-DIR DET fish

DET

give-BEN -2 SG . ACC -1 SG . ERG

Take the fish that I’m giving you.
The crucial point, however, is that Okanagan locative and passive-agent relative clauses show evidence for A’ movement, similarly to Thompson and Lillooet
relatives, and that core-argument extractions are also consistent with the movement
analysis. Other cases of relativization such as (75-76) may ultimately be explainable within this basic theory, with additional modifications.

6.4

Summary

This chapter has presented data relating to two types of nominal modification in
Okanagan: attributive and relative clause modification. I have claimed that nominal
modification, broadly speaking, can be distinguished from clausal subordination by
the distribution of particles. The determiner iP and oblique marker t are not used
as clausal subordinators, but are used in structures involving nominal modification.
Next, attributive modification can be distinguished from a relative clause by the
following:
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(i) Attributive modification is strictly head final, relative clause modification
may either be head initial or head final.
(ii) A nominal head must be introduced by t in an attributive structure, but may
also be introduced by iP in a relative clause structure.
(iii) Attributive modifiers must be non-eventive, stage or individual-level unaccusative predicates. An eventive predicate can only modify a nominal
through a relative clause structure.
I have shown that a subset of Okanagan relative clauses show evidence for a
clause internal, A’ movement of a DP or PP to the left periphery of an embedded CP
(Koch, 2006; Davis, 2010a). The movement account of relative clause formation
outlined in this chapter will be of particular importance during the discussion of
cleft clauses in later chapters.

6.5

Chapter Addendum: Notes on the ‘Matching Effect’

This addendum consists of a technical discussion of the patterns which iP and t
display in their nominal modification roles. Specifically, I discuss the ‘matching
effect’ seen with Okanagan relative clauses in more detail, as well as problematic
patterns in need of further work.
There are six possible surface patterns involving determiner iP and oblique
marker t in their capacity of introducing heads and modifiers in nominal modification structures. These six patterns are displayed in Table 6.4. Each pattern
is indicative of either attributive modification (‘attr’), relative clause modification
(‘rel’) or in at least one case, ambiguously both.
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Pattern

Table 6.4: Surface Patterns Displayed by Head/Modifier Introductory Particles in Okanagan Sentences Involving Nominal Modification

head-initial

head-final

before

before

before

before

nominal

modifier

modifier

nominal

1

?

iP

t

attr

iP

t

2

rel

iP

iP

rel

iP

iP

3

rel

t

t

rel/attr

t

t

4

rel

iP

iP t

rel(*)

iP t

iP

5

rel

t

iP t

rel(*)

iP t

iP

6

*

t

iP

*

t

iP

Not all logically possible patternings of iP and t are grammatical, as shown for
pattern 6 in the above table, showing that there is a ‘matching effect’ in Okanagan
relative clause modifications (patterns 2-5) whereby the particle that introduces the
head NP must also introduce the modifier, regardless of whether any additional
particles may or may not introduce the modifier. There is no matching effect for
pattern 1, which may be exclusively characteristic of attributive modification, although the status of head-initial pattern 1 modifications is unclear. The implication
is that a matching effect is diagnostic of a clausal modifier, given that only nonclausal, non-eventive modifiers can occur as modifiers with attributive pattern 1
modifications.
The movement account successfully captures patterns 2 and 4-5, with the exception of those cases where iP t does not code a passive agent (cf. 75 above).
Given that the relative clause-introducing particle(s) must match the selectional
restrictions of the clausal predicate, the matching effect may be roughly characterized as a requirement that the head of the relative clause be introduced by (at least
one of) the particles which introduce the relative clause. There is then the additional requirement that the main clause predicate be able to select for the relative
clause head. For extracted ditransitive themes (cf. 76) above, however, the matching effect appears to stem from a requirement that the clause-introducing particle
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match the head-introducing particle, as determined by the selectional properties of
the main clause predicate. The ‘direction’ of the matching effect thus seems to be
variable, depending on the type of clausal modification.
The ungrammaticality of head-final patterns 4 and 5 seems to be due to a linear
requirement that the particle(s) directly following an initial main clause predicate
also match that predicate’s selectional restrictions. In sum, there are three factors
involved in these matching effects:
a.

The selectional properties of the relative clause predicate.

b.

The selectional properties of the main clause predicate.

c.

A linear adjacency requirement between the main clause-predicate and the
particles which immediately follow, such that the particles be consistent
with the main clause-predicate’s selectional restriction.
The status of pattern 3 remains unclear. While head-final pattern 3 modifica-

tions involving non-eventive modifiers are straightforwardly analyzable as attributive modifications, it is less clear what the status of head-initial pattern 3 noneventive modifications is (cf. also head-initial pattern 1). For pattern 3 head-initial
clausal modifications, the ‘direction’ of the matching effect is similar to that seem
with ditransitive theme extractions, i.e. the t introducing the clause usually matches
the selectional properties of a main-clause intransitive predicate, rather than the selectional properties of the relative clause predicate (and quasi-objects are generally
not extractable). Furthermore, an optional pre-modifier determiner iP sometimes
surfaces for head-initial pattern 3, yielding head-initial pattern 5. As such, evidence
for clause-internal movement is not forthcoming for pattern 3.
Further work is required in elucidating and explaining the patterns shown in
Table 6.4, but I hope that this chapter has made a significant contribution to our
understanding of nominal modification in Okanagan.
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Chapter 7

Direct Predications and DP-DP
Structures: Syntax, Semantics,
and Information Structure
7.1

Introduction

At this point, all of the necessary analytical ingredients are in place for addressing
the central question of this dissertation: namely, what is the structure and interpretation of DP-DP structures, and how do they differ from direct predications? Direct
predications consist minimally of a lexical predicate (an NP, AP, or PP) and a DP
argument, as in (1a). DP-DP structures consist of two DPs, as in (1b).
(1) a. [ixíPDP ] [yámx̌w aPNP ] .
DEM

cedar.bark.basket
Direct predication

That is a basket.
b. [ixíPDP ] [iP
DEM

DET

yámx̌w aPDP ] .
cedar.bark.basket
DP-DP structure

That is a/the basket.
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7.1.1

Main Claims of this Chapter

The main claims of this chapter are as follows:
a.

Okanagan DP-DP structures are syntactically and information-structurally
distinct from direct predications.

b.

Okanagan DP-DP structures are semantically equative structures (Heycock
and Kroch, 1999), given that neither DP can be a predicate (Longobardi,
1994; Matthewson, 1998).

c.

Okanagan DP-DP structures involve a null, equative copula, while direct
predications do not involve any copula.

d.

The maximality implicature carried by the determiner iP (cf. chapter 5)
derives an implicature of exhaustivity (Davis et al., 2004) for DP-DP structures.

e.

Okanagan DP-DP structures display a fixed information structure. The
initial, referential DP in an Okanagan DP-DP structure is always in focus
(Rooth, 1992).

f.

Specificational DP-DP structures are not possible in Okanagan. This receives an explanation whereby:
(i) there is a ban on predicate raising (a.k.a. ‘syntactic inversion’) (Moro,
1997; den Dikken, 2006).
(ii) the equational head selects only intensional (<s,e>) (Romero, 2005;
Comorovski, 2007) iP DPs as a complement, not directly referential DPs.
(iii) the equational head assigns a feature ‘F’ (i.e. focus) to its second argument (i.e. the DP in specifier position).
(iv) information-structural alignment constraints force the focus to occur
left-most (Koch, 2008a).

g.

Identificational sentences may be reduced to the predicational class in
some cases (cf. Heller (2005) for English and Hebrew), and to the equative
class in other cases.
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h.

Apparent cases of syntactic inversion involving DP-DP structures may be
analyzed either as identificational predications, or as involving topicalization of the second, iP DP in a DP-DP structure. These apparent cases of
inversion are possible within a running discourse, but not in answer to a
WH-question.

i.

Since specificationals do not exist, Higgins’ taxonomy may be reduced to
two types for Okanagan (cf. item g): predicational and equative (cf. Heller
(2005) for English and Hebrew).

7.1.2

Chapter Outline

This chapter is summarized as follows.
First, I discuss direct predications (7.2, cf. 1a). These are interpretively equivalent to either predicational or identificational copular clauses in English (Higgins,
1973, 1979), depending on the context in which they are used, and whether or not a
demonstrative functions as the subject (7.2.1). There is a syntactic ban on predicate
raising (a.k.a. ‘inversion’) for direct predications (7.2.2), though there is relatively
unconstrained word ordering of subject and predicate. I take this as evidence that
there is no null copula for direct predications. This means that lexical projections
may be inherently predicative (Davis (1999a) for Salish and Stowell (1981), contra
Baker (1996) and Adger and Ramchand (2003)), and makes possible an analysis
of direct predications as bare small clauses (7.2.4).
Next, I discuss DP-DP structures (7.3, cf.1b). Though they are structurally distinct from direct predications, the interpretation of DP-DP structures overlaps with
that of both predicational and equative clauses in English (Higgins, 1973) (7.3.1).
This interpretive variability is made possible by the fact that the iP determiner allows both maximal and non-maximal interpretations (cf. chapter 5). In answer to a
WH-question, DP-DP structures require the more-referential DP to occur initially,
unlike the case for direct predications, where subjects routinely occur finally in
these contexts.1 Like direct predications, DP-DP structures do not allow predicate
1 There

is an analogy to be made between the more-referential DP in a DP-DP structure and the
subject of a direct predication, especially in cases where DP-DP structures and direct predications
are interpretively equivalent. Nevertheless, I refrain from calling the more-referential DP in a DP-DP
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raising (7.3.2). For independent reasons, it is not possible to test for connectivity
effects in Okanagan DP-DP structures (7.3.3). I claim that DP-DP structures are
structurally asymmetrical projections of an equative head (Heycock and Kroch,
1999), which is compositionally required by the fact that neither DP can function
as a syntactic predicate. The equative head in effect licenses the second DP as a
syntactic predicate (7.3.4).
I then discuss information structural and pragmatic properties of DP-DP structures which set them apart from direct predications (7.4). Direct predications do
not imply exhaustivity, whereas DP-DP structures carry an exhaustivity implicature (7.4.1). In addition to the exhaustivity implicature, DP-DP structures share
two other properties with Okanagan clefts (discussed in chapter 8): DP-DP structures do not carry any presupposition of existence (7.4.2), and the more-referential
DP in focus must always occur to the left. These parallels provide support for my
argument that DP-DP structures and clefts both derive from an underlying equative
configuration. The ban against focus-final DP-DP structures essentially means that
the analogue to specificational copular clauses in English is not possible in Okanagan (7.4.3). This suggests that the equative head is sensitive to the type of DP which
it selects for, especially given the structurally independent ban on syntactic inversion in Okanagan (7.5). I argue for an intensionality-based semantic asymmetry in
DP-DP structures (Romero, 2005; Comorovski, 2007; Heycock, 2012).
I then present my semantic analysis of the equative head (7.5). The equative
head selects for an intensional DP (Romero, 2005; Comorovski, 2007), and maps
the intension of the individual to its extension. It also assigns a feature ‘F’ to its
second argument (i.e. the extensional DP in specifier position), which is interpreted
by the pragmatics as focused (Rooth, 1992). In other words, all of the contextually
relevant alternatives to the referent of the specifier DP in an equative structure are
invoked (cf. section 2.3.1). An information-structural alignment constraint forces
the focus to occur left-most (Koch, 2008a). The exhaustivity implicature carried
by an equative sentence is derived from the maximality implicature introduced by
the determiner iP: since non-coreference between two identical occurrences of iP
DPs is independently possible, though not preferred (cf. chapter 5), an exhaustive reading of an equative holds only if the maximality implicature carried by
structure a ‘subject’.
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the iP DP is not cancelled. This analysis successfully explains the availability of
‘pseudo-predicational’ readings in DP-DP equatives, by which I mean that DP-DP
equatives are in certain cases interpretively indistinguishable from corresponding
direct predications.
Next (7.6.1), I discuss data which seem to correspond to Higgins’ identificational class of copular clauses, and suggest that these might be reduced to a
predicational class (Heller, 2005). These sentence-types involve demonstrative
or demonstrative-associated DPs as subjects, and proper names as predicates, although predications involving two proper names pattern similarly. The predicative
status of proper names in these cases is supported by the relatively free ordering
of demonstrative and proper name, but also receives independent morpho-syntactic
support: proper names may function as hosts to absolutive subject proclitics, like
other predicates, and can in certain contexts be complements to an iP determiner
(cf. section 4.6.2). In contrast, proper names cannot be predicates within an equative structure, a fact that may be attributed to the requirement that the equative head
select for an intensional DP.
Next (7.7), I discuss several examples of problematic ‘inversion’ data, which
do not follow from the arguments made so far in this chapter. At first glance,
they seem to be cases of specificational sentences; however importantly, they are
not possible as answers to WH-questions. I weigh two possible analyses of these
cases, as either identificational sentences with null demonstratives, or as equatives
involving topicalization of the second DP.
In closing, I summarize and discuss implications related to extending Higgins’
taxonomy to Okanagan (7.8).

7.2

Direct Predication

This section introduces further examples of Okanagan direct predications (cf 1a).
I introduce some basic direct predication data and show that neither syntactic embeddedness nor prosodic heaviness affect the basic generalization that the subject
and predicate can occur in either order. Next, I show that predicate-initial direct
predications cannot be derived by predicate raising, which in conjunction with contrasting DP-DP structure data, I take to be evidence that direct predications are bare
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small clauses and do not involve any copula or functional head serving as an intermediary between the subject and predicate. Finally, I summarize the data and
analysis.

7.2.1

Direct Predications and Word Order

Okanagan makes extensive use of non-verbal predication (A. Mattina and DeSautel
2002), but does not have an overt copula (A. Mattina 2001). Examples of nominal
’
predications are shown in (2), where the nominal pínaP
‘birch bark basket’ functions as a predicate, and the demonstrative axáP ‘this’ functions as the argument.
An adjectival predication is shown in (3), where ìQat’ ‘wet’ functions as the predicate, and the proper name Ivan as the argument. The linear order of subject and
predicate is free with Okanagan direct predications (N. Mattina 1996b, 33-34).
’
(2) a. axáP pínaP.
DEM

birch.bark.basket

This is a basket.
’
b. pínaP

axáP.

birch.bark.basket DEM
This is a basket.

(A. Mattina 2001, fn11)

’
(3) a. Ivan ìQat.
Ivan wet
Ivan is wet.
b. ìQat’ Ivan.
wet Ivan
Ivan is wet.
As mentioned in the introduction, I refer to examples like (2-3) as direct predications. In terms of Higgins’ taxonomy, the nominal predications in (2) may be either
identificational or predicational.
An example of an identificational interpretation of a direct predication is given
in (4). In response to (4a), for example, a speaker may answer with either subjectinitial (4b) or subject-final (4c). Here, the speaker may be teaching the questioner
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the name by which the referent may be called, in which case the interpretation is
identificational (cf. section 2.1.2). Alternatively, the speaker may be identifying
an individual, denoted by the demonstrative, as belonging to the set of rabbits, in
which case the interpretation is predicational (cf. section 2.1.2).
’ ixíP?
(4) a. stim
what DEM
What is that?
b. ixíP sp@plínaP.
DEM

rabbit

That’s a rabbit.
c. sp@plínaP ixíP.
rabbit

DEM

That’s a rabbit.
Another example of a predicational interpretation of a direct predication is given
below as (5). In response to (5a), a speaker may answer with either subject-initial
(5b) or subject-final (5c). Here, the speaker is identifying John as belonging to the
set of carpenters.
’ John iP
(5) a. stim

’
s-c-k’ w úl-s?

what John DET NOM - CUST-make-3 SG . POSS
What does John do (for work)?
’ w -@m.
b. John s@xw -k’ w úl-ìx
John OCC-make-house-MID
John is a carpenter.
’ w -@m
c. s@xw -k’ w úl-ìx
OCC -make-house- MID

John.
John

John is a carpenter.
A slightly more complex example is given below in (6). Here, the argument DP
’ iP sckw íns ], literally ‘my friend’s taking’, contains a possessor and a
[isláx̌t
DP
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nominalized headless relative clause.2
(6)

Context: Your friend went shopping, you ask what they got.
’
’ [iP] a[n]-sláx̌t
a. stim

iP

s-c-kw ín-s?

what DET 2 SG . POSS-friend DET NOM - CUST-take-3 SG . POSS
What did your friend get?
’
’
b. s@nkìcaPsqáx̌aP
[iP] [i[n]-sláx̌t
horse

DET

iP

s-c-kw ín-s DP ].

1 SG . POSS-friend DET NOM - CUST-take-3 SG . POSS

My friend got a horse.
Literally: The thing my friend got is a horse.
’
c. [iP] [i[n]-sláx̌t

iP

s-c-kw ín-s DP ]

1 SG . POSS-friend DET NOM - CUST-take-3 SG . POSS
’
s@nkìcaPsqáx̌aP.

DET

horse
My friend got a horse.
Literally: The thing my friend got is a horse.
Subject-initial and predicate-initial versions appear to be semantically and pragmatically equivalent. Under the assumption that a diagnostic for focus is the answer
to a WH-question (Jackendoff, 1972; Selkirk, 1995), and that Okanagan is similar
to neighboring Thompson River Salish (Koch, 2008a) in terms of aligning focus to
prosodic edges, this means that focus alignment constraints do not apply to direct
predications. I will have more to say on this issue in section 7.4.
The data shown below as (7-8) show that verbal intransitives, as well as prepositional phrases, have distributions identical to the nominal and adjectival predicates in (2-3).3
2 In Okanagan, both possessor and possessum are introduced by iP determiners. Matthewson and
Davis (1995, 19) analyze possessive structures in Lillooet as consisting of a possessed DP, whose
head noun is adjoined by the possessor DP. Cases where the possessor precedes the possessum, as in
(6) involve possessor scrambling in Lillooet.
3 I make no claims here about the structure of verbal predications, since it is likely that additional
aspectual projections are involved in these cases.
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(7) a. John [c’ qw -aqwV P ].
John cry-RED
John cried.
b. John [Payx̌w tAP ].
John tired
John is tired.
c. iP

’
[kl

s-qw siP-s

MerrittPP ].

DET NOM -son-3 SG . POSS LOC

Merritt

His son is in Merritt.
d. ixíP [yámx̌w aPNP ].
DEM

cedar.bark.basket

That is a basket.
e. iP

’ ňx̌áp
’
ň@x̌-

[q’ w Qay-lqsNP ].

DET RED -grown

black-robe

The old man is a priest.
(8) a. [c’ qw -aqwV P ] John.
cry-RED

John

John cried.
b. [Payx̌w tAP ] John.
tired

John

John is tired.
’
c. [kl
LOC

s-qw siP-s.

MerrittPP ] iP
Merritt

DET NOM -son-3 SG . POSS

His son is in Merritt.
d. [yámx̌w aPNP ]

ixíP.

cedar.bark.basket DEM
That is a basket.
e. [q’ w Qay-lqsNP ] iP
black-robe

’ ňx̌áp.
’
ň@x̌-

DET RED -grown

The old man is a priest.
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For Okanagan, both main (9) and subordinated clause (10) direct predications
allow variable subject-predicate word ordering:4,5
’
(9) a. [SarahSub j m@q-ínk
Pred ].
Sarah

full-stomach

Sarah is full.
’
b. [m@q-ínk
Pred SarahSub j ].
full-stomach Sarah
Sarah is full.
c. [MarySub j x̌@-x̌ásaPtPred ].
Mary

RED -pretty

Mary is pretty.
d. [x̌@-x̌ásaPtPred MarySub j ].
RED -pretty

Mary

Mary is pretty.
(10) a. kn

’
[Sarah Sub j m@q-ínk
Pred ].

limt

1 SG . ABS glad [ COMP ] Sarah

full-stomach

I’m glad Sarah is full.
b. kn

’
[m@q-ínk
Pred Sarah Sub j ].

limt

1 SG . ABS glad [ COMP ] full-stomach Sarah
I’m glad Sarah is full.
c. talíP kn

n-stils

[Mary Sub j x̌@-x̌ásaPt Pred ].

very 1 SG . ABS n-think [ COMP ] Mary

RED -pretty

I think Mary is really pretty.
4 Complementizers are largely optional in Okanagan (cf.

Kroeber (1999) and discussion in section
6.1.2), and so it is often difficult to tell whether a small clause is a CP constituent, or a direct complement of main clause verb. Just as in English, however, the absence of an overt complementizer
does not necessarily mean that a functional CP structure is not present.
5 The Subj ‘subject’ and Pred ‘predicate’ labels in examples (9-14) are for expository purposes
only.
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d. talíP kn

n-stils

[x̌@-x̌ásaPt Pred Mary Sub j ].

very 1 SG . ABS n-think [ COMP ] RED-pretty

Mary

I think Mary is really pretty.
Finally, prosodic heaviness of a subject or predicate constituent does not determine its surface position in a direct predication. The data in (11-12) show that
a prosodically heavier predicate may either follow or precede a relatively lighter
subject6 , and (13-14) show that a prosodically heavier subject may either follow or
precede a relatively lighter predicate.7,8
(11) a. [iP
DET

ylmíxw @m Sub j ] [x̌ast t
chief

sq@ltmíxw Pred ].

good ATTR man

The chief is a good man.
b. [x̌ast t

sq@ltmíxw Pred ] [iP

good ATTR man

DET

ylmíxw @m Sub j ].
chief

The chief is a good man.
’
’ ňP-áxn
(12) a. [ixíPSub j ] [pis
DEM

ylmíxw @m Pred ].

t

broad-shouldered ATTR chief

Thats a broad-shouldered chief.
’
’ ňP-áx̌n
b. [pis

t

ylmíxw @m Pred ] [ixíPSub j ].

broad-shouldered ATTR chief

DEM

Thats a broad-shouldered chief.
6 The predicates in (11-12) are Complex Nominal Predicates, or in other words, attributively modified NPs, which are themselves categorially NP predicates (cf. section 6.2).
7 The structure in (13) is a focus structure referred to as a Nominal Predicate Construction (NPC)
in Davis et al. (2004) and as a ‘bare’ cleft in (Kroeber, 1999). The predicate nominal is in focus in
these cases, though no focus-movement is involved.
8 The variable ordering of subject and predicate in direct predications seems reminiscent of the
predicational/specificational alternation seen in English. Unlike English specificational sentences,
however, Okanagan direct predications simply ascribe a property to the subject DP. Predicates in
Okanagan direct predications are not DPs, and so a specificational analysis of direct predication is
not possible in any case.
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’ ňx̌áp
’
ň@x̌-

(13) a. [syxw áp-m@x Pred ] [iP
Shuswap-person

iP

qw @l-qw íl-st-@n Sub j ].

DET RED -grown DET RED -speak- CAUS -1 SG . ERG

The old men that I talked to were Shuswaps.
(adapted from Davis et al. (2004))
b. [iP

’ ňx̌áp
’
ň@x̌-

c-qw @l-qw íl-st-@n Sub j ]

aP

DET RED -grown DET CUST- RED -speak- CAUS -1 SG . ERG

[syxw áp-m@x-@lx Pred ].
Shuswap-person-3 PL . ABS
The old men that I talked to were Shuswaps.
(14) a. [s@xw -knxt-ìtíìn Pred ] [ixíP iP
OCC -help-person

DEM DET

tkìmilxw Sub j ].
woman

That woman is a helper.
b. [ixíP iP
DEM DET

tkìmilxw Sub j ] [s@xw -knxt-ìtíìn Pred ].
woman

OCC -help-person

That woman is a helper.
I now provide some data which show that predicate-initial ordering of direct
predications is not derived by predicate raising. These data are relevant because
both direct predications and DP-DP structures, where the second DP is a syntactically licensed predicate, disallow predicate raising. As such, a ban on syntactic
inversion can be understood as a more general property of Okanagan grammar.

7.2.2

Direct Predications and the Ban on Predicate Raising

In this section, I take a look at direct predications in the context of various functional particles, which I assume correspond to functional heads in the syntax (Cinque,
1999), and show that the predicate-initial ordering is not derived by predicate raising (Moro, 1997).
Pre-predicative particles encoding tense, modality, discourse deixis, and other
functions commonly introduce Okanagan sentences, including those containing direct predications. These particles have traditionally been analyzed as clitics in the
Salish literature (Kroeber, 1999). In Okanagan, they attach to the left periphery of
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the predicate complex. Since these particles may be analyzed as operators that apply at the propositional level, it is reasonable to assume that they occupy positions
higher than the propositional core. Such particles include:
(15) a. cmay- epistemic modal
b. mat- epistemic modal9
c. cakw - bouletic modal
d. ha- question marker
e. ň@m- past tense
f. mi- future
For the subject-initial (a) and predicate-initial (b) examples in (16-19) below,
the pre-predicative particles precede the direct predication. The crucial facts to
notice here are that the subject DP can occur before the introductory particle, as
shown by the (c) cases, but the predicate cannot, as shown by the (d) cases.
(16) a. cmay John [c’ qw -aqw V P ].
EPIS

John cry-RED

John might cry.
b. cmay [c’ qw aqw V P ] John.
c. John cmay [c’ qw áqw V P ].
d. *[c’ qw áqw V P ] cmay John.
(17) a. cakw [sysyus AP ] iP
BOUL

active

s@xw -píx̌-@m.

DET OCC-hunt- MID

A/The hunter should be active.
b. cakw iP s@xw pix̌@m [siysiyús AP ].
c. iP s@x̌w píx̌@m cakw [siysiyús AP ].
d. *[siysiyús AP ] cakw iP s@xw píx̌@m.
9 See

Menzies (2012) for a semantic analysis of the Okanagan modal system.
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(18) a. ha

ixíP [yámx̌w aPNP ]?

YNQ DEM

cedar.bark.basket

Is that a basket?
b. ha [yámx̌w aPNP ] ixíP?
c. ixíP ha [yámx̌w aPNP ]?
d. *[yámx̌w aPNP ] ha ixíP?
’ w -@m ].
(19) a. cakw Norman [s@xw -k’ w úl-ìx
NP
BOUL

Norman OCC-make-house-MID

Norman should be a carpenter.
b. cakw [s@xw k’ w úl’ìxw @m NP ] Norman.
c. Norman cakw [s@xw k’ w úl’ìxw @m NP ].
d. *[s@xw k’ w úl’ìxw @m NP ] cakw Norman.
Put simply, if the predicate precedes the subject, nothing can intervene between
the two. Assuming that particles like those listed in (15) occupy a higher position in the clause than a base-generated subject and predicate, and in view of the
ungrammaticality of the (d) cases, it seems clear that the (a,b) cases represent the
base forms, and that the (c) cases are derived by raising the subject DP out of its
base-generated position.10
Gardiner (1993) argues for closely related Shuswap that anything occuring to
the left of the clitic string can be analyzed as either a base-generated external topic,
or a movement-derived topic-denoting phrase. Assuming that the subjects in the
(c) cases above are topicalized, the implication is that subjects but not predicates
can undergo topicalization movement.
10 Subject

raising as a syntactic phenomenon may also underlie the variable SVO and VSO word
orders displayed in garden-variety transitive sentences. The functional motivation for subject movement, if any, remains unclear, and so for now, I treat it solely as a syntactic phenomenon.
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7.2.3

(Near) Obligatory Subject-Raising over T

Tense marking is null for both present and past tenses in Okanagan, but I assume
that a T projection is nevertheless always present, and I argue in this section that T
selects a direct predication as a complement.
At first glance, it appears that a direct predication such as (20) is ambiguous
between a present and past tense interpretation, but there are default readings in
Salish languages for eventive predicates depending on aspectual class, and a default
present tense reading for stative predicates (cf. for example N. Mattina (1996b) for
Okanagan, Bar-el (2006) for Squamish).11 Thus, the default reading for (20) is
present tense, John is a teacher. Context will almost always disambiguate the
tense in such cases (cf Matthewson (2006b) for Lillooet), and in other cases, there
is a range of temporal adverbials which serve to disambiguate tense.
’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m
John.

(20)

OCC - RED -teach- MID

John

John is/was a teacher.
For future tense, the morpheme mi is sometimes used.12 It occurs in a position
lower than the epistemic modal, as shown by the data in (21) which appear to
involve subject raising.
(21) a. John cmay mi

s@xw -píx̌-@m.

John EPIS FUT OCC-hunt-MID
John is gonna be a hunter.
b. cmay John mi
EPIS

s@xw -píx̌-@m.

John FUT OCC-hunt-MID

John is gonna be a hunter.
c. *John mi
John

cmay s@xw -píx̌-@m.

FUT EPIS

OCC -hunt- MID

John is gonna be a hunter.
11 See

also N. Mattina (1996b, 63-64) for a related discussion of ‘neutral’ aspect in Okanagan.
is not obligatory for future interpretations. Verbal futures are more often marked as such by a
prefix ks-, perhaps more accurately described as a ‘prospective aspect’ or a modal. Cf. my analysis
of nominal irrealis kì- in chapter 5.
12 It
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Subject raising over mi appears to be (near) obligatory, as shown in (22) which
displays the default pattern. Given that subject raising is not obligatory in the
context of other pre-predicative particles (see previous section), (22) constitutes
evidence that mi is in a relatively low position, perhaps T(ense). Assuming that mi
is a T head, evidence against an argument whereby a direct predication contains a
T projection as part of its basic configuration (i.e. as a predicational small clause)
comes from (22c): given that predicate raising is not a possibility, present and past
tense predicate-initial direct predications should also be ungrammatical, but they
are not. In other words, T can select for a direct predication, and it is probably
the case that a direct predication must form a constituent with T at some level,
but a predicational small clause does not itself contain T. This view of the relation
between T(ense) and a predicative small clause fits with generally accepted notions
of small clauses in English (cf. section 2.2.2).
(22) a. John mi

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m.

John FUT OCC - RED-teach-MID
John is going to be a teacher.
’
’
b. *mi s@xw -maPmáyaP-m
John.
FUT OCC - RED -teach- MID

John

John is going to be a teacher.
’
’
c. *s@xw -maPmáyaP-m
mi
OCC - RED -teach- MID

FUT

John.
John

John is going to be a teacher.
’
’
d. *mi John s@xw -maPmáyaP-m.
FUT

John OCC - RED-teach-MID

John is going to be a teacher.
There are, however, also data that appear to show a subject lower than mi, hence
subject raising is only ‘near’-obligatory. (23a) shows that an independent pronoun
subject can follow mi, and (23b) shows an independent pronoun subject preceding
mi, though an interesting ‘doubling’ of future-marking optionally occurs in these
cases.
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(23) a. mi
FUT

mnímìt@t

kw u

xiPt-míst.

1 PL . INDEP 1 PL . ABS run.PL-INTR . REFLEX

We are going to run.
b. (mi) anwí
FUT

mi

kw

xw uy.

2 SG . INDEP FUT 2 SG . ABS go

Yeah, you go.
Taken together, (22-23) support a view whereby T can select for a direct predication, and subject raising is near-obligatory. The ‘doubling’ effect in (23b) may
reflect an optional T-to-C movement of mi, with an overt trace left behind, and contexts involving adjunct WH-questions provide independent evidence that mi may
in fact be a complementizer. The data in (24) show that mi is in complementary
distribution with the complementizer kiP, which introduces the residue clause in an
adjunct cleft or WH-question. These data show that a raised subject can occupy a
position higher than C (perhaps Spec C).
(24) a. *lut c-my-st-in

kaPkín kiP / mi

NEG CUST -know- CAUS -1 SG . ERG

John xw uy.

where COMP / FUT John go

I don’t know where John went/will go.
b. lut

c-my-st-in

kaPkín John kiP / mi

NEG CUST -know- CAUS -1 SG . ERG

xw uy.

where John COMP / FUT go

I don’t know where John went/will go.
A contrast surfaces between non-embedded subject-final direct predications
(25a) and embedded subject-final direct predications (25b) in the context of mi,
such that an embedded subject in final position does not obligatorily raise (compare
25b with 24a,b).
(25) a. *mi xw uy John.
FUT

go

John

John will go.
b. lut

c-my-st-in

kaPkín kiP / mi

NEG CUST -know- CAUS -1 SG . ERG

where COMP / FUT go

I don’t know where John went/will go.
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xw uy John.
John

Speakers indicate that for the grammatical variant of (25a), John mi xw uy, one is
singling out a particular individual, and so it could be considered to be a focus
structure, perhaps a kind of cleft. Unraised subjects may be ungrammatical in
this environment because the focus position is left empty. In WH-contexts however (25b), the WH-item is presumably in focus, which may license the subject to
remain in-situ. The contrast between (24a) and (25b), in particular, still needs explanation, but may provide evidence that the base ordering of an Okanagan direct
predication is predicate-initial.

7.2.4

A Structural Analysis of Direct Predication

The ban on predicate-raising, as just discussed, does not itself decide between a
structure whereby the predicate and subject DP form a freely ordered small clause
constituent to the exclusion of any Pred-head (Figure 7.1 below, where F represents one of the pre-predicative particles just discussed), and a structure whereby
a null Pred-head selects for a lexical predicate (assuming that rightward subjects
are possible) (Figure 7.2 below). I refer to these two possibilities as the bare small
clause hypothesis and the Pred-head hypothesis, respectively.
Figure 7.1: Freely Ordered Bare Small Clause Hypothesis
FP

FP

F’

F’

F

F

SC

SC

NPPred

DPSub j

DPSub j

NPPred

yámx̌w aP

ixíP

ixíP

yámx̌w aP
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Figure 7.2: Null Pred-head Small Clause Hypothesis
FP

FP

F’

F’

F

F

PredP
Pred’
Pred

NPPred

PredP
DPSub j

DPSub j

Pred’
Pred

ixíP

ixíP

NPPred
yámx̌w aP

yámx̌w aP

Under the bare small clause hypothesis, direct predications are syntactically
symmetrical (i.e. bare) small clauses (Williams, 1975; Stowell, 1981; Moro, 2000),
consisting only of a DP subject and a semantically unsaturated XP predicate (Higginbotham, 1985), where X ∈ {N,P,A,V}. This theory assumes that the lexical categories themselves are predicative (Stowell, 1981), and that the small clause subject is left-adjoined to the small clause predicate (Manzini, 1983; Heggie, 1988).
Under the Pred-head analysis (Bowers, 1993; Baker, 2003; den Dikken, 2006), a
functional head Pred selects for a semantically predicative constituent and a DP
argument. The Pred-head is semantically vacuous.
There is good evidence that predicate-initial direct predications are not derived
by predicate raising under either analysis (Figure 7.3 below), while subject-raising
is permitted under either analysis (Figure 7.4 below).
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Figure 7.3: No Predicate Raising
*FP

*FP
NPiPred

F’
F

yámx̌w aP

F’

NPiPred
SC

DPSub j

F

yámx̌w aP
ti

PredP
DPSub j

Pred’
Pred

axáP

ixíP

ti

Figure 7.4: Subject Raising
FP
DPiSub j
ixíP

FP
F’

F

DPiSub j
SC

NPPred

ixíP

F’
F

PredP

ti
Pred’

yámx̌w aP

Pred

ti

NPPred
yámx̌w aP

Subject raising as depicted in Figure 7.4 shows a subject raising out of a predicateinitial bare small clause or PredP. Under either analysis, this would yield a base
predicate-initial word order for Okanagan, which would coincide nicely with the
basic word order facts of Northern Interior Salish and Central Salish languages
(Czaykowska-Higgins and Kinkade, 1998). Subject raising out of a predicate-final
bare small clause or PredP is nevertheless also a possibility.
It is empirically unclear whether the bare small clause or PredP hypothesis for
Okanagan direct predications is correct. Deciding between the two hypotheses may
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reduce to arguments for theoretical economy. The bare clause hypothesis is attractive since it straightforwardly reflects the semantic status of direct predications as
simple saturation relations, as depicted below in Figure 7.5. On the other hand,
for syntactic theories which adopt the thesis of antisymmetry (Kayne, 1994), this
hypothesis faces major syntactic problems since if both subject and predicate are
maximal projections (Rothstein, 1995) and the subject is adjoined to the predicate
(Manzini, 1983; Heggie, 1988), then there will be a violation of antisymmetry.13
Figure 7.5: Bare Small Clauses As Simple Saturation Relations
SC
[[basket]]([[this]])

SC
[[basket]]([[this]])

DPSub j
[[this]]

NPPred
λ x[basket(x)]

NPPred
λ x[basket(x)]

DPSub j
[[this]]

axáP

yámx̌w aP

yámx̌w aP

axáP

The Pred-head hypothesis is more in line with current theories of predication
(Heycock and Kroch, 1999; Adger and Ramchand, 2003; Baker, 2003; Mikkelsen,
2005; den Dikken, 2006), whereby all non-verbal categories must be licensed as
syntactic predicates via a null functional Pred-head; however, for Okanagan this
approach violates Occam’s razor, for two reasons:
a.

The Pred-head in a direct predication must be both semantically empty, as
in the formulation λ Pλ x.[P(x)] (Partee, 1986), and phonologically null.14

b.

It requires postulating not one, but two distinct, phonologically null Predheads for Okanagan, one for direct predications and one for DP-DP structures, as we shall see.
13 The

structures in Figure 7.5 are not necessarily associated with any c-commanding functional
projection, though they can always be embedded within a larger structure.
14 Assuming that linguistic objects are divided into three types of information: phonological, semantic, and syntactic information, Wiltschko (2005) argues that “at least more than half of the information associated with any given linguistic object” must be fully interpreted, that is, non-expletive.
A semantically vacuous, phonologically null copula will be unable to syntactically project under
Wiltschko’s framework, hence for Okanagan, the Pred-head analysis is ruled out. Although the
Okanagan equative head is phonologically null, it has semantic content.
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In any case, nothing crucial hinges on which hypothesis is correct since I will
show that direct predications, whatever their base-generated form, are still distinct
from DP-DP structures.

7.2.5

Summary of Direct Predications

By way of summary, Okanagan predication is clearly different than in English. English NP, AP, and simple indefinite DP predicates cannot precede their subjects in
English copular and small clauses. Moro (1997) appeals to a ‘basic directionality’
to explain the word order facts for most English predications: Predicates cannot
generally precede subjects because the basic direction of English predication is
subject-initial.15
In Okanagan, lexical predicates may easily precede their subjects. If predicateraising is not a possibility in these cases, as I have argued based on data like (1619) above, it seems that the predicate must occur in its base-generated position.
Because a subject may freely occur before or after a lexical predicate, it seems that
either direct predications are bare small clauses without any basic directionality,
or else there is a null Pred-head linking the predicate to the subject, and that the
subject may occur as either a rightward or leftward specifier. Under either analysis,
Okanagan direct predications stand in contrast to predicational copular clauses in
English.
The next section discusses DP-DP structures. I show that a less-referential iP
DP cannot precede a more-referential DP, even in the absence of any pre-predicative
particle. This constitutes a major difference between direct predications and DPDP structures, and a strong piece of evidence in favor of analyzing DP-DP structures as structurally distinct from direct predications.

7.3

DP-DP Structures

As the term suggests, DP-DP structures are sentences involving two DPs. After
discussing basic DP-DP structure data, I discuss a word order restriction which
clearly sets DP-DP structures apart from the direct predications discussed imme15 Recall from 2.2 that this pattern cannot be due to the presence or absence of a copula, since
copular clauses and small clauses display the same pattern in this respect.
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diately above in section 7.2. I suggest that the word order restriction ultimately
derives from the fact that DPs cannot be predicates (Longobardi, 1994; Matthewson, 1998). From this, I build an argument that DP-DP structures are semantically
equative (Heycock and Kroch, 1999), and that there is a null functional head which
encodes the equative relation (i.e. Id-head). I give a preliminary semantic analysis
before moving on to important information structural properties of DP-DP structures, which suggest a slightly more complex view of equation in Okanagan.

7.3.1

DP-DP Structures and the Word Order Restriction

Examples of canonical Okanagan DP-DP structures are shown below in (26) (cf.
also N. Mattina (1996b, 30)). In (26a), for example, the demonstrative ixíP ‘that,
he, she’ is the first DP, and iP p@ptwínaxw ‘the old woman’ is the second DP. (26cd) show that in addition to demonstratives, proper names and iP DPs may also
occur initially in a DP-DP structure. As the translations suggest, DP-DP structures
encompass interpretations analogous to English predicational and equative copular
sentences (Higgins, 1973, 1979).16
(26) a. [ixíPDP ] [iP
DEM

DET

p@ptwínaxw DP ].
old.lady

She is an/the old lady.
b. [axáPDP ] [iP
DEM

DET

’
pínaP
DP ].
birch.bark.basket

This is a/the basket.
c. [John DP ] [iP
John

s@xw -mrím-@m DP ].

DET OCC -medicine- MID

John is a/the doctor.
d. [iP
DET

sq@ltmíxw DP ] [iP
man

s@xw -píx̌-@m DP ].

DET OCC -hunt- MID

The man is a/the hunter.
16 (N.

Mattina 1996b, 30) says that examples like 27-28 “consist of two adjacent NPs [(DPs)]
standing in an equivalence relationship interpreted as ‘NP = NP’ ([DP = DP]). Equational sentences
have neither a lexical verb nor a copula.”
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The data in (26) are problematic since there is no obvious predicate, and it is a
fundamental property of Salish that DPs cannot be predicates (Matthewson, 1998).
Moreover, there is independent evidence that Okanagan DPs are not predicates: a
word-order restriction surfaces in answers to WH-questions such that a demonstrative or proper name DP cannot follow an iP DP (27-28). Thus, only (27c) and (28c)
are possible as answers, not (27d) or (28d).
(27) a. swit ixíP?
who DEM
Who is she?
b. ixíP ha

p@ptwínaxw ?

t

old.lady

DEM YNQ OBL

Is she the old lady?
c. ixíP iP
DEM DET

p@ptwínaxw .
old.lady

She is the old lady.
d. *iP
DET

p@ptwínaxw ixíP.
old.lady

DEM

The old lady is her.
(28) a. swit ixíP ì@

Spike?

who DEM COMP Spike
Who is Spike?
b. swit iP

ylmíxw @m?

who DET chief
Who is the chief?
c. Spike iP

ylmíxw @m.

Spike DET chief
Spike is the chief.
d. *iP
DET

ylmíxw @m Spike.
chief

Spike

The chief is Spike.
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Analyzing the demonstratives in (26a,b) and (27c), the proper name in (26c)
and (28c), and the initial iP DP in (26d) as predicates in these contexts would be
in keeping with the broad generalization that Salish languages are predicate-initial
(cf. Kroeber (1991, 26) and Czaykowska-Higgins and Kinkade (1998, 37)). I claim
that these DPs are not predicates, however, based on the fact that while sentences
with lexical predicates (i.e. direct predications) allow for variable word order of the
predicate and subject argument, DP-DP structures do not allow variable ordering
of the two DPs in these contexts. This furthermore suggests that Okanagan DPs do
not freely type shift into predicative functions (Partee, 1986).
My reasoning against analyzing any DP in data such as (26-28) as a predicate
is as follows: if the demonstrative or proper name were a predicate in (27c,28c),
then the prediction is that an iP DP could function as an argument expression in
(27d,28d) on analogy with the direct predication data: but this is not the case.
Similarly, if the iP DP were a predicate in (27c,28c), then the prediction is that
the demonstrative or proper name could function as an argument expression in
(27d,28d), but this too is not possible.
There are also restrictions on DP-DP structures involving two iP DPs, as in (29)
below. The case of (29) is slightly more complex than that of (27-28), since while
two simple iP DPs may occur in either order, there is nevertheless an interpretive
restriction: the first DP must be more referential than the second DP. This means
that DP-DP structures are clearly asymmetrical, unlike direct predications.
(29) a. iP
DET

sq@ltmíxw iP
man

s@xw -píx̌-@m.

DET OCC -hunt- MID

The man is/was a hunter.
b. iP

s@xw -píx̌-@m

iP

DET OCC-hunt- MID DET

sq@ltmíxw .
man

(i) The hunter is a man.
(ii) #The hunter was a man.
(iii) *The man is a hunter.
(iv) *The man was a hunter.
The fact that the initial DPs in (29) must be more referential than the second DPs
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is indicated by the infelicity of a past-tense interpretation of (29b). To explain,
consider that simple direct predications and DP-DP structures have both present
and past tense interpretations available.17 Under the past-tense interpretation of
(29b,ii), the sentence is only interpretable under the somewhat unusual reading
that the referent of the DP iP s@xw píx̌@m ‘the hunter’ was, but is no longer ‘a man’.
This issue does not arise for a past tense interpretation of (29a), since it is perfectly
reasonable for a man to cease being a hunter. (29b,iii-iv) show that the final DP
may not be more referential than the first DP. By way of reminder, note that for
the direct predication corresponding to (29b), where the initial determiner preceding s@xw píx̌@m ‘hunter’ is absent, the final DP iP sq@ltmíxw ‘the man’ must be the
referential subject.
In sum, DP-DP structures exhibit a word order restriction such that (i) the initial DP must be more referential than the final DP; and (ii) a demonstrative or
proper name, if present, must precede an iP DP. This generalization can be informally described as a requirement that a directly referential DP (i.e. a proper name
or demonstrative), if present, must precede a non-directly referential DP (i.e. an
iP DP), and that in cases involving two iP DPs, the first iP DP must be ‘more
referential’ than the second. Given that directly referential DPs are more referential, in some sense, than iP DPs, the overall generalization is as follows: the
more-referential DP must come initially.18

7.3.2

No ‘Predicate’ Raising in Okanagan DP-DP Structures

An important, unifying feature of both direct predications and DP-DP structures
in Okanagan is the absence of predicate raising (Moro, 1997; den Dikken, 2006).
For direct predications, the ban on predicate raising only becomes evident in the
context of a pre-predicative particle (cf 16-19), while for DP-DP structures, it is
17 This

is generally the case for Salish non-verbal predicates in the absence of overt tense or aspectual morphology (Matthewson, 2006b). There are various strategies to disambiguate present and
past tense readings, when necessary. For Okanagan, these include the customary/habitual aspectual
’
prefix ac-, which favors a present-tense interpretation, and past tense adverbials such as ň@m
‘past’
’
and qsápi
‘long ago’.
18 Heller (2005) couches similar observations in terms of discriminability, where English specificational sentences exhibit a rising discriminability (i.e. the second DP is always more referential
than the first). Okanagan DP-DP structures, in contrast, exhibit a ‘falling discriminability’ (i.e. the
second DP is always less referential than the first).
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immediately evident (28), since a less-referential iP DP can never precede the
more-referential one. For the sake of completeness, I include examples of DP-DP
structures in the context of pre-predicative particles (30-33), these being roughly
parallel to the direct predications introduced above as (16-19).
The (a) and (b) examples below show that DP-DP structures with an in-situ,
more-referential DP (a cases) and those with a raised more-referential DP (b cases)
are both possibilities. The (c) and (d) cases are both ungrammatical because a lessreferential DP cannot precede the more-referential DP in a predicational context.
Assuming that the less-referential iP DPs in these examples are somehow licensed
as predicates by a Pred-head, then we can make the categorical claim that inverse
ordering derived by predicate-raising (Moro, 1997; den Dikken, 2006) is categorically banned in Okanagan:
(30) a. way’ John [iP

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m
DP ].

yes John DET OCC - RED-teach-MID
Yes, John is the teacher.
’ máyaPm
’
b. John way’ [iP s@xw maP
DP ].
’ John.
’ máyaPm
’
c. *[iP s@xw maP
DP ] way
’ máyaPm
’
d. *way’ [iP s@xw maP
DP ] John.
(31) a. mat cmay John [iP
EPIS EPIS

s@xw -píx̌-@m DP ].

John DET OCC-hunt-MID

Maybe John is the hunter.
b. mat John cmay [iP s@xw píx̌@mDP ].
c. John mat cmay [iP s@xw píx̌@mDP ].
d. *[iP s@xw píx̌@m DP ] mat cmay John.
(32) a. nak’ w @m John [iP
EVID

s@xw -píx̌-@m DP ].

John DET OCC-hunt-MID

I guess John was the hunter.
b. John nak’ w @m [iP s@xw píx̌@m DP ].
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c. *nak’ w @m [iP s@xw píx̌@m DP ] John.
d. *[iP s@xw píx̌@m DP ] nak’ w @m John.
’
(33) a. ň@m
John [iP
PAST

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m
DP ].

John DET OCC - RED-teach-MID

John used to be the teacher.
’
’ máyaPm
’
b. John ň@m
[iP s@xw maP
DP ].
’
’ máyaPm
’
c. *ň@m
[iP s@xw maP
DP ] John.
’
’ máyaPm
’
d. [*iP s@xw maP
DP ] ň@m John.
In sum, the implication from the Okanagan direct predications and DP-DP structure
data is that it is not possible to move the predicate of a direct predication or a lessreferential DP in a DP-DP structure out of a small clause. Direct predications and
DP-DP structures nevertheless differ by the fact that a lexical predicate can precede
a subject in a direct predication, but a less-referential DP cannot precede a morereferential DP in a DP-DP structure. Given that this asymmetry cannot be due
to predicate raising in direct predications, I take this as evidence for two distinct
analyses for direct predications and DP-DP structures.
Before moving on to the issue of how DP-DP structures are semantically composed, I briefly discuss the issue of testing for connectivity effects in Okanagan
DP-DP structures.

7.3.3

Connectivity (and Other) Effects and Okanagan DP-DP
Structures

Connectivity effects, as discussed in section 2.2.3, are a hallmark of specificational
pseudoclefts and specificational copular clauses, which under analyses such as that
of Heycock and Kroch (1999) are equative rather than inverted predicational copular clauses. It is not straightforwardly possible to test for connectivity effects in
Okanagan, or other distinguishing properties of specificational sentences such as
pronominalization (Mikkelsen, 2005), for the following reasons:
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(34) a. Okanagan (and the rest of Salish) lacks WH-relative clauses, and so Okanagan has nothing comparable to WH-pseudoclefts in English.
b. 3rd person pronouns are normally null, and reflexivization is an operation
on the predicate, not on an argument.
c. Okanagan like other Salish languages (Davis, 2006, 2009) regularly violates condition C.
d. There is no animate/inanimate or gender/non-gendered split in the pronominal system, so it is not possible to test for pronominalization. Tag questions, which provide one test for pronominalization, are independently not
possible in Okanagan.
Regarding (34a), Okanagan does not have WH-relative clauses, which for English are important for showing connectivity effects. Nevertheless, recall from section 2.2.3 that English specificational th-pseudoclefts (e.g. The thing that Harveyi
did next was wash himselfi thoroughly) also show connectivity effects. Okanagan does employ headless relative clauses in argument positions, and so these DPs
could be argued to correspond directly to th-pseudoclefts in English. Examples of
DP-DP structures involving headless relative clauses are given in (35); however
(36) shows that a specificational word ordering is uniformly ungrammatical.19,20
(35) a. ixíP iP
DEM DET

kw u

wik-s.

1 SG . ABS see-( DIR )-3 SG . ERG

That’s the one that saw me.
b. John iP

kw u

wik-s.

John DET 1 SG . ABS see-( DIR )-3 SG . ERG
John is the one that saw me.
19 The

data in (35) exemplify what I refer to as ‘clefts’. I leave off an in-depth discussion of these
types of data until chapter 8.
20 Technically speaking, it should be possible for DP-DP structures consisting of two headlessrelative clause DPs, each introduced by iP, to exist. These would be analogous to English ‘The one
who hit me is the one who chased me’ or ‘What I don’t like is what John doesn’t like’. I have tried to
elicit examples such as these as well as other types of higher order equatives in Okanagan, but none
of these appear to be possible.
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c. iP
DET

sq@ltmíxw iP

kw u

man

1 SG . ABS see-( DIR )-3 SG . ERG

DET

wik-s.

The man is the one that saw me.
(36) a. *iP
DET

kw u

wik-s

ixíP.

1 SG . ABS see-( DIR )-3 SG . ERG DEM

The one that saw me is him.
b. *iP
DET

kw u

wik-s

John.

1 SG . ABS see-( DIR )-3 SG . ERG John

The one that saw me is John.
c. *iP
DET

kw u

wik-s

iP

sq@ltmíxw .

1 SG . ABS see-( DIR )-3 SG . ERG DET man

The one that saw me is the man.
Regarding (34b), it is not straightforwardly possible to test for Condition A
connectivity effects in Okanagan because reflexives in Okanagan are verbal suffixes, not independent words, and because predications involving reflexivization
pattern like any other direct predication, in the sense that they allow the subject to
precede or follow the predicate.21
’
(37) a. Mary s-k@[s]t-m-ncút-x.
Mary NOM-blame-MIN - REFLEX - INTR
Mary is blaming herself.
’
b. s-k@[s]t-m-ncút-x

Mary.

NOM -blame- MIN - REFLEX - INTR

Mary

Mary is blaming herself.
In contexts involving exhaustivity, a cleft may be used (38a), but the reflexive predicate (in this case, a headless relative clause predicate) may not precede the focused
DP (38b). While it is possible that (38b) is ungrammatical due to the fact that the
reflexive is neither bound nor c-commanded by its antecedent ‘John’, data such as
(36) indicate that it is a more general property of Okanagan grammar that specificational word order is not possible, and not contingent on any particular binding
21 There

’ ‘bad’ in (37-38) below for reasons I cannot determine.
is no audible /s/ in the root k@st
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condition.
(38) a. ixíP John aP
DEM

’
c-k@[s]t-m-ncút,

lut

Sue.

John DET CUST-blame-MIN - REFLEX NEG Sue

It’s John who is blaming himself, not Sue.
b. *ixíP aP

’
c-k@[s]t-m-ncút

DEM DET CUST -blame- MIN - REFLEX

John, lut

Sue.

John

Sue

NEG

That one who is blaming himself is John, not Sue.
It is worthwhile noting that attempting to elicit examples of specificational pseudoclefts analogous to often cited English examples results in uniformly ungrammatical judgements:
(39) a. *iP
DET

cawt-s

Mary iP

qíc@lx.

doing-3 SG . POSS Mary DET run

Target: What Mary did was run.
Literally: The doing of Mary was run.
b. *iP
DET

cawt-s

John iP

caP-cQá-lx-(aPx).

doing-3 SG . POSS John DET RED-bathe-( INTR )

Target: What John did was wash himself.
Literally: The doing of John was washing.
Regarding (34c), some speakers of Okanagan allow violations of Binding Condition C under certain circumstances, though this phenomenon is not well-studied
for Okanagan. (See Davis (2006, 2009) for a discussion of Condition C in Lillooet. The examples below were adapted from this work.) To illustrate, in (40b)
and (41b), an embedded R-expression is co-valued with a c-commanding pronoun.
This considerably complicates attempts to test for Condition C connectivity effects.
(40) a. Mary s-cut-x

’
ks-Paws-ì@ìt-míxaPx
ìaP

x̌láp.

Mary NOM-say-INTR FUT-go-fish-INCEPT COMP tomorrow
Maryi said proi was going fishing tomorrow.
Literally: Maryi said shei was going fishing tomorrow.
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’
ks-Paws-ì@ìt-míxaPx
Mary ìaP

b. s-cut-x

NOM -say- INTR FUT -go-fish- INCEPT

x̌láp.

Mary COMP tomorrow

proi said Maryi was going fishing tomorrow.
Literally: Shei said Maryi was going fishing tomorrow.
’ w up iP
(41) a. Bill n-stils cmay ňx
Bill think

EPIS

win

’
s-q’ w @-q’ w úňaP-x@n.

l

DET LOC NOM - RED -race-foot

Billi wondered if proi would win the race.
Literally: Billi wondered if hei would win the race.
b. n-stils

’ w up Bill iP
cmay ňx

n-think EPIS win

l

’
s-q’ w @-q’ w úňaP-x@n.

Bill DET LOC NOM - RED-race-foot

proi wondered if Billi would win the race.
Literally: Hei wondered if Billi would win the race.
Regarding (34d), there are other diagnostics in the literature on copular clauses
which are used to distinguish specificational from predicational and equative sentences in English. The pronominalization test (Mikkelsen, 2005), for example, involves a tag question which includes a subject-referring pronoun. For predicational
(42a) and equative sentences (42b) in English, the pronoun in the tag question must
be gendered. For specificationals (42c) however, the pronoun must be neuter. The
argument is that predicational and equative sentences allow [+human] subjects,
whereas specificational sentences do not.
(42)

data from Comorovski (2007)
a. Susan is a violinist, isn’t she / *it?
b. Aurore Dupin is George Sand, isn’t she / *it?
c. The (female) winner is Susan, isn’t it / ∗she?

For Okanagan, however, the third person absolutive pronominal agreement in Okanagan is null, while the third person ergative occurs as -(i)s on a predicate inflected
as transitive (cf. section 3.2). Both absolutive and ergative agreement morphology may optionally be accompanied by an overt demonstrative ixíP, however the
form of ixíP is invariant, and not affected by the animacy or gender of a particular
referent.
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Tag questions are independently not possible in Okanagan. (43a) was volunteered as equivalent to an example of an English tag question, however the fact that
it has two occurrences of the yes-no question particle ha indicates that it actually
consists of a series of two questions. Removing the first occurrence of ha (43b)
is ungrammatical. In any case, the null third person pronominal argument of the
intransitive predicate uníxw ‘true’ most likely refers to an implied proposition (the
answer to the question), rather than to Susan.
(43) a. ixíP ha
DEM YNQ

Shushán, ha

wníxw ?

Susan

true

YNQ

Target: That’s Susan, isn’t it?

(adapted from Mikkelsen (2005, 121))

Literally: Is that Susan? Is it true?
b. *ixíP Shushán, ha
DEM

Susan

YNQ

wnixw ?
true

Target: That’s Susan, isn’t it?

(adapted from Mikkelsen (2005, 121))

In sum, although binding conditions are not well understood for Okanagan, it
does not seem possible to test for connectivity effects in Okanagan (35-41), or to
distinguish copular sentence types in Okanagan using tests such as pronominalization (43). As far as connectivity effects are concerned, the facts for Okanagan
actually simplify an equative analysis, since there is no need, for example, to posit
multiple levels of LF in order to reconstruct binding relations (Heycock and Kroch,
1999).

7.3.4

An Equative Head

The evidence suggests that DP-DP structures like (27-29) cannot be analyzed as
structurally on a par with direct predications. Given that neither of the DPs in
a DP-DP structure is a predicate, yet the structures are well-formed, I claim that
DP-DP structures are projections of a null functional head that equates the two DP
arguments (Heycock and Kroch, 1999). The basic idea (though oversimplified) is
shown below in (7.6). A null equative head (Id for ‘identity’) converts its first DP
argument into an equational predicate before taking its second DP argument:
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Figure 7.6: An Oversimplified Equative Analysis
IdP
∃ f (λ x[basket(x) ∧C(x)]) = this

DPSub j
this

Id’
λ z[ f (λ x[basket(x) ∧C(x)]) = z]

axáP
Id
λ yλ z[y = z]

DPPred
f (λ x[basket(x) ∧C(x)])

=
D
λ P[ f (λ x[P(x) ∧C(x)])]

NP
λ x[basket(x)]

iP

yámx̌w aP

‘This is a/the basket’

Analyzing the Okanagan equative head simply as λ yλ z[y = z] (Geist, 2007) is
problematic, however. First, it incorrectly predicts that any DP-DP structure should
be possible (e.g. 27b,28b), since any individual-denoting expression can function
as the complement to the equative head. Second, even under a (correct) stipulation
that only iP DPs can function as equative head complements, the other, morereferential DP might still linearly follow the predicate DP, allowing for rightward
specifiers (cf Figure 7.2 above), but this cannot be a possibility. I therefore reject
this analysis.
To resolve these issues, I claim that the equative head must be sensitive to
whether a DP is extensional-only (directly referential) or allows intensional readings (Romero, 2005; Comorovski, 2007). The extensional DP must occur left-most
due to the fact that the equative head assigns a feature ‘F’ to its second argument
(the extensional DP), and focus alignment constraints require that focus occurs to
the left (Koch, 2008a). I will discuss each of these points in a separate section.
I first discuss information-structural properties of DP-DP structures and how they
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differ from direct predications, before giving my final semantic analysis of the
equative head.

7.4

Information Structure and DP-DP structures

This section investigates the following information structural properties of Okanagan DP-DP structures:
(44)

DP-DP structures
a. The second iP DP in a DP-DP structure introduces an implicature of exhaustivity (not an entailment) (cf. Davis et al. (2004) for clefts in Lillooet
and Northern Straits).
b. There is no presupposition associated with using a DP-DP structure.
c. The initial DP in a DP-DP structure is interpreted as a focus, and a DP in
focus cannot occur finally (as shown for both clefts and direct predications
in Thompson River Salish by Koch (2008a)).

It is worthwhile to point out that Okanagan clefts (and clefts in other Salish languages) also show these properties. This reinforces a connection between DP-DP
structures and clefts, which I will discuss in chapter 8.
The information structural properties of DP-DP structures differ in certain ways
from those found in direct predications:
(45)

Direct predications
a. Direct predications do not imply exhaustivity.
b. Focus in a direct predication may occur either initially or finally (cf. section 7.2.1).

I begin with a discussion of (44a).
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7.4.1

The Exhaustivity Implicature in DP-DP structures

For Okanagan DP-DP structures, the final iP DP introduces an implicature of exhaustivity to a DP-DP structure. The implicature of exhaustivity stems from the
fact that iP carries an implicature of maximality, given again below as (46) (cf.
chapter 5).
(46)

Maximality implicature of iP:
f = MAX

By way of illustrating, for (47a) the implicature is that iP p@ptwínaxw denotes the
maximal, contextually salient ‘old lady’. This implicature is missing from the corresponding direct predication, as in (47b) where p@ptwínaxw is a nominal predicate.
(47) a. [ixíPDP ] = [iP
DEM

p@ptwínaxw DP ].

= DET old.lady

She is the old lady.
b. [ixíPDP ] [p@ptwínaxw NP ].
DEM

old.lady

She is an old lady.
If an equative head intervenes between the two DPs in (47a), then the sentence as a
whole will carry a secondary implicature that ixíP ‘she’ is the only individual equivalent to the referent of iP p@ptwínaxw , hence ixíP may be interpreted exhaustively.
This derived implicature will be absent from (47b), since there is no iP determiner
before the final NP, and thus no equative head. The exhaustivity implicature carried
by a DP-DP structure may be expressed as follows (48):
(48)

Exhaustivity Implicature:
A sentence of the form [x DP ] = [iP Y DP ]
a. Asserts:
∃ f .x = f (Y )
b. Via (46), this implicates:
x = MAX(Y )
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c. And assuming (48b) is satisfied, a DP-DP structure asserts:
x is the only Y.
Expanding upon (48c), the reasoning is that if iP Y denotes a maximal individual,
then there are no other individuals denoted by iP Y with which some individual
besides x might be equated, hence x is the only Y. The exhaustivity expressed in
(48c) is an entailment of (48b), however since (48b) is itself an implicature, and the
entailment of (48c) is dependent on an implicature being satisfied, the exhaustivity
expressed in (48c) is ultimately an implicature of an equative sentence.
The data support this general picture, since in contexts which require exhaustivity, only DP-DP structures can be used. To illustrate, the question in (49a) requires
an exhaustive answer, since the question is asking which of a defined group of people are carpenters.22 In such contexts, a DP-DP structure (49b) is felicitous, while
a direct nominal predication (49c) is not.23
(49) a. swit itlíP t

’ w -@m?
s@xw -k’ w úl-ìx

who DEM OBL OCC-make-house-MID
Which ones of those people are carpenters?
b. Bill naPì

John uì

Steve iP

’ w -@m.
s@xw -k’ w úl-ìx

Bill CONJ John CONJ Steve DET OCC-make-house-MID
Bill, John and Steve are the carpenters.
’ w -@m
c. #s@xw -k’ w úl-ìx
OCC -make-house- MID

Bill naPì

John uì

Steve.

Bill CONJ John CONJ Steve

Bill, John and Steve are carpenters.
In (49b), ‘Bill, John and Steve’, as a conjoined DP, is interpreted exhaustively in
that it identifies the exhaustive subset of individuals denoted by the DP iP s@xw k’ w úl’ìxw @m ‘the carpenters’. In other words, following (48), if iP s@xw k’ w úl’ìxw @m denotes
22 I

abstract away from the semantics and pragmatics of questions, and whether or not answers to
questions are uniformly exhaustive (cf. Karttunen (1977)). There may be a formal distinction to be
made between exhaustivity as introduced by an iP DP, and pragmatic exhaustivity as found in Q/A
contexts, but answering this question goes beyond the scope of this thesis.
23 The alternation between iP and t in question contexts such as (49a) is not well understood,
though there may be a subtle semantic difference, possibly related to the alternation between iP and
t in cleft contexts (cf. section 8.5).
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a maximal plural individual, then the sentence asserts that the sum of ‘Bill, John
and Steve’ is identical to this maximal plural individual. The sentence entails that
Bill, John, and Steve are carpenters, and assuming that the maximality is satisfied, it
implies that Bill, John and Steve are the only carpenters. In contrast, ‘Bill, John and
Steve’ in (49c) is not interpreted exhaustively, since this sentence simply ascribes
the property of being a carpenter to three separate individuals.
A similar example is given below as (50), where a forced-choice question requires an exhaustive answer (50b). While ‘Wilford’ answers the question given in
(50c), it is not interpreted exhaustively as required by the context.24
’ w -@m?
s@xw -k’ w úl-ìx

(50) a. swit iP

ha

’
Spike k@m

Wilford?

who DET OCC-make-house-MID YNQ Spike CONJ Wilford
Who is the carpenter, Spike or Wilford?
b. Wilford iP

’ w -@m.
s@xw -k’ w úl-ìx

Wilford DET OCC-make-house-MID
Wilford is the carpenter.
’ w -@m.
c. #Wilford s@xw -k’ w úl-ìx
Wilford

OCC -make-house- MID

Wilford is a carpenter.
Another example is given below as (51):
(51) a. haPkín iP

tl

p@t-p@ptwínaxw iP

qw @l-qw íl-st-@m-s?

which DET LOC RED-old.woman DET speak-CAUS -2 SG . ABS -3 SG . ERG
Which one of the old ladies talked to you?
b. ixíP iP
DEM DET

p@ptwínaxw .
old.woman

That’s the old lady.
24 It may still be true in the case of (50c) that Wilford just so happens to be the only individual with
the property of being a carpenter, but as a direct predication this is not implied by (50c).
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c. #ixíP p@ptwínaxw .
DEM

old.woman

That’s an old lady.
d. #p@ptwínaxw ixíP.
old.woman

DEM

That’s an old lady.
The subjects of direct predications like (49c), (50c) and (51c,d) are not interpreted
exhaustively. This illustrates a semantic distinction between subject DPs in direct
predications versus more-referential DPs in DP-DP structures.
Notice that in answer to the equivalent questions in English, the answer does
not have to assume a special morpho-syntactic form. Consider that in answer to English (52a) below, both (52b) and (52c) are possible answers (intonational prominence is roughly indicated by bold type). The intonation which (52b) has in answer
to (52a), however, will be different than its intonation in answer to a question like
(53a):
(52) a. Which ones of those people are carpenters?
b. Bill, John and Steve are carpenters.
c. Bill, John and Steve are the carpenters.
(53) a. What do Bill, John and Steve do for work?
b. Bill, John and Steve are carpenters.
c. *Bill, John and Steve are carpenters.
The point here is that in English, exhaustivity can be signaled via intonation. If
intonation were also able to signal exhaustivity in Okanagan (which at least impressionistically speaking, does not seem to be the case), then the prediction is that
direct predications should be felicitious in exhaustive contexts, but this is not the
case. Okanagan is different than English in the sense that a specific syntactic form
(a DP-DP structure) must be used in these cases. In other words, in the absence of
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intonation cues, exhaustivity must be signalled by the syntax.
The exhaustivity implicature associated with DP-DP structures is easily cancellable. The first DP-DP structure in (54a) carries an implicature that Bill is the
only doctor, but the second DP-DP structure cancels this implicature. In fact, a
numerical adverb like knaqs ‘one, another’ can occur internal to the second DP
(54b).25
(54) a. Bill iP

s@xw -mrím-@m,

uì

John nixw iP

Bill DET OCC-medicine-MID CONJ John also DET
s@xw -mrím-@m.
OCC -medicine- MID

Bill is a doctor, and John is a doctor too.
b. Bill iP

s@xw -mrím-@m,

uì

John iP

knaqs

iP

Bill DET OCC-medicine-MID CONJ John DET another DET
s@xw -mrím-@m.
OCC -medicine- MID

Bill is a doctor, and John is another doctor.
Cancellability of the exhaustivity implicature follows independently from the fact
that two occurrences of identical iP DPs can be non-co-referent (e.g. in contexts
when f is existentially bound; cf. chapter 5). That is, in contexts where an iP DP
denotes a non-maximal individual, the implicature of maximality is cancelled, and
non-co-reference is possible.
In answer to questions which do not involve subject DP focus (55a), either a
DP-DP structure (55b) or a direct predication (55c,d) can be felicitously used as
an answer. The exhaustivity implicature carried by (55b), that Mary is the only
’ máyaPm,
’
teacher, is cancelled since the second DP, iP s@xw maP
denotes a nonmaximal individual in this context. (55b) is an example of what I refer to as a
pseudo-predicational reading of a DP-DP structure: when the exhaustivity implicature is cancelled, the DP-DP structure is pragmatically equivalent to a direct
predication (55d,e), yet semantically equative.
25 I

tentatively assume that knaqs in (54b) is a pre-posed relative clause modifier of s@xw mrím@m
‘doctor’, based on arguments made in chapter 6.
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’
c-k’ w úl-st-s?

’ Mary aP
(55) a. stim

what Mary DET CUST-make-CAUS -3 SG . ERG
What does Mary do for work?
b. Mary iP

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m.

Mary DET OCC - RED-teach-MID
Mary is a teacher.
’
’
c. Mary s@xw -maPmáyaP-m.
Mary OCC - RED-teach-MID
Mary is a teacher.
’
’
d. s@xw -maPmáyaP-m
Mary.
OCC - RED -teach- MID

Mary

Mary is a teacher.
A final piece of evidence that the initial DP in a DP-DP structure receives an
exhaustive interpretation comes from data like (56). The context set up by the
question in (56a) requires an exhaustive answer. The DP-DP structure in (56b)
implies that Bill is the only teacher in the set which includes Bill and John, but the
direct predication in (56c) simply ascribes the property of being a teacher to Bill,
without referencing the particular set of teachers currently under discussion.
(56) a. ha

Bill naPì

John iP

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m
iP

l

Bill CONJ John DET OCC - RED-teach-MID DET LOC
’ y-mín-t@n?
’
s@n-q@

YNQ

LOC -write- INSTR - INSTR

Are Bill and John the teachers at this school?
b. lut,
NEG

Bill iP

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m,
lut

Bill DET OCC - RED-teach-MID NEG John

No, Bill is the teacher, not John.
’
’
c. #lut, Bill s@xw -maPmáyaP-m,
lut
NEG

John.

John.

Bill OCC - RED-teach-MID NEG John

#No, Bill is a teacher, not John.
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In sum, we have arrived at the following important generalization: DP-DP
structures must be used in contexts which require an exhaustive interpretation,
while in contexts which do not require an exhaustive interpretation, both DP-DP
structures and direct predications may be used. Assuming that Okanagan lacks intonational cues to signal exhaustivity (cf. Koch (2008a) for Thompson), this is as
expected. The exhaustivity implicature is derivable from the maximality implicature carried by the determiner iP, and is cancellable. When satisfied, the initial DP
is interpreted as the only individual equivalent to the referent of the second DP, and
is therefore interpreted exhaustively.

7.4.2

DP-DP Predications are Non-presuppositional

DP-DP structures in Okanagan do not carry a presupposition of existence. This
is most clearly shown by the fact that DP-DP structures can be used in out-ofthe-blue contexts (57). If (57-58) carried a presupposition of existence, i.e. There
is a carpenter and There is a cleaner respectively, then the prediction is that these
should be infelicitous in out-of-the-blue contexts, but they are perfectly acceptable.
(57)

Context: at the beginning of a story.
’ w -@m.
’
qsápi
Spike iP
s@xw -k’ w úl-ìx
long.ago Spike DET OCC-make-house-MID
Literally: Long ago, Spike was a carpenter.
(In Context: Long ago, there was a carpenter named Spike.)

(58)

Context: I come over and walk in and am looking around, clearly amazed
at how clean everything is. You say:
Jerry iP
s@xw -xw k’ w -ám.
Jerry DET OCC-clean-MID
Jerry is the cleaner.

This property of DP-DP structures is not especially surprising, given that iP determiners do not carry a presupposition of existence (cf. section 5.2.2). (57-58)
are also instances of pseudo-predicational interpretations of DP-DP structures, as
discussed in the previous section. The exhaustivity implicature normally carried
by a DP-DP structure is cancelled via the fact that the second iP DP denotes a
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non-maximal referent in these contexts.
The absence of any presupposition of existence is also a property of Okanagan
clefts, as will be discussed in chapter 8.

7.4.3

An F-marked Constituent Must Occur Initially in a DP-DP
structure

Importantly, in DP-DP structures, the more-referential DP must come initially. To
illustrate, in answer to (59), one could answer either (60a) or (61a), with ixíP ‘that’
or Spike receiving an exhaustive interpretation, but not (60b,61b) where the demonstrative or proper name is occurring in final position.
(59) a. swit iP

s@xw -píx̌-@m?

who DET OCC-hunt-MID
Who is the hunter?
(60) a. ixíP iP

s@xw -píx̌-@m.

DEM DET OCC-hunt- MID

That’s the hunter.
b. *iP

s@xw -píx̌-@m

ixíP.

DET OCC-hunt- MID DEM

That’s the hunter./The hunter is him.
(61) a. Spike iP

s@xw -píx̌-@m.

Spike DET OCC-hunt-MID
Spike is a/the hunter.
b. *iP

s@xw -píx̌-@m

DET OCC-hunt- MID

Spike.
Spike

The hunter is Spike.
This finding is significant since it suggests that the information structural equivalents to English specificational copular sentences (Higgins, 1973, 1979), for example The hunter is Spike where the DP in final position may be intepreted exhaustively, are not possible in Okanagan. Recall that while the English specificational
copular sentence in (62c,63c) is infelicitous as an answer to (63a), it is felicitous
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as answer to (62a), unlike Okanagan (61b).
(62) a. Who is the hunter?
b. Spike is the hunter.
c. The hunter is Spike.
(63) a. Who is Spike?
b. Spike is the hunter.
c. #The hunter is Spike.
For DP-DP structures containing a demonstrative (or proper name) and an iP
DP, the former must always precede the latter, regardless of the WH-question.26 To
illustrate, the questions in (64a) and (65a) make the iP DP in the replies in (64b,c)
and (65b,c) a focus, but the iP DP still cannot precede the demonstrative or proper
name.27
(64) a. swit ixíP?
who DEM
Who is that?
b. ixíP iP

s@xw -píx̌-@m.

DEM DET OCC-hunt- MID

That’s the hunter.
c. *iP

s@xw -píx̌-@m

ixíP.

DET OCC-hunt- MID DEM

That’s the hunter./The hunter is him.
26 Though

in the absence of any WH-question, apparent inversions of this pattern are possible. I
leave off discussion of these until 7.7, since there is reasonable doubt that these inversions involve an
exhaustivity implicature, F-marking, or an equative head.
27 The complementizer ì@ in (65) is sometimes used in identificational sentences, preceding a
proper name. Speakers often translate this use of ì@ as instantiating a relation such as ‘x is called y’
or ‘x is named y’. The optional use of the complementizer in this environment supports an argument
whereby proper names in these cases are predicates, ascribed to a contextually salient entity. See
section 7.6.1 for further discussion of Okanagan identificational sentences.
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(65) a. swit ì@

Spike?

who COMP Spike
Who is Spike?
b. Spike iP

s@xw -píx̌-@m.

Spike DET OCC-hunt-MID
Spike is a/the hunter.
c. *iP

s@xw -píx̌-@m

DET OCC-hunt- MID

Spike.
Spike

Spike is the hunter./The hunter is Spike.
Recall that there is nothing inherently wrong with an initial iP DP functioning as a
focus just in case the second DP is also introduced by iP, and is not a proper name
or demonstrative, as (66) shows.
(66)

Context: answer to ‘Who is the hunter?’
iP

ylmíxw @m iP

DET

chief

s@xw -píx̌-@m.

DET OCC -hunt- MID

The chief is the hunter.
These data suggest that the pragmatic notion of ‘ground’ (i.e. the background in
the discourse context), used by Heycock and Kroch (1999) for explaining the fixed
information structure of specificational sentences in English, and the requirement
that the initial DP represent relatively old information, is not relevant in Okanagan
DP-DP structures, since inverse structures like (64c) and (65c) are always ungrammatical as answers to WH-questions. As such, a purely pragmatic account of the
word order restriction in Okanagan DP-DP structures, similar to that of Heycock
and Kroch (1999), will fail.
There is no general requirement in Okanagan that focus in a direct predication
occur initially (cf. 55). In (67b,c) below, the NP s@xw maPmáyaPm ‘teacher’ is a
focus, but can either precede or follow the subject. (68a) uttered in a context where
the speaker walks into a room, sees bandages lying on a table but has no idea what
happened or how many people got hurt or who they are, allows (68b) as a response,
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where Mary is a focus.28
’ Mary aP
(67) a. stim

’
c-k’ w úl-st-s?

what Mary DET CUST-make-CAUS -3 SG . ERG
What does Mary do for work?
’
’
b. Mary s@xw -maPmáyaP-m.
Mary OCC - RED-teach-MID
Mary is a teacher.
’
’
c. s@xw -maPmáyaP-m
Mary
OCC - RED -teach- MID

Mary

Mary is a teacher.
(68) a. swit iP

x@nnumt?

who DET get.hurt
who DET hurt
Who got hurt?
b. Mary x@nnumt.
Mary get.hurt
Mary got hurt.
28 There

is, however, a preference. In (i), a subject initial form is infelicitous, though not ungram-

matical.
(i) a.

b.

’
’ ňx̌áp.
’
’ mat aP c-k’ w úl-st-s
stim
iP
ň@x̌what EPIS DET CUST-make-CAUS -3 SG . ERG DET RED-grown
What does the old man do for work?
’ ňx̌áp
’
ň@x̌-

q’ w Qay-lqs.
black-robe
The old man is a priest.

#iP

DET RED -grown

c.

’ ňx̌áp.
’
q’ w Qay-lqs iP
ň@x̌
black-robe DET RED-grown
The old man is a priest.

The preference for predicate-initial ordering for direct predications which do not involve subject
DP-focus becomes stronger for nominal predicate constructions (NPCs, i.e. ‘bare clefts’), where the
argument DP is a headless relative clause. These are discussed in chapter 8.
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c. x@nnumt Mary.
get.hurt

Mary

Mary got hurt.
I claim that the word order restriction apparent in DP-DP structures derives
from a lexical property of the equative head, such that it F-marks its second argument (cf. sections 2.3.1 and 7.5). Linear-alignment constraints then force the
F-marked constituent to occur left-most (Koch, 2008a). Foci in direct predications, by contrast, do not appear to follow the same linear-alignment constraints.
In concrete terms, although we can state as a pragmatic principle for Okanagan ‘An
F-marked focus must occur initially in Okanagan DP-DP structures’, this principle
by itself does not explain why an iP DP can be F-marked only if the second DP is
an iP DP, and not a proper name or demonstrative. I therefore appeal to a semantic
asymmetry between iP DPs on the one hand, and proper names and demonstratives
on the other (cf. section 7.5).

7.4.4

Summary

To close this section, we have seen that Okanagan DP-DP structures carry an implicature of exhaustivity. This is given as follows (cf. 48):
(69)

Exhaustivity Implicature:
A sentence of the form [x DP ] = [iP Y DP ]
a. Asserts:
∃ f .x = f (Y )
b. Via the maximality implicature of iP (cf. 46) this implicates:
x = MAX(Y )
c. And assuming (48b) is satisfied, a DP-DP structure asserts:
x is the only Y

This exhaustivity implicature carried by the sentence is cancellable, just in case the
second iP DP denotes a non-maximal individual.
We have also seen that DP-DP structures exhibit a strict word ordering, such
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that a more-referential DP may not follow a less-referential iP DP in a questionanswer context, regardless of the information-structural status of the two DPs. The
word order restriction is plausibly explained by the following set of principles:
Information Structural Principles of Okanagan DP-DP Structures

(70)

a. F-marking is a lexical property of a null equative copula.
b. The initial DP of a DP-DP structure must be F-marked.
c. An F-marked constituent aligns to the left (Koch, 2008a).
These principles, by themselves, do not explain why an initial iP DP can be Fmarked only if the second DP is an iP DP. The analysis of the equative head which
I present in the next section solves these issues.

7.5
7.5.1

Analysis of the Equative Head
A Semantic Asymmetry

A simple equative analysis of Okanagan DP-DP structures does not explain why
the second DP cannot be directly referential. In order to derive the word order restriction seen with Okanagan DP-DP structures, I appeal to a semantic asymmetry
based on intensionality: the equative head distinguishes between directly referential, extensional DPs (proper names (Kripke, 1982) and demonstratives (Kaplan,
1977)) and non-directly referential, intensional DPs (iP DPs) (Romero, 2005; Comorovski, 2007), and selects only an intensional DP as a complement. The surface
distribution of Okanagan DP types in equative structures is shown below in Table
7.1.29
29 As

Table 7.1 implies, equatives consisting of two proper names are not possible in Okanagan.
In section 7.6.1, I claim that sentences consisting of two proper names form a subclass of direct
predications.
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Table 7.1: Directly versus Non-directly Referential DPs in Equative DP-DP
Structures

Okanagan DPs

Demonstratives

Proper Names

iP DPs

-directly referential

X

X

*

-initial DP in a DP-DP

X

X

X

*

*

X

structure
-final DP in a DP-DP
structure

Intensionality is argued to be a defining characteristic of the initial DP in a
specificational sentence in (Romero, 2005), based on the fact that definite DPs are
sometimes interpretable as concealed questions. The specificational copula is given
the following denotation in (Romero, 2005, 715, ex.67a).30 Underlining on the y
argument indicates intensionality in (71).
(71)

Romero (2005)
[[be]] = λ x<e> λ y<s,e> λ ws .y(w) = x

Recall that Okanagan iP DPs allow individual concept readings, as in (72),
repeated from chapter 5, section 5.2.9. For (72), the referent of iP ylmíxw @m ‘the
chief’ is any non-specific future individual which happens to be the chief at that
future time.31
(72)

cmay iP

ylmíxw @m laPkín iP

EPIS

chief

DET

tkìmilxw .

when DET woman

Maybe someday the chief will be a woman.
30 Under such an analysis, the copula be is ambiguous.

It either maps an intensional individual to an
extensional one, or vice versa, depending on whether the sentence is predicational or specificational
(cf also Partee (1986)).
31 Line Mikkelsen (p.c.) rightly points out that if (72) is a DP-DP structure, I do not straightforwardly predict the initial DP iP ylmíxw @m ‘the chief’ to be interpreted intensionally, which it
obviously is in this context. The presence of the WH-item laPkín ‘when’ is unclear, however, and so
it is not clear that (72) is in fact a DP-DP structure. More examples like this should be checked.
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As such, I claim that the Okanagan equative head employs an asymmetry similar
to (71), however with the order of the arguments reversed, so that the equational
head’s complement is intensional (i.e. an iP DP), while the specifier argument is
extensional (i.e. referential, either a directly referential expression or an iP DP).
(73)

Okanagan
[[=]] = λ x<s,e> λ ye λ ws [x(w) = y]

This analysis assumes that directly referential expressions (i.e. demonstratives,
proper names) may not be of an intensional type <s,e>.32
While this analysis captures the semantic asymmetry between the two DPs,
by itself it incorrectly allows for both grammatical structures where the morereferential DP is in initial position (Figure 7.7) and ungrammatical structures where
the less-referential DP is in initial position (Figure 7.8):
32 It may also be argued that all DPs may be of an intensional type <s,e>, but that directly referential

DPs are constant functions, whereas non-directly referential DPs are not (Kripke, 1982). Under this
assumption, a filter could be written into the semantics of (73) such that constant functions from
worlds to individuals are not permitted for the first argument (i.e. there has to be at least one world
where the DP denotes an individual y, rather than an individual x). Since this is a more general issue
for copular analyses which rely on an intensional asymmetry (e.g. Romero (2005)), I assume for the
sake of simplicity that directly referential DPs simply cannot be of type <s,e>.
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Figure 7.7: Semantic Asymmetry, more-referential DP is in initial position

IdP
λ w[[ f (λ x[basket(x)(w) ∧C(x)(w)])] = this]

DPSub j
this

Id’
λ ye λ w[[ f (λ x[basket(x)(w) ∧C(x)(w)])] = y]

axáP
DPPred
λ w[ f (λ x[basket(x)(w) ∧C(x)(w)])]

Id
λ x<s,e> λ ye λ ws [x(w) = y]
=

D
λ Pλ w[ f (λ x[P(x)(w) ∧C(x)(w)])]

NP
λ xλ w[basket(x)(w)]

iP

yámx̌w aP

‘This is a/the basket’
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Figure 7.8: Semantic Asymmetry, less-referential DP is in initial position

IdP
λ w[[ f (λ x[basket(x)(w) ∧C(x)(w)])] = this]

Id’
λ ye λ w[[ f (λ x[basket(x)(w) ∧C(x)(w)])] = y]

DPSub j
this
axáP

Id
λ x<s,e> λ ye λ ws [x(w) = y]

DPPred
λ w[ f (λ x[basket(x)(w) ∧C(x)(w)])]

=
D
λ Pλ w[ f (λ x[P(x)(w) ∧C(x)(w)])]

NP
λ xλ w[basket(x)(w)]

iP

yámx̌w aP

‘This is a/the basket’

This is because while (73) reflects the semantic asymmetry in DP-DP structures, it does not reflect the fixed information structure. I claim that focus alignment constraints (cf. Koch (2008a) for Thompson) force the more-referential DP,
as an exhaustive focus, to occur left-most.

7.5.2

Focus Alignment

The problem with assuming nothing beyond a semantic asymmetry for the Okanagan equative head, is that there is nothing to rule out the structure given as Figure 7.8. Focus alignment constraints have proved useful in analyzing closelyrelated Thompson Salish (Koch, 2008a), and their applicability in Okanagan ap266

pears promising as well.
Koch (2008a) investigates the focus and intonation properties of Thompson
River Salish nominal predicate constructions and clefts. He observes for clefts and
nominal predicate constructions (NPCs) that a focused constituent must occur to
the left of non-focused material. Hence, the NPC (74a) is grammatical but (74b) is
not.
’
(74) a. TéPe. [qw úPFOC ] ňuP
e
NEG

water

s-Púqw eP-kt.

just DET NOM-drink-1 PL . POSS

No, we’ll just drink [water FOC ]. (Thompson, Koch (2008a, 251, ex.15))
b. *TéPe. Púqw eP-kt
NEG

’
ňuP
e

[qw úPFOC ].

drink-1 PL . POSS just DET water

No, we’ll just drink [water FOC ]. (Thompson, Koch (2008a, 251, ex.17c))
Koch (2008a, 251, ex.13) captures this generalization as follows:33
(75)

F OCUS L EFT: Align the left edge of the focus-marked p(rosodic)-phrase
with the left edge of an intonational phrase.

Koch has strong acoustic evidence for analyzing the entire sentence in (74a), excluding the initial negation, as an intonational phrase (Pierrehumbert, 1980). He
found that nuclear pitch accent occurs on the right edge of an intonational phrase,
as indicated the first line of (76) below. An intonational phrase may consist of one
or more prosodic phrases, each marked by a pitch accent, as in the second line of
(76). What Koch shows for Thompson is that focus does not coincide with nuclear pitch accent. In other words, “narrowly focused constituents do not attract
additional prosodic prominence” (Koch, 2008a, 169, ex.20).
(76)

(X)

(

(X)

( X

TéPe.

[qw úP

NEG

water

) (
’
FOC ] ňuP e

X

)

intonation-phrase

X

)

prosodic-phrase

s-Púqw eP-kt.

just DET NOM-drink-1 PL . POSS

No, we’ll just drink [water FOC ]. (Thompson, Koch (2008a, 251, ex.15))
33 Koch (2008a) develops a fine-grained Optimality Theoretic analysis involving focus alignment
constraints, which I abstract away from here.
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There have to date been no systematic studies investigating acoustic correlates
of focus in Okanagan34 ; however, it is plausible that the F OCUS L EFT constraint
(75) is also operative in Okanagan DP-DP structures, as in (77):
(77) a. ha

Bill naPì

John iP

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m
iP

l

Bill CONJ John DET OCC - RED-teach-MID DET LOC
’ y-mín-t@n?
’
s@n-q@

YNQ

LOC -write- MIN - INSTR

Are Bill and John the teachers at this school?
b. lut,
NEG

Bill iP

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m,
lut

John.

Bill DET OCC - RED-teach-MID NEG John

No, Bill is the teacher, not John.
c. *lut, iP

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m
Bill, lut

NEG DET OCC - RED -teach- MID

John.

Bill NEG John

No, the teacher is Bill, not John.
I suggest that as a lexical property, the equative head assigns a syntactic feature ‘F’ (i.e. F-marking) to its second argument, and this is interpretable to the
information structural component of the grammar as ‘focus’.35

7.5.3

Final Analysis

Assuming that F OCUS L EFT (75) requires an F-marked constituent to align to the
left, the structure in (Figure 7.8), where the less-referential DP precedes the morereferential DP in exhaustive focus, is correctly ruled out. The final analysis of the
equative head is given as (78-79), and a sample derivation is given in Figure (7.9)
(78)

Okanagan, final analysis
[[=]] = λ x<s,e> λ ye λ ws [x(w) = y]

34 It is worthwhile to mention Barthmaier (2004), who establishes the existence of intonational
units in Colville-Okanagan.
35 There is no evidence for focus-related movement (Ogihara, 1987) in Okanagan DP-DP structures.
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(79)

The equative head assigns a syntactic feature ‘F’ to its second argument.
Figure 7.9: Final Equative Analysis of Okanagan DP-DP Structures

IdP
λ w[[ f (λ x[basket(x)(w) ∧C(x)(w)])] = this]

DPSub j
this

Id’
λ ye λ w[[ f (λ x[basket(x)(w) ∧C(x)(w)])] = y]

[axáPF ]
Id
λ x<s,e> λ ye λ ws [x(w) = y]

DPPred
λ w[ f (λ x[basket(x)(w) ∧C(x)(w)])]

=
D
λ Pλ w[ f (λ x[P(x)(w) ∧C(x)(w)])]

NP
λ xλ w[basket(x)(w)]

iP

yámx̌w aP

‘This is a/the basket’

The copula in Figure 7.9 (cf. 78) takes an intensional individual x (the second
DP) and an extensional individual y (the first DP) as arguments, and yields a proposition that is true in a world w if and only if x applied to w is identical to y. Given
that iP DPs occur as type <s,e> expressions when they saturate the initial argument
position of the equative head, yet are type e expressions when they saturate the
second argument position. I assume that iP DPs have the property of being able to
freely type lower to extensional expressions when necessary.36
36 See section 9.4.2 for a summary discussion of the semantic types of Okanagan DPs, and their
type-shifting possibilities.
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The exhaustivity implicature, as applied to the example in Figure (7.9), is derived as in (81), assuming the maximality implicature of the determiner as given in
(80):
Maximality implicature of iP:

(80)

f = MAX
Exhaustivity Implicature:

(81)

The sentence [axáPFocus DP ] = [iP yámx̌w aP DP ]
a. Asserts:
∃ f .[this = λ w. f (λ x[basket(x)(w) ∧C(x)(w)])]
b. Via (80), this implicates:
this = λ wMAX(λ x[basket(x)(w) ∧C(x)(w)])]
c. And assuming (81b) is satisfied, asserts:
‘this’ is the only x equal to λ wMAX(λ x[basket(x)(w) ∧C(x)(w)])]
In contexts where the second iP DP is interpreted as non-maximal, for example in a
context where there is more than one basket in the context, only the assertion holds
(81a).
This analysis of the equative head predicts that DP-DP equatives consisting of
a demonstrative and a proper name (e.g. This is John) or two proper names (e.g.
Cicero is Tully) should not be possible, since both expressions are presumably
directly referential in these cases. These types of sentences are, in fact, possible
in Okanagan; however there is reason to believe that they are not equatives. In
the next section, I discuss these types of data, and argue that these comprise an
identificational sentence sub-class (Higgins, 1973), which may be reducible to a
type of direct predication.

7.6

Other Predication Types Involving Demonstratives
and Proper Names

This section investigates two other types of predication, the first involving a demonstrative or demonstrative-associated DP and a proper name, the second involving
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two proper names. I claim that both may be reduced to sub-types of direct predication (excepting cases which may be analyzed as truncated clefts), since a proper
name in these cases must be a predicate. These data have interesting implications
with regards to extending Higgins’ taxonomy to Okanagan. I provide a taxonomy
of Okanagan non-verbal predications in Table 7.3 below.

7.6.1

The Case for Identificational Sentences

There are data in Okanagan which appear to correspond to Higgins’ identificational class, as opposed to the direct predications or DP-DP equatives examined so
far. These data normally involve a simple demonstrative and a proper name, or a
demonstrative-associated iP DP and a proper name. A proper name is a predicate
in these cases, an ascription of sorts, and I suggest that identificational sentences
in Okanagan are a subtype of direct predication. Like other direct predications,
these sentence types allow variable word order in WH-contexts, as shown for cases
involving a demonstrative and a proper name (82-83).
(82) a. ixíP Spike.
DEM

Spike

That is Spike. (answer to “Who is Spike?”)
b. ixíP Sarah.
DEM

Sarah

That is Sarah. (answer to “Who is that woman?”)
(83) a. Lottie ixíP.
Lottie DEM
That’s Lottie. (answer to “Who is SaQálqs?”)
b. Spike ixíP.
Spike DEM
It’s Spike. (answer to “Who is knocking on the door?”)
Independent evidence that proper names can be predicates in certain contexts
comes from subject procliticization data. Consider that like any lexical predicate
(84a), a subject proclitic may attach to a proper name (84b). This is not the case
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for iP DPs (85a) or demonstratives (85b).37
(84) a. kn

’ w -@m.
s@xw -k’ w úl-ìx

1 SG . ABS OCC-make-house-MID
I’m a carpenter.
b. kn

John.

1 SG . ABS John
I’m John.
(85) a. *kn

iP

’ w -@m.
s@xw -k’ w úl-ìx

1 SG . ABS DET OCC-make-house-MID
I’m a/the carpenter.
b. *kn

ixíP

1 SG . ABS DEM
That is me.
In equatives, a proper name cannot be a predicate, as evidenced by the fact that it
cannot occur in final position like other predicates. It seems reasonable to propose
that sentences like (82-83) have a different structure than equatives, one which is
consistent with a predicative analysis of proper names. On this basis, I suggest that
Okanagan too has a class of identificational sentences, though these may be analyzed as a subclass of direct predication in the sense that no functional intermediary
is necessarily involved.
Data such as (82-83) raise at least two questions:
a.

What prevents proper names from functioning as predicates in equational
structures?

b.

What prevents non-demonstrative-associated iP DPs from functioning as
direct arguments to proper names in an identificational sentence?
Regarding question (a), the selectional restrictions of the copula require that its

second DP argument must be of type e, which means that in equative structures, a
proper name must undergo either N-to-D raising or be the complement of a null D
37 See

N. Mattina (2006, 111) for similar observations in Moses-Columbian.
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(cf. discussion in section 4.6.2). Since proper names do not denote non-rigid individual concepts of type <s,e>, they cannot function as complements to the equative
head.
Question (b) presents a more challenging issue, especially in light of the fact
that identificationals similar to (82-83), but involving a demonstrative-associated
iP DP (86) are also possible. The adjoined demonstrative minimally distinguishes
an Okanagan identificational sentence (86), which allows variable word ordering,
from an equative, which does not allow free word order (87).38
(86) a. ixíP iP

’
s@xw -k’ w l-mín-@m

John.

DEM DET OCC-work- MIN - MID

John

That hard worker is John.
b. John ixíP iP

’
s@xw -k’ w l-mín-@m.

John DEM DET OCC-work-MIN - MID
John is the one that is a hard worker.
(87) a. *iP

’
s@xw -k’ w l-mín-@m

DET OCC-work- MIN - MID

John.
John

The hard worker is John.
b. John iP

’
s@xw -k’ w l-mín-@m.

John DET OCC-work-MIN - MID
John is the hard worker.
Based on the data seen so far, the generalization seems to be that an identificational
sentence requires the presence of a demonstrative, and under the assumption that
identificational sentences are a sub-type of direct predication, the demonstrative in
(82-83, 86) somehow licenses ascriptive readings of proper names. (This is not
quite correct, however, since identificationals involving two proper names are also
possible, as I show in section 7.6.2.)
It is crucial to note that for cases where the proper name occurs in final position
(cf. 86a), the proper name cannot be in focus: (88c, cf. 86a) below cannot be used
as answer to (88b). (88d) can be used as an answer to (88b) since it is ambiguously
38 (86b)

is ambiguously an equative, though (86a) is not. I return to this issue below.
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equative, and the focus occurs initially.
(88) a. swit ixiP ì@

John?

who DEM COMP John
Who is John? (Question 1)
b. swit ixíP t

’
s@xw -k’ w l-mín-@m?

who DEM OBL OCC-work-MIN - MID
Who is the hard worker? (Question 2)
c. ixíP iP

’
s@xw -k’ w l-mín-@m

John.

DEM DET OCC-work- MIN - MID

John

That hard worker is John. (answers 1, not 2)
d. John ixíP iP

’
s@xw -k’ w l-mín-@m.

John DEM DET OCC-work-MIN - MID
John is the one that is a hard worker. (answers 1 or 2)
The data in (88) merit further discussion. In answer to (88a), (88c) does not have
the information structure of a specificational sentence, rather it appears to be attributing the name John to a contextually salient entity (i.e., it is an identificational
sentence). I would argue that an exhaustivity implicature is not involved in the
case of (88c), though it is in (88d), at least in answer to (88b). This means that
(88a) does not require an exhaustive answer, and so (88c,d) are acceptable as direct
predications, and (88d) as a DP-DP structure where the exhaustivity implicature
has been cancelled. (88b), by contrast, does require an exhaustive answer, and so
assuming that predicates cannot be exhaustive, the proper name must be interpreted
as individual-denoting, and (88c) is only interpretable as an ungrammatical inverse
equative, leaving (88d) as the only possible response.
Identificational sentences involving proper names and simple demonstratives
(cf. 82-83), where the proper name is in focus, may be analyzed as truncated clefts
(Hedberg, 2000; Mikkelsen, 2005). Such an analysis is motivated by data like (89),
where a contextually salient residue clause aP cnpuwáp@m ‘who was knocking on
the door’ is omissable.39
39 I

investigate these facts in more detail in chapter 8. A demonstrative can also precede or follow
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(89)

Truncated Cleft analysis
a. ixíP Spike (aP
DEM

c-n-pw-áp-@m).

Spike DET CUST-n-knock-INCH - MID

It’s Spike (who is knocking on the door).
b. Spike ixíP (aP

c-n-pw-áp-@m).

Spike DEM DET CUST-n-knock-INCH - MID
Spike is the one (who is knocking on the door).
I argue in chapter 8 that Okanagan clefts are equative structures, and so if the truncated cleft analysis of simple demonstrative identificationals is correct, then identificational sentences cannot be reduced to direct predications. Not all identificational sentences may be reduced to the truncated cleft analysis, however: cases involving demonstrative-associated iP-DPs such as (86a, 88c), where a proper name
occurs finally, are not analyzable as clefts, truncated or otherwise, since proper
names cannot function as cleft residues, just as they cannot function as the final DP
in a DP-DP structure.
In sum, identificationals involving simple demonstratives are surface ambiguous between predicational sentences and truncated clefts, the difference being whether or not the proper name is a predicate. Those involving demonstrative-associated
DPs with proper names in final position may only be analyzed as direct predications, while those with proper names in initial position may be equative or predicational. For Danish and English, Mikkelsen (2005) analyzes identificational
sentences with simple demonstrative subjects as specificational, and those with
demonstrative DP subjects as equatives. The differences between this English classification and what I propose for Okanagan are represented below in Table 7.2.
an iP DP in a cleft context, but if the demonstrative follows the iP DP, then the residue clause must be
overt (since otherwise we have something surface-identical to an ungrammatical inverse equative).
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Table 7.2: Reducing Higgins’ Taxonomy: Identificational Sentences in
Okanagan Compared to Mikkelsen’s (2005) Classification of English

Demonstrative subjects

English

Okanagan

specificational

predicational/
equative (truncated cleft)

Demonstrative DP subjects

equative

predicational/
equative (truncated cleft)

It is also worthwhile to note that Mikkelsen (2005) distinguishes between sentences like She is Susan which are analyzed as equatives, and sentences like That
is Susan which are specificationals. For Okanagan, there is no distinction between
these two types, since the demonstrative ixíP may denote both human and nonhuman referents.

7.6.2

Predications Involving Two Proper Names

Okanagan allows a predicative relation to exist between two proper names. These
types of data are directly analogous to classical English examples such as Cicero
is Tully, which are usually understood to be equative. In Okanagan, however, there
is good evidence that these cases are a sub-type of predicational clause, since like
the identificational sentences just discussed, a proper name must be predicative.
In (90), for example, Spike is playing the part of the famous chief Chillhitzia in
a play. In (91a), the addressee does not know who SaQálqs is, and so the speaker
identifies Lottie as being the bearer of the Indian name SaQálqs (91b).
(90)

’
Spike C@lxí
c’ aP

t

’ kláx
’ w.
kl-

Spike Chillhitzia OBL RED-evening
Spike was Chillhitzia last night.
(91) a. swit ixíP ì@

SaQálqs?

who DEM COMP SaQálqs
Who is SaQálqs?
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b. kn

nstils Lottie SaQálqs.

1 SG . ABS think Lottie SaQálqs
I think that Lottie is SaQálqs.
Evidence that the second proper names in (90,91b) are predicative comes from data
showing that the predicative proper name may precede the referential one without
any change in meaning (92, cf. 90), and that a subject proper name (e.g. ‘Sarah’)
may raise over negation (93b), but the predicative proper name may not (93c) (cf.
section 7.2.2).40
’
C@lxí
c’ aP

(92)

’ kláx
’ w.
s-kl-

Spike t

Chillhitzia Spike OBL NOM - RED-evening
Spike was Chillhitzia last night.
(93) a. lut
NEG

Sarah t’

SaQálqs.

Sarah EMPH SaQálqs

Sarah is not SaQálqs.
t’

b. Sarah lut

SaQálqs.

Sarah NEG EMPH SaQálqs
Sarah is not SaQálqs.
t’

Sarah.

NEG EMPH

Sarah

c. *SaQálqs lut
SaQálqs

Sarah is not SaQálqs.
Further evidence for analyzing one of the proper names as a predicate comes
from the presence of the complementizer ì@ in these contexts: it optionally intervenes between subject and predicate in these contexts. Thus (94a) and (94b)
are pragmatically equivalent in a context where someone is being ascribed with a
name.41
40 The emphative marker t(i)
’ regularly co-occurs with negation. I assume that it pro-cliticizes to a
predicate.
41 It should be mentioned that there is no inherent difference between Christian and Indian names.
In answer to ‘Who is Lottie?’ for example, (i) below is perfectly felicitous (cf. (94b)). In this case,
‘Lottie’ is the predicate.
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(94) a. Lottie SaQálqs.
Lottie SaQálqs.
Lottie SaQálqs.
b. Lottie ì@

SaQálqs.

Lottie COMP SaQálqs.
Lottie is SaQálqs.
The complementizer ì@ may also optionally be used in contexts for which someone
is teaching another the name of something. Either a direct predication (95a) or a
predication with ì@ (95b) may be used in a context where a mother is teaching her
two year old the names of objects.42
(95) a. axáP lpot, axáP nc@cqípt@n, axáP lasy@t.
DEM

cup DEM bowl

DEM

plate

This is (called) a cup, this is (called) a bowl, this is (called) a plate.
b. axáP ì@
DEM COMP

lpot, axáP ì@

nc@cqípt@n, axáP ì@

cup DEM COMP bowl

DEM COMP

lasy@t.
plate

This is (called) a cup, this is (called) a bowl, this is (called) a plate.
The complementizer ì@ is only felicitous in naming contexts, hence (96b) sounds
very strange to a speaker.
(96) a. John s@xw -k-c’ x̌w íp@laP-m.
John OCC-k-judge-MID
John is a judge.
b. ? John ì@

s@xw -k-c’ x̌w íp@laP-m.

John COMP OCC-k-judge-MID
(?)John is called a judge.
(i)

SaPalqs ì@
Lottie.
SaPalqs COMP Lottie
SaPalqs is Lottie.
42 See

discussion of Lillooet in section 9.3.2. The Lillooet auxiliary waP is required in identificational contexts for some speakers (Davis, 2010c).
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Finally, the predicative proper name may optionally be introduced by an iP
determiner in these contexts (97). These are equative structures. From the syntactic
perspective, the availability of an optional iP determiner is as expected given that
proper names may be analyzed as lexical NPs.43 From the pragmatic perspective,
iP is predicted to be possible given that equatives are pragmatically equivalent to
direct predications in cases where the exhaustivity implicature is cancelled (cf.
section 7.4.1). Like with other equatives, the proper name introduced by iP cannot
precede the bare proper name (98).
(97) a. Lottie iP

SaPalqs.

Lottie DET SaPalqs
Lottie is SaPalqs.
b. Spike iP

’
C@lxí
c’ aP

t

’ klax
’ w.
kl-

Spike DET Chillhitzia OBL RED-evening
Spike was Chillhitzia last night.
(98)

*iP

SaQálqs Lottie.

DET

SaPalqs Lottie

Lottie is SaPalqs.
This brings us to the question of what exactly it means for a proper name to be
a predicate. In (97a), for example, it seems odd to argue that the exhaustivity implicature is cancelled, and that this is the reason that it is pragmatically equivalent
to (94a), since the proper name predicate in (94a) presumably denotes a singleton
set, and the proper name iP DP in (97a) a maximal individual.
In light of the fact that DP-DP equatives permit ‘pseudo-predicational’ readings
in case the exhaustivity implicature is not satisfied, it seems more useful to say that
direct predications involving either a demonstrative (or demonstrative-associated
DP) and a proper name (7.6.1), or else two proper names, permit ‘pseudo-equative’
readings since proper names denote singleton sets in these instances. We therefore
predict that true equatives (97a) and pseudo-equative direct predications (94a) will
be pragmatically equivalent.
43 Or

if not lexical NPs, then arguably coercible into NPs.
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7.6.3

Summary

This section first presented Okanagan data involving a demonstrative (or demonstrative-associated DP) and a proper name, and has shown that these pattern more
like direct predications than equatives, both in terms of word order and in terms
of information structure. I have claimed that these cases correspond to Higgins’
identificational sentence class, and that for Okanagan they form a sub-type of direct predication where the proper name is a predicate. Identificational sentences
involving a simple demonstrative may in some cases be analyzed ambiguously as
truncated clefts, a type of equative (cf. chapter 8). Next, I discussed sentences
involving two proper names and showed that one of the proper names must be
analyzed as a predicate, similar to the case for identificational sentences. Direct
predications involving proper name predicates permit ‘pseudo-equative’ interpretations, since the proper name predicate denotes a singleton set.
I now move on to a discussion of problematic cases of ‘inversion’, where a
less-referential iP DP precedes what appears to be a more-referential, focused DP.

7.7

Problem Inversions

There are data which appear to show that Okanagan does in fact have specificational sentences. Within a single discourse turn, a speaker can utter (99a), and
then follow up with (99b) or (99c), which appear to be inverse equatives. (99d)
was actually judged ungrammatical in this context, which is surprising given that
it displays the expected ordering of an equative.
(99) a. Bill iP

s@xw -mrím-@m.

Bill DET OCC-medicine-MID
Bill is a doctor.
b. tkPkaPsíl@m

iP

s@xw -sxw -mrím-@m

John uì

Mary.

two(HUMAN) DET OCC - RED-medicine-MID John CONJ Mary
Two (other) doctors are John and Mary.
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c. iP

knaqs

DET

s@xw -mrím-@m

iP

John.

one(HUMAN) DET OCC-medicine-MID John

Another doctor is John.
Consultant: If you’re telling a story about a doctor, introducing him.
d. *John uì
John

Mary tkPkaPsíl@m

CONJ

s@xw -sxw -mrím-@m.

iP

Mary two(HUMAN) DET OCC - RED-medicine-MID

John and Mary are two other doctors.
Other, similar examples are given in (100):
(100) a.txw aP-xw Pit

iP

s-maP-mP-ím,

uì

’
iklíP
iP

RED -many( HUMAN ) DET NOM - RED -woman CONJ DEM DET

knaqs

k’ w @k’ w yúmaP Sue.

iP

one(HUMAN) DET small

Sue

There are a lot of women, and the smallest woman there is Sue.
b.Context: You are having an argument with your friend about who is the
prime minister.
prime minister tl

DET

prime minister LOC Canada NEG EMPH Trudeau, CONJ

Harper iP

Canada lut

’
t@

iP

Trudeau, náx̌@mì

prime minister.

Harper DET prime minister
The prime minister of Canada isn’t Trudeau, it’s Harper who is the prime
minister.
Consider also that at the beginning of a narrative, both canonical (101a) and
inverse (101b) predications were judged grammatical:
’
(101) a.qsápi

Spike iP

’ w -@m.
s@xw -k’ w úl-ìx

long.ago Spike DET OCC-make-house-MID
Long ago, Spike was a carpenter.
(Literally: Long ago, there was a carpenter named Spike.)
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’
b.qsápi

’ w -@m
s@xw -k’ w úl-ìx

iP

Spike.

long.ago DET OCC-make-house-MID Spike
Long ago, Spike was a carpenter.
(Literally: Long ago, there was a carpenter named Spike.)
There is one thing that seems to be clear about these problematic cases of inversion: They are not felicitous as answers to a WH-question, as (102) shows.
(102) a.swit iP

’ w -@m
s@xw -k’ w úl-ìx

’
qsápi?

who DET OCC-make-house-MID long.ago
Who was the carpenter long ago?
’
b.qsápi

’ w -@m.
s@xw -k’ w úl-ìx

Spike iP

long.ago Spike DET OCC-make-house-MID
Long ago, Spike was a carpenter.
’
c.*qsápi

’ w -@m
s@xw -k’ w úl-ìx

iP

Spike.

long.ago DET OCC-make-house-MID Spike
Long ago, Spike was a carpenter.
Compare also the inversion in (103c) which is similar to (100a), but is not possible
in answer to the question (103a).
(103) a.swit iP

’ w @lqw tl
mys-tíq

who DET most-tall

s-t@mxw úlaPxw -mp?

LOC NOM -land-2 PL . POSS

Who is the tallest person in your community?
b.Spike iP

’ w @lqw tl
mys-tíq

Spike DET most-tall

s-t@mxw úlaPxw -t@t.

LOC NOM -land-1 PL . POSS

Spike is the tallest person in our community.
c.*iP
DET

’ w @lqw tl
mys-tíq
most-tall

s-t@mxw úlaPxw -t@t

LOC NOM -land-1 PL . POSS

Spike.
Spike

The tallest person in our community is Spike.
Also consider that (104, cf. 100b) appears to show inversion around negation, but
recall that predicate raising is never a possibility, including in contexts involving
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negation (105c). This goes for DP-DP structures as well (106), in answer to a
WH-question.
(104)

Context: You are having an argument with your friend about who is the
prime minister.
Trudeau, náx̌@mì

prime minister tl

DET

prime minister LOC Canada NEG EMPH Trudeau, CONJ

Harper iP

Canada lut

’
t@

iP

prime minister.

Harper DET prime minister
The prime minister of Canada isn’t Trudeau, it’s Harper who is the prime
minister.
(105) a.Sarah lut

t’

syxw áp-m@x.

Sarah NEG EMPH Shuswap-person
Sarah is not Shuswap, she’s Okanagan.
b.lut
NEG

Sarah t’

syxw áp-m@x.

Sarah EMPH Shuswap-person

Sarah is not Shuswap.
c.*syxw áp-m@x

lut

t’

Sarah.

Shuswap-person NEG EMPH Sarah
Sarah is not Shuswap.
(106) a.ha
YNQ

John iP

’
’
s@xw -maPmayáP-m?

John DET OCC - RED-teach-MID

Is John the teacher?
b.lut
NEG

’
John t@

iP

’
’
s@xw -maPmayáP-m.

John EMPH DET OCC - RED-teach-MID

John is not the teacher.
c.*iP

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m
lut

’
t@

DET OCC - RED -teach- MID NEG EMPH

John.
John

The teacher is not John.
In sum, these problematic inversions are not felicious in answer to a WH283

question, which is unexpected if they were in fact true specificationals. Speakers
indicate that these inversions are good in introductory contexts, when a referent is
being introduced (cf. 99c), though the contexts in which the data in (100) were
judged indicate that a non-contrastive iP DP can also precede a proper name.
There are three possible analyses of these inversion cases:
a.

As identificational sentences, where the final proper name is a predicate.

b.

As standard equatives with topicalization movement of a less-referential
iP DP to a position preceding the more-referential DP (Heggie, 1988;
Mikkelsen, 2005; Partee, 2010).

c.

Inversion is in fact possible in DP-DP structures, but if they contain a focused constituent it has to be in initial position.
The first possibility is that these are identificational sentences, similar to those

discussed in section 7.6.1 which also display variable word order, but minus a
demonstrative (or possibly introduced by a null demonstrative). That means that
the proper name is a predicate in these cases, being ascribed to a contextually
salient entity, and is not interpreted exhaustively. This seems especially promising
for the out-of-the-blue cases (cf. 101), where it seems likely that the proper name
is an ascription of sorts, however for inversions within a single discourse turn (cf.
100), this analysis seems less clear, since these do appear to be specificational in
the sense that the proper name specifies who or what the initial iP DP is.
The second possible analysis is that these involve topicalization, or left dislocation of an iP DP (cf. Mikkelsen (2005) for a discussion of predicate topicalization).
That is, these are underlyingly equative, with focus on the proper name, and the
iP DP is dislocated to adjoin to some high functional position. The negation data
in this section actually indirectly support the topicalization hypothesis, since we
otherwise expect identificational sentences to be good both as answers to WHquestions as well as in other contexts, but this is not the case (compare 100b and
106c). This view additionally fits with the intuition that for ongoing topic data like
(100), the proper name is a focus. We can then state that a F-marked DP in final
position is underlyingly the initial, more-referential DP of an equative clause, and
that the surface-initial iP DP is left-dislocated, outside of the intonational phrase.
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Acoustical evidence is needed to substantiate this hypothesis, however.
The third possible analysis essentially reduces to an argument that it is not a
lexical property of the equative head to assign a feature ‘F’ to its second argument,
interpretable by the information structural component as ‘focus’. In section 7.5, I
claimed that DP-DP equatives inherently involve focus. If one were to argue that
DP-DP structures may occur without focus, we lose the generalization that word
order is rigid in WH-contexts, and so I do not further discuss this possibility.
It is interesting that Koch (2012) notes that speakers of Thompson River Salish
do not obligatorily mark contrastive focus within their own discourse turn. Exam’ ‘sleep’, and the proper
ple (107) is a direct predication: the main predicate is Qw óyt
name Sam in the second clause is constrasted with Bill in the first clause. For the
equivalent sentence in English, Sam should be obligatorily marked as a focus. For
Thompson, this means that Sam should occur at the left periphery of the second
clause, but it instead occurs in final position.
(107)

’
’ e
Péx-iPňuP-xeP
Qw óyt
IMPF-still- DEM

’
’ e
Bill, Peì Péx-iPňuP
Qw óyt

Sám.

sleep DET Bill and IMPF-still sleep DET Sam

Bill is still sleeping, and Sam is still sleeping.
(Thompson, Koch (2012, ex.39))
Unlike Thompson, it is notable that the focused DP in an Okanagan direct predication may occur in final position in answer to a WH-question. Since the problematic
cases of Okanagan inversions discussed in this section pattern like Thompson (107)
in terms of not being felicitous in answer to a WH-question, this may be evidence
for analyzing the Okanagan cases as identificational direct predications, assuming
that Thompson introduced clefts, which are the closest analogue to DP-DP structures in Okanagan, cannot occur with a focused DP in final position. On the other
hand, the proper name in final position in (107) is clearly a DP, whereas under the
identificational predication analysis of the Okanagan inversion data in this section,
the proper name should be an NP predicate. This means that it is also a possibility
that while Thompson allows focus to occur finally for direct predications within a
discourse turn, Okanagan allows focus-final DP-DP structures within a discourse
turn, assuming that the topicalization hypothesis is correct.
In any case, it seems clear that for Okanagan, as with Thompson, there is a
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difference between discourse strategies which are used across discourse turns (e.g.
WH-question/answer pairs) versus within a discourse turn (cf. 100) or at the beginning of a narrative (cf. 101). Under a cross-linguistic assumption that specificational sentences should be felicitous as answers to at least some WH-questions, we
can maintain the argument that Okanagan does not have specificational sentences,
though it remains unclear exactly why an appropriate WH-question cannot yield
an information structural configuration which licenses topicalization, and a surface
ordering for DP-DP structures whereby the more-referential DP follows the lessreferential DP. It will be a worthwhile endeavor to investigate other types of data
involving multiple discourse turns, aside from question/answer contexts, in order
to see whether the distribution of these inverse structures is truly dependent on the
status of an utterance with respect to interlocution.

7.8
7.8.1

Summary and Implications
Summary of Major Points

This chapter has argued for the following points:
a.

Okanagan DP-DP predications are syntactically and information-structurally
distinct from direct predications, broadly supporting Heycock and Kroch
(1999) who posit distinct predicational and equative small clauses for English.

b.

Okanagan direct predications do not involve any copula.

c.

Okanagan DP-DP structures are equative (Heycock and Kroch, 1999), and
are projections of a null equative copula.

d.

Okanagan DP-DP structures carry an implicature of exhaustivity, which is
traceable to the maximality implicature of the iP determiner in the second
DP. The implicature is cancellable, leading to the availability of ‘pseudopredicational’ readings for which a DP-DP structure is pragmatically equivalent to its corresponding direct predication.

e.

The initial DP of a DP-DP structure is interpreted as a focus.
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f.

Specificational DP-DP structures are not possible in Okanagan. This receives an explanation whereby:
(i) the equative head selects only intensional (<s,e>) iP DPs as a complement (Romero, 2005), not directly referential DPs.
(ii) the equative head assings a feature ‘F’ to its second argument, which
is interpretable as a focus (Rooth, 1992).
(iii) alignment constraints force an F-marked constituent to occur left-most
(Koch, 2008a).
(iv) there is a ban on predicate raising (a.k.a. ‘syntactic inversion’) (Moro,
1997; den Dikken, 2006).

g.

Identificational sentences, and sentences involving two proper names in a
predicative relation, may be reduced either to a sub-type of direct predication (i.e. a proper name is a predicate), or in some cases to a truncated
clefts, which are a type of equative.

h.

Apparent cases of syntactic inversion involving DP-DP structures pluasibly involve topicalization of an iP DP. These structures are possible within
a running discourse, but not in answer to a WH-question.

7.8.2

Implications

There are several interesting implications to this analysis of the Okanagan data,
a few of which I will touch on here. I refer the reader to a more comprehensive
discussion of implications in chapter 9.
A Higgins’ Taxonomic Classification of Okanagan Non-Verbal Predications
First of all, Higgins’ taxonomy appears to be reducible to two types for Okanagan, predicational and equative, as depicted below in the following chart, where
subjects and more-referential DPs are indicated in bold italic type, predicates and
less-referential DPs are in normal italic type, and cleft residues are in brackets.
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Table 7.3: Higgins’ Taxonomy and Okanagan Non-Verbal Predications

C LAUSE T YPE
Predicational

E XAMPLE

S UBJECT C OMPLEMENT

’ w @m
s@xw k’w úlìx

Wilford
’ w @m Wilford
s@xw k’w úlìx

e

<e,t>

e

<s,e>

(Wilford is a carpenter)
(Identificational)

’
’
Spike C@lxí
caP
’
’ Spike
C@lxícaP
(Spike is Chillhitzia)
’
John ixíP iP s@xw k’w lmín@m
’
ixíP iP s@xw k’w lmín@m
John
(That hard worker is John)
ixíP John
John ixíP
(That’s John)

Equative

’ w @m
Wilford iP s@xw k’w úlìx
’ w @m Wilford
*iP s@xw k’w úlìx
(Wilford is a/the carpenter)

(Identificational

ixíP John [.... (residue)]

(truncated cleft))

John ixíP [.... (residue)]
(It’s John)

(Identificational
(full cleft))

’
John ixíP [iP s@xw k’w lmín@m]
’
*ixíP [iP s@xw k’w lmín@m]
John
(It’s John that is the hard worker.)

This chart shows that there are two clear classes of non-verbal predication in
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Okanagan corresponding to Higgins’ predicational and equative classes. Identificational sentences may be analyzed as either predicational or equative, depending
on (i) whether a proper name is predicative or referential (which in turn depends in
part on whether the context requires exhaustivity); and (ii) information structure,
specifically where focus falls.
Note that under the truncated cleft hypothesis, a non-subject demonstrative
can only be an intensional <s,e> under the assumption that it is adjoined to a null
residue headed by the determiner iP. This means that when the demonstrative occurs initially, it forms a discontinuous constituent with the residue clause. I present
evidence for such an analysis in section 8.5.2. While there are unresolved questions
of compositionality here which I have not been able to solve (cf. section 4.6.1), notice that if we were to assume that simple demonstratives could also be non-rigid
individual concepts of type <s,e>, then we predict that a specificational word order
’ w @m ixíP), (since iP DPs are type e when
should be possible (e.g. iP s@xw k’w úlìx
they are the second arguments of the equative copula) but this is not the case.44
Implications for Reducing the Identificational Class
My analysis of Okanagan identificationals offers interesting points of comparison
with previous analyses of English identificationals. Here, I briefly discuss how my
analysis contrasts with analyses of English identificationals by Mikkelsen (2005)
and Heller (2005).
Mikkelsen (2005) assimilates English identificational sentences with simple
demonstrative subjects to the specificational class, while those with demonstrative phrase subjects are “demonstrative equatives”. Okanagan identificational sentences involving simple demonstratives may in some cases be analyzed as truncated clefts (a type of equative), but in other cases are best analyzed as predicational. Okanagan identificational sentences with demonstrative-associated iP DPs
may only be analyzed as equatives if a non-predicative proper name occurs initially,
otherwise they must be analyzed as predicational. Okanagan thus offers some support for analyzing identificationals involving “demonstrative phrase” subjects as
44 It

is possible that further work on binding condition C in Okanagan could offer independent
support for a semantic distinction between bare demonstratives and demonstratives adjoined to DPs
(cf. Davis (2006, 2009) for Lillooet).
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non-predicational, although an analysis of these as specificationals is of course
dependent on a language having specificationals in the first place.
Heller (2005, 197) states that identificational sentences are “predicational sentences in which the post-copular phrase is an essential property that is assumed
to be new information, so the entity denoted by the pre-copular phrase has to
be picked out by an expression that does not presuppose this property.” Okanagan predicational identificational sentences largely support this characterization:
a proper name like John in these cases may be viewed as an essential property,
and crucially, the demonstrative or demonstrative-associated DP is referential. For
equative identificationals in Okanagan, however, the proper name is a referential
expression, and the demonstrative, which adjoins to an overt or truncated iP DP,
denotes a non-rigid individual concept.45
In sum, the Okanagan data broadly support Mikkelsen (2005) and Heller (2005)
in attempting to reduce Higgins’ identificational class to either a predicational or
equative class.
There are other implications to this classification worth mentioning, which I
discuss in a section on theoretical implications (9.4). The next chapter investigates
the syntax, semantics, and information structure of clefts in Okanagan. These will
be shown to be information structurally, and morpho-syntactically, equivalent to
simpler DP-DP structures. On the basis of their commonalities, I claim that both
derive from a common underlyingly equative structure. In this respect, the Okanagan data support theories which derive clefts from copular clauses.

45 Heller and Wolter (2008) analyze identificational sentences with simple demonstratives as a
type of predicational sentence. They argue that the initial demonstrative is an individual concept
of type <s,e>, and that the post-copular complement is a function from worlds to sets of individual
concepts, of type <s,<<s,e>,t>> (i.e. ‘a sort’ (Gupta, 1980)). There is little evidence at this point for
positing such higher types for Okanagan, though this and similar analyses must remain as distinct
possibilities.
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Chapter 8

Okanagan Clefts as Equatives
This chapter investigates a class of sentences known as ‘clefts’ in the wider literature on Salish languages (Kroeber, 1999; Davis et al., 2004; Koch, 2008a, 2009).
A typical Okanagan cleft is shown in (1), with its three possible translations (focus
indicated in the English translation by bold type):1
(1)

ixíP iP

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m
iP

DEM DET OCC - RED -teach- MID DET

kw u

qw @l-qw íl-st-s.

1 SG . ABS RED-speak-( CAUS )-3 SG . ERG

a. That’s the teacher that talked to me.
b. That teacher is the one that talked to me.
c. It’s the teacher who talked to me.
Textual examples of similar clefts can be found in A. Mattina (1985):2
(2) a. way’ ixíP [iP] i-s-@n-P@m-PímaP-t

y@P

yes DEM DET 1 SG . POSS - NOM-n-RED-grandchild DET
’ t-ús-@s...
’
n-k@t-k
n-cut.off-RED-head-3 SG . POSS [?]
It’s my grandchildren whose heads are cut off. (A. Mattina 1985, stz.100)
1 Unlike
2 The

in English, focus is not necessarily signalled by pitch accenting in Okanagan.
determiner y@P in (2a) is a variant of iP, found in Colville.
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b. ...axáP iP
DEM

DET

’ y-mín
’
q@

iP

’ y-t@t.
’
s-c-qá

write-INSTR DET NOM - CUST-write-1 PL . POSS

That’s the letter we wrote.

8.1

(A. Mattina 1985, stz.181)

Introduction

This section first introduces some terminological conveniences which I use when
discussing Okanagan clefts, and then presents the main claims of this chapter, followed by an outline of this chapter.

8.1.1

Terminological Preliminaries

In the Salish literature, the term ‘cleft’ traditionally encompasses both ‘bare clefts’,
which are a form of direct predication, and ‘introduced clefts’ which are so named
because they are normally introduced by a clefting predicate. I use the term ‘cleft’
as a descriptive term to refer to Okanagan sentences which involve structural focus,
lack a main clause lexical predicate (NP, VP, or AP), and are typically though not
always introduced by a distal demonstrative ixíP while ending with a non-focused
clausal constituent.
I begin with an assumption that the discourse-related and interpretive parallels
between clefts in Okanagan and clefts in other (Salish and non-Salish) languages
also imply certain syntactic and semantic parallels, and my discussion will reflect
this assumption. This assumption allows us the use of descriptive terms such as
‘focus position’ and ‘residue clause’, and is useful in comparing Okanagan clefts
with those in other Salish languages.
The interpretive ambiguity in Okanagan clefts (cf. 1) necessitates some important terminological clarifications: By focus and in focus, I refer to a linguistic
expression with the information-structural property of indicating alternatives relevant for the interpretation of that expression (Rooth, 1985, 1992) (cf. section 2.3.1)
and/or the left peripheral position in an Okanagan equative which may be interpreted exhaustively assuming that the exhaustivity implicature is satisfied (chapter
7). In contrast, I use focus position as a descriptive term referring to the constituent which canonically follows either a clefting predicate or demonstrative (e.g.
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the demonstrative ixíP in (1)) and which precedes the residue clause (e.g. iP kw u
qw @lqw ílsts ‘that talked to me’ in (1)) (Kroeber, 1999; Davis et al., 2004; Koch,
2009). As implied by Okanagan (1), interpretation (a), the constituent in the focus
position and the constituent in focus are not necessarily the same.3

8.1.2

The Main Claim

My main claim is as follows:
(3)

Okanagan clefts and DP-DP structures are both equatives.
This claim is based on information structural and morpho-syntactic parallels

between clefts and DP-DP structures: clefts imply exhaustivity, lack any presupposition of existence, and require focus to be aligned left (despite the appearances
of 1c), exactly as with DP-DP structures (cf. section 7.4). Morpho-syntactically,
the only difference between DP-DP structures and clefts is that in the former class,
the final DP is non-clausal, while in the latter class, the final DP is clausal. Okanagan clefts, unlike clefts in many other Salish languages (e.g. Thompson (Koch,
2009), Lillooet and Northern Straits (Davis et al., 2004)), allow the residue clause
to contain an overt NP head which provides strong evidence that the residue is a DP.
I present a derivational analysis whereby the Okanagan clefting demonstrative ixíP
forms an underlying constituent with the equative complement. The discontinuous
constituency of the clefting demonstrative and residue clause in Okanagan clefts
may therefore be understood as broadly supporting ‘extraposition-from-subject’style theories (Percus, 1997; Hedberg, 2000) (cf. section 2.4.1).

8.1.3

Chapter Outline

This chapter proceeds as follows:
First, I introduce and discuss Okanagan clefts in the context of previous studies of clefts in Salish (section 8.2). I describe clefts under a classical analysis as
tripartite structures consisting of an introductory particle, a ‘focus position’, and a
residue clause (8.2.1). Any type of DP can occupy the ‘focus position’ (8.2.3).
3 This issue is related to the fact that an initial non-focused clefting demonstrative must be distinguished from an initial focused demonstrative, which is the 2nd argument of the equative copula.
This distinction must be kept in mind throughout the reading of this chapter.
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Second, I show that Okanagan introduced clefts (i.e. clefts where a DP focus
is introduced by a demonstrative) share the same information structural properties
as DP-DP structures (8.3): i.e. they imply without entailing exhaustivity (8.3.2),
they lack any presupposition (8.3.3), and they require that the focused DP precede
the residue clause (8.3.4). This constitutes information structural evidence for a
common analysis of clefts with DP-DP structures. I then briefly contrast nominal
predicate constructions (NPCs, a.k.a. ‘bare’ clefts) (Kroeber, 1999; Davis et al.,
2004) with introduced clefts (8.3.5). I analyze these as direct predications, and
then set them aside.
Third, I discuss a three-way interpretive ambiguity for clefts with an iP DP in
‘focus position’ (8.4.1, cf. 1):
a.

Demonstrative Focus: The initial demonstrative can be in focus, to the
exclusion of a following ‘focus position’ iP DP and residue clause.

b.

Demonstrative DP Focus: The demonstrative and a constituent iP DP (in
‘focus position’) are in focus, to the exclusion of the final clause.

c.

DP Focus: The ‘focus position’ iP DP can be in focus, to the exclusion of
the initial demonstrative and residue clause.
I suggest that interpretations (a) and (b) straightforwardly support an equative

analysis (8.4.2). (Interpretation (c) does as well, though since this case is more
complex I save discussion of this until section 8.5.) For interpretation (a), I claim
that a headed relative clause DP is the first argument of the equative head and the
demonstrative is the focused, second argument; for interpretation (b), a headless
relative clause DP is the first argument of the equative head, and a demonstrativeassociated DP is the focused, second argument. Okanagan clefts are straightforwardly amenable to the equative analysis because:
a.

Okanagan canonically introduces clefts with a demonstrative, rather than
the dedicated clefting predicate characteristic of other Salish languages,
such as Thompson (Kroeber, 1999; Koch, 2008a) or Lillooet (Davis et al.,
2004).

b.

It is an independent fact about Okanagan grammar that demonstratives can
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form constituents with iP DPs (chapter 4).
c.

Okanagan bare CPs are surface indistinguishable from headless relative
clause DPs, despite the fact that iP is not a complementizer (cf. the mechanics of relative clause formation, chapter 6), but Okanagan cleft residues
allow overt NP heads, unlike in Thompson (Koch, 2009).

As such, the only surface distinction between DP-DP structures and clefts is that
the second DP in a cleft contains clausal material, and so the semantics of equation
may proceed straightforwardly.
Fourth, I return to a discussion of the DP focus interpretation (c) which initially
seems problematic for the equative analysis because the presence of the initial,
non-focused and deictically weak demonstrative is unexplained both in terms of its
structural role as well as its interpretive role in the equative structure (8.5).4 There
are several important facts worth noting here:
a.

For the DP Focus (c) interpretation, the initial demonstrative is optional.

b.

For the DP Focus (c) interpretation, the initial demonstrative is generally
not a spatial deictic.

c.

For the DP Focus (c) interpretation, a non-spatially deictic demonstrative
can also follow the focused DP (but not generally occur in both positions).

d.

For the Demonstrative Focus (a) and Demonstrative iP DP focus (b) interpretations, an additional, non-spatially deictic demonstrative can always
occur initially.

e.

For simple DP-DP structures, an additional, non-spatially deictic demonstrative can always occur initially.

f.

Clefts with a proper name in focus position only allow the DP focus interpretation (c), since demonstratives do not form constituents with proper
names.

I suggest that the availability and optionality of non-spatially deictic demonstra4 ‘Non-spatially deictic’ demonstratives, or ‘deictically-weak’ demonstratives may be analyzable
as discourse deictics in some instances, as I discuss in section 8.6.2.
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tives under all three interpretations, as well as with DP-DP structures, supports a
unified analysis of all three interpretations as underlyingly equative (8.5.1).
I claim that the initial non-spatially deictic ixíP demonstrative originates as a
constituent with the equative complement, and procliticizes to the focused DP in
initial position (8.5.2).5 This claim is supported by a variant of DP-DP structures
and clefts whereby the oblique marker t rather than the determiner iP introduces the
final DP. Proclisis is for stylistic effect, possibly prosodically motivated, and serves
to highlight the constituent in contrastive focus. Clefts with initial demonstratives
and those with demonstratives in their base-generated position (DP-DP structures)
are truth-conditionally and pragmatically equivalent. Demonstrative proclisis is a
widespread phenomenon in Okanagan, and not limited to sentence-types which
involve structural focus. I then discuss clefts which appear to have bare demonstratives in focus position, and weigh evidence as to whether these cases actually
involve a null focus (8.5.3). Finally, I discuss data showing that demonstrativeassociated DPs allow intensional readings support an equative analysis of Okanagan clefts (8.5.4).
Before closing this chapter, I present my analysis of Okanagan clefts with several sample derivations (8.6), and a discussion of how Okanagan offers syntactic
and semantic support for cleft theories such as Percus (1997). Finally, I summarize
the findings of this chapter (8.7).
I include two addenda to this chapter. First, I include a section which shows that
NP residues may be analyzed in some cases as projecting clausal structure (8.8).
The idea is supported by future clefts, i.e. clefts for which a residue is introduced
by the future marker mi rather than a determiner. This analysis potentially extends
to simple nominal iP DPs in residue position. Second, I present data on a type of
cleft involving an adjunct, rather than an argument, in focus position (8.9). Adjunct
clefts are not straightforwardly amenable to the equative analysis.
5 Non-spatially

deictic demonstratives may in fact be discourse deictics, which is a hypothesis I
advance below in section 8.6.2.
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8.2

Introducing Introduced Clefts in Okanagan and
Across Salish

The purpose of this section is to briefly review clefts in other Salish languages, to
show how Okanagan cleft structures compare, and to present some basic morphosyntactic facts about Okanagan clefts.

8.2.1

The Classical Analysis: A Tripartite Structure

‘Introduced’ clefts (Kroeber, 1999) in Salish are generally structures where a DP
occurs in ‘focus position’, and is introduced by a dedicated clefting predicate, a
copula of sorts, as in the Lillooet example in (4a) and the Thompson example in
(4b), below. A residue clause, analyzed as a CP by Davis et al. (2004) for Lillooet
and Northern Straits and Koch (2008a) for Thompson, follows the DP constituent
in focus position. Bold-type indicates focus. This tripartite structure is represented
schematically for (4a,b) as (5a,b) along with the descriptive terminology that I will
use.6
(4) a. niì

’
kw an-talí-ha

[š-JohnDP ] ta

ta

káh-š-a
˙
CLEFT NOM -John DET take- NST- EXIS DET car-3. POSS - EXIS
š-Mary.
NOM -Mary

It’s John that took Mary’s car.
b. c’ e

[ì

CLEFT DET

(Lillooet, Henry Davis, p.c.)

RóssDP ] e

pínt-@t-mus.

Ross

paint-DIR -3. ERG . EXTR

DET

It was Ross that painted it.

(Thompson, Koch (2008b, 2))

’
(5) a. [niì]cle f ting predicate [š-John] f ocus position [ta kw an-talí-ha
ta káh-š-a š-Mary]residue .
˙
b. [c’ e]cle f ting predicate [ì Róss] f ocus position [e pínt-@t-mus]residue .
6 Henry Davis (p.c.) notes that example (4) is the corrected form of sentence (14) in Davis et al.
(2004, 106).
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8.2.2

Introduced Clefts in Okanagan

Okanagan also exhibits a class of sentences which are directly analogous to Lillooet and Thompson (4); however there is no dedicated clefting predicate in the
language. Instead, canonical Okanagan clefts are introduced by a distal demonstrative ixíP, which is not always pronounced, as represented in (6a). The basic
structure of (6a), under a tripartite analysis, is given as (6b).
(6) a. Context: I saw a deer and a bear on a stroll through the woods today, you
did not see the bear but rather the deer.
’
(ixíP) [iP sňaPcín@m
] iP
wik-@nt-xw .
DP

CLEFT DET

deer

DET

see-DIR -2 SG . ERG

DP Focus: It’s the deer you saw.
’
b. [(ixíP)]cle f ting demonstrative [iP sňaPcín@m]
f ocus

position

[iP wik@ntxw ]residue .

There are questions which arise from data like (6):
a.

Is the demonstrative ixíP in (37a) a clefting predicate or copula, analogous
’ (4b) and Lillooet niì (4a)?
to Thompson ce

b.

Given that the clefting demonstrative in (6a) is optional, can (6a) be analyzed as a cleft?

The answers to question (a) is ‘no’.7 Okanagan clefting demonstrative ixíP is probably cognate with the demonstrative xeP in Thompson, which often encliticizes to
’ (7a), and clearly cognate with the Shuswap demonstrative
the clefting particle ce
y@GíP which is optional (7b) in the same contexts as the Okanagan demonstrative
(6a).8
7 Proximal axáP does not typically function as a ‘clefting’ demonstrative, but when it occurs in
clefts, it is normally in focus position. A sequence of two occurrences of ixíP is theoretically possible,
but presumably filtered out by a general anti-haplology filter banning adjacent instances of the same
lexical item. Sequences of ixíP axáP are possible, with axáP invariably being in focus.
8 I discuss in more detail clefts in other Salish languages in the implications section of the conclusion chapter, 9.3.
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(7) a. c’ é

xeP

[e

CLEFT DEM DET

MoniqueDP ] e

wik-t-ne.

Monique

see-DIR -1 SG . ERG

DET

It was Monique that I saw.
b. (y@GíP) [G
DEM

DET

(Thompson, Koch (2008b, 7))

sqÉlmxw DP ] GiP
man

wik-t-s.

G

DEM DET

It’s the man that she saw.

see-DIR -3 SG . ERG

(Shuswap, Gardiner (1993, 76-78))

Since the Thompson pattern shows that a clefting predicate can co-occur with a
clefting demonstrative, I suggest that for Shuswap and Okanagan, the clefting predicate itself is null. This is consistent with the hypothesis that there is a null equative
head involved in Okanagan clefts, and that this null equative head is the clefting
predicate.9
The distribution of clefting predicates and clefting demonstratives across these
four Interior Salish languages is as follows:
Table 8.1: Clefting Predicates and Demonstratives across Four Interior Salish
Languages

Okanagan

Shuswap

clefting predicate
demonstrative

ixíP

y@GíP

Thompson
c’ e

Lillooet
nilh

xeP

In answer to the second question then, Okanagan sentences like (6) fit into a
wider typology of sentences which are known as ‘clefts’ in the Salish literature,
and so it makes sense to refer to these sentences as ‘clefts’ as well.

8.2.3

DP Types and DP Focus

Any kind of DP can occur in the focus position of a cleft, including iP DPs (8),
proper names (9) and demonstratives (10). The initial non-spatially deictic clefting
demonstrative is always a possibility, but never a requirement.
9 This implies that the clefting predicates in Lillooet and Thompson are spellouts of a null equative
’ as essentially a predicational copula with an associated
head. Koch (2008a) analyzes Thompson ce
implicature of existence. See section 9.3.2 for discussion.
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(8) a. (ixíP) iP
DEM

DET

ylmíxw @m iP

kw u

chief

1 SG . ABS see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG

DET

wik-s.

It’s the chief who saw me.
b. (ixíP) iP
DEM

DET

c-qw @l-qw íl-st-@n.

smaPmím aP
women

DET CUST- RED -speak-( CAUS )-1 SG . ERG

It’s the women I was talking to.
c. (ixíP) iP
DEM

DET

sqilxw

iP

wík-@n,

lut

iP

Indian person DET see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG NEG DET

sámaP.
white person
It’s Indian people I saw, not white people.
(9) a. (ixíP) Ron iP
DEM

qw @l-qw íl-st-@n.

Ron DET RED-speak-CAUS -1 SG . ERG

It’s Ron that I talked to.
b. (ixiP) Spike iP

kw u

x̌lit-s

Spike DET 1 SG . ABS invite-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG
’
i-ks-kPamìn[?]-iwt-@m
ìaP
qw @l-qw ílt.

DEM

1 SG . POSS - FUT-stand.next.to-MID COMP RED-speak
It’s Spike who invites me to stand beside him when he speaks.
(10) a. (ixíP) axáP iP
DEM

DEM DET

’
c-k’ w úl-@m-st-@n.

lpot aP

cup DET CUST-make-MIN - CAUS -1 SG . ERG

It’s this cup that I was using.
b. (ixíP) axáP iP
DEM

DEM DET

s@nkìc’ aPsqáxaP iP
horse

ks-ň’ w úp-aPx.

DET FUT -win- INCEPT

It’s this horse that is going to win.
c. way’ (ixíP) axáP (iP)
yes DEM

DEM

’
i-ks-c-k’ w úl.

( DET ) 1 SG . POSS - FUT- CUST-make

This is what I’m gonna do.
Notice that without the initial demonstrative, these clefts clearly resemble equative
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DP-DP structures, except for the fact that the second constituent contains or consists of clausal material. I now turn to the information structure of clefts, which
provides evidence that they are equivalent to DP-DP structures.

8.3

Information Structure and Clefts

This chapter discusses the information structural properties of clefts. I show that
these properties are the same as those found in DP-DP structures, as discussed in
the previous chapter. This makes clefts information-structurally amenable to the
equative analysis I outlined in the previous chapter.

8.3.1

Structural Focus

English clefts are clearly connected to some broader notion of focus, as are clefts
in Okanagan and other Salish languages. The propositional content of an English
cleft is equivalent to that found in a non-cleft version of the same sentence (Reeve,
2011), however there is an information structural difference: a clefted constituent
receives contrastive (a.k.a. identificational) focus (Rochemont, 1986; Kiss, 1998).
Similar facts hold for Okanagan clefts. The demonstrative-focused cleft in
(11a) is truth-conditionally equivalent to the non-cleft form (11b), however there
is an information structural difference: the demonstrative ixíP ‘that’ is a focus in
(11a), but not in (11b), which is a garden variety transitive sentence involving an
initial demonstrative-associated DP object (cf. 3.3).
(11) a. Context: You saw a specific deer earlier and now you’re seeing it again.
’
ixíP iP
sňaPcín@m
iP
wik-nt-xw .
DEM DET

deer

DET

see-DIR -2 SG . ERG

That’s the deer you saw.
b. ixíP iP
DEM DET

’
sňaPcín@m
wik-nt-xw .
deer

see-DIR -2 SG . ERG

You saw that deer.
Given the morphosyntactic and interpretive differences between (11a) and (11b), it
is reasonable to argue that (11a) involves structural focus, whereas (11b) does not.
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The morphosyntactic correlate of a structural focus position in the case of (11a)
is the fact that an iP determiner precedes a clausal predicate.10 DP-DP structures
have exactly the same property, as described in chapter 7.
I claim that clefts share the same information structure as DP-DP structures:
(i) they carry an exhaustivity implicature which is cancellable (8.3.2, cf. 7.4.1);
(ii) there is no presupposition of existence tied to an Okanagan cleft (8.3.3); and
(iii) the DP in focus must precede the residue (8.3.4). I then contrast introduced
clefts with nominal predicate constructions, and argue that these may be analyzed
as direct predications (8.3.5).

8.3.2

The Exhaustivity Implicature in Clefts and Contrastive Focus

As first observed by Davis et al. (2004), clefts in Northern Straits Salish and Lillooet lack the exhaustivity presupposition which is characteristic of English clefts
(12).11 In this regard, Okanagan patterns similarly to the languages investigated by
Davis et al. (2004).
(12)

It is [α]FOC that has the property Π
presupposes ∀x[Π(x) −→ x = α] (only α has the property Π)

For Okanagan, a cleft must be used in contexts which require an exhaustive interpretation. This is directly parallel to the distinction between DP-DP and subjectinitial direct predications (cf. 7.4.1). The questions in (13-14) involve subject
focus, and require an exhaustive answer. Because they are not clefts, (13b) was
judged infelicitous in this context (either with or without an initial demonstrative),
as was (14c).
(13)

Context: One person got up early to leave the meeting.
Question: Is Bill the one who left?

10 This means that (11a) lacks any categorially predicative constituent in the main clause (except
for the null equative head): Transitive wík@ntxw ‘you saw it’ is introduced by an iP determiner, which
indicates that the predicate has been relativized. (11b), by contrast, does not involve structural focus,
and has a clear main-clause predicate wík@ntxw ‘you saw it’.
11 See section 2.4.2 where I discuss the issue of whether exhaustivity is an entailment or presupposition of English clefts. Since the choice between these is not crucial for my analysis of Okanagan
clefts, I retain Percus’ (1997) original analysis whereby exhaustivity is a presupposition.
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a. (ixíP)

John iP

nis, lut

t’

Bill.

( DEM ) John DET left, NEG EMPH Bill
John (is the one that) left, not Bill.
b. #(ixíP) John nis, lut

t’

Bill.

( DEM ) John left, NEG EMPH Bill
John left, not Bill.
(14)

Context: You heard about a meeting at the health office, only one person
showed up, and you ask if Norman was that person.
a. ha
YNQ

Norman iP

c-kic-x?

Norman DET CISL-arrive-INTR

Is Norman the one that got there?
’ Norman iP
b. kiw,
yes

c-kic-x.

Norman DET CISL-arrive-INTR

Yes, Norman (is the one who) got there.
’ Norman c-kic-x.
c. #kiw,
yes

Norman CISL-arrive-INTR

Yes, Norman got there.
The determiner iP induces an exhaustivity implicature in these cases, exactly
like the determiner which introduces the second DP in a DP-DP structure. Omitting
the determiner, as in (13b) and (14c), yields a type of direct, verbal predication. In
(13b), for example, John is in focus as an answer to the question, but the sentence
as a whole does not carry an exhaustivity implicature, as required by the context.
Notice that in English, it is not necessary to use a cleft in response to the questions in (13-14). That is, the answer does not have to assume a special morphosyntactic form. I speculated in section 7.4.1 that this requirement may be related
to the fact that English can signal exhaustivity by pitch accenting within a sentence
which does not have a dedicated structural focus position, while Okanagan does
not have this strategy available, assuming that it is similar to Thompson (Koch,
2008a) in not using pitch accenting for focus. This interesting difference between
English and Okanagan merits further study.
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In answer to questions which do not involve subject DP focus (15), the iP determiner is possible, but not required. With an iP determiner, as in (15c) for example,
the speaker is implying that John is the only one that went.
(15)

Context: There was a meeting up at the health office, and I’m wondering if
John went.
’
John xw uy k[l]
c-qw aP-qw Pál?

a. ha
YNQ

John go

LOC CUST- RED -speak

Did John go to the meeting?
’ John xw uy.
b. way,
yes

John go

Yes, John went.
’ (ixíP)
c. way,
yes

John iP

xw uy.

( DEM ) John DET go

Yes, John is the one who went.
For Okanagan clefts, exhaustivity is not a presupposition (Percus, 1997; Hedberg, 2000), but only an implicature (Davis et al., 2004). In (16c), the implicature
that John is the only one who stole a cookie is cancelled by the following conjunct,
in which it is asserted that Peter also stole a cookie. The equivalent of (16c) in
English is infelicitous.
(16) a. swit iP

náq’ w -@m-s

iP

’
t@xt.

who DET steal-MID -3 SG . POSS DET sweet
Who stole the cookie?
b. John náq’ w -@m-s

iP

’
t@xt

uì

nixw Peter naq’ w

John steal-MID -3 SG . POSS DET sweet CONJ also Peter steal.INTR
’
t
t@xt.
OBL

sweet

John stole a cookie, and Peter too stole a cookie.
(adapted from (Krifka, 2008, 253))
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c. John iP

náq’ w -@m-s

iP

’
t@xt

uì

nixw Peter

John DET steal-MID [?]-3 SG . POSS DET sweet CONJ also Peter
’
iP
naq’ w
t
t@xt.
DET

steal(INTR) OBL sweet

#It’s John who stole a cookie, and Peter too stole a cookie.
(adapted from (Krifka, 2008, 253))
Taken together, the data in (13-16) show that a cleft structure is required for an
exhaustive interpretation (cf. Thoma (2007) for similar facts in Lillooet), but exhaustivity is not presupposed or entailed. (17b) below confirms that Okanagan
clefts do not presuppose or entail exhaustivity, but that exhaustivity can be entailed
by adding kmax ‘only’ (17c).12
(17) a. swít iP

Pilxw t?

who DET hungry
Who is hungry?
b. ixíP iP

s-maP-mPím

aP

c-Pal-Pilxw t,

uì

DEM DET NOM - RED -women DET CUST- RED -hungry CONJ

iP

nixw
also

s-q@l-q@ltmíxw .

DET NOM - RED -man

It’s the women that are hungry, and also the men.
(adapted from Davis et al. (2004, 109-110))
12 In at least three Interior Salish languages (Lillooet, Thompson, and Okanagan), the equivalent of
‘only’ consists of a predicate and an emphatic clitic. It may be the case that in Okanagan, emphatic
ti’ contributes the exhaustivity entailment rather than kmix ‘only’, as shown by the infelicity of (i)
below, though the semantic and information structural contribution of each particle remains unclear
at this point.

(i)

’
*ti

iP

s-maP-mPím

aP

c-Pal-Pilxw t,

uì

EMPH DET NOM - RED -women DET CUST- RED -hungry CONJ

nixw iP
also DET

s-q@l-q@ltmíxw .
NOM - RED -man
It’s only the women that are hungry, and also the men.
In Lillooet, tsukw ‘only’ rather than emphatic t’u7 appears to be the main carrier of exhaustivity
(Henry Davis, p.c.), similarly to the cognate particles in Thompson (cf. Koch and Zimmermann
(2009)).
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’
c. ti

kmax iP

EMPH

only

s-maP-mPím

aP

c-Pal-Pilxw t.

DET NOM - RED -women DET CUST- RED -hungry

It’s only the women that are hungry.
(adapted from Davis et al. (2004, 109-110))
’
d. #ti

kmax iP

EMPH

only

nixw

iP

s-maP-mPím

aP

c-Pal-Pilxw t,

uì

DET NOM - RED -women DET CUST- RED -hungry CONJ

s-q@l-q@ltmíxw .

also DET NOM - RED-man
#It’s only the women that are hungry, and also the men.
(adapted from Davis et al. (2004, 109-110))
The interaction between the focus-sensitive operator kmax ‘only’ and the constituent in focus is an interesting issue worth exploring for Okanagan, but goes
beyond the scope of this thesis.

8.3.3

Clefts are Non-presuppositional

Okanagan clefts also lack the presupposition of existence usually associated with
English clefts (18). This has already been observed for Northern Straits and Lillooet by Davis et al. (2004), and for Thompson in Koch (2008a).
(18)

(Percus, 1997, 339)
In a cleft of the form It is [α]FOC that has the property Π,
there is a presupposition that ∃xΠ(x)
(there exists some individual that has the property Π).

’
The residue clause of (19b) nkPámtíws@m@n
‘I rode pro’ is not presupposed information, considering the question under discussion. Note that the English equivalent to (19b) is unacceptable as an answer to (19a), because of a presupposition
that ‘I rode something’ which is not satisfied in this particular context.
’ an-cáwt
(19) a. stim

QapnáP sx̌@lx̌Qált?

what 2 SG . POSS-doings now

day

What did you do today?
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b. ixíP iP
DEM DET

s@nkìc’ aPsqáx̌aP iP

n-k-Pámt-íws-@m-@n.

horse

n-sit-middle-MIN -[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG

DET

I rode that horse.
(Literally, ‘That’s the horse that I rode’ or ‘It’s the horse that I rode’.)
’
By way of another example, qw líw@m
‘berry-picking’ is given information in the
context set up by the question in (20a), but it is not presupposed that any actual
berry-picking occurred.
(20) a. ha
YNQ

kw

’
q’ w líw-@m

QapnáP sx̌@lx̌Qált?

2 SG . ABS pick.berries-MID now

day

Did you pick berries today?
b. ixíP iP

’
s-p’ yq-aìq

DEM DET NOM -ripe-fruit

(iP)

’
i-s-q’ w liw.

( DET ) 1 SG . POSS - NOM-pick.berries

I picked those berries.
(Literally: Those berries are what I picked, or, It’s those berries that I
picked.)
The data in (21) below show that clefting is optional in both non-presuppositional
(21a) and presuppositional (21b) contexts. When there is no iP determiner in the
response, the structure is not a cleft, but a regular predication, possibly involving
unmarked fronting of a DP argument.13
(21) a. Context: Friend/Addressee is visibly upset.
kw

sxPkínx?

2 SG . ABS what.happened
What happened to you?
b. Context: Friend sees that the addressee’s garden has been eaten.
13 The fact that clefting is optional in answer to (21b) is similar to the data given as (15) in the
previous sub-section. Clefting is required for an exhaustive interpretation, but clefting does not
entail exhaustivity. By clefting in answer to (21b), the speaker is implying that the deer is the only
individual that ate his plants, however since clefting is optional here, it can be inferred that the context
does not require exhaustivity.
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’ iP
stim

a-s-k’ w án-ìq?

Piì-(ì)t-@m-s

what DET eat-APPL [?]- MID -3 SG . POSS 2 SG . POSS - NOM-grow-crop
What ate your plants?
’
sňaPcín@m
(iP)

c. iP

kw u

Piì-(ì)t-s

deer
( DET ) 1 SG . ABS eat-APPL [?]- MID -3 SG . POSS
i-s-k’ w án-ìq.

DET

1 SG . POSS - NOM-plant-crop
A deer ate my plants. (good as answer to 21a and 21b).
It should be noted that it is within the realm of possibility that Okanagan
clefts (and DP-DP structures) do in fact carry an existential presupposition, but
that Okanagan speakers accommodate this presupposition more easily than English speakers do. Because I am aligning the semantics and pragmatics of clefts to
the semantics and pragmatics of the determiner iP, there is good evidence that iP is
non-presuppositional, and parameterizing accomodation seems unlikely, I do not
pursue this hypothesis (cf. also Matthewson (2006a) on the absence of presuppositions in Lillooet).

8.3.4

Focus Cannot Fall Finally

Just as with DP-DP structures, the DP in focus in an Okanagan cleft cannot occur
finally:14
(22)

Answer to the question ‘Who is the Shuswap you talked to?’
a. (ixíP) Ron iP
DEM

syxw áp-m@x

iP

qw @l-qw íl-st-@n.

Ron DET Shuswap-person DET RED-speak-CAUS -1 SG . ERG

It’s Ron who is that Shuswap I talked to.
b. *(ixíP) iP
DEM

DET

syxw áp-m@x

iP

qw @l-qw íl-st-@n

Shuswap-person DET RED-speak-CAUS -1 SG . ERG Ron

That Shuswap I talked to is Ron.
14 See

Ron.

Koch (2008a, 225) who makes the same point for Thompson.
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(23) a. (ixíP) iP
DEM

DET

sqilxw

iP

wík-@n,

lut

iP

native.person DET see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG NEG DET

sámaP.
white.person
The ones I saw were native people, not white people.
b. *(ixíP) iP
DEM

DET

iP

wík-@n

sqilxw ,

lut

iP

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET native.person NEG DET

sámaP.
white.person
The ones I saw were native people, not white people.
This pattern stands in contrast to nominal predicate constructions (NPCs), where
a predicative NP is typically though not always in focus, yet can occur in either
initial or final position. For Okanagan NPCs, because the ordering of predicate
and argument constituents in contexts involving WH-questions is relatively unconstrained (cf. section 7.3.1), I take this as evidence that these are direct predications.
I now discuss NPCs in some detail.

8.3.5

Contrasting Clefts with Nominal Predicate Constructions

In this section, I compare the information structural properties of introduced clefts,
as just discussed, with nominal predicate constructions (a.k.a. ‘bare clefts’), which
I consider to be a sub-type of direct predication, on the grounds that (i) either the
predicate or the argument can be a focus, (ii) the ordering of predicate and argument
constituents in contexts involving WH-questions is relatively unconstrained, and
(iii) there is no implicature of exhaustivity.
The simplest NPCs involve a nominal predicate taking a DP as a subject argument (24), which may either follow or precede the predicate (cf. section 7.3.1).
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’ ňx̌áp.
’
ň@x̌-

(24) a. q’ w Qay-lqs iP

black-robe DET RED-grown
The old man is a priest.
b. iP

’ ňx̌áp
’
ň@x̌-

q’ w Qay-lqs.

DET RED -grown

black-robe

The old man is a priest.
Nominal predicates may also select headed post-nominal (25b) or pre-posed (25c)
relative clauses as arguments, as well as headless relative clauses (26-27).15 These
types of NPCs are sometimes known as ‘bare clefts’ in the Salish literature (Kroeber, 1999).16
’ t
(25) a. stim

c-wik-st-xw ?

sk@kQákaP aP

what OBL bird

DET CUST -see- CAUS -2 SG . ERG

What are those birds that you saw?
b. p@qlqín iP
eagles

DET

sk@kQákaP iP

wík-@n.

birds

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG

DET

The birds that I saw are eagles.
c. p@qlqín [iP]
eagle

i-s-c-wík

iP

sk@kQákaP.

[ DET ] 1 SG . POSS - NOM - CUST-see DET birds

The birds that I saw are eagles.
’ iP
(26) a. stim

wík@ntxw ?

what DET see-DIR -2 SG . ERG
What did you see?
’
b. x̌w ňiP

iP

wík-@n.

mountain.goat DET see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG
A mountain goat is what I saw.
15 See

sections 4.3 and 6.3 for discussion of headless relative clauses.
alternation between iP and t in question contexts such as (49a) is not well understood,
though there may be a subtle semantic difference, possibly related to the alternation between iP and
t in cleft contexts.
16 The
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(27) a. haPkín
iP

’ ňx̌áp
’
ň@x̌-

qw @l-qw íl-st-xw ?

iP

which DET RED-grown DET RED-speak-CAUS -2 SG . ERG
Which old man did you talk to?
b. syxw áp-m@x

iP

qw @l-qw íl-st-@n.

Shuswap-person DET RED-speak-CAUS -1 SG . ERG
A Shuswap was the one that I talked to.
(25-27) are straightforward variants of the simpler NPCs in (24), the only difference being that the nominal predicate is taking a relative clause (either headed or
headless) as a direct argument.
A relative clause within an NPC may be inflected with either ergative subject morphology (e.g. 25b) or nominalized, possessor subject morphology (e.g.
25c). For NPCs involving headless relative clauses in argument position, however,
ergative-marked transitive relative clauses are often judged ungrammatical, as the
examples in (28) show (but cf. grammatical 26a,b):17
’
(28) a. *sňaPcín@m
iP
deer

DET

wik-nt-xw .
see-DIR -2 SG . ERG

A deer is what you saw.
’
’ r’ ákxn
b. *swa
iP
frog

DET

wík-@n
see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG

A frog is what I saw.
As predicted under a direct predication analysis, NPCs with relative clauses in
argument position also permit variable subject/predicate ordering (30):
(29)

’
haPkín
iP

’ ňx̌áp
’
ň@x̌-

qw @l-qw íl-st-xw ?

iP

which DET RED-grown DET RED-speak-CAUS -2 SG . ERG
Which old man did you talk to?
17 This may represent a general dispreference for ergative-centered relative clauses (Kroeber, 1999,
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(30) a. syxw áp-m@x-@lx

’
’
ň@x̌-@x̌ňx̌áp

iP

iP

Shuswap-person-3 PL DET RED - RED-grown DET
qw @l-qw íl-st-@n.
RED -speak- CAUS -1 SG . ERG

Shuswaps were the old men that I talked to.
b. iP

’
’
ň@x̌-@x̌ňx̌áp

aP

c-qw @l-qw íl-st-@n

DET RED - RED -grown DET RED -speak- CAUS -1 SG . ERG

syxw áp-m@x-@lx.
Shuswap-person-3 PL
The old men that I talked to were Shuswaps.
(31) a. syxw áp-m@x

ixíP iP

’ ňx̌áp
’
ň@x̌-

iP

qw @l-qw íl-st-@n.

Shuswap-person DEM DET RED-grown DET RED-speak-CAUS -1 SG . ERG
Those old men I talked to are Shuswaps.
b. ixíP iP

’ ňx̌áp
’
ň@x̌-

iP

qw @l-qw íl-st-@n

DEM DET RED -grown DET RED -speak- CAUS -1 SG . ERG

syxw áp-m@x.
Shuswap-person
Those old men I talked to were Shuswaps.
Headless relative clause arguments of nominal predicates (cf. 26) are more
marginal than headed relative clause arguments in elicitation contexts; however,
these are also possible and sometimes volunteered, as the following question/answer pairs show. This distribution helps confirm the status of the determinerintroduced clauses in NPC contexts as DP arguments.18
18 The

argument-indicating, reduced determiner preceding the nominalized clause iscwik ‘my seeing’ in the answers to (32) is inferable from the absence of a determiner preceding the nominal
tkìmílxw ‘woman’. (Recall that iP regularly reduces before 1st and 2nd person possessive prefixes.)
This is because sentences consisting of two predicative elements are ungrammatical in Okanagan,
e.g.:
(i)

’ ňx̌áp
’
*ň@x̌
q’ w Qaylqs.
old.man priest
The old man is a priest.
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(32) a. Q: swit [iP]

a-s-c-wík?

who [DET] 2 SG . POSS - NOM - CUST-see
Who did you see?
b. A1: tkìmilxw [iP]
woman

i-s-c-wík.

[DET] 1 SG . POSS - NOM - CUST-see

I saw a woman. (Literally: Woman is the thing that was my seeing.)
c. A2: [iP]

tkìmilxw .

i-s-c-wík

[DET] 1 SG . POSS - NOM - CUST-see woman
I saw a woman. (Literally: The thing that was my seeing is woman.)
Under the assumption that focus may be identified as the answer to a WHquestion (Jackendoff, 1972; Selkirk, 1995), the answers in (30-32) show that like
direct predications, focus in an NPC is not necessarily aligned to the left-edge of
the sentence in Okanagan, in contrast to introduced clefts and DP-DP structures,
and in contrast to Thompson NPCs and introduced clefts as elucidated by Koch
(2008a).19
Despite data like (32) however, focus-final structures involving headless relative clause subjects are usually unacceptable (33c).
’ (iP)
(33) a. Q: stim

a-s-c-wík?

what (DET) 2 SG . POSS - NOM - CUST-see
What did you see?
’
b. A1: x̌w ňiP

[iP]

i-s-c-wík.

mountain.goat [DET] 1 SG . POSS - NOM - CUST-see
I saw a mountain goat.
c. A2: *[iP]

’
x̌w ňiP.

i-s-c-wík

[DET] 1 SG . POSS - NOM - CUST-see mountain.goat
I saw a mountain goat.
19 Koch (2008a) found that fronted subjects in Thompson NPCs are in a separate intonation phrase.

As such, a focused predicate in final position may still be left-most within its intonation phrase. See
section 9.3.4 for further discussion.
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Compare also (34a) which has an initial headed relative clause DP subject with
(34b) which has an initial headless relative clause as a subject. The dispreference
for (33c) and (34b) may perhaps be more succinctly captured by the generalization
that headless relative clauses may not easily precede their predicates.
’
’
ň@x̌-@x̌ňx̌áp

(34) a. iP

c-qw @l-qw íl-st-@n

aP

DET RED - RED -grown DET CUST- RED -speak- CAUS -1 SG . ERG

syxw áp-m@x-@lx.
Shuswap-person-3 PL
The old men that I talked to were Shuswaps.
b. *aP c-qw @l-qw íl-st-@n

syxw áp-m@x-@lx.

DET CUST- RED -speak- CAUS -1 SG . ERG

Shuswap-person-3 PL

The ones that I talked to were Shuswaps.
The structures I assume for Okanagan NPCs are given in (35-36). Assuming
that headless relative clauses involve clause-internal movement of a DP consisting
of a D plus an empty NP, the syntactic position of the overt determiner depends on
which of the two determiners (the external one introducing the containing DP, or
the internal one at the left periphery of the clause) is pronounced. I assume that
the Double Determiner Filter of Davis (2010a, 22) ensures that only one of two
adjacent Ds can be pronounced.20
(35)

p@qlqín iP

sk@kQákaP j [[iP [

eagles

birds

DET

NP j ] DPi ]

wík-@n ti CP ].
see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG

DET

The birds I saw were eagles.
(36) a. syxw áp-m@x

[[iP [

j

NP j ] DPi ]

Shuswap-people ( DET ) ( NP ) DET

qw @l-qw íl-st-@n ti CP ].
speak-CAUS -1 SG . ERG

Shuswaps were the ones that I talked to.
b. syxw áp-m@x

iP

j

[[

[

NP j ] DPi ]

Shuswap-people DET ( NP ) ( DET )

qw @l-qw íl-st-@n ti CP ].
speak-CAUS -1 SG . ERG

Shuswaps were the ones that I talked to.
20 See discussion of the Double Determiner Filter in section 6.3.3,

relative clauses.
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where I motivate my analysis of

8.3.6

Summary

This section has shown that clefts, like DP-DP structures, lack an exhaustivity
entailment or presupposition of existence, and that the constituent in focus cannot
occur in final position. I take this as evidence that these two classes share a common
underlying configuration. Clefts contrast with NPCs, which allow variable word
order, like simple direct predications. In light of information structural parallels
between DP-DP structures and clefts, I now discuss some syntactic parallels which
support the hypothesis that Okanagan clefts are equative.

8.4

An Equative Analysis of Clefts

Given the information structural parallels between DP-DP structures and clefts,
this section presents the basic analysis of clefts as equative. Okanagan clefts are
straightforwardly amenable to the equative analysis because:
a.

Okanagan canonically introduces clefts with a demonstrative, rather than
the dedicated clefting predicate characteristic of other Salish languages,
such as Thompson (Kroeber, 1999; Koch, 2008a) or Lillooet (Davis et al.,
2004).

b.

It is an independent fact about Okanagan grammar (and those of other
Salish languages (Matthewson, 1998)) that demonstratives can form constituents with iP DPs (chapter 3). This means that the introductory demonstrative can be analyzed as a constituent with an iP DP in an equative.

c.

Although Okanagan residue CPs are surface indistinguishable from headless relative clause DPs, since both can be introduced by an iP determiner
(cf. the mechanics of relative clause formation in chapter 6), cleft residues
in Okanagan allow overt NP heads, unlike in Lillooet (Davis et al., 2004)
or Thompson (Koch, 2009). This means that the residue clause can be
analyzed as a DP constituent.

As such, the only surface distinction between DP-DP structures and clefts is that
the second DP in a cleft contains a relative clause.21 After presenting the basic
21 This

is not true for adjunct clefts, where the residue clause is not a DP, but I defer discussion of
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analysis in this section, I discuss more complex data, and further evidence for an
equative analysis of clefts in subsequent sections.
I begin with a discussion of structural and interpretive ambiguities in Okanagan
clefts for which an iP DP occurs in focus position.

8.4.1

A Structural and Interpretive Ambiguity

The fact that a demonstrative introduces Okanagan clefts results in an interpretive
and structural ambiguity, as illustrated below in (37). In (37a-b), the demonstrative
is deictic, and may either itself constitute the focused DP (37a) to the exclusion
of the following headed relative clause DP, or else adjoin to a DP which is also
in focus (37b). This variability is predicted since both lone demonstratives and
demonstrative-associated DPs independently function as DPs in argument contexts.
In (37c), the optional demonstrative is not a spatial deictic, but is similar to the
English clefting particle it.
(37) a. Context 1: You saw one distinctive looking deer earlier and now you’re
seeing it again.
[ixíPDP ] iP

’
sňaPcín@m
iP

wík-@nt-xw .

DEM

deer

see-DIR -2 SG . ERG

DET

DET

Demonstrative Focus: That’s the deer you saw.
b. Context 1: You saw one distinctive looking deer earlier and now you’re
seeing it again.
’
[ixíP [iP sňaPcín@m

DP ]DP ]

DEM DET

deer

iP

wík-@nt-xw .

DET

see-DIR -2 SG . ERG

Demonstrative-DP Focus: That deer is the one you saw.
c. Context 2: I saw a deer and a bear on a stroll through the woods today, you
did not see the bear but rather the deer.
’
(ixíP) [iP sňaPcín@m
] iP
wík-@nt-xw .
DP

( DEM ) DET deer

DET

DP Focus: It’s the deer you saw.
these until the end of the chapter.
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see-DIR -2 SG . ERG

These three interpretations are defined and summarized as follows:
(38) a. Demonstrative Focus: The initial demonstrative is in focus, to the exclusion of the following iP DP and residue clause.
b. Demonstrative DP Focus: The demonstrative and a constituent iP DP (in
‘focus position’) are in focus, to the exclusion of the final clause.
c. DP Focus: The iP DP is in focus, to the exclusion of the initial demonstrative and residue clause.
Given information structural parallels between DP-DP structures and clefts, I
suggest that the ‘demonstrative focus’ (a) and ‘demonstrative DP focus’ (b) interpretations are straightforwardly amenable to an equative analysis, and I show how
in the next sub-section. The ‘DP Focus’ interpretation (c) is slightly more complicated, so I set this aside until section 8.5.

8.4.2

Clefts as Equatives: The Basic Idea

This section presents my basic argument that the focused constituent of a cleft
is equivalent to the initial focused DP in a simple equative sentence, and that the
residue clause is a DP which can contain either a headed or headless relative clause.
I claim that for the ‘demonstrative focus’ interpretation (a), a headed relative clause DP is the residue and the demonstrative is in focus (39a); and for the
‘demonstrative iP DP focus’ interpretation (b), a headless relative clause DP is the
residue, and a demonstrative-associated DP is in focus (39b). My proposed distribution of the null equative head is as indicated:
(39) a. Context 1: You saw one distinctive looking deer earlier and now you’re
seeing it again.
[ixíPDP ] = [iP

’
sňaPcín@m
iP

wík-@nt-xw DP ].

DEM

deer

see-DIR -2 SG . ERG

DET

DET

Demonstrative Focus: That’s the deer you saw.
b. Context 1: You saw one distinctive looking deer earlier and now you’re
seeing it again.
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[ixíP [iP

’
sňaPcín@m
DP ]DP ] = [iP

wík-@nt-xw DP ].

DEM DET

deer

see-DIR -2 SG . ERG

DET

Demonstrative-DP Focus: That deer is the one you saw.
The status of Okanagan residue clauses such as (39b) as DPs is not immediately
obvious, since for headed relative clauses, an iP determiner usually introduces both
the head and the clause (see chapter 6 for details, and preceding discussion on NPC
structure). On the one hand, if we assume that the Double Determiner Filter is
operative in cleft residues, a headless relative (cf. 39b) may be analyzed as a DP.
Such an assumption must be qualified, however, especially in light of the fact that
Koch (2008a, 105) analyzes Thompson cleft residues as CPs.
Koch’s (2008) argument against a DP analysis of Thompson residues rests partially on the fact that they may not contain overt NP heads. In contrast to the case
of Thompson, Lillooet, and Northern Straits Salish, however, an Okanagan residue
clause can be overtly headed, as shown in (40b). (40) shows more clearly than (39)
that the residue consists of a DP, since a proper name cannot form a constituent
with an iP DP. This constitutes evidence that the residue clause in (40a) contains a
null head, and therefore that the residue clause is categorially a DP.
(40) a. Answer to ‘Who did you talk to?’
(ixíP) Ron = iP
DEM

Ron

qw @l-qw íl-st-@n.

DET RED -speak- CAUS -1 SG . ERG

That’s Ron who (is the one) I talked to.
b. Answer to ‘Who is the Shuswap you talked to?’
(ixíP) Ron = iP
DEM

Ron

DET

syxw áp-m@x

iP

qw @l-qw íl-st-@n.

Shuswap-person DET RED-speak-CAUS -1 SG . ERG

That’s Ron who is the Shuswap I talked to.
Further evidence that the residue clause in an Okanagan cleft is a DP comes from
clefts involving demonstrative focus (41a,b), particularly for a subset of cases
which involve pre-posed relatives in residue position (41a). Data like (41a) show
that analyzing the DP iP s@nx̌w @x̌w áyaPqn ‘the tepee’ in (41b) as a constituent with
the pre-equative head demonstrative, to the exclusion of the residue clause, is not
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viable.22
(41)

Context: Pointing out a particular tepee from among a group of tepees.
a. ixíP = iP
DEM

’
s-c-k’ w ul-s

iP

DET NOM - CUST -make-3 SG . POSS DET

s@nx̌w @x̌w áyaPqn.
tepee

That’s the tepee he made.
b. ixíP = iP
DEM

DET

s@nx̌w @x̌w áyaPqn iP
tepee

’
s-c-k’ w ul-s.

DET NOM - CUST -make-3 SG . POSS

That’s the tepee he made.
The alternation between (41a) and (41b) is expected, given that pre-posed and postnominal relative clause DPs are possible in non-equative contexts (cf. chapter 6). It
is worthwhile noting that examples like (41a) are sometimes volunteered, but rarely
judged grammatical in elicitation contexts. This fits with the general observation
that pre-posed relative clauses are more marked than post-nominal relatives.
Finally, headed cleft residues show evidence for clause-internal movement,
suggesting that these are true instances of relative clauses (42). Recall from section
6.3.3 that relative clauses from which a passive agent are extracted are introduced
by the sequence iP t. This sequence codes the relation of the head NP to the relative
clause predicate.23
(42)

ixíP = t

tkìmilxw iP

DEM

woman

OBL

t

DET OBL

’
c’ úm-qs-nt-@m.
suck-nose-DIR - PASS

That’s the lady he was kissed by.
22 It is important to note that there is no information structural ambiguity for clefts with pre-posed
headed residues: the demonstrative is always in focus. If we were to propose that the initial demonstrative in (41a), for example, formed a constituent with the following headless relative clause iP
sck’ w ul’s ‘what he made’, the prediction is that this sentence would be interpreted as ‘That thing he
made is a TEPEE’, similarly to a specificational pseudocleft, but as we’ve seen, focus cannot occur
finally in an Okanagan cleft, and so this interpretation is absent. (41a) is also not interpretable as
meaning ‘’THAT thing he made is a tepee’ (as opposed to the other things he made, which are not
tepees), since I have found that pre-posed clefts are generally only felicitous when the contrast set
consists of instantiations of the relative clause head, in this case, tepees. (41a) is however ambiguously interpretable as ‘That’s the one who made the tepee’, in which case the DP relative in the
residue contains a null subject-centered head.
23 I discuss the fact that t rather than iP introduces the head of the residue in (42) in the next section,
8.5.
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I conclude that the residue of an Okanagan cleft is categorially a DP, and that
clefts with demonstrative focus and demonstrative iP DP focus interpretations may
be analyzed as equative structures on a par with simple DP-DP structures, as discussed in chapter 7. I now discuss ‘DP Focus interpretation’ clefts, which typically
involve an optional, non-spatially deictic demonstrative. The occurrence of similar demonstratives in both DP-DP structures and clefts is evidence for a common
equative analysis.

8.5

Morpho-syntactic Evidence for the Equative Analysis
of Clefts and DP-DP Structures

This section presents the problem of ‘DP Focus interpretation’ clefts, where an
introductory demonstrative is normally non-spatially deictic. I first show that these
demonstratives occur in both DP-DP structures and clefts, and may either precede
or follow the DP in focus position. Next, I argue that the demonstrative is basegenerated as forming a DP constituent with the residue, and optionally moves to
the front of the sentence through a process of stylistic proclisis.

8.5.1

Clefts and the (Optional) Initial Demonstrative

The ‘DP Focus’ interpretation, as defined above in (38c), initially seems to raise
questions for the equative analysis. To illustrate, if the equational functional head
is placed as shown in (43a-c), then the presence of the initial, non-focused and
non-spatially deictic demonstrative is unexplained, both in terms of its syntactic
and semantic role.
(43) a. (ixíP) iP
DEM

DET

ylmíxw @m = iP

kw u

chief

1 SG . ABS see-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG

DET

wik-s.

DP Focus: It’s the chief who saw me.
b. (ixíP) axáP = iP
DEM

DEM

DET

s@nkìc’ aPsqáxaP iP
horse

ks-ň’ w úp-aPx.

DET FUT -win- INCEPT

This is the horse that’s going to win.
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xw ic’ -xt-s

c. (ixíP) Danny = iP
DEM

Danny

DET

t

sqlaw’ Dion.

give-BEN -3 SG . ERG OBL money Dion

DP Focus: It’s Danny who gave some money to Dion.
(Hébert, 1980, recordings)
There are two important facts worth noting here relating to the initial optional
demonstrative, which I claim reinforce the equative analysis. First of all, (44)
shows that both clefts (44a) and simple DP-DP structures (44b) may be introduced
by non-spatially deictic, optional demonstratives:
(44) a. (ixíP) John = iP
DEM

John

DET

iP

Piì-s

áp@l.

eat-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG DET apple

It’s JOHN who ate the apple.
b. (ixíP) John = iP
DEM

John

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m.

DET OCC - RED -teach- MID

John is the teacher.
Second, the non-spatially deictic demonstrative may either precede or follow
the focused DP in a cleft (45) or a DP-DP structure (46) with no apparent semantic
or pragmatic difference.
(45) a. (ixíP) Mary = iP
DEM

Mary

DET

xw ic’ -xt-s

kw u

t

1 SG . ABS give-BEN -3 SG . ERG OBL

yámx̌w aP.
cedar.bark.basket
It’s Mary who gave me a basket.
b. Mary = (ixíP) iP
Mary

DEM

DET

kw u

xw ic’ -xt-s

t

1 SG . ABS give-BEN -3 SG . ERG OBL

yámx̌w aP.
cedar.bark.basket
Mary is the one who gave me a basket.
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ylmíxw @m?

(46) a. swit QápnaP iP
who now

DET

chief

Who is the chief now?
b. (ixíP) Spike = iP
DEM

Spike

DET

ylmíxw @m.
chief

It’s Spike who is the chief.
c. Spike = (ixíP) iP
Spike

DEM

DET

ylmíxw @m.
chief

Spike is the one who is the chief.
I suggest that the availability and optionality of non-spatially deictic demonstratives under all three cleft interpretations, as well as DP-DP structures, supports
a unified analysis of all three interpretations as underlyingly equative. I claim
that the optional pre-focus demonstrative is equivalent to the optional post-focus
demonstrative in these examples, and that the demonstrative in these cases is basegenerated in a post-focus position, as forming a DP constituent with the residue.
The demonstrative moves to the front of the sentence via an optional, late-derivational,
morpho-phonological, stylistic proclisis. The next section presents evidence for
such an analysis.
Before moving on, however, the natural question arises given data like (45-46)
as to whether or not two non-spatially deictic demonstratives can occur in both positions at once. The proclisis analysis predicts that this is not possible, and indeed,
for cases involving two demonstratives, at least one of the demonstratives will usually be interpreted as a spatial deictic. In example (47b), for example, the initial
demonstrative is a spatial deictic. Especially given the WH-question under discussion (47a), (47b) is most straightforwardly analyzed as involving a left-dislocated
demonstrative-associated DP plus an equative structure (47b).24
24 Although

acoustic evidence would be useful in confirming this hypothesis.
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’ yaPx̌ís iP
(47) a. stim
what DEM

DET

’
kì-x̌s-iws?
kì-good-middle

What is that field over there?
b. ixiP iP
DEM DET

kì-x̌s-iws

ixíP iP

s@n-k’ w án-ìq-t@n.

kì-good-middle DEM DET LOC-grow-crop-INSTR

That field is a garden.
Literally: That field, it’s a garden.
Other data such as (48) might in principle be analyzed as involving two nonspatially deictic demonstratives, but (48) is just as easily analyzable as a sequence
of two equatives: the first is a truncated cleft, and the second is a cleft with a
demonstrative in focus position, and a headless relative clause DP in residue position.
(48)

ixiP iP

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m
ixíP iP

DEM DET OCC - RED -teach- MID DEM DET

kw u
1 SG . ABS

qw @l-qw íl-st-s.
RED -speak- CAUS -3 SG . ERG

It’s the teacher that is the one who spoke to me.
It’s the teacher. That/she is the one that spoke to me.
In sum, I take data such as (47-48) to be indirect support for the proclisis analysis.

8.5.2

Demonstrative Proclisis in Equatives

This section presents evidence for the idea that a non-spatially deictic clefting
demonstrative originates in a position adjoined to the residue DP.
First, consider that there is a variation on DP-DP structures (49a) whereby t
rather than iP introduces a nominal in final position, as in (49b,c) below. (The
same variation is apparent in clefts, as we will see.)
(49) a. ixíP iP

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m.

DEM DET OCC - RED -teach- MID

That’s the teacher.
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’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m.

b. ixíP t

DEM OBL OCC - RED -teach- MID

That’s the teacher.
’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m.

c. ixíP mat t

DEM EPIS OBL OCC - RED -teach- MID

That might be the teacher.
The oblique marker t is restricted to occurring just before nouns in these contexts.25 This means that residue DPs without overt NP heads cannot be introduced
by t (50-52).26 The distribution of t in this environment indicates that it must select
for an overt NP, unlike iP which can license a null NP head. The demonstrative
ixíP can freely select for either iP or t (49a,b; 52).27
(50) a. *axáP t
DEM

ks-ň’ w úp-aPx.

OBL FUT -win- INCEPT

That’s what will win.
b. axáP t
DEM OBL

s@nkìc’ aPsqáx̌aP iP
horse

ks-ň’ w úp-aPx.

DET FUT -win- INCEPT

This is the horse who will win the race.
(51) a. ixíP iP/*t
DEM DET /* OBL

paP-nt-ís.
fold-DIR -3 SG . ERG

That’s what he folded.
25 In

cases where t is associated with a constituent extracted from inside a relative, t may precede
a verbal predicate (cf. chapter 6).
26 Adjectives, like verbs, may also not be introduced by t in these contexts:
(i) a.

ixíP axáP iP

cax̌.
red
This is the one that is red.
DEM DEM DET

b.

*ixíP axáP t

cax̌.
red
This is the one that is red.
DEM DEM OBL

27 The

identical pattern holds DP-internally in Lillooet. A demonstrative tiP ‘that’ may select for
either an assertion-of-existence DP headed by the determiner ti...a, or a non-assertion-of-existence
DP headed by the determiner kw u. kw u requires an overt NP head, however ti...a freely allows
headless relative clauses (Matthewson and Davis, 1995). See related discussion in section 4.6.1.
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b. axáP iP/*t
DEM DET /* OBL

xw úy-st-@m.
go-CAUS -1 PL . ERG

That’s what we will bring along.
c. ixíP iP/*t
DEM DET /* OBL

yalt.
run.away.

That’s the one that ran away.
(52) a. Context: Pointing out the deer that was just shot.
’
ixíP iP/t
sňaPcín@m.
DEM DET / OBL

deer

That’s the deer.
b. Context: Picking out an old woman out of a police line-up.
axáP iP/t

p@ptwínaxw .

DEM DET / OBL

old.woman

That’s the old lady.
Next, recall from section 4.6.1 that an oblique marked NP is not itself a DP,
as shown by its inability to occur in transitive argument contexts (53a) or in the
focus position of a cleft (53b). A demonstrative licenses an oblique marked NP to
function as an argument in both contexts (54), however.
(53) a. *c-n-kw ní-st-@n

[t

CUST -n-sing- CAUS -1 SG . ERG OBL

’
qw íl@m
DP ].
song

I sang that song.
b. *[t
OBL

’
qw íl@m
DP ] iP
song

c-n-kw ní-st-@n.

DET CUST -n-sing- CAUS -1 SG . ERG

It’s the song that I sang.
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(54) a. c-n-kw ní-st-@n

[ixíP t

CUST -n-sing- CAUS -1 SG . ERG DEM OBL

’
qw íl@m
DP ].
song

I sang that song.
b. [ixíP t
DEM OBL

’
qw íl@m
DP ] iP
song

c-n-kw ní-st-@n.

DET CUST -sing- CAUS -1 SG . ERG

THAT’s the song that I sang.
Also, note that in the context of a demonstrative, t is sometimes interchangeable
with the iP determiner in argument positions, with no apparent semantic distinction.28
(55) a. c-n-kw ní-st-@n

[ixíP t

CUST -n-sing- CAUS -1 SG . ERG DEM OBL

’
qw íl@m
DP ].
song

I sang that song.
b. c-n-kw ní-st-@n

[ixíP iP

CUST -n-sing- CAUS -1 SG . ERG DEM DET

’
qw íl@m
DP ].
song

I sang that song.
While the internal structure of a DP consisting of a demonstrative associated with
an oblique t NP is unclear,29 it is sufficient for current purposes to note that an
oblique-marked NP is not a DP, but when it forms a constituent with a demonstrative, the resulting constituent functions syntactically as a DP.
With this background in mind, I now present the argument for proclisis. A
contrast surfaces between DP-DP structures with focused demonstratives on the
one hand (56), and those with focused proper names (57) or iP DPs (58), such that
the latter do not allow the t-variant.
28 It

is only sometimes interchangeable in argument contexts, for reasons I cannot yet determine.
chapter 4 I argued that there is no evidence for a null determiner for oblique quasi-objects,
and since Okanagan demonstratives do not occur in D position, the most straightforward analysis of
this particular occurrence of t is as an idiosyncratic spell-out of iP, but this too runs into problems,
for two reasons. First, the alternation in clefts carries an information-structural function (discussed
in the next section): t unambiguously signals that what follows it is not in focus, and demonstratives
are not optional for t clefts. Second, iP may select for a headless relative clause in this environment,
whereas t may not (cf. section 8.5.2, and (Matthewson and Davis, 1995) and (Matthewson, 1998,
section 3.2.4) for Lillooet). I leave the problem of the internal constituency of DPs consisting of a
demonstrative-associated t NP to further work.
29 In
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’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m.

(56) a. ixíP t

DEM OBL OCC - RED -teach- MID

That’s the teacher.
b. ixíP iP

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m.

DEM DET OCC - RED -teach- MID

That’s the teacher.
’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m.

(57) a. *John t
John

OBL OCC - RED -teach- MID

John’s the teacher.
b. John iP

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m.

John DET OCC - RED-teach-MID
John’s the teacher.
(58) a. *iP p@ptwínaxw t
DET

old.lady

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m.

OBL OCC - RED -teach- MID

The old lady is the teacher.
b. iP
DET

p@ptwínaxw iP
old.lady

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m.

DET OCC - RED -teach- MID

The old lady is the teacher.
Because a demonstrative is needed to syntactically license a t NP to function
as a DP, (57a) cannot be a DP-DP structure. Adding a demonstrative either before
or after the proper name makes the structure licit, as in (59).
(59) a. ixíP John t
DEM

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m.

John OBL OCC - RED-teach-MID

John’s the teacher.
b. John ixíP t

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m.

John DEM OBL OCC - RED-teach-MID
John’s the teacher.
I therefore claim that the demonstrative is base generated and interpreted as a
DP constituent with the residue (60a), but undergoes optional proclisis to initial
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position (60b). I also extend this analysis to canonical DP-DP structures, where iP
introduces the second DP (60c).
’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m
DP ].

(60) a. [John DP ] = [ixíP t
John

= DEM OBL OCC - RED-teach-MID

(i) It’s John who is the teacher.
(ii) John is that teacher.
b. ixíP1 [John DP ] = [t1 t
DEM

John

=

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m
DP ].

OBL OCC - RED -teach- MID

(i) It’s John who is the teacher.
(ii) John is that teacher.
c. ixíP1 [John DP ] = [t1 iP
DEM

John

=

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m
DP ].

DET OCC - RED -teach- MID

(i) It’s John who is the teacher.
(ii) John is that teacher.
Notice that under one possible interpretation of (60), ‘John is that teacher’, the
demonstrative is deictic and construed as a (sometimes discontinuous) constituent
with the oblique-marked NP. This is strong evidence that an initial demonstrative is
semantically interpreted in its post-copular position.30 Under the other interpretation of (60), the demonstrative does not appear to be a spatial deictic, but I suggest
that it may be analyzed as a discourse deictic (cf. section 8.6.2).
Clefts with demonstratives in focus show the same variation between t and iP
(61).31 The iP variant (61b) displays the 3-way interpretive ambiguity, however,
while the t variant does not (61a), allowing only the demonstrative focus reading.
This is somewhat unexpected given that the demonstrative-associated t NP should
be able to function as a focused DP constituent. The interpretive restriction on
(61a) suggests that (62) is not a possible structure.
30 The

iP-variant equivalent of (60) could be analyzed as fitting into Higgins’ identificational sentence class, especially since the demonstrative appears to be deictic in these cases. But since the
proper name must be in focus for (60), and focus cannot occur finally, I analyze these as equatives.
31 See Hébert (1982a, 355-356) for additional examples of t-variant cleft residues, involving benefactive applicative residue predicates.
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(61) a. ixiP t

’
s-c-k’ w ul-s

stáì@m iP

DEM OBL

boat

i-sláx̌t.

DET NOM - CUST -make-3 SG . POSS

1 SG . POSS-friend

That’s the boat that my friend made (not this boat).
*That boat is the one that my friend made (not this house).
*It’s the boat that my friend made (not the house).
b. ixiP iP

’
s-c-k’ w ul-s

stáì@m iP

DEM DET

boat

i-sláx̌t.

DET NOM - CUST -make-3 SG . POSS

1 SG . POSS-friend

That’s the boat that my friend made (not this boat).
That boat is the one that my friend made (not this house).
It’s the boat that my friend made (not the house).
(62)

’ isláx̌t ].
*[ixiP t stáì@m DP ] = [iP sck’ w uls
DP

In clefts (and DP-DP structures) any material following t is not in focus, so I analyze all material following t as part of the residue.
t-variant clefts involving pre-posed relative clause residues (63, cf. 41a) show
the same interpretive restriction as canonical cases (61): the demonstrative must be
in focus to the exclusion of the remaining material.
(63)

Context: Couple of frogs were hopping around then disappeared, you saw
one. When they re-appear, I asked you which one you saw.
’
’ r’ ákxn.
ixíP = iP
wík-@n
t
swa
DEM

DET

see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG OBL frog

That’s the frog that I saw.
Demonstrative proclisis occurs not only in DP-DP structures, but also in clefts
(64), though it is less clear whether proclisis occurs in clefts like (61-63), where
only a demonstrative is in focus. I address this question in the next section.
(64) a. Nancy = ixíP t
Nancy

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m
iP

DEM OBL OCC - RED -teach- MID DET

wik-s.
see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG
It’s/That’s Nancy who is the teacher who saw me.
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kw u
1 SG . ABS

b. ixíP Nancy = t
DEM

Nancy

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m
iP

OBL OCC - RED -teach- MID DET

kw u
1 SG . ABS

wik-s.
see-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG
It’s/That’s Nancy who is the teacher who saw me.
Before closing, it is important to note that demonstrative proclisis is not limited to equative environments. In transitive contexts, a demonstrative-associated
to a post-verbal object DP can move to the front of the sentence. This is most
clearly shown with proximal axáP (65a,b), since an initial distal ixíP in this context can be construed as a non-constituent, discourse functor.32 Nevertheless, for
demonstrative-associated transitive object NPs introduced by t, an initial demonstrative can safely be construed as an underlying constituent with the t NP (66a,b).
(65) a. kaPkíc-@n

axáP iP

lpot.

find-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DEM DET cup
I found this cup.
b. axáP kaPkíc-@n
DEM

iP

lpot.

find-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DET cup

I found this cup.
(66) a. síw-@n

siwìkw .

ixíP t

drink-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DEM OBL water
I drank that water.
b. ixíP síw-@n
DEM

siwìkw .

t

drink-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG OBL water

I drank that water.
32 The demonstrative ixíP has various poorly described discourse functions, among them signalling
temporal sequencing (Lyon, 2010b):

(i)

’
’
way’ ixíP lx̌w p-ám
axáP iP
s@xw -k’ w úl-@m.
yes DEM run.out-MID DEM DET OCC-work-MID
Then he ran out, the working man.
(Colville, A. Mattina (1985, stz.450))
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Cross-Salishan evidence for demonstrative proclisis in Okanagan comes from
Lillooet, where a demonstrative may undergo enclisis to second position, detaching
from the DP with which it associates (Matthewson and Davis, 1995, 21):
(67)

’
k´@laP sáquì
lčPa Lillooet-a

tiP

niì

CLEFT DEM

first

half

kw u smúìač.

here Lillooet-DET DET woman

She was the first half-breed woman in Lillooet.
(Lillooet, van Eijk and Williams (1981, 70))
I conclude that demonstrative proclisis in Okanagan serves a stylistic function,
or possibly a prosodic function, yet to be determined.

8.5.3

Null Foci

Demonstrative proclisis appears to have a stylistic or prosodic function: sentences
with initial demonstratives are truth conditionally equivalent to sentences with noninitial demonstratives. The two variants also seem to be information structurally
equivalent in equatives: in t-variant clefts where there is a DP focus (e.g. Ron in
(68a)), the demonstrative is invariably not in focus, while for t variant clefts where
only a demonstrative precedes t, the demonstrative must be in focus (68b).
(68) a. ixíP Ron t
DEM

syxw áp-m@x

aP

c-qw @l-qw íl-st-@n.

Ron OBL Shuswap-person DET CUST- RED-speak-CAUS -1 SG . ERG

That’s Ron who is the Shuswap I was talking to.
b. ixíP t
DEM OBL

syxw áp-m@x

aP

c-qw @l-qw íl-st-@n.

Shuswap-person DET CUST- RED-speak-CAUS -1 SG . ERG

That’s the Shuswap I was talking to.
The question arises as to whether the demonstrative in (68b) can undergo proclisis,
and if so, to what it attaches.
At first glance, it appears that the demonstrative in (68b) has raised to a focus position, but this creates an analytical inconsistency, since the demonstrative
in (68a) is definitely not a constrastive focus. There are two potential explanations
for the pattern in (68b), as shown below for simpler equative cases: (i) The demonstrative in focus position is null (i.e. ‘a null focus’), and the demonstrative in the
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residue DP either does not move (69a) or else procliticizes to the null subject (69b);
(ii) The focus position is filled by a demonstrative DP (70a), while the demonstrative in residue position is not spelled-out, presumably due to some restriction on
a sequence of two identical demonstratives. Proclisis in this case (70b) would be
vacuous.
(69)

Null Focus Hypothesis
a. [

DP ]

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m
DP ].

= [ixíP t

= DEM OBL OCC - RED-teach-MID
That’s the teacher.
b. ixíP1 [

DP ]

=

DEM

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m
DP ].

= [t1 t

OBL OCC - RED -teach- MID

That’s the teacher.
(70)

‘Double Demonstrative’ Filter Hypothesis
’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m
DP ].

a. [ixíPDP ] = [(ixíP) t
DEM

= DEM

OBL OCC - RED -teach- MID

That’s the teacher.
b. (ixíP)1 [ixíPDP ] = [t1 t
DEM

=

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m
DP ].

OBL OCC - RED -teach- MID

That’s the teacher.
The same analytical ambiguity technically exists for iP-variant equatives with demonstrative focus interpretations, equivalent to (69-70), although since iP DPs do not
need demonstratives to license them, an initial focused demonstrative is most straighforwardly analyzed in base-generated position. In other words, no proclisis is involved in these cases.
There is cross-linguistic evidence supporting the existence of null foci. In Lillooet, for example, where clefts are introduced by an unambiguous clefting predicate nilh, a demonstrative focus is possible (71a) but not always overtly pronounced
(71b). Shank (2003) also provides an example of a cleft from Northern Straits
with a null, focused 3rd person pronoun (72)33 , and Koch (2008a) conjectures that
33 It

is unclear in what position in (72) Shank considers the null pronoun to occur.
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Thompson (73) involves a null focus on the basis that the demonstrative xeP is not
typically used to refer to people.
(71) a. niì

tiP

waP

l@x̌-láx̌-š-an

CLEFT DEM IMPF RED -remember- CAUS -1 SG . ERG

kw ikw š.

i-w-an

when.PAST- IMPF -1 SG . CJCT small
That’s what I remember from when I was small.
(Lillooet, Matthewson (2005, 404, ex.333))
b. niì

waP

l@x̌-láx̌-š-an

( DEM ) IMPF RED-remember-CAUS -1 SG . ERG
’
’
i-wáP-aš-tuP
ňíq-mi
n-č-as

CLEFT

when.PAST- IMPF -3. CJCT- THEN arrive-RED -1 SG . OBJ -3. ERG
kw -s

Pipayán.

DET- NOM

Pipayan

I remember when Pipayan came to fetch me.
(Lillooet, Matthewson (2005, 358, ex.31))
(72)

’ wiP
’ CP ].
kw s@ čé

’
P@w’ hay Pal’ [ts-@t
LNK

only just break-TR DET plate

He’s the only one that broke a plate.
(Northern Straits, Shank (2003, 232, f.n.20))
(73)

ó, c’ é

xeP

[ì

n-skíxzePFOC ]

’
q’ w y-éw-m

e

oh CLEFT DEM DET 1 SG . POSS-mother COMP ripe-harvest-MID
te

sq’ w íyt, Peì c’ é

OBL

fruit

xeP

[

FOC ]

and CLEFT DEM 3 SG

s-txw -úp-s

te

NOM -buy- INCH -3 SG . POSS OBL

e

ntéwmn.

DET

store

e
COMP

’
méňqiy

tuxw

mushroom from

It was my mother that picked the fruit, and it was her that bought the
mushrooms at the store.

(Thompson, Koch (2008a, 273, ex.51))
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In light of these facts, the null focus hypothesis (69) seems plausible for Okanagan, specifically (69a), since there is no morpho-phonological motivation to procliticize to a null subject (69b). The null focus hypothesis does not reflect the
assertive force of an equative, however. To explain, in (69) the assertion is ‘That
teacher is [

FOC ]’,

but this does not intuitively seem to be correct. (70) straight-

forwardly reflects the equative assertion, and is also more in line with my analysis
of clefts involving proper names in focus position (cf. 64).
This does not lessen the possibility that the null focus hypothesis is correct for
Lillooet, Northern Straits, and Thompson, however. But unlike Okanagan, these
languages have overt clefting predicates, and so a null focus is recoverable from
the syntactic context. In other words, unlike Okanagan ixíP, there is no sense in
which a clefting predicate will be misconstrued as a DP constituent.

8.5.4

Intensionality and Cleft Residues

Assuming that the demonstrative proclisis analysis is correct, the equative analysis
as applied to a cleft like (74) predicts that the residue DP has the semantic denotation given as (75). In other words, demonstrative-associated DPs must allow
intensional readings, just like regular iP DPs (cf. section 5.2.9).
(74)

ixíP Ron t
DEM

syxw áp-m@x

aP

c-qw @l-qw íl-st-@n.

Ron OBL Shuswap-person DET CUST- RED-speak-CAUS -1 SG . ERG

That’s Ron who is the Shuswap I was talking to.
(75)

λ w[ f (λ x[that Shuswap I was talking to(x)(w) ∧C(x)(w)])]

This seems reasonable in light of the fact that the demonstrative in a cleft such as
(74) is normally not a spatial deictic, similar to iP DPs, and so should be able to
make reference to an individual concept. Examples (76-77) are not clefts, but show
demonstrative-associated DPs denoting individual concepts.
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(76)

Context: A chief sent you some flowers, but you have no idea who the
chief is.
EPIS

sqilxw .

ylmíxw @m DP ] mat x̌ast t

mat swit [ixíP t

who DEM OBL chief

EPIS

good OBL native.person

Whoever that chief is, he must be a good person.
(77)

sqilxw

swit mat [ixíP t

aP

’
’
c-maPmáyaP-m
DP ],

kmax

who EPIS DEM OBL native.person DET CUST- RED-teach-MID only
’
’
’
ti
syilx
iP
k(ì)-s-maPmáyaP-s.
EMPH

Okanagan.person DET U . POSS - NOM - RED-teach-3 SG . POSS

Someday, whoever is teacher will be teaching only in Okanagan.
Demonstrative-associated iP DPs allow generic readings (78). I analyzed Okanagan generics as intensional maximal pluralities, following Chierchia (1998), in section 5.2.8.
(78)

Píì-@n

qáqxw @lx yaQyáQt sx̌@lx̌Qált.

ixíP iP

eat-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG DEM DET fish

all

day

I eat that kind of fish every day.
Literally: I eat that fish every day.
SM: Yeah, you’re talking about whatever kind of fish, ling-cod, kokanee,
salmon.
I do have several examples of clefts for which a demonstrative-associated cleft
residue allows an intensional reading. Example (79a) shows a demonstrative in its
base generated position adjoined to the residue clause. The entire residue in this
case minimally denotes ‘that person who helped me’, but given the non-specific
interpretation of the DP in focus position, the residue clause may denote a maximal plurality, i.e. ‘that kind of individual that helped me’. In other words, since
the alternatives to iP sq@ltmíxw ‘a man’ consist of ‘a woman’, ‘a child’, etc., the
demonstrative-associated residue has a generic reading. The initial modal mat
takes scope over the entire cleft, and binds the world variable of the maximal plural individual denoted by the residue clause. The residue clause in (79b) displays a
non-generic intensional reading.
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(79) a. mat iP
EPIS DET

sq@ltmíxw ixíP iP

kw u

man

1 SG . ABS help-BEN -3 SG . ERG

DEM DET

kn-xit-s.

Maybe a man was the one who helped me.
b. ixíP mat t
EPIS DET

sq@ltmíxw iP

man DEM

kw u

DET

kn-xit-s.

1 SG . ABS help-BEN -3 SG . ERG

That might be the man who helped me.
In sum, demonstrative-associated DPs are semantically similar to regular iP
DPs in terms of allowing intensional readings. This is consistent with an equative
analysis of clefts, whereby the first argument of the equative head is an intensional
individual (7.5).

8.6

Analysis

8.6.1

Syntactic Derivation

This chapter has presented both information structural and morpho-syntactic arguments in favor of an equative analysis of Okanagan clefts. Sample cleft derivations
are shown below (overlooking the details of relative clause formation, cf. section
6.3.3). A demonstrative focus cleft is shown in (80a), a demonstrative DP focus
cleft in (80b), and an iP DP focus cleft in (80c). Optional proclisis is indicated with
a subscript ‘1’.
(80) a. (ixíP1 ) [axáPDP ] [ [= Id ] [t1 [t/iP
( DEM ) DEM

‘BE’

wík-@nt-xwCP ]

OBL / DET

’
sňaPcín@m

[iP

see-DIR -2 SG . ERG OBL / DET

DP ]DP ]Id 0 ].

deer
This’s the deer you saw (i.e. not that one).
b. (ixíP1 ) [axáP [t/iP
( DEM ) DEM

OBL / DET

’
sňaPcín@m
DP ]DP ] [ [= Id ] [t1 [(iP)
deer

[iP

wík-@nt-xwCP ]

DET

see-DIR -2 SG . ERG

‘BE’

DP ]DP ]Id 0 ].

This deer is the one you saw (i.e. not that bear).
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( DET )

c. (ixíP1 ) [iP

’
sňaPcín@m
DP ] [ [= Id ] [t1 [(iP)

( DEM ) DET deer

‘BE’

wík-@nt-xwCP ]

DP ]DP ]Id 0 ].

[iP

(DET)

DET

see-DIR -2 SG . ERG
It’s the deer that you saw (i.e. not the bear).
Syntactically speaking, Okanagan supports theories of clefts such as Percus
(1997) and Hedberg (2000), as discussed in section 2.4.34 These theories analyze
the cleft pronoun it as a discontinuous constituent with the residue clause, similar
to my analysis of ixíP, and both English it and Okanagan ixíP introduce clefts in
their respective languages. I briefly recap their analyses here.
Percus (1997) analyzes the cleft pronoun it as the spellout of a definite determiner the, which forms a DP constituent with a null NP, which is itself the head of
the residue clause. A derivation is represented in (81).
(81)

Percus (1997)
a. [The

[that you saw i ]][is the deer].

(Base structure)

b. [The

ti ][is the deer][that you saw i ].

(Extraposition)

c. It is the deer that you saw.

(Spellout of the as it)

Hedberg (2000) presents a very similar analysis, except that the definite determiner selects for a bare CP, rather than a null NP. The CP lowers to a position
adjoined to the focus, as in (82):
(82)

Hedberg (2000)
a. [The [that you saw i ]][is the [deer NP ]].

(Base structure)

b. [The ti ][is the [deer [that you saw i ]NP ].

(CP Lowering)

c. It is the deer that you saw.

(Spellout of the as it)

34 Okanagan does not support ‘expletive’ theories of clefts (cf. Reeve (2007) for an overview).
This because clefting ixíP is not a syntactic subject, it is not inserted, and it is required in contexts
where the residue is introduced by t, as explained above.
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Okanagan ixíP is similar to the English clefting pronoun it, under a Percus
or Hedberg-style analysis, in the sense that it too forms an underlying constituent
with the residue clause. Unlike in English, however, ixíP is not the spellout of
a determiner, and it is not necessarily overt. Another point of difference between
English clefts and Okanagan clefts is that in the latter, the residue is already in final
position, and so no extraposing is required. Instead, it is the demonstrative ixíP that
optionally moves to initial position.
The fact that Okanagan residues can be headed by overt NPs supports Percus
(1997) over Hedberg (2000), in the sense that the null NP in (81) may, in principle, have overt content. In actuality, English residues cannot be headed since the
clefting pronoun it is a spell-out of the plus a null NP head (Percus, 1997), which
effectively means that only a sub-class of specificational sentences may be derived
into clefts. For Okanagan clefts, however, because there is no special spell-out procedure involved, headed residues are perfectly acceptable. The English equivalent
of the Okanagan structure using a Percus-style representation of a headless residue
is given in (83a), with (83b) representing optional proclisis of the demonstrative.
(84) shows the English equivalent of an Okanagan example with a headed residue.
(83)

English equivalent of Okanagan:
‘The deer is the one that you saw’
‘It’s the deer that you saw’

(84)

a. [The deer](=)[(that) the

[that you saw]].

b. (That)[the deer](=)[the

[that you saw]].

English equivalent of Okanagan:
‘The deer is the animal that you saw’
‘It’s the deer that is the animal you saw’
a. [The deer](=)[(that) the animal [that you saw]].
b. (That)[the deer](=)[the animal [that you saw]].

One of the major goals of Percus (1997, 338) is to account for the ‘specificational character’ of clefts. That is, clefts and specificational th-pseudoclefts (e.g.
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The one that you saw is the deer) are constrained in their discourse functions in
“precisely the same way”. By analyzing clefts as syntactically derived from a
specificational sentence, he is able to explain their common semantic and pragmatic properties. Okanagan does not have specificational sentences in the classic
sense, but it does have DP-DP equatives with a fixed information structure resembling inverse specificational copular clauses in English, like the following example
from den Dikken et al. (2000), except that in English, where the initial DP is always
interpreted exhaustively, it is only implied to be exhaustive in Okanagan.
(85)

Otto Preminger was who I met.

Given that Okanagan clefts are information structurally equivalent to simple DPDP equatives, and that this is directly parallel to Percus’ observation that English
clefts are pragmatically equivalent to specificational pseudoclefts, it makes sense
to argue in favor of an equative analysis of Okanagan clefts.

8.6.2

Semantic Derivation

The major benefit of Percus (1997) for English theories of clefts is a semantic one:
he is able to link the presupposition of existence and exhaustivity entailment of
English clefts to the semantics of the definite determiner (cf. section 2.4.2). For
Okanagan, the exhaustivity implicature carried by clefts is linked to the maximality
implicature of the determiner iP (86, cf. section 7.4.1), and clefts carry the same
exhaustivity implicature as DP-DP structures, shown below again as (87).
(86)

Maximality implicature of iP:
f = MAX

(87)

Exhaustivity Implicature:
A sentence of the form [x DP ] = [iP Y DP ]
a. Asserts:
∃ f .x = f (Y )
b. Via (86) this implicates:
x = MAX(Y )
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c. And assuming (87b) is satisfied, a DP-DP structure asserts:
x is the only Y
For the sake of concreteness, I will show how (86-87) applies to (88).
’
sňaPcín@m
DP ] = iP

(88) a. (ixíP) [iP
DEM

DET

deer

wik-@nt-xw .

= DET see-DIR -2 SG . ERG

DP Focus: It’s the deer you saw.
b. Asserts:
∃ f . f (λ x[deer(x)(w)∧C(x)(w)]) = λ w∃ f . f (λ x[what you saw(x)(w)∧C(x)(w)])
c. Implies:
MAX (λ x[deer(x)(w)∧C(x)(w)]) = λ w MAX (λ x[what

you saw(x)(w)∧C(x)(w)])

d. And assuming (88c) is satisfied, entails
MAX (λ x[deer(x)(w) ∧C(x)(w)])

is the only x equal to

λ wMAX(λ x[what you saw(x)(w) ∧C(x)(w)])
In contexts for which (88c) is not satisfied, the exhaustivity implicature is cancelled, and only the assertion in (88b) holds. This makes data like (89, cf. 16)
possible in Okanagan, unlike in English, where exhaustivity is presupposed.
(89)

John iP

náq’ w -@m-s

iP

’
t@xt

uì

nixw Peter

John DET steal-MID [?]-3 SG . POSS DET sweet CONJ also Peter
’
iP
naq’ w
t
t@xt.
DET

steal(INTR) OBL sweet

#It’s John who stole a cookie, and Peter too stole a cookie.
(adapted from (Krifka, 2008, 253))
Assertions such as (88b) are also not reliant on any presupposition of existence:
the equative in (88b) simply asserts the existence of two individuals, and equates
them with one another. This means that an Okanagan cleft can be used without
any prior context (90, cf. 19). In such a context, (90) essentially means ‘There is a
horse and I rode that horse’.
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’ an-cáwt
(90) a. stim

QapnáP sx̌@lx̌Qált?

what 2 SG . POSS-doings now

day

What did you do today?
b. ixíP iP
DEM DET

s@nkìc’ aPsqáx̌aP iP

n-k-Pámt-íws-@m-@n.

horse

n-sit-middle-MIN -[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG

DET

I rode that horse.
(Literally, ‘That’s the horse that I rode’ or ‘It’s the horse that I rode’.)
The semantic role of the Okanagan ‘clefting’ demonstrative in equative structures is less clear. It is not strictly necessary for an equative structure, and it seems
to be transparent to both maximal and non-maximal readings of its adjoined iP DP
in the sense that these DPs permit both deictic and intensional readings (8.5.4).
Also, recall that for cases like (91a,b), both spatially deictic and non-spatially deictic readings of the demonstrative are available.
(91) a. ixíP John t
DEM

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m.

John OBL OCC - RED-teach-MID

(i) It’s John who is the teacher.
(ii) John is that teacher.
b. ixíP Ron t
DEM

syxw áp-m@x

aP

c-qw @l-qw íl-st-@n.

Ron OBL Shuswap-person DET CUST- RED-speak-CAUS -1 SG . ERG

It’s/That’s Ron who is the Shuswap I was talking to.
For now, I assume that the semantic contribution of the Okanagan clefting
demonstrative ixíP to the residue DP, and to adjoined DPs in general (cf. section
4.6.1) is one of deictic features. These deictic features may be spatial, in which case
the deictic force of the demonstrative is obvious, but I suggest that they may also
be discourse deictics, in which case the deictic force of the demonstrative is much
less apparent, to the point of appearing to be deictically vacuous in some instances.
For example, consider that (92b) directly follows (92a) as part of a much longer
story. The demonstrative in (92b) does not denote any of the discourse participants
in (92a), and there is no apparent discourse participant in (92b). The most plausible explanation is that the demonstrative denotes the entire proposition(s) given as
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(92a), as a form of discourse deixis.35
(92) a. way’

wiP-s-c’ x̌w -@nt-ís@lx,

way’

’
k@ìP@mcín.

already finish-NOM-instruct-DIR -3 PL . ERG already agree
They got done telling him what to do, he agreed.
(Colville, A. Mattina (1985, stz.348))
b. ixíP uì
DEM CONJ

way’

’
mPán,...

already noon

It was past noon,...

(Colville, A. Mattina (1985, stz.348))

Since clefts are normally part of larger discourses, it is viable hypothesis that apparent cases of deictically weak demonstratives in Okanagan clefts are in fact discourse deictics, similar to (92b). In these cases, their function is not to situate the
referent of the residue DP in spatial terms, but rather to situate the referent of the
residue DP in terms of the larger discourse. Given that a demonstrative-associated
iP DP in an argument position can be used in a context where the referent is not
spatially or temporally present, but may have a discourse antecedent, the hypothesis that clefting demonstratives may be discourse deictics does not necessarily
conflict with the proclisis hypothesis. A full description and analysis of discourse
uses of Okanagan demonstratives goes beyond the scope of this thesis, however.

8.7

Summary

This chapter has focused on the syntax, semantics, and information structure of
clefts in Okanagan. I have claimed that Okanagan clefts are structurally equivalent to DP-DP structures, based on information-structural parallels, including an
exhaustivity implicature, an absence of any presupposition of existence (cf. Davis
et al. (2004); Koch (2008a)), and a requirement that a DP constituent in contrastive
focus be aligned left (cf. Koch (2008a) for Thompson). Okanagan clefts allow
the residue clause to contain an NP head, which I take as evidence that the residue
is categorially a DP, unlike clefts in closely-related Thompson Salish. I discuss
morpho-syntactic evidence that the clefting demonstrative ixíP forms an underly35 Examples like (92b) are known in the literature as cases of ‘and fronting’. These are discussed
at length by Kroeber (1999, 366).
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ing constituent with the residue, and moves to the front of the sentence in an optional, stylistic proclisis. Given clear parallels with DP-DP structures, I claim that
Okanagan clefts involve a null equative head, linking a residue DP to a focused DP.
The implications of this analysis are important for theories of clefts, particularly those that analyze the cleft pronoun it as a discontinous constituent with the
residue clause, and trace the semantic and pragmatic properties of clefts to the presence of an underlying definite determiner (Percus, 1997; Hedberg, 2000). I analyze
Okanagan ‘clefting’ ixíP as an underlying constituent with the residue clause, and
link the exhaustivity implicature and the absence of any presupposition of existence
to the determiner iP.

8.8

Chapter Addendum A: Future Clefts and the Case
for Clausal NPs

This addendum presents evidence for my claim that simple NPs may in some cases
be analyzed as projecting clausal structure. This claim is based on cleft data like
(93a), which seem to show a DP iP s@xw píx̌@m ‘the hunter’ in the position of a
relative clause, modifying an NP head ylmíxw @m ‘chief’, analogous to a clear case
of relative clause modification (93b).
(93) a. ixíP = t
DEM

OBL

ylmíxw @m iP
chief

s@xw -píx̌-@m.

DET OCC -hunt- MID

That’s the chief that is the hunter.
b. ixíP = t
DEM

syxw áp-m@x

aP

c-qw @l-qw íl-st-@n.

= OBL Shuswap-person DET CUST- RED-speak-CAUS -1 SG . ERG

That’s the Shuswap I was talking to.
The question is, what is the structural analysis of (93a)? Given that the modificational pattern OBL-NP-DET-modifier does not exist in non-cleft relativization
contexts (cf. section 6.5), it may seem at first glance equally likely that (93a) involves some marked type of attributive modification, found only in cleft contexts,
rather than true relative clause modification.
Evidence for clause-projecting NPs comes from future clefts. The future marker
mi may introduce either verbal (94a) or nominal (94b) cleft residues in future con343

texts, similarly to the determiner iP (95).36 Because future mi is not a determiner,
but either a complementizer or a tense head, then assuming that complementizers
and tense heads do not select directly for NPs, (94b) provides strong evidence that
NPs may project covert clausal structure.37
(94) a. ixíP (t
DEM

’ y-mín)
’
q@

mi

paP-nt-ís.

( OBL write-INSTR) FUT fold-DIR -3 SG . ERG

That’s the paper he is going to fold.
b. ixíP (t
DEM

ylmíxw @m.

t@twít) mi

( OBL boy)

chief

FUT

That’s (the boy) who will be a chief.
(95) a. ixíP (t
DEM

’ y-mín)
’
q@

iP

paP-nt-ís.

( OBL write-INSTR) DET fold-DIR -3 SG . ERG

That’s the paper he folded.
b. ixíP (t
DEM

sq@ltmíxw ) iP

( OBL man)

DET

ylmíxw @m.
chief

That’s (the man) who is the chief.
I conclude that nouns may project covert clausal structure in some cases. The implication is that a simple iP DP (96a) may be ambiguously construed as containing
36 Shuswap clefts can also introduce their residues with a future complementizer meP, as data from
Kuipers (1974, 83) shows:

(i)

yé-@kw e yGéy meP mlmálqw ns.
it-QUOT DEM FUT IRED-paint-DIR ?-3 SG . ERG ?
This is the one he’s going to paint.

37 Interestingly, while future mi may introduce either a verb or a noun, it is apparently not able to
introduce an adjective.

(i)

*ixíP axáP mi

cax̌.
red
This is the one that will be red.
DEM DEM OBL

In cleft contexts, the distribution of the morphemes t and mi provide us with a diagnostic for identifying the lexical category of the constituents they precede, since t may only introduce a noun, not a
verb or an adjective (cf. section 8.5.2).
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covert clausal structure (96b) in modifier positions.38
(96) a. Simple iP DP:
[iP [s@xw píx̌@mNP ]DP ]
b. Headless relative clause iP DP:
[iP

1

[[(iP)

DP ]2

s@xw píx̌@m t2 CP ]DP ]

Headed future cleft residues pattern like other relative clauses in allowing both
post-nominal (97a) and pre-posed (97b) ordering.
(97) a. axáP t
DEM OBL

yámx̌w aP

’
k’ w úl-@n,

mi

lut

yaPx̌ís.

cedar.bark.basket FUT make-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG NEG DEM

This is the basket I’m gonna make, not that one.
b. axáP mi
DEM FUT

’
k’ w úl-@n

t

yámx̌w aP,

lut

yaPx̌ís.

make-[ DIR ]-1 SG . ERG OBL cedar.bark.basket NEG DEM

This is the basket I’m gonna make, not that one.
As such, one expects evidence for movement in future clefts (cf. section 6.3.3),
but this is not the case. Specifically, since yámx̌w aP ‘cedar bark basket’ is an
’ ‘I will make x’, the
underlying core object of the relative clause predicate mi k’w úl@n
prediction is that an iP determiner should surface before mi, assuming that mi is in
either C or T position. The fact that iP does not surface strongly suggests that there
is a filter deleting the determiner in this environment, similar to the ‘doubly-filled
complementizer’ effect in English (Henry Davis, p.c.).
The future clefts discussed so far in this section are in principle amenable to the
equative analysis. In contexts for which an adjunct such as a PP is clefted however
(98a), future clefts are not staightforwardly amenable to an equative analysis, since
PPs are not referential expressions. This brings us to a more general problem,
concerning adjunct clefts. Future mi alternates with the complementizer kiP in
non-future adjunct clefts (98b), which I now discuss in further detail.
38 An

iP DP in a modifier position may also be ambiguously analyzed as bare CP, e.g. [[iP DP ]2
s@xw píx̌@m t2 CP ], though since I have already shown that cleft residues are categorially DPs in
Okanagan, I do not further discuss this possibility.
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’
(98) a. kl

’
s@n-kQaw-m@n

mi

LOC LOC -pray- INSTR FUT

kw u

’
Púlus.

1 PL . ABS gather.

It’s at the church that we will gather.
’
b. kl

’
s@n-kQaw-m@n

kiP

LOC LOC -pray- INSTR COMP

kw u

’
Púlus.

1 PL . ABS gather.

It’s at the church that we gathered.

8.9

Chapter Addendum B: Adjunct Clefts

I now move to a discussion of a different type of Okanagan cleft, which I refer
to as adjunct clefts. Adjunct clefts cannot be analyzed as DP equatives, since
neither the focused constituent nor the residue clause can be analyzed as DPs. The
constituent in focus position is an underlying adjunct of the residue clause, usually
a PP or other locative or temporal adverbial. The residue clause is introduced by
the complementizer kiP, rather than by an iP determiner.39
’ nkw rítk
’ w ‘at Glimpse Lake’ occupies the focus poIn (99a) below, a PP iP kl
sition, and a CP kiP kn kspúlxaPx ‘that/where I’ll be camping’ occurs in residue
’ ‘over there’ is in focus position.
position. In (99b) an adverbial demonstrative ikliP
Simple demonstratives can occur in the focus position of an adjunct cleft if they
denote passive agents (99c), for example.
39 I

have at least one example from Hebert’s recorded Upper Nicola corpus where a temporal
adjunct occurs in focus position, while the residue clause is introduced by iP rather than kiP:
(i)

’
’ iP
k’ w uk’ w násq@t
xar’ ntín
iP
sňaPcnmíì
c’ aP.
DET LOC few-days
DET soak- DIR -1 SG . ERG DET deer-skin
It’s for a few days that I soaked the deer hide.
ixíP l

These are judged ungrammatical when tested in an elicitation context, however.
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(99) a. ixíP iP

’
kl

n-kw r’ -ítkw

kiP

kn

ks-púlx-aPx.

n-yellow-water FOC 1 SG . ABS FUT-camp-INCEPT

DEM DET LOC

It’s at Glimpse Lake that I’ll be camping.
’
b. iklíP
kiP

’ klax
’ w.
kì-

DEM FOC LOC -evening

It’s over there that he went out of sight.
c. ixíP kiP
DEM FOC

wík@nt@m.
see-DIR - PASS

He’s the one that was seen.
Adjunct clefts do not allow the pre-posed residue clauses (100), unlike other clefts,
which suggests that the residues are not relative clauses, but bare CPs.40
(100)

ks-púlx-aPx

iP

’
kl

n-kw r’ -itkw .

*ixíP kiP

kn

DEM COMP

1 SG . ABS FUT-camp-INCEPT DET LOC n-yellow-water

It’s up at Glimpse Lake that I’ll be camping.
As with other Okanagan clefts, adjunct clefts lack any presupposition of existence.
To illustrate, consider that the adjunct cleft in (102) below is good as an answer to
either question in (101). As an answer to either question, the focused constituent in
’ nkw r’ itkw ‘at Glimpse Lake’ is not given or presupposed in any sense. The
(102) kl
residue clause kn kspúlxaPx ‘I am going to camp’ is given when it is included in an
answer to (101a), but it is not presupposed as an answer to either (101a) or(101b).
(101) a.ha
YNQ

kw

’ w?
QápnaP sklax

Paws-púlx-aPx

2 SG . ABS go-camp-INCEPT now

evening

Are you gonna go camping this evening?
’ an-cáwt
b.stim

’ w?
QapnáP sklax

what 2 SG . POSS-doings now

evening

What did you do today?
40 Also,

similarly to Thompson Koch (2008a), locative adjunct cleft residues are not introduced by
prepositions, as might be expected if they were formed via the same processes as locative relative
clauses. See section 9.3.2.
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(102)

’
kl

n-kw r’ -itkw

LOC

n-yellow-water COMP 1 SG . ABS FUT-camp-INCEPT

kiP

kn

ks-púlx-aPx.

I’m camping at Glimpse lake.
(Literally, It’s at Glimpse Lake that I’m camping.)
It is unclear whether adjunct clefts carry an implicature of exhaustivity, similar to
other clefts in Okanagan. Data like (103a) are consistent with an analysis whereby
adjunct clefts have no exhaustivity effect, and I have so far been unable to determine that non-cleft data involving locative adjuncts (e.g. 103b) are infelicitous in
contexts for which adjunct clefts are not. If it turns out that adjunct clefts lack any
exhaustivity effect, this could be due to the fact that there is no iP determiner to
contribute an exhaustivity implicature.41
’
(103) a.kl

’
s@n-kQaw-mn

kiP

LOC LOC -pray- INSTR COMP

kw u

yaQp,

uì

’
(nixw ) kl

1 PL . ABS arrive(PL) CONJ (also) LOC

’
’
sn-maPmáyaP-t@n.
LOC - RED -teach- INSTR

We got to the church, and then we went to the classroom.
b.kn

ckicx tl

’
s@n-kQaw-m@n.

1 SG . ABS arrive LOC LOC-pray-INSTR
I came from church.
Though it may be possible to analyze adjunct clefts as equatives, how exactly this
analysis might be spelled out is unclear, and something I leave for future work.

41 While it may be possible to deconstruct kiP into a sequence k ‘complementizer’ plus iP determiner, this is speculative.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion
This closing chapter first summarizes the main findings of this dissertation (section
9.1), then discusses implications of my analysis for Okanagan grammar and future
work in the language (section 9.2). I then conduct a survey of DP-DP structures
in clefts across a handful of Salish languages and discuss whether data in these
languages are amenable to an equative analysis (section 9.3). I end this chapter,
and this dissertation, with some implications of my analysis for theories of nonverbal predication (9.4).

9.1

Summary of Findings

This dissertation has argued for a syntactic, semantic, and information structural
distinction between direct predications in Okanagan, which involve a lexical predicate and a DP argument with no copula or other functional intermediary; and DPDP structures, which are projections of a null equative head (Heycock and Kroch,
1999; Romero, 2005). Okanagan presents an interesting case study for testing theories of copular predication: since there is no overt copula (N. Mattina 1996a),
many of the standard diagnostics in the literature for identifying a particular copular sentence type are inapplicable. Nevertheless, I use independent evidence for
syntactic constituency and semantic type in tandem with word order constraints to
reach useful generalizations about how predication and equation is manifested in
Okanagan.
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English small clauses and copular clauses are canonically subject-initial (Moro,
1997), and the range of predicates which can occur before their subjects is normally restricted to DP predicates. For Okanagan, subject-predicate word order is
remarkably free except in the case of predications involving two DPs. The pattern
of ‘inverse’ predication in Okanagan thus appears to be opposite to that found for
English. The full patterns are given below for both languages (cf. Table 9.7 for the
Okanagan data).
Table 9.1: ‘Canonical-Order’ Predication in Okanagan and English

Okanagan

English

‘Canonical’

X

X

John is a doctor

X

X

Mary is boss

X

X

John is proud of his daughters

X

X

John is the best candidate for the job.

Table 9.2: ‘Inverse-Order’ Predication in Okanagan and English

Okanagan

English

‘Inverse’

X

*

A doctor is John

X

*

Boss is Mary

X

*

Proud of his daughters is John

*

X

The best candidate for the job is John.

The ‘inverse’ Okanagan pattern, as displayed in Table 9.2, suggests that Higgins’ specificational type copular sentences, where a final referential DP is in focus
and interpreted exhaustively (Percus, 1997), are not possible. This is not specifically due to a ban on syntactic inversion for DPs, since none of the inverse patterns
in Okanagan are derived by syntactic inversion (Mikkelsen, 2005; den Dikken,
2006) (sections 7.2.2 and 7.3.2). What distinguishes DPs in Okanagan from lexical categories such as NP is that they are a referential type Longobardi (1994);
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Matthewson (1998), and cannot type shift. I have claimed that the word-order requirement in Okanagan DP-DP structures derives from the fact that they are structurally distinct, projections of a null equative head (Heycock and Kroch, 1999).
Explaining the absence of inverse DP-DP structures in Okanagan raises some
interesting questions regarding the nature of equation in Okanagan. The fixed information structure cannot be explained on purely pragmatic grounds, since the ungrammaticality of the inverse ordering is not related to any old information requirement on specificational subjects (Heycock and Kroch, 1999; Mikkelsen, 2005), but
rather to the semantic type of its DP complement. Okanagan DP-DP structures always involve a directly referential DP (a proper name or demonstrative) or a referential iP DP, and a non-directly referential DP headed by the determiner iP (section
7.5). iP DPs display independent evidence for allowing intensional readings, such
as individual concept readings (Enç, 1981; Demirdache, 1996) and generic readings (Chierchia, 1998). I have claimed that the Okanagan equative head encodes a
semantic asymmetry, and maps the intension of an individual to its extension (type
<<s,e>,<e,t>>) (Romero, 2005; Comorovski, 2007). The semantics, by itself, does
not derive the word order restriction of DP-DP structures, however. Information
structure also plays a role.
The determiner iP carries a maximality implicature (section 5.3.3). In an equative context, the sentence as a whole will carry an exhaustivity implicature, such
that the referent of the directly-referential DP will be interpreted as the only individual equivalent to the referent of the intensional iP DP (section 7.4.1). By
assuming that the directly-referential DP is also assigned a syntactic feature ‘F’
(interpretable as focus) (Jackendoff, 1972) by the equative head, and that focus is
aligned to the left edge of an intonational phrase (Koch, 2008a), the word order
restriction of DP-DP structures, and the absence of specificational sentences from
the language, is accounted for. Analyzing Okanagan DP-DP structures as having
a fixed information structure via a structural focus position receives addition support from evidence that they are information-structurally and morpho-syntactically
equivalent to Okanagan clefts.
Since maximality is only an implicature for Okanagan iP DPs, and the exhaustivity effect in equatives stems from the determiner’s maximality implicature, the
prediction is that exhaustivity too will be an implicature and not an entailment in
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Okanagan. This means that although DP-DP structures do have readings that are
directly analogous to inverse specificationals in English, where the initial DP is
interpreted exhaustively, this is not necessarily the case: in contexts for which the
determiner’s maximality implicature is not satisfied, ‘pseudo-predicational’ readings of DP-DP structures are possible. This is most clearly demonstrated by the
fact that in a non-maximal context, a DP-DP structure will be pragmatically equivalent to a direct predication. This is predicted by the domain restriction semantics
which I motivate for iP in chapter 5.3.3.
In section 7.6 I discuss predications involving either a demonstrative and a
proper name, a demonstrative-associated DP and a proper name, or two proper
names. These might in principle be analyzable as equatives, but I argue that
they are not, based primarily on the fact that demonstratives are never predicates,
proper names can be predicates under certain circumstances, and that a predicative
proper name can precede a subject demonstrative, demonstrative-associated DP, or
proper name for these cases, similarly to other types of direct predication. Descriptively, these sentences fit Higgins’ identificational class (at least the examples with
demonstratives), but in actuality, I argue that they are a form of direct predication,
with the caveat that examples involving simple demonstratives and proper names
may in some cases analyzable as truncated clefts, and hence equative. This analysis
effectively means that while proper names are not predicates in equative structures,
due to the selectional restrictions of the equative head, they may be predicates in
a direct predication. Assuming that identificational sentences may be reduced to a
form of direct predication (Heller, 2005), Higgins’ taxonomy may be reduced to
only two types for Okanagan: equative and predicational (cf. Table 7.3).
There are apparent cases of ‘inverse’ DP-DP structures, however. In contexts
for which a DP-DP structure does not answer a WH-question (e.g. in an outof-the-blue context, or within a monologue), an iP DP may sometimes precede a
directly referential DP. I suggest that these may be instances of either predicate
topicalization or left dislocation, rather than true specificationals. If a fronted iP
DP is outside of the intonational phrase containing a focused subject, then focus
alignment constraints still hold, although the acoustic work remains to be done.
DP-DP structures are information-structurally and morpho-syntactically equivalent to clefts in Okanagan, the only difference between the two being that for a
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cleft, the second DP consists of either a headed or headless relative clause (cf.
chapter 6). Information structurally, clefts include (i) an exhaustivity implicature
rather than a presupposition or entailment (Davis et al., 2004); (ii) the absence of
any presupposition of existence (Davis et al., 2004); and (iii) a ban on focus occurring finally. In tandem with morpho-syntactic evidence, I claim that Okanagan
clefts are also equative structures.
An equative analysis of clefts is novel in the Salish literature, though Shank
(2003) and Koch (2008a) consider this as a possibility for Northern Straits and
Thompson, respectively, before settling on a predicational analysis. An equative
analysis is also not entirely without motivation in the theoretical literature. Percus
(1997), for example, derives clefts from specificational pseudoclefts, which in turn
Heycock and Kroch (1999) argue to be equative. I show that Okanagan supports
theories of English clefts such as Percus (1997) and Hedberg (2000) since (i) the
Okanagan ‘clefting’ demonstrative ixíP was shown to be an underlying constituent
with the residue DP, and (ii) the semantics/pragmatics of Okanagan clefts may be
traced to the semantics/pragmatics of the determiner iP. Since Okanagan clefts are
derived from the equivalent of inverse specificational sentences, where the residue
clause is generated in final position, extraposing is unnecessary.

9.2

Implications for Okanagan Grammar

This section summarizes the major empirical contributions of this thesis before
discussing further questions. These further questions may be thought of as setting
a research agenda for future work in the area.

9.2.1

Empirical Contributions

This dissertation has made several important empirical contributions to our understanding of Okanagan syntax and semantics. I will briefly discuss the more major
contributions in the following areas:
a.

Determiner Semantics (chapter 5)

b.

Relative Clauses (chapter 6)

c.

Predication and Equation (chapter 7)
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d.

Clefts (chapter 8)

Determiner Semantics
Chapter 5 consists of a detailed investigation of the semantic properties of the
Okanagan determiner iP and the oblique marker t in argument contexts. It was
shown that Okanagan shares many of the same semantic properties as Lillooet
assertion-of-existence determiners (Matthewson, 1998, 1999) and Squamish deictic determiners (Gillon, 2006, 2009a), but crucially permits narrow scope readings
and intensional readings. Other than N. Mattina (2006) which investigates determiners in Moses-Columbian, this chapter represents the only thorough account of
determiner semantics in a Southern Interior Salish language. My analysis provides crucial points of comparison with determiners in Northern Interior Salish,
supports N. Mattina’s analysis of Moses-Columbian determiners with comparative
evidence, and provides a basis for understanding the semantics of Okanagan equative DP-DP structures and clefts.
Relative Clauses
Chapter 6 discusses nominal modification in Okanagan, and the difference between
attributive modification and relative clauses. I show that Okanagan relative clauses
provide evidence for clause-internal movement of a DP to the left-periphery of CP,
a pattern that has been established for the Northern Interior languages of Lillooet
(Davis, 2004, 2010a) and Thompson (Kroeber, 1997; Koch, 2006). Like other
Salish languages, Okanagan allows both headed and headless relative clauses, as
well as both head-initial and head-final variants.
Predication and Equation
Chapter 7 represents the first detailed investigation of predication and equation in a
Salish language, and elucidates previous observations made by N. Mattina (1996b)
and A. Mattina (2000), supporting their descriptive statements concerning the existence of equative structures. They claim that there ‘is no copula’ in Okanagan
equatives (Mattina, 1996b, 30). While this is true in the sense that there is no verb
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‘to be’, I have claimed that there must be a null functional head in equative structures, since neither of the two DP constituents can be a predicate. The semantics
of the equative head fit with intensionality-based accounts of English equatives
(Romero, 2005; Comorovski, 2007), and the Okanagan data support the possibility
of reducing Higgins’ taxonomy to two types, predicational and equative, for at least
some languages. The Okanagan equative data additionally support Koch’s (2008a)
analysis of Thompson River Salish, where a focused constituent must align to the
left-edge of an intonation phrase; however, focus-alignment facts are less clear for
direct predications.
Clefts
Chapter 8 shows that Okanagan clefts are information-structurally equivalent to
simpler DP-DP structures, supporting an analysis whereby both types are syntactically equivalent. The semantic and pragmatic properties of Okanagan clefts support previous investigations of clefts in Thompson (Koch, 2008a, 2009; Koch and
Zimmermann, 2009), as well as Lillooet and Northern Straits (Davis et al., 2004),
though they warrant a different syntactic analysis. Residues in Okanagan clefts are
DPs, rather than bare CPs, as evidenced by the fact that the residues may contain
an overt NP head. This difference raises some interesting typological and historical
questions, some of which I seek to address later in section 9.3.

9.2.2

Further Questions

There are many unanswered questions, and much further work to be done for
Okanagan in the areas of predication, focus, and clefts, as well as more generally in the areas of clause-level syntax and semantics. I seek to address a few of
these here in this section.
Acoustic Evidence for Focus
Perhaps the most pressing unanswered questions stem from the lack of acoustic
data for Okanagan DP-DP structures and clefts. Barthmaier (2004) establishes the
existence of intonational phrases in Okanagan by acoustically analyzing several
narrative passages from A. Mattina and DeSautel (2002); however no further work
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has been done in this area. Information-structurally, it can be established that focus
aligns to the left in Okanagan equatives; however a detailed investigation of the
acoustic correlates of focus similar to that of Koch (2008a) for Thompson River
Salish remains to be carried out. I have assumed, based on my own impressions,
that there is no acoustic correlate to focus in Okanagan, similar to Thompson.
A detailed acoustic analysis may potentially shed light on unexplained cases of
inversion (section 7.7), and confirm whether these may or may not be cases of
predicate topicalization, for example.
As a related issue, a focused constituent in an Okanagan direct predication does
not appear to be strictly subject to a FOCUS - LEFT constraint (Koch, 2008a), unlike
the case for the focused DP in an equative structure. This is indicated by the availability of flexible subject-predicate word ordering for direct predications in the context of a WH-question. While direct predications involving headless relative clause
arguments (i.e. NPCs) seem to show a stronger preference for focus-predicate initial ordering, the reasons for this variability, as well as the more general difference
between focus alignment in direct predications versus equatives, remain unclear.
Koch (2008a) found that fronted subjects in Thompson NPCs constitute a separate
intonation phrase, and that as such, a focused predicate in final position may still be
left-most within its intonation phrase. I suggested that unexplained cases of inverse
DP-DP structures might be explained similarly (section 7.7), though the acoustic
work has yet to be undertaken.
Semantics of Demonstratives
Another area in need of further research concerns the semantics of demonstratives
(cf. cursory remarks in section 8.6.2). In this thesis, I have assumed that simple
demonstratives are directly referential (Kaplan, 1977, 1989) argument expressions
based on evidence that their distributions are equivalent to other DPs in argument
contexts, and that they cannot function as syntactic predicates. Additionally, based
on distributional and pragmatic evidence I have made the blanket assumption that
demonstratives adjoined to iP DPs and demonstratives adjoined to t NPs are both
categorially DPs (cf. section 4.6.1, and Matthewson and Davis (1995) for Lillooet). It is unclear however what the semantic contribution of demonstratives is in
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contexts in which they adjoin to a DP, especially given that they appear to be transparent to intensional readings. It is also unclear what the internal syntax of these
structures is. A successful answer to these questions may potentially have major
ramifications for my analysis of Okanagan clefts. While I believe there is good evidence that demonstratives cannot be simple property denoting expressions, it may
be worthwhile investigating the possibility that demonstratives may be higher type
predicates (King, 2001). A related problem concerns so-called ‘discourse’ uses of
demonstratives, and how these compare with demonstratives in argument contexts
(Lyon (2010b), cf. section 8.6.2).
Discourse Constraints on Inversion
It is an interesting fact that WH-questions in Okanagan do not license specificational sentences, even in cases where an initial iP DP is discourse old (Birner,
1996; Mikkelsen, 2005), and no less interesting that sentences resembling specificationals are possible in out-of-the-blue and ongoing topic contexts (section 7.7).
Explaining this pattern from the larger perspective of whether there may or may not
be universal constraints on DP ‘inversion’ remains a major area of further study.
While it seems clear that being discourse-old is not a universally sufficient condition for a DP being able to invert around a subject (Mikkelsen, 2005), for Okanagan
at least, it seems likely that ‘focus’ will ultimately be the more relevant factor in
explaining this pattern.
Question/Answer Congruence
In sections 7.4.1 and 8.3.2 it was shown that in question/answer contexts for which
an exhaustive answer is required, a DP-DP structure or cleft must be used, rather
than a direct predication. I suggested that this may be due to a conversational
implicature arising from the use of iP in answer contexts: since direct predications
do not imply exhaustivity, it is more informative for a speaker to use a DP-DP
structure or cleft in a context for which an exhaustive reading is required. This is
reminiscent of the fact that in English, a speaker cannot felicitously use a marked
rising-intonation pattern in a context for which an exhaustive answer is required,
and the Okanagan pattern makes sense assuming that intonation does not signal
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exhaustivity in the language. This needs to be confirmed by acoustic evidence,
however.
Focus and Focus-Sensitive Operators
The syntactic correlates of focus remain poorly understood in Okanagan, and little
work has been done in terms of investigating the role which focus-sensitive operators like kmix/kmax ‘only’ play in Okanagan. Other related topics in need of
further work include second-occurrence focus and focus projection.
Nominal Modification
While the groundwork has been laid for a thorough analysis of nominal modification in Okanagan (chapter 6), there remain many unanswered questions. For
example, head-final pattern 3, as discussed in Table 6.4 where the oblique marker
precedes both the head and the modifier, is consistent with both attributive and
relative clause modification. The question arises as to whether it is possible to
disambiguate this pattern. Regarding head-initial pattern 3, which I suggest is indicative of relative clause modification, is there a way of establishing that these
cases involve clause-internal movement? As another issue for further research,
Davis (2011) discusses post-nominal attributive modification in Lillooet, and it remains unclear whether this is possible in Okanagan. Perhaps most pressing is the
question of why patterns of relative clause modification differ for cleft versus noncleft contexts. For example, head-initial pattern 6 is ungrammatical in non-cleft
contexts, but grammatical for a cleft residue. While there is evidence for clauseinternal movement of a DP in cleft residues, in keeping with relative clauses in
other syntactic contexts, it is less forthcoming for clefts.

9.3

Implications for Salish

The existence of DP-DP structures in Okanagan leads me to ask the following
questions: do any other Salish languages have DP-DP stuctures? If so, are they
similar to or the same as clefts in these languages? Is it possible for the equative
analysis to be extended to DP-DP structures and clefts in other Salish languages?
The answers to all these questions appear to be ‘yes’. This section investigates data
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from other Salish languages, the overall goal being to provide future researchers
interested in predication and equation across Salish with a data base and a set of
generalizations from which to begin.
Table 9.3 below is intended to provide a key to understanding different structures across Salish in terms of how strongly a given structure supports the equative
hypothesis. The strongest evidence for equatives come from DP-DP structures with
no overt copula, and where each DP is headed by a non-vacuous determiner that
selects for simple NPs (line 1). Cases where one of the constituents is a demonstrative or proper name provide less strong evidence, since these may be predicative in
some Salish languages (line 2). Variants of lines 1-2 which include an overt copula
or non-constituent demonstrative (lines 3-4) constitute still weaker evidence, since
these elements may also be used in clefts, which are not necessarily equative. Variants of lines 1-2 which include a demonstrative (D) or complementizer (C) headed
clause as one of the constituents (lines 5-6) constitute even weaker evidence, since
depending on the language, the status of these constituents as DPs may be suspect.
Finally, lines 7-8 represent canonical cases of clefting in Salish, and represent the
weakest evidence for equatives.1 The analysis of clefts as equatives is contingent
on both focus and residue being categorially DPs. A no less valuable perspective
may be gleaned from turning Table 9.3 on its head; namely, whether it may be the
case that simple DP-DP structures in a particular Salish language may be analyzed
as clefts.
1I

do not represent the possibility of null determiners in Table 9.3, although these are common in
Southern Interior Salish. Unless there is strong independent motivation for assigning a DP structure
in these cases, structures involving null determiners do not offer particularly strong evidence for
equation.
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Table 9.3: DP-DP Structures as Evidence for Equation across Salish: Arranged by Constituency Type from Strongest to Weakest Evidence

Overt Copula or

First

Demonstrative

‘focus’

‘residue’

1

*

[D NP]

[D NP]

2

*

[DEM / P.N.]

[D NP]

*

[D NP]

[DEM / P.N.]

3

X

[D NP]

[D NP]

4

X

[DEM / P.N.]

[D NP]

X

[D NP]

[DEM / P.N.]

*

[D NP]

[D/C clause]

*

[D/C clause]

[D NP]

*

[DEM / P.N.]

[D/C clause]

*

[D/C clause]

[DEM / P.N.]

X

[D NP]

[D/C clause]

X

[D/C clause]

[D NP]

X

[DEM / P.N.]

[D/C clause]

X

[D/C clause]

[DEM / P.N.]

5
6
7
8

DP

Second

DP

What follows are fragmentary data sets from other Salish languages, exhibiting
patterns shown in Table 9.3. How well each different language supports the equative hypothesis depends on whether data corresponding to lines 1-4 are possible in
a particular language, and whether cleft residues may be safely analyzed as DPs.
Some languages will rank more highly with regards to Table 9.3 than other languages, as we shall see. I should reiterate that this is only a preliminary survey, and
that I make no definitive claims with regards to any other Salish languages besides
Okanagan. The data from each language investigated here merit further study.
One limiting factor of this survey is the absence of negative data from the corpus for languages whose primary sources are texts or text-based grammars. For
example, in most languages I have been unable to verify the extent of subjectpredicate word order flexibility, or the presence or absence of specificational sen360

tences. Another major limiting factor for Southern Interior Salish is the fact that
determiners are commonly null in argument contexts, which means that distinguishing an NP predicate from a DP is not easy.
First, I survey data in other Southern Interior Salish languages (9.3.1): Kalispel
(Montana Salish), Coeur d’Alene, and Moses-Columbian. Next, I move on to
Northern Interior Salish languages (9.3.2): Shuswap, Thompson, and Lillooet.
Then, I briefly discuss data from Northern Straits and Bella Coola (9.3.3), before
summarizing the section (9.3.4). There are data from other Salish languages which
are not discussed here. See Kroeber (1999, ch. 7) for an overview.

9.3.1

Implications for Southern Interior Salish

Various complications arise when trying to establish the existence of DP-DP structures in the Southern Interior. These include:
a.

the fact that argument introducing determiners are often optional

b.

some question as to the distribution of determiners versus complementizers
in the Southern Interior

c.

establishing that the second DP in a putative DP-DP structure can contain
an overt NP head

I summarize the data for Southern Interior Salish, and how the data inform us with
regards to the existence of equative structures, at the end of this subsection.
Kalispel (Montana Salish)
Kalispel, like Okanagan, seems to permit both subject-initial (1) and subject-final
(2) direct predications. Examples (1a, 2a) may be analyzable as a Higgins’-type
identificational sentence, which I have characterized as a type of direct predication
in section 7.6.1. Also similarly to Okanagan, subject-initial predications do not
necessarily involve topicalization (Nico Baier, p.c. 2013).
(1) a. iše
DEM . DIST

pus.
cat

‘That is a cat’.

(Kalispel, Tachini Pete p.c. 2011)
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b. iše

ayx̌t.

DEM . DIST

tired

‘He gets tired’.
c. čon

(Kalispel, Tachini Pete p.c. 2011)

ilmíxw m.

John chief
‘John is the chief’
d. ìu
DET

(Kalispel, Tachini Pete p.c. 2011)

smPem sxw mimeyePm.
woman teacher

The woman is a teacher.

(Kalispel, Tachini Pete p.c. 2011)

(2) a. pus ìiheP.
cat DEM . PROX
‘This is a cat’.

(Kalispel, Tachini Pete p.c. 2011)
sxw mimeyePm.

b. smPem ìu

woman DET teacher
The teacher is a woman.

(Kalispel, Tachini Pete p.c. 2011)

Kalispel also exhibits what seem to be DP-DP structures (3), with an NP being introduced by the determiner ìu(P). (3e) is particularly compelling evidence for
equative structures in the language (cf. line 1 in Table 9.3). Furthermore, the indefinite translation of the second DP in (3e) indicates that like Okanagan, Kalispel
DP-DP structures permit pseudo-predicational readings.2
(3) a. iše

ìu

DEM . DIST DET

pus.
cat

‘That is a cat’.
b. šey’

ìu

DEM . DIST DET

(Kalispel, Tachini Pete p.c. 2011)
pus.
cat

‘That is a cat’. (What I refer to is a cat.) (Kalispel, Tachini Pete p.c. 2011)
2 The

difference between šey (e.g. 3b) and iše (e.g. 3a) is unclear. The former iše(P) is glossed
as ‘DEM; deictic’ in Camp (2007, 109), while šey, or šéPi, is glossed as ‘that; šePi, šéP, šeP in
Camp (2007, 116). Based on translations, it seems that both might function as argument expressions,
however there are distributional differences between the two, such that iše(P) cannot occur finally
(cf. 5-6).
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c. iše

ilmíxw m.

ìu

DEM . DIST DET

chief

‘That specific person is a/the chief.’
d. čon

ìu

(Kalispel, Tachini Pete p.c. 2011)

ilmíxw m.

John DET chief
‘John is the chief’
e. ìu
DET

smPem ìu

(Kalispel, Tachini Pete p.c. 2011)
sxw mimeyePm.

woman DET teacher

The woman is a teacher.

(Kalispel, Tachini Pete p.c. 2011)

A complicating factor when studying DP-DP structures in Kalispel comes from
the fact that bare-nominal arguments are allowed (this is a more general analytical
issue for Southern Interior Salish, outside of Okanagan). In (4a), the object argument sqélixw is not introduced by any determiner, unlike the case for Upper Nicola
Okanagan. (4b) either shows that demonstratives can occur in D-position, or else
that a demonstrative can adjoin to a null-headed DP.
(4) a. hoy čn

n-Puìxw u

wíč-(n)t-n

sqélixw i

túP.

then 1 SG . ABS n-go.in and see-DIR -1 SG . ERG people PART crowd
I went in and saw crowds of people. (Kalispel, Camp (2007, p.19, text III)
b. hoy xw ist ìiPé

’
ìttwit.

then walk DEM . PROX young.boy
Then the young man walked away. (Kalispel, Camp (2007, p.28, text IV)
Despite data showing that subject-final predications are possible (2), it seems
clear that the Kalispel demonstrative iše cannot occur after the predicate. This is as
expected for DP-DP structures (5) under the equative analysis I have proposed for
Okanagan, but also seems to hold for direct predications (6), which is unexpected,
assuming that the Kalispel demonstrative iše is cognate with Okanagan ixíP,3 and
assuming that it is able to function as an argument DP. Sarah Thomason (p.c. 2013)
notes that iše may function as a discourse particle, though in this case its distribu3 In Kalispel and Coeur d’Alene, proto-Salish plain velar obstruents /k/ and /x/ are palatalized to
/č/ and /š/, respectively (Kuipers, 2002, 3).
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tion is even more unexpected, given that discourse uses of Okanagan ixíP tend to
occur in initial position (cf. Lyon (2010b)).
(5)

*ìu pus iše.
DET

cat DEM . DIST

‘That is the cat’.

(Kalispel, Tachini Pete p.c. 2011)

(6) a. *pus iše.
cat

DEM . DIST

That is a cat.

(Kalispel, Tachini Pete p.c. 2011)

b. *ayx̌t iše.
tired

DEM . DIST

He gets tired.

(Kalispel, Tachini Pete p.c. 2011)

c. *ilmíxw m iše.
chief

DEM . DIST

This is a chief.

(Kalispel, Tachini Pete p.c. 2011)

There are also unexplained Kalispel data which seem to show a demonstrative šey’
as an argument of a determiner (7a,b), which may be evidence that some demonstratives are underlyingly predicative in Kalispel. The same is not true of iše (7c),
which given that it is cognate with Okanagan ixíP is unsurprising. The data in
(7a,b) are consistent with identificational interpretations, where the initial constituent is an NP predicate, and not a DP.
(7) a. pus ìu

’
šey.

cat DET DEM . DIST
‘That is a cat’.
b. čon

ìu

(Kalispel, Tachini Pete p.c. 2011)

’
šey.

John DET DEM . DIST
‘That is John’.
c. *ilmíxw m ìu
chief

(Kalispel, Tachini Pete p.c. 2011)
iše.

DET DEM . DIST

‘This is a chief’.

(Kalispel, Tachini Pete p.c. 2011)
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There are clearer cases of identificational uses of DP-DP structures involving the
determiner ìu(P)in Kalispel (8a), given that ìu(P) can precede a proper name in
an introductory context. This is directly parallel to Okanagan identificationals (cf.
section 7.6.1), morphologically speaking (8b) since both languages utilize a variant
of the particle ì. In Upper Nicola Okangan, however ì@ and ìaP are complementizers and not determiners. This does not necessarily mean that Kalispel ìu(P) may
not function as both a complementizer and a determiner (cf. Thompson; Koch
(2008a, 2009)). If ìu(P) is functioning as a complementizer in (8a), this potentially allows us to analyze the demonstratives in (7a,b) as referential expressions
embedded within a CP, rather than predicative.4
(8) a. šey’

ìu

DEM . DIST DET

čon.
John

‘That is John’.
b. ixíP

ì@

DEM . DIST COMP

(Kalispel, Tachini Pete p.c. 2011)
Spike.
John

That is Spike.

(Okanagan)

Nevertheless, Camp (2007) glosses ìu(P) as an ‘article’, and I take data like (3e)
to be strong evidence that it is a determiner in at least some cases. Furthermore,
from a cursory examination of the corpus, it has a distribution nearly identical to
Okanagan iP. For example, it introduces passive agents:
(9)

kw u

sew-nt-m

ìuP t

’ w px̌
’ w út.
hin-px̌

1 SG . ABS ask-DIR - PASS DET OBL 1 SG . POSS-parents
My parents asked me.

(Kalispel, Camp (2007, p.24, text III)

Textual data (Camp, 2007) show examples of DP-DP structures and clefts.5
(10a,b) may be analyzed as equative under the assumption that the initial demonstrative is referential, while (10c) shows a clear example of a headless relative
4 Notice also that (8a) is essentially the reverse of (7b). This may suggest that ìu is being reanalyzed as a copula, rather than a determiner. See Gillon (2006) who assigns the non-deictic determiner
kwi the semantics of a predicational copula, although it does not have the distribution of a copula.
The point is that a semantically weak (or vacuous) determiner may be reinterpreted as a copula, a
linker of sorts, rather than being inherently associated with a following nominal.
5 šéyu is glossed as a DEM (Camp, 2007, 116).
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clause being introduced by a determiner.
(10) a. šéyu

ìuP hin-sqltmixw .

DEM . DIST DET

1 SG . POSS-man

...That is my husband.
b. šéPi

(Kalispel, Camp (2007, 37))

ìuP qw uyePé

DEM . PROX DET

’
hin-k’ w n-čst-míst-tn

1 SG . INDEP 1 SG . POSS-try-hand-INTR . REFLEX - INSTR

‘This is my fixing’.
c. šéPi

(Kalispel, Camp (2007, 53))

ìuP qeP-eìtc’ lálqw -i.

DEM . PROX DET FUT -play.stick.game.again- FUT

This is the one who now is going to play.

(Kalispel, Camp (2007, 78))

Kalispel clefts may be amenable to the equative analysis. In (11), an initial demonstrative may be analyzed as adjoined to a null-headed locative relative clause in
focus position. The residue clause is an NP inflected with irrealis morphology (cf.
section 5.2.9).
(11)

šéPi

ìuP i

DEM . DIST DET LOC

kw íl-lqs = ìuP i-qs-mPém.
red-shirt = DET 1 SG . POSS - U . POSS-wife

That one in the red shirt will be my wife.
(Kalispel, Kroeber (1995, II, 19))
Like Okanagan, initial demonstratives are most likely optional in clefts and DPDP structures, as indicated by data like (12a). This example also shows that clefts
with residues introduced by a future complementizer are possible in Kalispel, as in
Okanagan (8.8) and Shuswap (9.3.2), where a doubly-filled complementizer filter
prevents the future marker from co-occuring with a clause-introducing determiner.
Though translations constitute weak evidence, the translation of (12a) suggests
that there is a null focused demonstrative, and that the initial DP is topicalized, as
represented in (12b). Though there is no overt mention of fire in the discourse, the
speaker earlier identifies himself as ‘Sweat-Lodge’, and so assuming that there is a
null focus in these cases, pragmatic inference may license topicalization.
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’
(12) a. ìuP hin-s-wl-ši
DET

’
hin-qì-x̌aq-mn.

m

1 SG . POSS-fire FUT 1 SG . POSS-pay-INSTR

My fire, that will be my payment.
’
b. ìuP hin-s-wl-ši,
DET

’
hin-qì-x̌aq-mn.

= m

1 SG . POSS-fire

(Kalispel, Camp (2007, 85))

FUT

1 SG . POSS-pay-INSTR

My fire, that will be my payment.

(Kalispel)

Clefts may also involve č@mí ‘only’ in Kalispel (13). The deictic cí is glossed
as ‘this; deictic’ in Camp (2007, 104), and presumably forms a constituent with
’ láx̌ts
’
s@lx̌a
‘his friends’, exemplifying the tendency for demonstratives to take the
place of determiners before nominals in argument positions (cf. 4b).
(13)

’ láx̌t-s
’
s@-lx̌a-

m

č@mí cí

m

qéP

FUT

only DEM . DIST NOM - RED-friend-3 SG . POSS FUT 1 PL . TRANS
Píìntm.
eat-TR -1 PL . TRANS.

...and we will eat only his friends.

(Kalispel, Camp (2007, 59))

Finally, I found a textual example which exhibits a specificational ordering (14),
similar to Okanagan data in section 7.7. This example may be analyzable as an
identificational sentence.
(14)

šéPi ìuP qeP-@ì-t-c’ l-álqw -i

ìuP s-kw est-s

DEM DET FUT -play.stick.game- FUT DET

name-3 SG . POSS

’
s-x̌w i-x̌w i-ì-t-twít.
Sleepy.Boy
The name of this man who was now going to play, was Sleepy Boy.
Literally: The one who was going to play the stick game, his name was
Sleepy Boy.

(Kalispel, Camp (2007, 79))

Coeur d’Alene
Relevant data from Coeur d’Alene is less forthcoming; however Doak (1997) and
Reichard (1947) include data which might be considered to exemplify DP-DP
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structures and clefts. The elements xw E, cE, and ìE are listed as determiners in
Doak (1997, 41), and the elements hiì and ì are listed as subordinators (i.e. complementizers) (Doak, 1997, 43), with ì possibly being a reduced form of hiì.
In (15a), a determiner xw E introduces what is arguably an NP, though it is
unclear whether the initial demonstrative ciP may be analyzable as a predicate.
In (15b), the determiner introduces what is clearly an ergative-inflected relative
clause.6 Assuming that smax̌íPčn’ ‘Grizzly Bear’ is being used as a proper name
in this context, it may also be analyzable as a DP. A similar example is shown as
(15c), where a different determiner ìE introduces the residue. A third determiner cE
introduces an ergative-inflected relative clause in (15d), however the focused constituent pípEPEt ‘our father’ is straightforwardly analyzable as an NP, hence (15d)
may be considered to be an NPC.7 For lack of clearer evidence, all the examples in
(15) may be analyzable as NPCs.
xw E hn-s-cEn-kw ínxw -cn.

(15) a. ciP

DEM . DIST DET

1 SG . POSS - NOM - CUST- LOC-take-mouth

That was my answer.
’ s-max̌íPčn’
b. kw um
then

(Coeur d’Alene, Doak (1997, 272, ex. 525))
’
xw E šiPt-Es-čE(t)talqinEP-nt-s.

Grizzly.bear DET first-CONN-stomp.on-DIR -3 SG . ERG

Grizzly Bear was the first to stomp on him.
(Coeur d’Alene, Reichard texts: Lynx, 037)
’ č’ n’ ìE
pEP

c. yo
INTERJ

’
ču

lut

hE

s-či-nPúìxw -s.

Lynx DET missing NEG COMP NOM - CISL-enter-3 SG . POSS

My! It is Lynx that is the absent one...
(Coeur d’Alene, Reichard texts: Lynx, 014d)
’
d. Ekw n tuP
say

pípEP-Et

cE

pulu(t)-st-xw .

well father-1 PL . POSS DET kill-CAUS -2 SG . ERG

They said “It is our father that you killed.”
(Coeur d’Alene, Reichard texts: Coyote Steals Son’s wife, 120b)
6 Shannon

Bischoff has provided the glosses for the Reichard text examples. I leave the Coeur
d’Alene in its original transcription rather than converting it to the Americanist orthography.
7 Though it is possible that pípEP-Et ‘our father’ is a DP, albeit with a null determiner.
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Example (16) comes from a text, and shows a topicalized DP consisting of a
demonstrative and an NP (no determiner), followed by a focused DP (in bold type
here), and what appears to be a headless relative clause introduced by a complementizer h:ì, which is presumably the same complementizer hiì listed in (Doak,
1997, 43), minus the vowel. These data suggest that Coeur d’Alene data with clear
examples of focused DPs may not be analyzable as equatives, and supports an
analysis of the data in (15) as examples of NPCs.
(16)

tsārw tsi´ntcn’ h:ì
˙
then DEM . PROX bucket DET coyote’s.son COMP
’
xw iyā

hOi

ì:tci´p ìā

sāxw ts.
pack-DIR -3 SG . ERG
Then this bucket, Coyote’s youngest was the one who packed it.
(Coeur d’Alene, Reichard texts: Badger and Coyote)
Data involving focused independent pronouns show that residues are not necessarily introduced by either a determiner or a complementizer. In (17a), the residue
is introduced by future čEì, perhaps due to a double-filled complementizer filter
(cf. Okanagan and Shuswap). In (17b), the residue is introduced by what Bischoff
glosses as a ‘connective’ but which I assume is a complementizer, following Doak
(1997, 43), rather than a determiner ìE. Assuming that ì in (17b) is indeed a complementizer, and thus indicative a true cleft structure (cf. 16), the focused independent
pronoun may be analyzable as a DP.8
(17) a. nEPkw un ìE
think
hE

smyiw čEP

čn

PEngw t

čEì

čn

x̌Eminč

Coyote ought 1 SG . ABS 1 SG . INDEP FUT like COMP
’ttaq
’ w in.
’

DET

Snipe
Coyote thought, “I ought to be the one who is liked by Snipe...”
(Coeur d’Alene, Reichard texts: Coyote Steals Son’s Wife, 004a)
8 Although

the fact that absolutive morphology attaches to them rather seems to indicate that
independent pronouns are predicates, at least from the Okanagan perspective.
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PEngw t

čn

b. hE

cE-n-kw in-[n]t-s-n.

ì

1 SG . ABS 1 SG . INDEP COMP CUST-n-take-DIR -2 SG . ACC -1 SG . ERG

COMP

I am the one who saved you.
(Coeur d’Alene, Reichard texts: Coyote Steals Son’s Wife, 132b)
I have found several examples of specificational-like word orderings in the corpus.
(18a), ironically, appears at first glance to be the strongest evidence thus far for
equatives in Coeur d’Alene; however, the translation indicates that the proper name
is an appositive of sorts, and that it might be better analyzed as involving a null
focus, as in (18b).
(18) a. xw E hn-s-qw É- sqw Es-EP
DET

xw E Ernie...

1 SG . POSS - NOM-son DET Ernie

It was my son, Ernie ...
b.

(Coeur d’Alene Doak (1997)))

= xw E hn-s-qw É- sqw Es-EP,
DET

xw E Ernie...

1 SG . POSS - NOMs-son DET Ernie

It was my son, Ernie ...
Based on weak translation evidence, example (19) below may show a focused
proper name in final position, but tellingly, it is introduced by a complementizer,
and not a determiner. Assuming that Coeur d’Alene follows the Okanagan pattern for these cases (and arguably Kalispel as well), (19) may be analyzed as an
identificational sentence.9
(19)

xw iP

xw E x̌Eminč hE

DEM . PROX DET

like

qElpyE.

COMP

Black.Swan

Black Swan was the one liked.
Literally: That one who was liked is Black Swan.
(Coeur d’Alene, Reichard texts: Coyote Steals Son’s Wife, 003a)
The status of the initial particle hE in (19) and (17b) is unclear. N. Mattina (2006,
102) lists it as an ‘article’, on par with the other three determiners listed in Doak
(1997, 41), and cognate with Okanagan iP. If this is indeed the case, then data like
9 Alternatively,

(19) may be a cleft, equivalent to It is the one who was liked that is Black Swan,
although the equivalent cleft in Okanagan is not possible.
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(19) may in fact be analyzable as a specificational DP-DP structure.
Moses-Columbian
Moses-Columbian exhibits relatively clear examples of DP-DP structures. Analyzing the data is complicated by the fact that just as in Kalispel, determiners are
optional in Moses-Columbian (Willett (2003), N. Mattina (2006)). In (20), an overt
determiner Paní introduces an NP forming a DP constituent which might be analyzed as standing in an equative relationship with an initial proximal demonstrative
PaxáP.10
(20) a. PaxáP

[Paní Mary l

DEM . PROX DET

Mary GEN house-3 SG . POSS

This is Mary’s house.
b. PaxáP

wa

stxw ul-s DP ].
(Moses-Columbian, N. Mattina (2002, 264))

[Paní Mary l

DEM . PROX ABS DET

stxw ul-s DP ].

Mary GEN house-3 SG . POSS

This is Mary’s house. (Moses-Columbian, N. Mattina (2006, 111, ex. 35))
Willett (2003, 87) notes that since the particle wa optionally marks absolutive arguments, as in (20b)11 , this implies that the demonstratives in these cases are intransitive predicates. If the demonstratives are predicates, the prediction based on the
Okanagan pattern is that they should also be able to follow their DP arguments, especially given that while ‘unmarked intransitive word order is VS’ (Willett, 2003,
95), SV is also possible as a case of ‘unmarked fronting’ (p.105). (21) is such an
example,12 but I have not been able to find any data involving PaxáP in final position to substantiate the claim that these are predicates, nor do Moses-Columbian
demonstratives appear to function as complements to Paní, which might be pre10 Willett (2003, 84) and N. Mattina (2006, 102) both analyze PaxáP, as well as Pací and PaìúP as
determiners on par with Paní, rather than as demonstratives. It is unclear what the examples in (20)
would mean, however, if both PaxáP and Paní were determiners, and in any case, they should not be
interpretable as complete propositions. As such, I analyze PaxáP as a demonstrative, cognate with
Okanagan proximal axáP (cf. N. Mattina (2006, 102)).
11 The determiner Paní is also optional in these cases.
12 ‘Grandfather’ has already been introduced, but not mentioned in the immediately preceding
context. ‘Grandfather’s hands’ were mentions 3 stanzas previous, however. These cases of unmarked
fronting are different from left-dislocated ‘and-fronting’ constructions, for which an initial DP is
separated from the rest of the sentence by kw aP ‘and’.
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dicted if demonstratives were predicative (cf. Kalispel 7a,b).
(21)

Paná

s-p@-pásaP

Pac-ìá....q-@lx.

DET [?] NOM - RED -grandfather CUST -sit( SG)-body

Grandfather was sitting down.
(Moses-Columbian, The Story of Crow’s Daughter, Davis (1990, 40))
Clefts in Moses-Columbian may show evidence for being equative, though this
is unclear. For the cases in (22) below, a residue clause is introduced by a complementizer ìuP, which is not used as a determiner in Moses-Columbian (like in
Okanagan, but unlike in Kalispel and Coeur d’Alene) and does not seem to occur in
relativization contexts either (Willett, 2003, section 5.4).13 Absolutive wa-marking
in (22a,b) is interesting because it either marks the residue as an internal argument
of the focused constituent, or else introduces a null NP which is co-referent with
the focused absolutive (cf. Lyon (2011)).
’
(22) a. sňaPcín@m
ìuP
deer

wa

COMP ABS

’
Pawtáp-s

’
twít.

follow-[ TR ]-3. ERG boy

It was the deer that the boy followed.
(Moses-Columbian, Willett (2003, 109, ex.120))
b. Mary ìuP

wa

káì-xt-s

t

yámx̌w aP John, lut

Mary COMP ABS give-APPL -3. ERG OBL basket
Isabel.

wa

John NEG ABS

Isabel
It was Mary that John gave a basket to, not Isabel.
(Moses-Columbian, Willett (2003, 109, ex.122))
kì-c’ @m-us-n.
˙ ˙˙
John COMP kì-suck-face-(dir)-1sg.erg

c. John ìuP

John is the one I kissed.
(Moses-Columbian, Ewa Czaykowska-Higgins, fieldnotes, 92.196)
If, as seems likely, the second constituent in (22) is a predicative CP rather than
13 Willett

(2003, 107-108) classifies these as ‘quasi-clefts’ (i.e. NPCs), where the initial NP functions as a predicate.
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a DP, then following an analysis like Shank (2003) and Koch (2008a), the initial
nominal should be a referential DP, i.e. these are true clefts. This seems like a
plausible analysis for the data in (22), given that determiners are regularly null,
given that ‘deer’ and ‘boy’ receive maximal interpretations despite the absence of
any overt determiner, and given that there are other similar data involving focused
NPs which are introduced by overt deictics (23):
(23)

Pací

smPámm ìuP

DEM . DIST

woman

t

COMP OBL

múxw t.
laugh

It was that woman who laughed.
(Moses-Columbian, Willett (2003, 109, ex.125))
Other types of Moses-Columbian focus structures have residues that are introduced by determiners (24a) or other deictics (24b).14 As with the data involving
complementizer-introduced residues (22), bare nominals are possible in initial position.
(24) a. stxw úl Paní Pi[n]-s-c-táw.
house DET 1 SG . POSS - NOM - CUST-buy
It’s a house that I bought.
(Moses-Columbian, Willett (2003, 113, ex.147))
b. smPámm Pací
woman

DEM . DIST

’ m-ncút.
’
t@
cut-REFLEX.

The woman cut herself. (Moses-Columbian, Willett (2003, 113, ex.150))
While the non-maximal translation of ‘house’ in (24a) is consistent with an analysis
of these cases as NPCs, assuming that Moses-Columbian determiners are similar to
Okanagan iP in allowing non-maximal readings (cf. chapter 5), these could also be
equative structures with null determiners preceding the initial nominal. The most
straightforward analysis is to analyze these cases as NPCs, however.
As with Okanagan (cf. section 8.9), adjuncts in Moses-Columbian are clefted
14 Willett

(2003) analyzes these as true ‘clefts’. The difference between ‘clefts’ and ‘quasi-clefts’
for Willett is that the residue is introduced by a ‘subordinator’ in the latter, and by a determiner for
the former. I footnote her use of the terminology since this particular division seems questionable to
me.
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using a special particle ci, rather than the complementizer ìuP or a determiner
Paní.15 In (25a), a passive agent is being clefted, and in (25b), an instrumental
adjunct is clefted.
(25) a. t
OBL

John ci

c@k-nt-m

Mary.

John COMP hit-DIR - PASS Mary

It’s John who hit Mary.
(Moses-Columbian, Ewa Czaykowska-Higgins, fieldnotes, 92.224)
b. t
OBL

’ k’ mn
’ ci
n’ ní

’
t@m-s.

knife

cut-[ DIR ]-3 SG . ERG

COMP

A knife is what he cut it with.
(Moses-Columbian, Ewa Czaykowska-Higgins, fieldnotes, 92.206)
As another point of interest, example (26) shows that null demonstrative foci
are possible in identificational contexts (cf. section 8.5.3).
(26)

kw aP wa

sáwìkw .

and

water

ABS

That is water.
(Moses-Columbian, The Story of Crow’s Daughter, Davis (1990, 42)))
Finally, specificational word ordering is also found in identificational contexts
in Moses-Columbian, just as with Okanagan, Kalispel, and Coeur d’Alene.
(27) a. Paní wa
DET ABS

’
kiQánaP

l

s-c’ q’ w -@ncút-s

i:mli...

teenage.girl GEN NOM-name-REFLEX -3 SG . POSS Emily

The girl’s name was Emily...
(Moses-Columbian, The Story of Crow’s Daughter, Davis (1990, 2)))
15 Although

it is tempting to analyze Moses-Columbian ci as cognate with Okanagan kiP, Henry
Davis (p.c.) indicates that this is probably not the case, since there is no palatalization of velars in
Moses-Columbian.
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’ wa
b. Paní ttwít

’
wítaP.
’
DET boy ABS witaP.

The boy’s was W’ítaP.
(Moses-Columbian, The Story of Crow’s Daughter, Davis (1990, 2)))

Summary
From this brief overview of Southern Interior Salish, Kalispel (Montana Salish)
shows the strongest possible evidence for equatives (3e), repeated below as (28).
(28)

sxw mimeyePm.

ìu

smPem ìu

DET

woman DET teacher

The woman is a teacher.

(Kalispel, Tachini Pete p.c. 2011)

Since cleft residues in Kalispel are routinely introduced by the determiner ìu(P),
they may be analyzable as DPs in Kalispel, though I was not able to find a clear
example of a headed relative in residue position. The status of demonstratives is
somewhat unclear in the language since (i) there is conflicting evidence that they
may be predicative, and (ii) the demonstrative iše patterns radically different from
Okanagan ixíP in not being able to follow a nominal predicate. The semantics of
the determiner ìu(P) are unclear as well, but assuming that it is functionally equivalent to Okanagan iP, which seems likely given that they have more or less identical
distributions, prospects for extending the equative analysis I have developed for
Okanagan DP-DP structures and clefts to Kalispel seem very promising. The distribution of ìu(P) in identificational contexts patterns with the use of Okanagan
ì@ in similar contexts, which raises the possibility that ìu(P) may have a limited
function as a complementizer in Kalispel.
Coeur d’Alene, strikingly, does not show evidence for equatives. Rather, it
follows the pattern exhibited by Thompson (Koch, 2008a, 2009): NPCs introduce
residues with determiners, whereas cleft residues are introduced by complementizers. This is unexpected, given that Kalispel and Okanagan show clear evidence
for equatives, but it is possible that this is simply due to a gap in the data. Coeur
d’Alene identificational sentences utilize complementizers before proper names,
similarly to Okanagan.
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Moses-Columbian does not exhibit straightforward evidence for equative structures. First of all, it is unclear whether demonstratives may be predicates, or
whether absolutive wa may help decide this issue. Secondly, it is often unclear
what the categorial status of the clefted constituent is, given that determiners may
be null. Since ìuP is always a complementizer in Moses-Columbian, a subset of
cleft residues may be analyzed unambiguously as CPs. Assuming that a CP residue
requires a DP focus for Salish clefts, a bare nominal in focus position may be analyzed as a DP, following the pattern in Thompson. For other cases, where the
residue is introduced by a determiner, I have not been able to find any unambiguous examples of determiner-headed DPs in focus position. There is therefore no
reason at the moment to reject the null hypothesis that these are in fact NPCs.
In sum, Kalispel shows strong evidence for equative DP-DP structures and
probably clefts as well, similarly to Okanagan, while Coeur d’Alene and MosesColumbian do not.
Table 9.4: Evidence for Equative versus Predicational Analyses of Southern
Interior Salish DP-DP Structures and Clefts

9.3.2

Equative

Predicational

Okanagan

X

*

Kalispel (Montana Salish)

X

*

Coeur d’Alene

*

X

Moses-Columbian

*

X

Implications for Northern Interior Salish

This section discusses data from the Northern Interior Salish languages Shuswap,
Thompson and Lillooet. Clefts have been studied much more intensively in these
languages than in the Southern Interior languages just discussed. I begin with a
discussion of Shuswap data involving DP-DP structures and clefts. I then discuss
in some detail Thompson data from Koch (2008a), and in particular, his analysis
of clefts in the language. Although he does not adopt an equative analysis of clefts
for Thompson (cf. also Shank (2003) for Northern Straits in section 9.3.3), his
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arguments are still directly relevant to this dissertation. Finally, I discuss cleft data
from Lillooet (Davis et al., 2004). I then summarize the results of this survey.
Shuswap
Shuswap appears to have DP-DP structures; however, their grammatical status is
unclear. According to Gardiner (1996), (29a) below is translatable as a demonstrativeassociated DP, but not as a complete sentence.16,17 However, Kuipers (1989) shows
a clear case of a DP-DP structure where the second DP is introduced by the absent
determiner l (29b). This difference may be attributable to a generational difference
between speakers.
(29) a. yeGéy

Ge

DEM . DIST DET

nc’ ePsqéx̌eP.
horse

that horse
*The horse is that.
b. yGiP

l

DEM . DIST DET. ABS

(Shuswap, Gardiner (1993, 181, ex. 61))
’
n-xkw @tkw tústn.
1sg.poss-eyes

Those are my eyes.

(Shuswap, Kuipers (1989, 48, ex. 33))

Lai (1998) shows that a proper name can be in the focus position of a cleft
(30a), but she analyzes the proper names in these cases as predicates, since a proper
name cannot be introduced by a determiner in this position, whereas proper names
in argument positions are normally introduced by determiners (unlike the case for
Okanagan). As such, (30a) is equivalent to an NPC for Lai (1998). Independent
pronouns can also occur in this position (30b).
(30) a. John G@

wíkt-t-m-@s.

John DET see-TR - PASS -3 SG . CJCT
It is John that saw him/her.

(Shuswap, (Lai, 1998, 311, ex. 20b))

16 Data

from Gardiner (1996) and Lai (1998) were originally given in a practical orthography,
which I have standardized to an Americanist orthography for the sake of consistency with other
resources such as Kuipers (1974) and Gardiner (1993). Additionally, Kuipers (1974, 1989) writes
determiners as prefixes, rather than as separate words. I write them as separate words for expository
purposes.
17 Neither should (29a) be interpretable as ‘That is the horse’, but this is less clear.
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b. nwiPs

GiP

x̌w @nt.

G@

3. EMPH DEM . PRES DET fast
It’s that one that is fast.

(Shuswap, (Gardiner, 1996, 181, ex. 59))

I was nevertheless able to find some clear-cut cases of clefts involving focused
independent pronoun DPs (31), which may be analyzed as equative.18 In (31a), the
absent determiner l introduces a headless relative clause in final position, and in
(31b), the default determiner G introduces a headless relative clause.
(31) a. G@
DET

n-č´@čw@P

l

1 SG . POSS - EMPH DET. ABS mention-TR -2 SG . ERG

I am the one you mentioned.
b. G@
DET

wx-st@-x.

n-č´@čw@P

G@

(Shuswap, (Kuipers, 1974, 117, line 39))
wíkt-t-m-@s.

1 SG . POSS - EMPH DET see-TR - PASS -3 SG . CJCT

It is I that saw him.

(Shuswap, Lai (1998, 312, f.n. 14))

Gardiner (1993) contains similar examples, with a residue introduced by the
reduced demonstrative GiP (32) rather than the default G determiner (31b).19,20
(32)

G

n-čÉčw@P

DET

1 SG . POSS - EMPH DEM . PRES DET see-RED - TR -1 SG . OBJ -3 SG . ERG

GiP

G

wí[w]k-t-sm-s.

I’m the one that she saw.
18 Shuswap

independent pronouns are never introduced by determiners except for the 1st person
singular in the Northern dialect (Kuipers, 1974), (cf. 31). Okanagan independent pronouns cannot be
preceded by determiners, and their distribution in equative and predicational structures is somewhat
unclear, which is why I have abstracted away from similar data in Okanagan for this thesis.
19 Kuipers (1974, 57) describes the demonstratives GiP ‘present’ and luP ‘non-present’ as ‘general
deictics’. “The former often has to remain untranslated... very often inserted in non-formal speech”
20 There is a section on ‘clefts’ in Lai (1998, section 2.1), but these data resemble cases of unmarked fronting, rather than clefts, since there is no determiner or other particle preceding the residue
(i):
(i)

Scott x̌w @.x̌w ist´@t-@n.
Scott like(RED)-1 SG . SUBJ
It is Scott that I like.

Note that in Lillooet, a residue introducing particle is also not obligatory (cf. Davis et al. (2004)
and section 9.3.2 below), however in Lillooet, an overt copula niì unambiguously indicates a cleft
structure.
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It is unclear to me whether (31b) and (32) actually have substantively different
structures or not. Given (i) that demonstratives can adjoin to DPs in Shuswap
(29,30b), and (ii) that GiP is a reduced demonstrative (Gardiner, 1993, 181)21 , it
seems plausible that (31b) and (32) have the same structure, and that GiP only
optionally introduces cleft residues in Shuswap (cf. 30), similarly to the case for
Okanagan where optional ixíP does not procliticize to initial position. All examples
analyzed as ‘clefts’ in (Gardiner, 1993) involve a reduced demonstrative introducing the residue clause (33), either luP ‘non-present’ (33a) or GiP ‘present’ (33b,c)
(Kuipers, 1974, 57).
(33) a. G
DET

John luP

l

m-wik-t-s.

John DEM . ABST DET PERF-see-TR -3 SG . SUBJ

It’s John that he saw.
b. G
DET

Mary GiP

(Shuswap, (Gardiner, 1993, 73, ex.4))
G

John l

’
m-c’ úm-qs-n-s.

Mary DEM . PRES DET John DET PERF-lick-nose-TR -3 SG . SUBJ

It was Mary that John kissed.
c. Mary GiP

G

(Shuswap, (Gardiner, 1993, 76, f.n.3))

wik-t-m-@s

Mary DEM . PRES DET see-TR - PASS -3 SG . CJCT
Mary is the one that saw him.

(Shuswap, (Gardiner, 1993, 93, ex.71))

Importantly for the sake of comparison with Okanagan, Gardiner (1993, 78)
notes the presence of an optional initial demonstrative (34b), non-reduced y@GíP.
Note the change in translation between (34a) without an initial demonstrative, and
(34b) with an initial demonstrative. This suggests that it is the demonstrative which
is in focus in (34b), implying that headed residues may be possible in Shuswap, and
thus that clefts are equative.22
21 Gardiner (1996, 181) analyzes the visible distal particle GiP (and invisible luP) as reduced
demonstratives which have been ‘grammaticized as focus particles’. He glosses GiP as PART ‘particle’, but I gloss it as DEM ‘demonstrative’ in order to make my point.
22 If this is the right analysis, then it shows that the reduced demonstrative GiP can move to the
left periphery of a clausal CP, along with a determiner G, in Shuswap. Alternatively, if the DP
G sqÉlmxw ‘the man’ is in focus position as a constituent with the initial demonstrative, then the
reduced demonstrative GiP is directly equivalent to the clefting demonstrative ixíP in Okanagan for
cases where it remains in-situ.
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(34) a. G
DET

sqÉlmxw GiP
man

wik-t-s.

G

DEM . PRES DET

see-TR -3 SG . ERG

It’s the man that she saw.
b. y@GíP G
DEM

DET

(Shuswap, (Gardiner, 1993, 78, ex.14))

sqÉlmxw GiP
man

G

DEM . PRES DET

That’s the man that she saw.

wik-t-s.
see-TR -3 SG . ERG

(Shuswap, (Gardiner, 1993, 78, ex.17))

For cases involving demonstrative-focus, Shuswap determiner G alternates with
’ as shown in (35). This is directly analogous to
the oblique-irrealis determiner tk,
the alternation in Okanagan demonstrative-focus clefts between the determiner iP
and the oblique marker t (cf. section 8.5.2).
’
(35) a. yGíP yP´@n tk
DEM DEM

OBL . IRR

qlmúxw l
man

DET. ABST PERF -see- DIR [?]-2 SG . ACC -3 SG . ERG

This is the man who saw me.
’
b. yGíP yP´@n tk
DEM DEM

OBL . IRR

(Shuswap, Kuipers (1974, 83))

qlmúxw l
man

m-wíwk-c-m-s.

m-tP´@Py-n.

DET. ABST PERF -meet- DIR [?]-1 SG . ERG

This is the man I met.

(Shuswap, Kuipers (1974, 83))

Notice that both examples in (35) begin with a sequence of two demonstratives,
and both are translated as having focus on the second, proximal demonstrative.
The first demonstrative is presumably a deictically weak clefting demonstrative,
and its initial position is consistent with an argument whereby it has undergone
proclisis to initial position, while forming an underlying constituent with the nom’ exactly as in Okanagan.23
inal introduced by tk,
One major problem with analyzing Shuswap clefting demonstratives as discontinuous constituents with a residue clause is that Shuswap, as a Northern Interior
language, is a primarily encliticizing language, unlike Southern Interior Salish languages which are procliticizing languages. Shuswap has both reduced demonstra23 Henry

Davis (p.c. 2013) points out that if the initial demonstrative were underlyingly a constituent with the residue in (35a,b), it should match the absent deictic features of the residue-internal
determiner. I am not sure if this should necessarily be the case, however, since in Thompson (46d)
below, for example, a distal demonstrative is arguably being equated to a referent which is introduced
by the remote determiner ì, and in Okanagan, a deictically weak occurrence of ixíP, as in a clefting
context, can easily refer to something spatially and/or temporally remote.
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tives (e.g. GiP, similar to Thompson clefting xeP), and full variants (e.g. y@GíP)
which carry stress. Shuswap reduced demonstratives do not introduce clefts in the
data that I have found, which makes sense if they are enclitics. It is possible that
Shuswap clefting demonstrative y@GíP and Okanagan clefting demonstrative ixíP
are treated as full words by the phonology, rather than clitics, and that the process
I have labelled ‘demonstrative proclisis’ for Okanagan might more accurately be
called ‘demonstrative floating’.
Also similar to Okanagan, the pattern involving the the oblique-irrealis deter’ (sometimes tk (Kuipers, 1974, 57)) surfaces in non-cleft environments
miner tk
(36), which supports an argument whereby the demonstrative forms a constituent
with the oblique-marked nominal.
(36)

yGíP tk

qlmúxw Pex

DEM OBL . IRR

man

sc’ níqw -st-s@s

G

IMPF DET

G

fight-CAUS -3 SG . ERG DET

knkéknm.
bear
This man fought with a bear.

(Shuswap, Kuipers (1989, 36, ex. 60))

In the data below, an initial demonstrative is in focus, followed by a clefting
demonstrative GiP which is a constituent with the residue, similar to Okanagan data
where a non-focused demonstrative does not undergo proclisis. (37b) is interesting
since it contains a sequence of three demonstratives. The first demonstrative is in
focus, the second is a clefting demonstrative and introduces the residue, while the
third refers to the residue-internal subject. (37c) shows that Shuswap cleft residues
can be introduced by a future particle meP, equivalent to Okanagan future mi, and
Kalispel m. I have added an ‘=’ below to indicate the position of the proposed
equative head.
(37) a. y@GíP = GiP
DEM

G

DEM DET

wik-t-m.
see-TR - PASS

That’s the one that was seen.
b. y@GíP = GiP
DEM

y@GÉy G

DEM DEM

DET

(Shuswap, (Gardiner, 1993, 89, ex.51))
wik-t-s.
see-TR -3 SG . SUBJ

That’s the one that this one saw.
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(Shuswap, (Gardiner, 1993, 89, ex.51))

c. yé-@kw e yGéy = meP ml-málqw -nt-m-@s
it-QUOT DEM
citxw .

G

FUT IRED -paint- DIR - AD . CONJ -3 SG . ERG DET

house
This is the one that is going to paint the house.
(Shuswap, Kroeber (1999, 390))
(37c) is important for another reason. The initial particle yé is glossed in
Kuipers (1974, 267) as a ‘deictic-anaphoric’ stem. It is possible that yé is the
spellout of an equative copula, and that Shuswap, like Thompson, utilizes both
overt copulas and demonstratives in cleft contexts.24 This is speculative, however.
Thompson
Koch (2008a, ch.7), Koch (2009), and Koch and Zimmermann (2009) provide a
syntactic and semantic analysis of clefts in Thompson River Salish which offers
direct points of comparison to my own proposed analysis of Okanagan clefts as
equative. I first discuss relevant syntactic and semantic aspects of Thompson clefts
in light of Koch’s analysis, before raising some questions concerning a data set
which seem to show that Thompson has DP-DP structures.
Thompson focus structures involving a DP focus are introduced by the clefting
’ (38) (cf. discussion in section 8.2.1). Both DP focus (bracketed and
predicate ce
bolded below) and residue clause are introduced by what appear to be determiners,
however Koch (2008a, 2009) argues that the clause-introducing particle is actually
a complementizer, and Thompson residues are bare CPs (cf. also Davis et al. (2004)
for Lillooet and Northern Straits Salish).
(38)

c’ e

[ì

CLEFT DET

RóssDP ] e

pínt-@-t- -mus.

Ross

paint-DRV- TR -3. OBJ - SUBJ . EXTR

DET

It was Ross that painted it.

(Thompson, Koch (2008b, 2))

24 This

also raises questions concerning the morphological structure of demonstratives in clefts,
and whether an initial demonstrative y@GíP might be further analyzable as y@-GíP ‘COP - DEM’. This
might also imply that the ‘reduced’ post-focus demonstrative GíP is simply not occurring with the
copula.
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This essentially precludes an equative analysis of Thompson clefts, though Koch
has good reasons for rejecting the equative analysis, based on the syntactic and
semantic properties of cleft residues in Thompson. His four syntactic arguments
(2009, p.3) against analyzing cleft residues as DPs are as follows:
(39) a. cleft structures do not bear transitive marking.
b. clefts have rigid post-predicative word order.
c. cleft residues are not introduced by the full range of determiners.
d. cleft residues do not have overt NP heads.
Among these arguments, (39c) and (39d) are the strongest, and the ones I will
discuss here.
Concerning the third argument (39c), Thompson cleft residues are introduced
by the specific determiner e (40b) or the irrealis determiner k, and never by the
remote determiner ì (40a) or by the oblique marker t. The determiners e and k
are also used as complementizers in Thompson. The oblique marker t obligatorily
introduces relative clauses in Thompson (Kroeber, 1997; Koch, 2006), and so its
absence in (40b) is unexpected.
(40) a. *c’ e

e

CLEFT DET

Moníque [ì

wík-t-ne].

Monique DET see-TR -1 SG . ERG

It was Monique that I saw.
b. c’ e

e

CLEFT DET

Moníque [e

(Thompson, Koch (2009, ex.13a))
wík-t-ne].

Monique DET see-TR -1 SG . ERG

It was Monique that I saw.

(Thompson, Koch (2009, ex.13a))

As Koch (2008a, 226) states, the “absence of ì here is especially telling, since
it indicates that the determiner introducing residue clauses does not begin as an
argument DP of the subordinated verb, as relative pronouns (t)-ì do in relative
clauses.” In other words, cleft residues are not structurally equivalent to relative
clauses in Thompson.
(41a) below shows an oblique marker-determiner sequence t-ì introducing a
relative clause, while (41b) and (41c) together show that no sequence of oblique
marker plus determiner can introduce an NPC residue or an introduced cleft residue
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clause in Thompson.
(41) a. Relative Clause
cw-úm

kn

xeP

te

kápi

t-ì

make-MID 1 SG . ABS DEM OBL coffee OBL - COMP
s-téw-cn-me-s
ì
nsmPém
NOM -buy-mouth- MID -3 SG . POSS DET

ì

spiPxáwt.

DET

day

1 SG . POSS-wife

I made the coffee that my wife bought yesterday.
(Thompson, Koch (2008a, 211, ex.8))
b. NPC
[kápi FOC ] xeP
coffee
qíì-t

(*t)

e

n-s-cw-úm

ì

(* OBL ) DET 1 SG . POSS - NOM-make-MID COMP
wn
ì
snwénwen.

DEM

awake-IM 1 SG . CJCT DET morning
I made [coffee FOC ] when I got up this morning.
(Thompson, Koch (2008a, 211, ex.9))
c. Cleft clauses are not introduced by a determiner from inside the residue
clause [give the grammatical case (without oblique marking)]
*c’ e
ì
Ross [t-ei (/t-k
/t-ì)
[pínt-e-t-mus ti ]].
CLEFT DET

Ross OBL / OBL - IRL / OBL - DET paint-DRV- TR - SUBJ . EXTR

It’s Ross who painted it.

(Thompson, Koch (2008a, 225, ex.36))

Relating to this point, Koch (2008a) shows that while headless locative relative
clause DPs are introduced by a preposition and determiner which have moved from
a position following the relative clause predicate (42a), residues in focus structures
are generally not (42b):25
(42) a. Headless locative relative clauses are introduced by the clause-internal
preposition
25 The same is true for Okanagan, though Okanagan uses an entirely separate structure for clefted
prepositional phrases: adjunct clefts (cf. section 8.9).
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cu-t-és

[n-ìi

xw úy’ un

fix-TR -3 SG . ERG in-DETi FUT

mícePq ti DP ].

1 SG . CJCT sit

She fixed what I was going to sit in.

(Thompson, Kroeber (1997, 397))

b. Locative residues in focus structures lack an initial preposition from
inside the residue clause
Which way did she sleep?
’
’ FOC ] ekw u ňuP
[ne
sx̌íc’ k’ n-s

[(*n) k

’
Qóy-t

us DP ].

in-DET back-3 SG . POSS EVID EMPH (*in) IRL sleep-IM 3. CJCT
She slept [on her back FOC ]. (Thompson, Koch (2008a, 226, ex.37b)
Moving on to the fourth argument (39d), Koch (2008a, 232) shows crucially
that Thompson cleft residues cannot contain an overt NP head (cf. (Davis et al.,
2004) for Lillooet and Northern Straits Salish):
(43)

Thompson Cleft residue clauses lack an overt nominal head
*c’ e
xeP e
heléw’ [e
spzupzúP t-ei
wPéx
CLEFT DEM DET

n-xw ál-ix

eagle DET bird

OBL - DET PROG

ti ].

LOC -fly- AUT

The birds that are flying are the eagles.

(Thompson, Koch (2008a, 232))

Taken together, the points given above as (39c,d) provide strong syntactic evidence
that the residue of a Thompson cleft is not a DP, but is instead a CP.
Koch’s analysis of the cleft clause as a predicative CP leads to a semantic anal’ as in (44a) with the implicature in (44b) (Koch
ysis of the clefting predicate ce
(2008a, 237), cf. Shank (2003) for Northern Straits):
(44) a. [[c’ e]] = λ xe λ P<e,t> .P(x)
b. Implicature: there exists some x such that P(x) = 1
’ is essentially a predicational copula. This
The formula in (44) means that ce
analysis is supported by data showing that Thompson clefts lack exhaustivity effects (45a) and any presupposition of existence (45b)(cf. Percus (1997) for English,
and related data for Okanagan in section 2.4.2).
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(45) a. Context: Peter went fishing, did anyone else go fishing?
’
c’ e
ekw u Peì ňuP
xeP e
John.
CLEFT EVID

and even DEM DET John

John did too. (??It was also John that went fishing.)
(Thompson, Koch (2008a, 215, ex.18))
b. Context: Addressee is being handed a bow and arrow, with no prior mention that something is to be used for hunting.
c’ e
xéP e
qw ez-t-és
e
x
CLEFT DEM DET

’ q’ y’ m.
’
qá

use-TR -3 SG . ERG DET PROG shoot(DIM)-MID

This here is to use for hunting.
(Thompson, Koch (2008a, 220, ex.30))
Thompson and Thompson (1992, 216, line 189))
’ (i.e. the residue)
He explains that by analying the second semantic argument of ce
as a predicate, the absence of any exhaustivity entailment in Thompson clefts follows (45a), since as a predicate, the residue may be true of more than one individual. This analysis also explains why Thompson clefts can be used in nonpresuppositional contexts (45b), since predicates are inherently non-maximal. The
implicature in (44b) arises from an assumption that the set is non-empty.
This analysis correctly derives differences between English clefts, which have
exhaustivity entailments and existential presuppositions, from clefts in Thompson,
which do not. For theories of English clefts such as Percus (1997) and Hedberg
(2000), the residue clause is the restriction of a concealed definite description, and
is therefore a referential type e (cf. discussion of these theories in section 2.4). The
exhaustivity entailment and existential presupposition of English clefts can therefore be linked directly with the definite determiner the. In contrast, Koch (2008a)
analyzes residue-introducing determiners in Thompson clefts as complementizers
which do not saturate the predicative CP, and so the semantics of clefts in Thompson are necessarily divorced from the semantics of the determiners.
It is important to note however that Salish determiners are well known for lacking exhaustivity entailments and existential presuppositions, as shown for Lillooet
(Matthewson, 1998), Squamish (Gillon, 2006), and Okanagan (cf. chapter 5). Following Shank (2003, 225), Koch (2008a, 238) actually considers the possibility
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that the residue-introducing determiner is not semantically vacuous, but instead introduces a choice function (Reinhart, 1997; Matthewson, 1999) which selects an
entity from the set denoted by the relative clause, essentially a version of the equative analysis I adopt in chapters 7 and 8. As an existentially quantified indefinite,
the absence of any exhaustivity entailment or existential presupposition follows,
and the semantics of clefts in Thompson could in principle be linked to the semantics of determiners (Percus, 1997; Hedberg, 2000).
Though he ultimately does not adopt an equative analysis, Koch (2008a, 231-2)
shows data which are directly analogous to simple DP-DP structures in Okanagan,
’ (46b-c) or cukw
except that they are introduced by either the clefting predicate ce
’
ňuP
‘only’ (46a). With regards to data of this type, Kroeber (1999, 370) states
that the “predicative particles [e.g. niì] can be regarded as a sort of identificational
copula, marking the nominal expression that immediately follows it as identical in
reference to the nominal expression that is the subject of the whole construction
(which may be a null pronominal).”
’
(46) a. cukw ňuP
ì

Alice e

n-snúk’ w eP.

only just DET Alice DET 1 SG . POSS-friend.
Only Alice is my friend.
(Thompson, Koch (2008a, 232, ex.45a), Kroeber (1997, 389))
b. c’ é

n’

xeP

eP-snúk’ w ePDP ]

[k

Kris DP ]?
˙
CLEFT YNQ DEM IRL 2 SG . POSS-friend DET Chris

Is Chris your friend?
c. HePáy, c’ é
yes

xeP

(Thompson, Koch (2008a, 232, ex.45b))
[e

épls DP ].
˙
CLEFT DEM DET apple

Yes, that’s an apple.
d. c’ é

[ì

xeP

[ì

CLEFT DEM DET

(Thompson, Koch (2008a, 232, ex.45c))
n-sqáczeP, DP ]

Peì c’ é

xeP

[ì

1 SG . POSS-father and CLEFT DEM DET

n-sínciPDP ].
1 SG . POSS-brother
This is my father, and this is my brother.
(Thompson, Koch (2008a, 232, ex.45d))
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These data yield several generalizations, and raise several important questions,
each of which I will discuss in turn:
(47) a. Thompson demonstrative xeP is plausibly analyzable as a focused DP
(46c,d), analogous to Okanagan ixíP.
b. Since a ì determiner, which is not used as a complementizer in Thompson,
can introduce an NP in what appears to be a DP-DP structure (cf. 46b,d),
’ in (44) with the use of
how is it possible to reconcile the denotation of ce
’ in these contexts?
ce
c. The Thompson determiner ì has the same distribution as the Okanagan
oblique marker t in focus structural contexts: it can precede an NP (46b,d)
but not a clausal residue (cf. 40a). Both Thompson (t)-ì and Okanagan t
may occur before headed relative clauses in non-cleft contexts (cf. Thompson 41a).
Regarding (47a), Koch (2008a, 273) questions whether the unstressed demonstrative xeP can be a focus. Compare the identificational direct predication with a
stressed referential demonstrative in (48a) below with the identificational DP-DP
structure with an unstressed demonstrative enclitic (48b cf. 46c) and the identificational DP-DP structure with a stressed demonstrative (48c). Neither the syntactic
placement of a demonstrative, nor whether it is stressed or not, appears to affect
whether or not the demonstrative can be referential, and the translations of (48b)
and (48c) are at least consistent with an interpretation where both demonstratives
are in focus. As a step towards clarifying this issue, it might be useful to test
whether (48b) and (48c) both give rise to an exhaustivity implicature.
’
(48) a. [nqíx̌cetn
FOC ] xéPe.
key

DEM

That’s a [key FOC ].
b. HePáy, c’ é
yes

xeP

(Thompson, Koch (2008a, 45, ex.9) )

épls DP ].
˙
CLEFT DEM DET apple

Yes, that’s an apple.

[e

(Thompson, Koch (2008a, 232, ex.45c))
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c. c’ e

n’

xéPe k

CLEFT YNQ DEM DET. IRL

ePntíytn.
teapot

Is that your teapot?

(Thompson, Kroeber (1999, 371))

Two alternative analyses for data such as (48b) are as follows: (i) there is either
a null focus; or (ii) the bracketed DPs are in focus and there is a null residue, i.e.
these are truncated clefts. As truncated clefts, it is unclear what the elided residue
clause in (48b) could denote: one possibility is an empty predicate whose set is
determined by the context; a second possibility, assuming that these are equatives,
is that there is a null pronominal in residue position (Kroeber, 1999, 370).
This brings us to a discussion of (47b). If the remote determiner ì in (46b,d)
is indicative of a DP structure, then these examples may only be analyzed as equa’ must be lexically ambiguous between an
tives, and it follows that the copula ce
equative type <e,<e,t>> and a predicational type <e,<<e,t>,t>>, as implied by
Kroeber (1999, ch.7).
Concerning the absence of Thompson remote determiner ì before a clausal
residue (47c), I have claimed that when Okanagan t occurs in clefts, it introduces
a necessarily overt head NP of a relative clause (cf. section 8.5.2). I suggest that
Thompson ì does not introduce a clausal residue because like Okanagan t, it selects
for only overt NPs in these contexts. I have also argued that pre-nominal t in
Okanagan equatives must be licensed by a demonstrative ixíP (cf. section 8.5.2),
’ and ì co-occur in (46) involve a
and it is notable that all of the data in which ce
demonstrative xeP. While this could just be a coincidental correspondence, it is
worth noting. Assuming that Thompson DP-DP structures share similarities with
those in Okanagan, the prediction is that controlling for a non-human referent,
(46d) should be possible with focus on the demonstrative, and a relative clause
modifying a head introduced by ì.
Concerning the absence of the Thompson oblique marker t before a clausal
residue (47c), Koch (2006, 133) analyzes relative clause-introducing t as adjoined
to CP, as the head of some higher projection ‘XP’. In headless relatives, the oblique
marker is obligatorily absent (cf. Koch (2008a, 45, ex.9)), possibly due to the fact
that this particular projection is absent from headless varieties for some reason.
Note that the presence or absence of XP does not affect clause-internal movement
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to the left-periphery of CP. The absence of t before cleft residues could be due to
the fact that like headless relative clauses, this particular projection is absent.
While it is the case that positing selectional restrictions for remote determiner ì
in cleft contexts, and positing that the oblique-marker containing XP projection is
absent for cleft residue clauses, together plausibly explains the absence of both of
these particles in cleft contexts, this story admittedly does not explain why an overt
NP head cannot occur within a residue clause in Thompson. It is therefore most
straightforward to acknowledge that while Thompson has DP-DP structures that
are plausibly equative, clefts cannot be equative (cf. Coeur d’Alene and Moses’
Columbian), and that there is a semantic ambiguity in the type of the copula ce.
Lillooet
The closest equivalents to DP-DP structures in Lillooet are preceded by the clefting
predicate nilh (49). The first constituent (the ‘focus’) is commonly a demonstrative,
while the second constituent (the ‘residue’) can be either a NP (49a) or a DP (49b),
though not all speakers allow DPs in this position. Henry Davis (p.c.) mentions
that the determiner which introduces the second constituent is optional except in
cases where a proper name is in focus (49c).
(49) a. niì

cPa

COP DEM

c’ laP.
basket

This is a basket.
b. ? niì cPa

ta

COP DEM DET

(Lillooet, Davis (2010c, ch. 6 ex.48))
c’ láP-a.
basket-EXIS

This is a basket.
c. niì

s-Cáqw @mìaP

(Lillooet, Davis (2010c, ch. 6 ex.48’))
ti

COP NOM -Cáqw @mìaP DET

skw ácic-s-a

ti

kúkw piP-a.

name-3 SG . POSS - DET DET chief-EXIS

Cáqw @mìaP is the chief’s name.

(Lillooet, Jan van Eijk, p.c.)

Similar to the case of Kalispel iše (cf. section 9.3.1), a Lillooet demonstrative
cannot follow an NP or DP predicate in residue position (50a,b) (or alternatively,
demonstratives cannot be residues). Similar to Okanagan DP-DP structures, a directly referential expression cannot follow a determiner-headed DP in the context
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of a the copula niì (50c).26
(50) a. *niì c’ láP
COP

cPa.

basket DEM

This is a basket.
b. *niì ta
COP DET

(Lillooet, Jan van Eijk, p.c.)

c’ láP-a

cPa.

basket-EXIS DEM

This is a basket.
c. *niì ti
COP DET

(Lillooet, Jan van Eijk, p.c.)

skw ácic-s-a

ti

kúkw piP-a s-Cáqw @mìaP.

name-3 SG . POSS - EXIS DET chief-DET NOM-Cáqw @mìaP

The chief’s name is Cáqw @mìaP.

(Lillooet, Jan van Eijk, p.c.)

In identificational contexts, auxiliary waP introduces a final NP (51a,b), similarly to Okanagan identificationals where the complementizer ì introduces a proper
or common noun NP. In Lillooet, however, waP is not optional in identificational
contexts. Thus, (51c) cannot be used when teaching someone the name ‘coffee’.27
Okanagan and Lillooet thus differ, in the sense that the ì complementizer is not
required for an identificational reading in Okanagan.
(51) a. niì

tiP

waP T@QtQáyna.

COP DEM AUX

T@QtQáyna

That was (who is called) T@QtQáyna.
(Lillooet, Davis (2010c, ch. 6 ex.55))
b. niì

cPa

waP kápi.
˙
COP DEM AUX coffee

This is (what is called) coffee.

(Lillooet, Davis (2010c, ch. 6 ex.53))

26 The

assumption is that (50c) is not felicitous in contexts for which ‘predicate topicalization’ is
possible in Okanagan. niì then always requires contrastive focus on the DP in focus position.
27 With regards to the observation that auxiliary waP normally indicates that a predicate is a temporary property of an individual, Davis (2010c, ch.6, 12) notes that “traditional ucwalmćwts names
are in some sense temporary possessions of the people who bear them: they are passed on from
generation to generation, like heirlooms.”
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c. niì

cPa

kápi.
˙
COP DEM coffee

This is coffee (here).

(Lillooet, Davis (2010c, ch. 6 ex.52))

Proper names, assertion-of-existence DPs, and headless relative clause DPs
may all occur in focus position as well.
(52) a. niì

s-Spike

ti

waP kúkw piP.

COP NOM -Spike DET AUX

chief

Spike is the chief.
b. niì

ti

COP DET

(Lillooet, Henry Davis, p.c. 2013)

kúkw piP-a waP s-Cáqw @mìaP.
chief-EXIS AUX NOM-Cáqw @mìaP

It’s the chief who is called Cáqw @mìaP (not someone else.)
(Lillooet, Henry Davis, p.c. 2013)
c. niì

ta

s-Pal@lnaPúl-a

waP s-Kw ímcx@n.

COP DET NOM -youngest- EXIS AUX NOM -Kw ímcx@n

It’s the youngest who is called Kw ímcx@n (not the eldest).
(Lillooet, Henry Davis, p.c. 2013)
Davis et al. (2004) show that NPCs and introduced clefts in Lillooet (and
Northern Straits) lack any exhaustivity entailment or existential presupposition,
similarly to Thompson and Okanagan. As such, I will not repeat their semantic arguments or associated data here, but will instead focus on morpho-syntactic
properties of Lillooet clefts.
Davis et al. (2004, 102) find that “the basic difference between NPCs and clefts
is that the residue in an NPC is a headed relative clause, whose head may be phonologically null, whereas in a cleft the residue is a bare CP.” This notably contrasts
with Thompson NPCs, which cannot have overt heads Koch (2008a, 233).
Clear examples of Lillooet clefts are introduced by a clefting predicate niì,
followed by a DP in focus position, as shown in (53a). Like data involving an NP
or DP in residue position (cf. 49), a determiner is only required before a clausal
residue if the focused DP is a proper name (compare 53a and 53b).
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(53) a. niì

[š-JohnDP ] ta

’
kw an-talí-ha

ta

káh-š-a
˙
COP NOM -John DET take- NST- EXIS DET car-3. POSS - EXIS
š-Mary.
NOM -Mary

It’s John that took Mary’s car.
b. niì

(Lillooet, Henry Davis, p.c.)

kw úkw piP-a waP k’ w @zús-@m.

ti

COP DET

chief-EXIS

AUX

work-MID

It’s the chief who is working.

(Lillooet, Jan van Eijk, p.c.)

Concening cleft residues, Davis et al. (2004, 104, fn6) note that Lillooet introduced cleft residues do not permit overt NP heads unless the head follows the
clausal portion of the residue. Thus, compare (54a,b) with (54c).
(54) a. niì

Pi

CLEFT DET. PL

’
q@ìm´@m@n-a

šm@ìmúìač [n@ì

old.person-DET woman(PL) DET. PL

’ w @l´
’@lt-š-an-a.]
’
qw alq
speak-CAUS -1 SG . ERG - DET
It was the old women that I spoke to.
(Lillooet, Davis et al. (2004, 103, ex.8))
b. *niì

Pi

CLEFT DET. PL

’
q@ìm´@m@n-a

šm@ìmúìač [n@ì

šxw ápm@x-a

old.person-DET woman(PL) DET. PL Shuswap-DET

’ w @l´
’@lt-š-an.]
’
qw alq
speak-CAUS -1 SG . ERG
It was the old women who were the Shuswaps that I spoke to.
(Lillooet, Davis et al. (2004, 104, ex.10))
c. niì

Pi

CLEFT DET. PL

’
q@ìm´@m@n-a

šm@ìmúìač [n@ì

old.person-DET woman(PL) DET. PL

’ w @l´
’@lt-š-an-a
’
qw alq

šxw ápm@x.]

speak-CAUS -1 SG . ERG - DET Shuswap
It was the old women who were the Shuswaps that I spoke to.
(Lillooet, Davis et al. (2004, 104, fn6))
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While the bare CP analysis of Lillooet cleft residues is supported by data like (5354a,b), it is seemingly refuted by data like (54c).
The headed relative in brackets in (54a) is termed a postposed relative clause
(i.e DET [ NP CLAUSE ]) in Davis (2010a, 4), whereas the headed relative in (54b)
is termed a prenominal relative clause (i.e DET [ CLAUSE NP ]). The main thesis of
Davis (2010a) argues that all types of relative clauses in Lillooet are derived from
a common prenominal core. Specifically, “Postposed relatives must be derived
from prenominal relatives via extraposition of a residue clause [a TP] containing
the trace of the relativized DP” (p.36, cf. derivation on page 24-25). It is possible
that extraposition is banned in Lillooet cleft residues, though not in normal relativization contexts, because clefts do not provide a necessary adjunction site for the
extraposed clause.
Although Okanagan clefts are introduced with demonstratives, and Lillooet
clefts with clefting predicate niì, it is worthwhile to note that in Lillooet clefts involving independent pronouns, the clefting predicate niì is only optionally spelled
out, as in (55a,b) (Thoma, 2007).28 This is reminiscent of the fact that Okanagan ixíP is optionally present in equatives. Before an assertion-of-existence DP
however, niì is obligatory (55c).
(55) a. niì
COP

snúwa

ti

nuk’ w -Pan-án-a.

2 SG . INDEP DET help-DIR -1 SG . ERG - EXIS

It is you who I helped.
b. (niì) sniì
COP

ti

(Lillooet, Thoma (2007, ex.6a))
Pac’ x̌@n-táli-ha

kw

s-John.

3 SG . INDEP DET see-DIR - NTOP - DET DET NOM-John

She saw John. (Lit. The one who saw John is she.)
(Lillooet, Thoma (2007, ex.7a))
c. *(niì)

ti

’ w -a
púPyax

ti

’
ňák-a

kátiP.

*( COP ) DET mouse-EXIS DET go-EXIS DEIC
The mouse is going along.

(Lillooet, Thoma (2007, ex.7c))

Lillooet clearly allows DPs in residue position for DP-DP structures, and overtly
28 Henry Davis (p.c., 2013) has informed me that clefted proper names also regularly occur without

an introductory niì.
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headed residues in clefts, with restrictions. An equative analysis of these structures
seems possible for Lillooet, though given that assertion-of-existence DPs in Lillooet do not permit individual concept readings (Demirdache, 1996; Matthewson,
1998), unlike Okanagan iP, the prediction is that Lillooet clefts should not display
any semantic asymmetry. Then again, Lillooet assertion-of-existence DPs are used
in contexts for which generics are used in English (Lisa Matthewson, p.c.), and
so under an analysis of generic interpretations of Salish DPs as involving maximal intensional pluralities (Chierchia, 1998), it is possible that there is some other
mechanism in Lillooet which blocks intensional readings in contextually restricted
or non-maximal contexts. An intensionally-based asymmetric account of DP-DP
structures in Lillooet, accompanied by focus-alignment constraints, could derive
the fact that there are word order restrictions in Lillooet DP-DP structures, (49,50),
just as in Okanagan.
As far as explaining the alternation between DP versus NP residues (e.g. 49a,b),
Davis (2010c, ch.6, 10) seems to indicate that there is no semantic difference between examples like (49a) and (49b), and that it may be simply a strong preference
for speakers to drop the determiner in this environment. Hence, (49a) may be
analyzable as an equative, just as (49b). If not, then Lillooet niì may be semantically ambiguous between a predicational and equative copula, similar to the case
’ 29
of Thompson ce.
Summary
Shuswap is much more similar to Okanagan in terms of its DP-DP structures
and clefts than any other Salish language, even more so than any of the Southern Interior languages. Although I have not been able to locate a clearly equative
DP-DP structure for Shuswap, consisting of two simple determiner headed-DPs
with NP complements, given the morphosyntactic parallels between Okanagan and
Shuswap, it would be surprising if this were not possible. Since cleft residues are
introduced by determiners in Shuswap, and there is some data to indicate that these
might possibly be headed residues, I suggest that Shuswap DP-DP structures and
clefts may be analyzed as equatives, similarly to Okanagan. Shuswap requires
29 Henry Davis (p.c.) notes that the Lillooet imperfective auxiliary waP is gradually losing its
aspectual force and assuming the role of a copula.
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further work in terms of ascertaining the level of predicate-argument word order
flexibility, and it is also unclear what the semantics of Shuswap determiners are
(though cf. Gardiner (1996) for a preliminary analysis), and whether or not direct predications may be pragmatically equivalent to DP-DP structures in some
instances.
Thompson appears to be quite strict in terms of disallowing headed residue
clauses in clefts (Koch, 2008a, 2009), and given the absence of the oblique marker
t and remote determiner ì before cleft residue clauses, there is good evidence that
Thompson residues are bare CPs. Nevertheless, Thompson also exhibits DP-DP
’ Through the information structural and
structures, introduced by the copula ce.
syntactic status of these examples is unclear, there is reasonably good evidence
’ may be semantically
that these might be analyzed as equatives. If so, then ce
ambiguous between an equative and a predicational copula.
Lillooet is similar to Thompson in the sense that there is evidence that the
copula niì is semantically ambiguous, however for Lillooet, it may be the DP-DP
structures which are ambiguously predicational, rather than the clefts, since it is
unclear whether determiners are acceptable in identificational sentence residues.
Assuming that data showing that cleft residues may be headed is robust, then for
all intensive purposes, they may be analyzed as equatives.
Table 9.5: Evidence for Equative versus Predicational Analyses of Northern
Interior Salish DP-DP Structures and Clefts

9.3.3

Equative

Predicational

Shuswap

X

*

Thompson

(X)

X

Lillooet

X

(X)

Implications for Other Salish Languages

This section discusses data from two other Salish languages: Northern Straits, a
Central Salish language, and Bella Coola, which forms its own sub-branch of the
Salish family. Ideally, this survey should include data from other Central Salish
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languages, the Tsamosan branch, and Tillamook, however for reasons of space,
this endeavor must wait. I begin with a discussion of Shank (2003) who develops
an analysis of the copula niì in Northern Straits Salish, before embarking on a more
data-centered discussion of Bella Coola.
Northern Straits
Shank (2003) develops a semantic analysis of the copula niì in Northern Straits
Salish. His analysis treats the copula as of type <<e,t>,<e,t>>, essentially a predicate modifier. Syntactically, the copula takes a CP as its first argument, and a DP
subject as its second argument. This analysis is similar to Koch’s (2009) analysis of
’ except with the order of the semantic arguments
Thompson clefting predicate ce,
reversed.
Interestingly, Shank considers an equative analysis (56) of the Northern Straits
copula as well, based on data like (57) where it seems that two DPs are being
equated with one another. The determiner which introduces the final DP is optional.
[[niì]] = λ xλ y.x = y

(56)

(57) a. níì

kw s@ Richard (kw s@) l@plít..

3 SG . PRED DET Richard ( DET ) priest
Richard is the priest.
b. níì

(Northern Straits, Shank (2003, p. 218, ex. 5a))

kw s@ James (kw s@) Jimmy..

3 SG . PRED DET James ( DET ) Jimmy
James is Jimmy.

(Northern Straits, Shank (2003, p. 220, ex. 11b))

Cleft residues in Northern Straits may also optionally be introduced by a determiner (58), which on the surface at least, makes them amenable to the equative
analysis.
(58)

níì

’
kw s@ Richard (kw s@) ts-@t

3 SG . PRED DET Richard DET

kw s@ láPsn.

break-TR DET plate

It’s Richard that broke a plate.
(Northern Straits, Shank (2003, p. 219, ex. 8a))
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Since there is a preference for the residue, nominal or otherwise, to not be introduced by a determiner, Shank (2003) argues that residues are relative clause CPs,
rather than DPs, and therefore that the equative analysis (56) is incorrect. Based on
comparative evidence with closely related Saanich, where the determiner kw s@ is
isomorphic with a complementizer and optional before relative clauses (Montler,
1993), Shank argues that the optional determiners for similar cases in Northern
Straits are also complementizers.
Davis et al. (2004, 103) provide one example showing that cleft residues in
Northern Straits may not contain an overt NP, which fits with an analysis of the
clause introducing particles as being complementizers, similar to Thompson.
(59)

*niì kw s@ xw @nít@m
COP DET

kw s@ sìéniP

leN-n-@n.

white.person DET woman see-TR -1 SG . ERG

It was a white person that was the girl that I saw.
(Northern Straits, Davis et al. (2004, p.108, ex.9))
Semantically speaking, exhaustivity is only an implicature for Northern Straits
clefts. Shank (2003, 227) incorporates exhaustivity as part of his final semantic
analysis of nilh (60). Applied to an example like (58), the sentence asserts that
“Richard is a subpart of the maximal individual who broke a plate.” Because of a
scalar implicature by which any stronger alternative that is not asserted is ruled out
Rooth (1992), speakers tend to interpret the individual as a non-proper subpart of
a maximal individual.
(60)

[[niì]] = λ Pλ x.[x ≤ y] ∧ y = ιz.Pz

Although this analysis captures the exhaustivity effects, Shank notes that the iota
operator in (60) predicts that there will be a presupposition of existence associated
with Northern Straits clefts, but this does not seem to be the case, given that they
can be used in out-of-the-blue circumstances (cf. Davis et al. (2004)). Assuming
that determiners in Northern Straits are non-presuppositional, exhaustivity effects
might instead derive from the determiner rather than from copula/clefting predicate, as I have claimed is the case for Okanagan, and as originally considered by
Shank (2003).
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Northern Straits niì also functions as an independent pronoun: in argument
positions, it must be preceded by a determiner, while in non-argument positions
it is not. Shank states that “Another benefit of this analysis which was lacking
with the identificational copula analysis is that the pronominal nature of the predicate is transparent. There is a free variable (the variable y in [60] which is free to
receive its reference from context, as pronouns are” (p. 228). Any benefit of having a contextually-sensitve variable as part of the meaning of the Northern Straits
copula might as well be achieved by analyzing the Northern Straits copula as equative and its determiners as being contextually sensitive, as in Okanagan, though
this approach will not transparently capture the other use of niì as an independent
pronoun.
Northern Straits niì is different than Lillooet niì, since the latter is not used as
an independent pronoun (though cf. Thoma (2007) for discussion), but the two languages are similar in the sense that residue determiners are optional in at least some
contexts. If the generalization that Northern Straits does not allow headed residues
is robust, clefts in Northern Straits cannot be equative, which may be another difference between the two languages. Northern Straits does have relatively clear
cases of DP-DP structures, and so it is possible that niì is semantically ambiguous,
as in Lillooet. Alternatively, if simple nouns can function as relative clauses in
cases like (57) (cf. discussion for Okanagan in section 8.8), then the copula may
be unambiguously predicational. This is within the realm of possibility, considering that in Lillooet identificational contexts at least, nouns may be preceded by an
auxiliary predicate waP, and (57b) does seem to be used as an identificational.
Bella Coola
Bella Coola (a.k.a. Nuxalk) at first glance exhibits strikingly clear examples of
DP-DP structures (61a).30
(61) a. ti-Pimlk

ti-staltmx-tx.

PROX . MASC-man PROX . MASC -chief- DET. DEF. MASC

The chief is a man.
30 Glosses

(Bella Coola, Davis and Saunders (1997a, 111))

are as appear in Davis and Saunders (1997a), supplemented by Hank Nater (p.c.) and

myself.
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b. Pimlkman-he

ti-nusPūlX-tx.
PROX . MASC -thief- DET. DEF. MASC

The thief is a man.

(Bella Coola, Davis and Saunders (1997a, 27))

Despite having a prefix ti, which appears to be a determiner similar in form to
Lillooet ti...a31 , the initial constituent in (61a) has been identified by Hank Nater
(p.c.) as a predicate, analogous to the initial constituent in (61b) which is more
clearly a case of direct predication. As such, the prefix ti may be analyzed as a nonsaturating deictic prefix. The suffix -tx on the second constituent of (61a-b) marks
a ‘definite’-subject in intransitive contexts (Hank Nater, p.c.), and as a subject, is
presumably a DP. I gloss -tx as a determiner for the purposes of this discussion.
(61a,b) are both analyzable as direct predications, although the predicate in (61a)
has an additional deictic specification.
Note that conferring subject DP status on both constituents by adding -tx, as
in (62), is ungrammatical, which implies that DP-DP structures are not in fact
possible.
(62)

*ti-Pimlk-tx

ti-staltmx-tx.

PROX . MASC -man- DET. DEF. MASC PROX . MASC -chief- DET. DEF. MASC

The chief is a man.

(Bella Coola, Nater (p.c.))

‘Definite’ subject marking is apparently not absolutely required in these contexts, but is strongly preferred, as indicated by (63b,c) (Davis and Saunders, 1997b,
226-227), discussed in terms of their appropriateness as answers to (63a). This indicates that overt determiners are strongly preferred for subject arguments.32 The
second translation in (63c) indicates that the initial subject DP is interpreted as
a cleft focus, and the initial translation suggests that exhaustivity in Bella Coola
clefts is only an implicature.
31 Davis and Saunders (1997a) do not gloss the ti prefixes at all. In Davis and Saunders (1997b,
226), they refer to these deictic prefixes as involving the ‘semantics of Particularization’. As such,
it is possible that they are ‘determiners’. Bella Coola determiners encode both gender and deictic
distinctions (Davis and Saunders, 1997b, 226-227), which I render in the gloss line.
32 Or alternatively, if the deictic prefixes are in fact determiners, then the generalization may be
that ‘predicate’ DPs are only licensed in the context of a subject DP (i.e. an equative context, cf.
61a), but there is no subject in (63b).
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’
ti-kx-ct.

(63) a. wa- -ks

who-he-INDIVIDUATIVE PROX . MASC-see-he/you
Who saw you?
b. #ci-xnas

’
ci-kx-cs.

PROX . FEM -woman PROX . FEM -see-she/me

A woman saw me.
(Bella Coola, Davis and Saunders (1997b, 226, ex.18a))
’
ci-kx-cs.

c. ci-xnas-cx

PROX . FEM -woman- DET. DEF. FEM PROX . FEM -see-she/me

The woman saw me.
The one who saw me was the woman.
(Bella Coola, Davis and Saunders (1997b, 227, ex.18c))
The difference between clefts (63c) and direct predications (61) is that the subject
DP can never precede the predicate (64a-b) in a direct predication, even in topicalization contexts, since aside from clefts, Bella Coola is a strictly predicate-initial
language (Hank Nater, p.c.).
(64) a. *ti-staltmx-tx

ti-Pimlk.

PROX . MASC-chief- DET. DEF. MASC PROX . MASC -man

The chief is a man.

(Bella Coola, Nater (p.c.))

b. *ti-nusPūlX-tx

Pimlk- .

PROX . MASC-thief- DET. DEF. MASC

The thief is a man.

man-he
(Bella Coola, Nater (p.c.))

Davis and Saunders (1997b, 228) provide examples that they suggest are interpretable both as isolated relative clauses, and as complete sentences. Note that
unlike unambiguous cases of clefting (63c), definite ‘subject’ marking occurs on
the final constituent, never on the initial NP (as far as I can tell).
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’
ti-ňikm-tx.

(65) a. ti-wac’

PROX . MASC-dog PROX . MASC -run- DET. DEF. MASC

The one that’s running is a dog.
the dog which is running
(Bella Coola, Davis and Saunders (1997b, 225, ex.12))
b. ti-Pimlk

ti-ksnmak-tx.

PROX . MASC-man DET. PROX . MASC-work- DET. DEF. MASC

The man is the one working.
the man who is working
(Bella Coola, Davis and Saunders (1997b, 228, ex.19a))
Definite marking for unambiguous cases of relativization always occurs either on
the relative clause predicate itself (66a), or else on a clause-internal DP (subject,
or object in transitive contexts) (66b). (66c) indicates that nominals may function
as relative clauses in Bella Coola, as in Okanagan.33
(66) a. ya-

ti-Pimlk

ti-ksnmak-tx.

good-he PROX . MASC-man PROX . MASC-work-DET. DEF. MASC
The man who is working is good.
(Bella Coola, Davis and Saunders (1997b, 228, ex.19b))
b. ti-nusPu:lX

’
ti-kx-is

ti-Paq’ w li:kw -tx.

PROX . MASC-thief PROX . MASC -see-he/him PROX . MASC -policeman- DET. DEF. MASC

the thief whom the policeman saw.
(Bella Coola, Davis and Saunders (1997b, 229, ex.25))
c. Paìnap-iì

ti-staltmx

ti-Pimlk-tx.

know-we/him PROX . MASC-chief PROX . MASC-man-DET. DEF. MASC
We know the man who is chief.
(Bella Coola, Davis and Saunders (1997a, 108))
From these data, we can infer that an initial subject, marked by -tx (or other
33 Concerning

(66c), Hank Nater (p.c.) notes that the verbal root nap means ‘to know something’,
’
while kyuk
means ‘to know somebody’, and that as such, the latter should replace the former in this
example.
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deictic suffix within the same paradigm), indicates a cleft structure, but that direct
predications are strictly subject final. The complete sentence interpretations of (65)
may be analyzed as direct predications, although it is unclear why a definite ‘determiner’ -tx does not occur on the clausal head for the relative clause interpretations
of (65), but does occur on the relative clause head for (66c), though it may be a
restriction on definite-marked head-initial relative clauses, which might otherwise
be interpreted as clefts.
Hank Nater (p.c.) notes that for data like (61a), there is a null allomorph of the
introductory particle tix, glossed as a male or neutral gender ‘identifier’, a clefting
predicate in other words (67a).34 One might think that Bella Coola tix is equivalent
to Okanagan ixíP, especially on the basis of data like (67b), however Nater (p.c.)
considers tix to be a predicate, and more crucially, tix is not a deictic particle.35
(67) a. (tix) ti-Pimlk

ti-staltmx-tx.

COP PROX . MASC -man PROX . MASC-chief- DET. DEF. MASC

The chief is a man.

(Bella Coola, Nater, (p.c.))

It is a man who is the chief.
b. tix-

ti-nusPūlX-tx.

COP -he PROX . MASC-thief- DET. DEF. MASC

He’s the thief.

(Bella Coola, Davis and Saunders (1997a, 114))

Comparing (68b) with (68c), both of which appear to be clefts, we see that
copula tix is optional here as well.36,37
34 Other

identifiers, or copulas, include female gender cix and mass wix.
Okanagan ixíP in DP-DP structures, tix cannot occur finally (i), but this may be due to the
strictly predicate-initial ordering:
35 Like

(i)

*ti-nusPūlX-tx
(tix- ).
PROX . MASC -thief- DET. DEF. MASC be he-he
He’s the thief.
36 Davis

(Bella Coola, Nater, p.c.)

and Saunders (1997a) do not include a -tx suffix on ti-mna in (68c). Nater (p.c.) states
that the constitiuent ti-mna ‘-son’ in (68c) should be suffixed by -tx in order to make it definite, and
so I add it here. This makes sense given that ‘son’ in (34) has the definite suffix, and implies that
cleft foci are ‘definite’ DPs in Bella Coola.
37 Nater (p.c.) also notes that the constituent ti-Payaì in (68a), possibly a headless relative DP,
should include the future morpheme ka, i.e. ti-ka-Payaì given that the question is translated in the
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(68) a. wa- -ks

ti-Payaì

Puì-cumūì?

who-he-INDIVIDUATIVE PROX . MASC-walk LOC-Cumūì
Who’s going to walk to Cumūì?
(Bella Coola, Davis and Saunders (1997a, 108))
b. (tix)

ti-ya

ti-mna-tx

( COP ) PROX . MASC-good PROX . MASC-son-DET. DEF. MASC
ti-Payaì.
PROX . MASC-walk

It’s the good son who’s walking.
(Bella Coola, Davis and Saunders (1997a, 113))
c. tix- -kw

ti-ya

ti-mna-tx

COP -he- QUOT PROX . MASC -good PROX . MASC -son- DET. DEF. MASC

ti-Payaì.
PROX . MASC -walk

It is, I’m told, the good son who is going.
(Bella Coola, Davis and Saunders (1997a, 108))
In sum, (67) and (68) together show that the same copula can be used with both
direct predications and clefts, with the major difference between the two types
of structures being that clefts are subject-initial, whereas direct predications are
strictly subject-final. (67b) additionally suggests that the copula tix may select for
a null pronoun as an argument. The data indicate that equatives may not be possible
with Bella Coola, although more research is required to confirm this hypothesis.

9.3.4

Summary of Implications for Salish

Although there are crucial data missing for many of the languages surveyed in this
section, and a significant number of other Salish languages are not represented at
all in this survey, there are nevertheless some interesting preliminary generalizations to be made concerning DP-DP structures and clefts across Salish. There are
also implications for the historical development of DP-DP structures across the
family, which raise a huge number of questions for further empirical work on these
future tense. Likewise for (68c). Sense tense is non-crucial to this investigation, I retain the original
forms and glosses in this case.
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languages, especially in the Southern Interior.
Generalizations
I begin with a summary of the major patterns established by this survey (Table 9.6):
Table 9.6: Evidence for Equative versus Predicational Analyses of DP-DP
Structures and Clefts across Select Salish Languages
Equative

Predicational Copula

‘Clefting
DEM ’

Okanagan

X

*

(ixíP)

Kalispel (Montana Salish)

X

*

’
(iše / šey)

Coeur d’Alene

*

X

(ciP[?])

Moses-Columbian

*

X

(PaxáP)

Shuswap

X

*

(yGiP)

Thompson

(X)

X

c’ e

Lillooet

X

(X)

niì

Northern Straits

(X)

X

niì

Bella Coola

*

X

(tix)

xeP

The first generalization is that the more western Northern Interior Salish languages, as well as Northern Straits and Bella Coola use a copula (i.e. a clefting
predicate) rather than a demonstrative to signal structural focus. Thompson uses
both a copula and a demonstrative, while the more eastern Northern Interior Salish language Shuswap, and the entirety of the Southern Interior do not use overt
copulas, but optionally signal structural focus with a demonstrative.
The second generalization is that languages which do not have overt copulas
generally show clearer evidence in favor of either having equative or predicational
DP-DP structures and clefts (excepting possibly Bella Coola). Languages which
have a dedicated, overt copula use them for both DP-DP structures and clefts,
though clefts cannot in certain cases be reduced to an equative analysis.
The third generalization is that there seems to be a slightly stronger tendency
for languages which do not use overt copulas to have structures which may be
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strongly argued to be equative (i.e. Okanagan, Kalispel, and Shuswap which use
demonstratives in DP-DP structures and clefts, versus Lillooet which uses an overt
copula).
Concerning the Possible Historical Development of Equatives
In light of these generalizations, it seems historically plausible that equatives may
be an innovation of Southern Interior Salish (or possibly Shuswap), attributible
to the fact that these languages use optional demonstratives rather than dedicated
clefting predicates in clefts and DP-DP structures.
To explain, demonstratives in Okanagan were shown to form constituents with
iP DPs, and oblique-marked NPs were shown to function as argument expressions
when they are associated with a demonstrative. Although the internal constituency
of demonstrative-associated oblique-marked NPs is unclear, the point is that the
syntactic status of a particle as being clearly a determiner is not necessarily relevant to its immediate constituent being able to function as a DP argument, when
the immediate constituent is associated with a demonstrative. For languages where
a demonstrative may be argued to form a constituent with a residue clause (Okanagan, Shuswap), regardless of whether a determiner or complementizer (or oblique
marker) follows that demonstrative, the entire constituent may have the distribution
of an (internally-complex) DP argument.
In this sense, demonstratives may have played a role in complementizers being reanalyzed as determiners in languages like Kalispel, for instance. That is,
since Kalispel does not have an overt copula, and demonstratives are used to signal
structural focus, assuming that they form constituents with residue clauses and/or
may adjoin to a headed or headless relative clause, a residue-introducing complementizer *ìu(P) (cf. Moses-Columbian where it is a complementizer) may have
been reanalyzed as a determiner, assuming that the entire demonstrative-introduced
clause is interpretable as a headless relative clause argument. C-to-D reanalysis did
not occur for Coeur d’Alene and Moses-Columbian, and cleft residues remain unambiguously CPs. I tentatively suggest the following historical derivation:
(69)

Possible Development of Equative Clefts in Southern Interior Salish (and
Shuswap)
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a. Stage 1: copula + DP focus +

CP residue

(Proto-Interior Salish #1)
b. Stage 2: copula + DP focus + ( DEM ) CP residue
(Proto-Interior Salish #2, Proto-Thompson, Proto-Lillooet)
c. Stage 3:

+ DP focus + ( DEM ) CP residue

(Proto-Interior Salish #3, except Proto-Thompson and Proto-Lillooet)
d. Stage 4:

+ DP focus + ( DEM ) CP residue

(Coeur d’Alene, Moses-Columbian: no C-to-D reanalysis)
e. Stage 5:

+ DP focus + ( DEM ) DP residue

(Okanagan, Kalispel, Shuswap: C-to-D reanalysis)
For languages which use overt copulas and introduce their cleft residues with
complementizers (e.g. Thompson), there is no possibility of analyzing the copula
as a DP-constituent with a residue (synchronically speaking, at least), and so no
tendency to reanalyze residue-introducing complementizers as determiners. This
is likely the older pattern, which Coeur d’Alene and Moses-Columbian retained,
despite the loss of an overt copula.38
Possible Semantic Motivation for C-to-D Reanalysis
There may also have been a semantic motivation for reanalyzing complementizers
as determiners in some languages. Consider again for a moment the predicational
analysis of the Northern Straits copula developed in Shank (2003):
(70)

[[niì]] = λ Pλ x.[x ≤ y] ∧ y = ιz.Pz

Here, exhaustivity arises from a scalar implicature by which any stronger alternative that is not asserted is ruled out Rooth (1992), and so speakers tend to interpret
the individual as a non-proper subpart of a maximal individual. Given this seman38 It

is unclear how languages which use overt copulas and introduce their cleft residues with
determiners (e.g. Lillooet, possibly Northern Straits) fit into this overall picture, since there is no
clear motivation for re-analyzing complementizers as determiners in these languages. Given that
Lillooet niì was borrowed from Central Salish, a detailed analysis of Central Salish clefts is necessary
before anything less speculative can be said.
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tic analysis, there is no need for a residue-introducing determiner to contribute an
exhaustivity implicature, as under the Percus/Hedberg-style analysis of Okanagan.
In Southern Interior Salish and Shuswap, however, there are no overt copulas, and
a demonstrative cannot be assumed to carry exhaustivity as a conventional implicature, since it also occurs in non-cleft environments. Exhaustivity implicatures
in Southern Interior Salish and Shuswap might nevertheless be introduced by determiners, as they are in Okanagan. Two strong possibilities that emerge are that
(i) complementizers were reanalyzed as determiners in Okanagan, Kalispel, and
Shuswap, because there was no overt copula, but nevertheless a need for an exhaustivity implicature; or (ii) an overt copula was dropped because complementizers were reanalyzed as determiners, and the exhaustivity implicature carried by the
copula became redundant (Lillooet is a potential candidate for such a process, and
niì is already optional before independent pronouns and possibly proper names).39
A Unified Analysis of Salish Clefts?
The question arises as to whether it may be possible to find a unified semantic and
syntactic analysis of DP-DP structures and clefts across Salish. One possible answer comes to mind:40 If we were to assume that for Salish languages with overt
copulas, the copula is the spell-out of a determiner which selects directly for a
CP (Hedberg, 2000), then we can explain the absence of (or difficulty in obtaining) overt NP heads in residue clauses in languages like Thompson and Northern
Straits, and analyze clefts in these languages as equative. Shank (2003) discusses
that niì is also used as a third person pronominal in Northern Straits, and so by
39 On the subject of demonstratives as markers of structural focus, Diessel (1999, 148-149), citing
a study by Luo (1997), discusses the fact that focus markers in many languages share the same morphological form as copulas and demonstratives. Diessel (1999, 148) states that “it is conceivable that
focus markers may also develop directly from identificational demonstratives in nonverbal clauses.”

(i)

[[DEM

NP S ] [ REL CL S ]S ]

⇒ [[FOC NP NP ] : S ]

(Diessel, 1999, 148)

Diessel also states that “.. the focal part of the cleft construction includes an identificational demonstrative in a nonverbal clause..... [this] may account for the development of focus markers in languages such as Ambulas and Mokilese, where demonstratives and focus markers are morphologically
related but show no obvious relationship to a copula.” It is therefore possible that demonstratives in
the Southern Interior are developing into dedicated clefting predicates.
40 Thanks to Henry Davis (p.c. 2013) for suggesting this as a possibility.
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analyzing pronouns as determiners (Postal, 1966; Elbourne, 2001), the Hedberg
analysis might receive independent support. Allowing for a determiner to select
for an overt or covert NP head (Percus, 1997) in Salish languages without overt
copulas, then it may be possible to subsume predicational clefts as a type of equative. The parameter of variation, then, reduces to the selectional restrictions of a
language’s determiners.
Intensionality in Salish Equatives
Another question worth considering is whether equative structures across Salish involve the same intensional asymmetry which I have claimed holds for Okanagan.
Answering this question will involve not only conducting detailed investigations of
determiner semantics in languages which appear to have equatives (esp. Kalispel
and Shuswap), but also comparing syntactic and information structural properties
of equatives with direct predications in these languages. In Lillooet for example,
as I briefly mentioned, assertion-of-existence DPs permit generic readings, but not
individual concept readings. There could be microvariation between languages
in terms of allowing contextually restricted individual concepts, but much more
work needs to be done before anything can be said for certain. A detailed comparative study of determiner semantics and the syntactic and information structural
properties of equatives in Okanagan, Kalispel, Shuswap, and Lillooet, could do
much to clarify the nature of copular predication in Salish. The results could then
be compared to a study of determiner semantics in languages without equatives
(Coeur d’Alene and Moses-Columbian), in order to test whether there might be
any necessary correlation between determiner properties such as intensionality or
maximality, and the existence of equatives. I leave this for future work.

9.4

Theoretical Implications

This section summarizes the major implications of my analysis for the theory. First,
I discuss how Okanagan supports a fundamental distinction between predicational
and equative clauses. Next, I present my classification of Okanagan non-verbal
predications within Higgins’ taxonomy.
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9.4.1

A Distinction between Predication and Equation

Okanagan supports (Heycock and Kroch, 1999) who argue for a distinction between predicational and equative small clauses and copular clauses. DP-DP equatives are not reducible to direct predications in Okanagan, contra some theories of
English copular clauses Moro (1997); Adger and Ramchand (2003); den Dikken
(2006), since Okanagan DPs, like DPs in other Salish languages, cannot be predicative (Longobardi, 1994; Matthewson, 1998). The distinction between predication and equation therefore corresponds to the syntactic and semantic distinctions
between NP and DP: Okanagan NPs may directly predicate themselves of a DP
argument, whereas Okanagan DPs may not. Assuming that raising to type <e,t>
is not a possibility for Okanagan DPs (which seems apparent given the word order
restriction), and via the principle of compositionality, a null equative copula must
exist for Okanagan DP-DP structures. I have argued for an intensionality-based
asymmetry between the two DPs in a DP-DP equative structure (Romero, 2005),
based on independent evidence that Okanagan iP DPs may denote individual concepts. My semantic analysis of the copula is given as follows:
(71)

Okanagan equative copula, final analysis
[[=]] = λ x<s,e> λ ye λ ws [x(w) = y]

The distinction between predicational and equative sentences is motivated by
a word order restriction that is manifest for DP-DP structures in answer to WHquestions, which is not apparent for a corresponding direct predication, and by the
fact that syntactic inversion is not a possibility (Moro, 1997; den Dikken, 2006)).
This word order restriction results from the following lexical property of the equative head:
(72)

The equative head assigns a syntactic feature ‘F’ to its second argument.

This feature is interpretable as focus (Rooth, 1992), and alignment constraints force
the DP specifier of the equative clause to occur to the left (Koch, 2008a). The
distinction between predication and equation in Okanagan is therefore not only a
semantic distinction, but also an information structural one.
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9.4.2

Higgins’ Taxonomic Classification for Okanagan

For Okanagan, since specificational sentences are not possible, and identificationals pattern like other instances of either direct predication or equation, Okanagan
supports reducing Higgins’ taxonomy to only two types, predicational and equative
(Heller, 2005). The taxonomy I propose for Okanagan is shown below in Table 9.7
(cf. Table 7.3).
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Table 9.7: Higgins’ Taxomony and Okanagan Non-Verbal Predications

C LAUSE T YPE
Predicational

E XAMPLE

S UBJECT C OMPLEMENT

’ w @m
s@xw k’w úlìx

Wilford
’ w @m Wilford
s@xw k’w úlìx

e

<e,t>

e

<s,e>

(Wilford is a carpenter)
(Identificational)

’
’
Spike C@lxí
caP
’
’ Spike
C@lxícaP
(Spike is Chillhitzia)
’
John ixíP iP s@xw k’w lmín@m
’
ixíP iP s@xw k’w lmín@m
John
(That hard worker is John)
ixíP John
John ixíP
(That’s John)

Equative

’ w @m
Wilford iP s@xw k’w úlìx
’ w @m Wilford
*iP s@xw k’w úlìx
(Wilford is a/the carpenter)

(Identificational

ixíP John [.... (residue)]

(truncated cleft))

John ixíP [.... (residue)]
(It’s John)

(Identificational
(full cleft))

’
John ixíP [iP s@xw k’w lmín@m]
’
*ixíP [iP s@xw k’w lmín@m]
John
(It’s John that is the hard worker.)

The difference between Okanagan and languages like English with regards to
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Higgins’ taxonomy is in part due to differences in the semantic type of the DPs
involved in non-verbal predications. The distribution of DPs according to semantic type in contexts involving non-verbal predication in Okanagan and English is
shown below in Table 9.8.
Table 9.8: Distribution of Semantic Types across DPs in Okanagan NonVerbal Predications

Okanagan

e

iP DPs

X *

X

bare demonstratives

X *

*

demonstrative-associated

X *

X

proper names

X X

*

English

e

<s,e>

<e,t>

<s,e>

DPs
<e,t>

X X

XRomero (2005)

bare demonstratives

X XMikkelsen (2005)

XHeller & Wolter (2008)

demonstrative phrases

X *

*

proper names

X XHeller (2005)

*

DET

DPs

There are four major differences which I discuss here.
First, there is good semantic and distributional evidence in Okanagan against
analyzing demonstratives and iP DPs as predicates of type <e,t>. The analogous
expressions in English are often assumed to be of type <e,t> in certain copular
environments: e.g. determiner-headed DPs may be analyzed as initial predicates
in specificational sentences (Moro, 1997; Mikkelsen, 2005; den Dikken, 2006),
bare demonstratives may be analyzed as initial predicates in identificationals (a
sub-class of specificational for Mikkelsen (2005) e.g. That is Susan).
Second, in non-verbal predication contexts, demonstrative-associated DPs in
Okanagan are only of type e when they are the subject of an identificational predication or equative, but they can be of type <s,e> when they are in the complement
position of an equative (i.e. when they are cleft residues). In English, demon-
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strative phrases have been argued to be of type e as subjects of identificational
equatives (Mikkelsen, 2005), as well as subjects of identificational predications
(Heller, 2005). Adjoined demonstratives in Okanagan ‘inherit’ the intensionality
of the overt (or covert) iP DP to which they adjoin, as evidenced by data showing
that they allow generic and other intensional readings.41
Third, there is good distributional evidence that proper names are not necessarily type e referential expressions in Okanagan. In equatives, they can only be
the second argument of the equative head, and must be of type e, however in predications, they may either be type e subjects or predicative non-subject expressions.
Since they pattern distributionally like other lexical predicates in identificational
contexts, I suggest that they are of type <e,t>, and are singleton-set-denoting properties. For English, proper names are usually always analyzed as referential, although Heller (2005, 197) analyzes them as an “essential property that is assumed
to be new information” in the complement position of an identificational predication.
Fourth, neither bare demonstratives nor proper names can denote individual
concepts of type <s,e> in Okanagan. Intensionality is a special property of iP
DPs, although a demonstrative-associated iP DP may be of type <s,e> when it
is in the residue position of a cleft (i.e. functioning as the first argument of the
equative copula), including cases where the demonstrative is adjoined to the null
residue of a truncated cleft. Heller and Wolter (2008) allow proper names to be of
type <s,<<s,e>,t>>, that is, functions from worlds to sets of individual concepts.
Since evidence for such a higher type is not immediately apparent for Okanagan, I
assume that proper names, like bare demonstratives, are directly referential, rigid
designators (Kaplan, 1977, 1989; Kripke, 1982).
In sum, from Table 9.8, we see that the most apparent semantic differences
between Okanagan and English DPs in copular environments are that Okanagan iP
DPs cannot be of type <e,t>, while English determiner-headed DPs can, and that
while English bare demonstratives have been analyzed as intensional (Heller and
Wolter, 2008), it is the Okanagan demonstratives in positions adjoined to an iP DP
which I argue to be intensional, not bare demonstratives.
41 Though it remains an unsolved compositional problem how exactly this is achieved. See section
4.6.1 and section 8.6.2 for discussion.
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9.4.3

Pragmatic Differences between Okanagan and English
Equatives

Another major difference between Okanagan and English surfaces with regards to
the pragmatics of non-verbal predications. For English specificational sentences,
there is commonly acknowledged to be an old information requirement on the initial DP (Birner, 1996; Heycock and Kroch, 1999; Mikkelsen, 2005). Regardless
of whether one analyzes English specificationals as equative clauses or as inverted
predicational clauses, it is significant to note that there is no old information requirement on any DP in an Okanagan equative: the word order is strictly fixed,
as required by the semantics of the equative copula (cf. section 7.5) coupled with
focus alignment constraints (Koch, 2008a). Although apparent cases of inversion
(which I have suggested involve topicalization) in some cases involve an initial
iP DP that constitutes old information (cf. section 7.7), this is not a requirement,
as shown by the fact that these cases are also felicitous in non-presuppositional,
out-of-the-blue contexts.

9.4.4

Information Structural Differences between Okanagan and
English Equatives

Yet another major difference between Okanagan and English can be found with regards to information structure. English copular clauses are not hard-wired in terms
of focus, by which I mean that it is not a lexical property of the copula be, or of
any Pred-head or Equative-head analyses of English, to assign a feature ‘F’ to one
of its arguments. In terms of focus-alignment facts in Okanagan, such an approach
is motivated because DP-DP structures require the more-referential DP (with the
‘F’ feature) to occur initially, and in terms of pragmatics, DP-DP structures are
required in contrastive contexts (cf. section 7.4.1). In contrast, English specificationals may be pragmatically and/or semantically asymmetrical (depending on the
theory one adopts), and the fixed information structure (whereby the final DP is
interpretable as a focus) is dependant on the satisfaction of a pragmatic condition
such that the initial DP represent old information. For Okanagan however, the fixed
information structure is a direct result of the semantic and lexical properties of the
equative head: that is, there is no pragmatic condition involved.
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9.4.5

Exhaustivity in Okanagan Equatives

Okanagan DP-DP equative structures carry an implicature of exhaustivity. The
fact that exhaustivity is only implied, and not entailed, means that the focused DP
in an Okanagan DP-DP equative structure may be interpreted either exhaustively
or non-exhaustively. The exhaustivity implicature is induced from a maximality
implicature associated with the determiner iP in the equative head’s first argument.
Both are given below:
Maximality implicature of iP:

(73)

f = MAX
Exhaustivity Implicature:

(74)

A sentence of the form [x DP ] = [iP Y DP ]
a. Asserts:
∃ f .x = f (Y )
b. Via (73) this implicates:
x = MAX(Y )
c. And assuming (74b) is satisfied, a DP-DP structure asserts:
x is the only Y
That is, if all else is equal, an iP DP will be interpreted as denoting the maximal
singular or plural individual in the intersection of the context set and the NP set.
In an equative sentence, the maximality implicature induces an exhaustivity implicature, such that the initial focused DP will be interpreted as the only individual
equivalent to the maximal referent denoted by the iP DP.

9.4.6

Interpretive Variability in Okanagan versus English Equatives

Since exhaustivity in Okanagan is only an implicature, this leads to an interpretive
variability for DP-DP structures that is interesting from a cross-linguistic perspective on copular predication: (pseudo-)predicational readings are made available via
an equative semantics. For cases where the exhaustivity implicature of a DP-DP
structure is not satisfied, the direct and DP-DP structure below will be functionally
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equivalent:
’
’
(75) a. Mary s@xw -maPmáyaP-m.
Mary OCC - RED-teach-MID
Mary is a teacher.
b. Mary iP

’
’
s@xw -maPmáyaP-m.

Mary DET OCC - RED-teach-MID
Mary is a teacher.
The interpretive ambiguity in Okanagan equative DP-DP structures like (75b) depends not on semantic type, since the iP DP will always be of type <s,e>, and the
initial subject of type e. It instead depends on whether or not an iP DP is interpreted
as maximal or non-maximal.
This relates to my earlier discussion pertaining to English sentences such as
The morning star is the evening star, which although canonically considered to be
equative, may also have a predicational or specificational interpretation depending
on context. Under theories which analyze specificationals as inverted predicationals, the first or second DP may be of type <e,t>, depending on the interpretation.
For Heycock & Kroch, the specificational interpretation of The morning star is
the evening star must be semantically equative, with an additional “old information” requirement on the initial DP. A non-specificational equative interpretation
is presumably still available in contexts where the initial DP does not convey old
information. The point is that for both English specificationals, which are pragmatically (Heycock and Kroch, 1999) and information-structurally asymmetrical
(Higgins, 1973), and Okanagan equatives, which are semantically and informationstructurally asymmetrical, the interpretive variability of a given sentence may be
derived without resorting to semantic type-shifting.

9.4.7

Fixed Information Structure and the Connection to Clefts

It is instructive to compare Okanagan equatives to English inverse specificational
pseudoclefts such as (76a) (den Dikken et al., 2000) and clefts such as (76b).
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(76) a. Otto Preminger was who I met.
b. It was Otto Preminger who I met.
Okanagan equatives have a fixed information structure similar to the sentences in
(76) in terms of the fact that the initial DP is intepretable as a focus, but unlike
English, there is no requirement that the the second constituent be old information,
since there is no presupposition associated with Okanagan equatives. There is a requirement that the second constituent be intensional, however. As such, Okanagan
sentences involving a fixed information structure (i.e. equative DP-DP structures
and clefts) are defined as a class by the presence of an iP DP, and thus by intensionality. English sentences involving a fixed information structure such as (76)
are defined as a class by an existential presupposition.
These differences between English and Okanagan explain the relative pragmatic markedness of English sentences involving fixed information structure, and
the relative unmarkedness of the corresponding Okanagan structures.
Okanagan clefts also carry an implicature of exhaustivity, exactly as do simpler
Okanagan DP-DP equative structures. As such, and in tandem with independent
morphosyntactic evidence involving the oblique marker t (which I introduce in
chapter 4), I claim that Okanagan clefts are also equative DP-DP structures, and
present a derivational analysis of clefts as equative structures (cf. section 8.6).
This analysis supports theories of English clefts which derive clefts from simpler
copular predications (Percus, 1997), and relates the fixed information structure of
Okanagan DP-DP structures to the semantics of the iP determiner. Okanagan DPDP structures may be viewed as a type of cleft, given their fixed information structure.
Percus (1997) derives English clefts from specificational copular clauses, noting that both structures are constrained by discourse in the same way. Under the
argument that English specificationals are equative (Heycock and Kroch, 1999),
and in light of the information structural parallels between Okanagan DP-DP equatives and clefts on the one hand and English specificational sentences and clefts on
the other (Percus, 1997), I suggest that clefts in both languages may be analyzed
as equatives. Strictly speaking, Okanagan supports (Percus, 1997) over (Hedberg,
2000), since the former in principle permits residue clauses to be headed. In ac418

tuality, headed residues in English should be ungrammatical under Percus’ derivation (cf. section 8.6), but this is due rather to the extraposition requirement on
English clefts, and because it is a spell-out of the plus a null head. Other Salish languages, which introduce their cleft residues with complementizers and do
not allow residue-internal NP heads, may ultimately support Hedberg (2000) (cf.
section 9.3.4).

9.4.8

Conclusion

In conclusion, my approach to Okanagan predication and equation supports a view
of Higgins’ taxonomy as a taxonomy of “syntax-semantics alignments which is
further conditioned by information structure” (Mikkelsen, 2011, 1813), and sheds
new light on the debate between inverse predicational versus equative analyses
of specificational sentences, how Higgins’ taxonomy might be reducible, and the
derivational relation between copular sentences with fixed information structure
and clefts.
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